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PREFACE.

Since the first appearance of “The Early

Flemish Painters”m 1857, criticism and enquiry

have enlarged our knowledge of the schools of

the Netherlands. Artists whose identity was

not established are now famihar; records which

seemed to have been lost, have been found

again; and pictures which were thought to

have perished are restored to us. The mass of

materials at the historian’s command has greatly

increased.

The mere mention of the names of A. Pin-

chart, E. van Even, W. H. J. "Weale, A. Wauters,

E. de Busscher, and 0. H. Ruelens, recalls to

specialists the most important contributions

made to the history of 15“* century art in our

day. To some of these gentlemen, and parti-

cularly to M". Pinchart whose communications

are the more valuable because hitherto unpub-

lished, we owe more than a mere acknowledg-

ment of thanks. It is only just to say that, but
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foi' them, we shotild still know much less than

we do know ofVan Eyck, Van der Weyden, and

Memling, whilst we might still be unacquainted

with such men as Hubert Stuerboudt, and Greer-

hardt David.

It would ill become us to affirm that a work

which was necessarily imperfect in 1857 has

been improved to perfection in 1872; but this

much may be said without presumption, that, in

writing anew the hves of the Flemish jiainters,

we have spared no pains to combine the results

of independent research with the fruits of our

own more recent studies.
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CHAPTER I.

PAINTING IN THE EAEE: AGES.

Beooees of primitive art in the Netherlands take us

hack to a comparatively late period in history,—to a

period as late as the 8th century, during which a power-

ful impulse was given to painting by the vigour of

Charlemagne. At a very early date, no doubt, pen-

manship and miniature were a favourite pastime in

convents and monasteries, yet we possess little beyond

the knowledge of the fact; and the most ancient notices

in Belgian annals are those quoted from a Benedictine

chromcle of the 9th century at Alt-Eyck on the Maes.

In a passage of some length, the writer of this chronicle

gives a description of beautiful transcripts from the

gospels and psalms made by the abbesses Harlinde

and Renhilde, and praises the brilliancy and freshness

of their illustrative miniatures. It is not without sigm-

ficance that the convent of Alt-Eyck should have been

within easy distance of Mseseyck, the birthplace of two

great Flemish painters, and subsequently the home to

which Lievine, the daughter ofJohn Van Eyck, retired. ^

We shall have occasion to observe how the art of mini-

ature was carried to a high perfection by men of the

Limburg province, who lived as late as 1400, and took

their wares to the distant mart of Paris.

1 See postea,’See also Becherclies sur nos anoiens enlu-
mineurs et caUigrapties pai le chanoine J. J. de Smet, m Bulle-
tins de rAcad6mxe de Belgique, Vol. XY. No. 7. pp. 86—8.

1



2 PAINTINO IN THE DARK AGES. [CHAP. I.

Itseems to have been witliintlie memory ofWolfram

of Eschenbach that lay schools existed in the Nether-

lands, and there is a passing allusion in “Parcivah’ to

painters at Msestricht and Koln*; but we labour at

present under an absolute dearth of portable pictures

executed in 1200 and 1300, and such fragments of wall

painting as were rescued from oblivion in our day, are

mostly too injured to permit of a correct apprecia-

tion. There is no field of inquiry which has received

more attention in the last ten years than that of mo-

numental remains in Belgium, and it is but fair to

state that wall distempers ascribed to the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries have been recently disco-

vered at Msestricht, Li^ge, Huy, Namur, Ghent, Gor-

cum, and Haarlem.^ We may hope that these works

1 Wolfram von Bschenbacli’s Paicival MS. unpaged in Bnt.
Museum, but see the quotation m Waagen’s Handbook based on
Kugler S'J. London 1860. pp. 12. 22, 29. 30.

2 As to the existence of painting and painters at Liegc in

the 10th and 11th centuries, we may consult Eiorillo (Ge-
schichte der zeichneiiden Kuuste) and the life of Baldenc of
Liege (Pertz’s Mouumenta VI.), foi lost muial paintings at
Gorcum and Nieuport, Schnaase (Kunstblatt 1847 Ho. 8 ) and
Kesteloot, (Hotice sur une peinture murale decouvevto a Niou-
port [1822] in Houveaux Meinoiies de rAoadomio de Bruxelles
t. XYII.) “Christ on the Cioss,” an old picture dated 1305, once
in the church of the B6guinage at Liest, is described by Molanus
(Hist, SS. Imaginum et Pictuiaium Lov. 1570 in Van Even’s
Thierry Bouts, 8^. Brux 1861. p. 7). Of extant wall paintings
and pictures the following are notices taken fiom various
sources.

Huy, Convent des Croisiers. Here is an old shrine with
scenes from the legend of the martyr St. Ottilia. Judging from
the lUustrations of this shiine (assigned to the year 1292) in
the Beffroi (4", Bruges 1864. Tom. 11. p. 31 ) this is a flat poly-
chromic series of very primitive design.

Msestneht. Erescos were discovered here in 1866 in a
building attached in old times to a Dominican monastery.
According to M. J. H. L. van der Schaaf of Leyden, who <bi-

scribes them (Hederlandsche Spectator in Journal des Beaux
Arts, Bruxelles 1867. p. 105),thesefrequently beara date,—1337

—

and represent scenes from the legend of the ten thousand
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of old and nameless craftsmen will in due time be

classified according to their real value;, but it may be

sufi&cient for the present to characteri^ze the specimens

of mural design discovered before 1850 and note that

in so far as they can be considered to represent the

art of the darker ages, they reveal a very low form

indeed of pictorial culture. As such we should point

out the coronation of the Virgin and Christ on the

shoulders of St. Christopher in the Byloque hospital

at Grhent, a rude performance of the first years after

martyrs, and episodes from tlie lives of St. Thomas Aqtnnas and
other saints.

Bathmen near Deventer. Frescos in the church ofBathmen
were freed from superposed lime and whitewash in 1870. They
are desciihed hy Mr. Victor de Shiers (Nederlandsche Spectator
in Journal des Beaux Arts 1870. p. 116) as representing the
last judgment in two different designs, figures of St. Catherine
and St Gertrude and a repetition of the martyrdom of the 10,000
as at Maestricht with portraits of a knight and his dame
kneeling in the foreground. The latter composition is fairly

preserved, the others are fragments. On one of the walls the
ciphers MCCCLXXIX are said (doubtfully) to exist.

Floreffe near Namur. Here aie frescos in a bad state de-

scribed by Mr Ad. Siret as belonging to the 13th century in the
cellars of the abbey, of old tl^e halls of the counts of Na-
mur. (Annales de la soci^te arch6ologique de Namur. Tom 3.

p. 361).

Haarlem St. Bavon Distempers with figures of saints, of
uncertain date on the pillars of the church (Journal des Beaux
Arts, u s. 1860. p. 160)

Liege. Fragments in the churches of St. Jacques, Ste. Croix,

and St. Paul (Journal des Beaux Arts, u. s. 1863. p. 18).

Ghent. Here are lepiesentations of guildsmen m military
dress and thirteen episodes from the legend of St. John the Evan-
gelist, distempers **of the 14th century” on the walls of the
^‘Leugemeete” part of a biewing establishment, of old chapel of

Sts. John and Paul, fragments in chapels of the Hospitals of

St, Jacques, Saint Jean, Saint Chiistophe, and St. Aubert. We
shall note hereafter certain painters of Ghent whose works
have not been preserved. — Consult, meanwhile, Edmond de

Busscher. Becherches sur les peintres gantois 8<J. Gand. 1859

pp, 164—5, and Messager des sciences et des arts de la Belgique
8“. Brux 1834. p 200. 1840, p. 224. and Journal des Beaux Arts.

Bruxelles 1862. p. 15.

1 *
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1300;! and a kneeling figure attributed to an artist of

the same epoch in St. Martin of Ypres.^ Though very

little of the original surface remains in either of these

examples, we still discern that they were executed by

men hardly entitled to the name of painters.

With the mediocrity and absence of skill which

characterized monumental tempera in 1300 it is pleasant

to contrast the cleverness displayed m miniatures of

the same time. We have an interesting proof of this

cleverness in a calendar of the seasons forming part of

a missal in the Bodleian at Oxford, the mimatures of

which are inclosed in very pretty indented squares of

various sizes. ^ The most striking features in this missal

are the symmetrical character of the compositions, the

sculptural gravity and dignified mien of the figures,

the simple cast of the drapery, the kindly expression

of the faces and their careful outline. The heads are

broad and square and heavily bearded; the eyes are

gazing and the fingers long and slender. With simple

effectiveness shadows of small compass are laid in

with great transparence, leaving the parchment bare

for lights. On one of the small pictures representing

1 Ghent. La Byloque. Life size figures. Christ in pilgrim’s

garb. St. Christopher wading in water stocked with rude out-
lines of fishes. The chaiactenstic features of this work aie want
of shadow and coarse black outline. Of the draughtsman’s skill

there is no tiace. This work is not older than A, D. 1300.

Compare Messager des sciences et des arts u. s. for 1833—4.

Tom. I—n. pp. 201—3.

2 This figure is altogether repainted and is on a tomb
alleged to have been erected (circa 1322) to the memory of Ro-
bert of Bethune, but see Kunstblatt 1843. No. 54.

5 Bodleian libr. Oxford. Nr. 313. Douce. In the calendar of
seasons forming part of the missal the festival of Bt. Loms of
Toulouse is comprised. The date of this festival is 1317. That
of St. Thomas Aquinas 1323 is omitted. This would naturally
lead to the inference that the M. S. dates from one of the
intermediate years 1317 to 1323.
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the Yirgin and angel annuntiate, with G-od the father

giving a blessing fi'oni above, the sculptured arches

and columns which form the details of the distance

are notable specimens of the background filhng

which frequently recurs in productions of a later time.

The larger miniatures begm after the 20th page; one

contains the Flagellation and Christ before Pilate,

another the Crucifixion, with the wailing Virgin, the

dicers, the rending of the garment, and the resurrec-

tion; all of which are incidents on a common ground.

Amongst the principal figures is a trumpeter on

horseback blowing a horn, in truthful and energetic

action. 1

It is a moot question whether the author of these

miniatures was a clerk or a layman. The deep religious

feeling, and the intimate knowledge of traditional rules

which the work reveals might point to a monk without

excluding the lay craftsman; but what most character-

izes the art is its dependence on sculpture; and we

1 other specimens of miniature are worthy of attention.

A Bible in the Louvre, M.S. of 1363, contains drawings in the

same framings as those of the Bodleian. On the 368th page is

a porti'ait of Charles the Yth of Fiance, for whom the Bible

was illuimnated. The style i^s that above desciibed, and the

ornaments are very delicate and tasteful. Liiter fonns of the

same art reveal the decline to realism and rimtiaonpldo. ; f<u‘

instance, in a Latin Bible in the liUary (d’ PanN f >! )

where the ornament is by one class of handb and tl.e com-
position by another, where the compositions again are by one
or more draughtsmen. Of this Bible the first ] ropiesents

St. Jerome extracting the thorn tin h-iVs pctw He sits

with a book befoie him in a 1 ii Joiately d(*corated

with stone carving enlivoii'Ml with angtls playing instiuniGiits.

This miniature is a monochrome very minutely outlined and
remarkable for the simplicity and flow of its drapery. Some of

the mmiatui’es which follow are equal to those of the Louvre
Bible of 1363, others are redder and duller in tone and theiefore

less attractive. After page 34 there is evidence of feeblei

handling in surcharged ornament, broken drapery and opaque
colour.
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have to remember that architecture and sculpture in

the Netherlands were taught at a very early period by

laymen; whilst it is equally clear that men of these

crafts, though not unknown in the monastic orders,

had potent rivals and, at last, irresistible antagonists

in the masons, who supplanted the religious communities

by secular organisms equally secret and exclusive. ^

In what sense the painter of the Bodleian missal

was affected by the lessons of sculpture is apparent

in many ways. The numerous episodes of one legend

confined to a single space naturally remind us of the

manner in which reliefs are composed. The stiffness

of groups and drapery and the hardness or peculiar

projection of surfaces betray the study of carved work.

The broad and extensive twilight, the grey and neutral

tinge of shadow, the flat colouring of vestments, orna-

ment, and halos, the careful copying of architectural

detail, all point to models of stone as seen in the

gloom of aisles and porches. Nor is it unnatural that

this should be so when we observe how closely the

older painter guilclsmeu were connected with their

brethren of the chisel. It was customary in the cai‘ly

centuries to give to sculpture the semblance of reality

by tinting. It was thought conducive to finish that

flesh as well as drapery and ornament should be

coloured. There is no reason to doubt that sculptors

were not allowed to dye their own statues and reliefs.

The painters who were first employed in this kind of

duly acquired the general ideas which regul.ato tlio

economy of bas-relief composition
,
its habit of illustrat-

ing the numerous incidents of a given subject on various

planes, its rigid architectonic arrangement, carved

1 Consult Yitet. Notre Dame de Noyon. 8^ Paris. 1845.

p. 122.
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framings, and dusky tone. Art tkns acquired an impress

whicli clung to it for centuries, — an impress equally

remarkable in tbe school of Ghent and Bruges, which

owes its fame to the Van Eycks, and in that of Tournai

and Brussels, wliich gained a name in connexion with

Van der Weyden.

Not less important as affecting the technical pro-

cesses out of which modem oil painting had its origin

was a custom familiar to tinters of moistening their

pigments with oil. This custom was first introduced

into Europe, as there is reason to beheve, either at the

close of the 13th or at the beginning of the 14th cen-

tury, and subsequently became general throughout

the continent." We have rolls of accounts which prove

the fact as far as Belgium is concerned. It was part

of a contract for the .erection of a tomb to John the

Illd, Duke of Brabant, in 1341, at Tournai, that the

statues on it should be worked ‘‘de’pointure de boines

couleurs a ole.”^ It was agreed by the authorities of

Bruges in the same century that a chapel in the town

hall should be “illuminated” with gold and silver and

all manner of oil colours. ^ Jean Coste, whose sculpture

1 Consult Ch. L. Eastlake. Materials for a History of Oil

painting-. 8*^. Loudon. 1847. pp. 32—

3

2 He Laborde. (Les dues de Bourgogne. Pieuves. 8^. Pans.
Yol. I. Introduction p. LXIY.) cites a note to this effect

extracted by Mr. Lumortier fiom the communal records of

Tournai.
3 Jan van der Leye, den scildere, van der oapelle te stof-

feerne (to illuminate) ten Damme, in der steden huus van
Brugge, van Goude, van Zelver en alien manieren van olie

vaerwe, dier toebehoorde, en eenen -waircman van CXXY.
dagen weicken up syn selve costen . . . On pont.

—

De Laborde,

u, s., vol. 1 . Intiod. note to page Ixiv. See also, on the use of oil

in colours, a letter fiom Baron Yernazza to the Giornale di

Pisa of 1794, on the subject of a painting at Pinerolo of 1325, in

Eastlake’s ISJaterials u. s. p. 46, and in Yasari, Ed. of 1848,.

Elorence. vpl. xv* p. 86.
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adorned various parts ofthe castle of Vaudreuil, in 1335,

bound hunself to load them -with “fine oil colours.” i

As technical skill increased oil medium was used for

flags and pennons on which the device and ams of

1 C’est Tordenance de ce que je Giiait d’Oihans, ai cauti6 a

fere par Jelian Coste, ou chastel du Vail de 'K.ueil, sur les

ouvrages de pemcture qui y sont a paifaiie, tant en la sale

come alheurs, du comandement M. S. le Due de Noimandio, I’an

de grace mil ccc. cmquante et cinq le jour de la Nostre Dame
en Mars.

Premierement
,
pour la sale assouvir en la manieie que elle

est commenci6e ou mieux, c’est assavoir parfaiie I’ystoire de la

vie Cesai et au dessouz, en la den«luere liste, uno liste de
bestes et d’jrmages, einsi comme est commencee. Item, la galerie

a I’entr^e de la sale, en laquelle ost la chace, parfaiie, emsi
comme est oommenc6e. Item, la grant oliapelle fere dos ystoiies

de Nostre Dame, de sainte Anne et la Passion en tour I’autel,

ce qui en y pourra estie fet. Item, poui le dossier on table

dessus I’autel III. hystoires; c’est assavoir* ou milieu, la Tiinit6,

et en I’un des costez une histoire de saint Nicolas ot on I’autre

de Saint Doys, et audessouz des liystoiios du toui de la cha-
pelle, parfaiio de la manik*e de mail)re einsi coinmo il ost coni-

menciA Item I’entieclos, qui est ou milieu de la chapello,

estanccler et noter de plusieuis coulems estancelleos. Item,
Toratoire qui joint a la cliapelle, paiiaire, c’ost assavoir le

couionnement qui est ou pignon avec giant quantity d’anges ot

I’Annunciation
,
qui est a I’autre cost6. Et en Vli aichoz qui y

sont, Vllymages, c’est assavoir eu cliascuii arcliet un ymage,
et los visages qui sont commonciez parfaire, tant de t.aille

comme do couleuis et les diaps dia])rcz nnor et parleie; (‘t une
pi6ce de mernon qrfii est audessouz des aichoz ax'inoior do bonne
armoierie ou de chose qui lo vaille Et ironies C(‘s chosos dessus

devisees seront fetes de lines coulems d hmle ot los champs do
fin or eu]ev6 et les vestemeiis de’ Nostro Danio do fin aziir et

bien laialment toutes ces choses vermssi6eH et assouvios ontic^re-

ment sans aiicun deffaute. Et fora le dit Johan Oostc tontos

les oeuvres dessus dictes, et trouvora toutes l(‘s <‘.hosos n6-
cessaires ^ ce excepts buebe i aidmr et liz pom hostel ei ly ot

ses gens en la mani^re que Ton ly a trouv6 ou temps passi's Et
pour ce faire doit avoir six cens moutons, dosquu*x il aura los

deux cens a present sur le teime de P.isques ot deux cons a la

Sainot Michel proohainement venant, ot les autres doux cons ou
terme de Pasques apres ensuivant. Accords et commiuidd par
M. S. le Duo de Normandie, au Vail do Bucil Jo lour de
Mars MOOOLV.—Dc Lahorde, Arrhloes Mumripalcn dHmenm*
in Des Dues de Bourgogne. Vol. iii. pp. 460—62.
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knights and corporations were thrown ;i but mui’al

painting and panels were usually executed in tempera

1 We find the following in the accounts of the Stewards
of the Duke of Orleans at Asti: “16th May 1387 Johanni
Imperiato, civi Astensi, pictori, pro XII handeriis quarumsex
deplete fuerunt ad arma domini ducis Turonie, et alie sex ad
dicta arma et domine ducisse, transmittendis et portandis ad
looa bacuarum Sancti Albanie et Tnnitatis, jurisdictioui do-
imni episcopi subjecta, per gentes pnncipis Achaye ab ipso
oblata, etc. XXII. Solidos VI denarios Astenses .... Dicto Jo-
hanni Imperiato pro factura et pictura dictarum XII bande-
riarum XIX 1. VII s. Astenses.” De Laborde, u. s. III. p. 29.

Again “Feviier 1393. A Cathelam Bonneiet, de Milan, paintie,
pour la vente et delivrance de XXXIII banni^ies, aux armes de
Monseigneur le due, par lui baill^es et d^livr^es audit Cant61eii
du commandement et ordonnance de Monseigneur de Coucy
DXXIII 1. XIII s. Ib. ib. p. 76.”

The records of Lille contain the following. — “Comptes
Jaquemon depuis le derrain jour d’Oet. MCCOIIII^^I d Oct.

Mccenn^^n.
“A maistre Jehan Mannin (or Mauvin) paintie, pour le fa-

chon des dites banierettes et puignons ”

Comptes Jehan Yiete pour et au nom de la yille de Lille du
jour de Toussains I’an de grace MCCCIIIP’^ et II jusques le

derrain jour du niois d’Oetobre nuit de Toussaint I’an de grace
MCCOIIIP’^ et in “Aoust, — A maistre Jehan Mannin (ou
Mauvin) paintre, pour auoir paintur^ de couleurs d ole ix cappes
de plonc seiuans i le porte Saint Sauueui, et les pumiaulx et

banierettes, la ossi seruans, payet pour certain marqui§t
(marche) de ce fait a lui LIII 1. IIII sS-^De Lab, u, 5., vol. i.

Introd. p. Ixvi.

The accounts of Anthoine, Duke of Brabant’s stewards, for

the year 1411—12, contain this entry, amongst others, relative

to painting — “Item. Chnstoffle Besaen, myns voirscreven

heeren scilder, om twee bannyeren, II wimple, VI bannyeren . .

.

met finen goude ende met olyen op ziden laken.” - Comptes de

Vhotel d^Ant de Brabant. De Lab. u. s
,
vol. ii., p. 292.

Anthonio Bellono, civi Astensi, speciario pro IIII® YIII
peciis auri fini batiiti; pro gomma, pro colla, tela nigra,

candelis, cere, laurio, pertioo, auio pigmento necessario pro
factione trium banneriarum factarum ad arma domini dueis

XXV 1 I. s.

Johanni Alumniaco, meroerio, civi Astiensi pro XL rasis seu

brassis cendati, pertiti et jalm, et pio serico seu seyta et certis

ahis necessarns pio dictis bannenis XXXVIII 1. X s

Cliristoforo de Almania, magistio brodure pro factione

dictarum trium banneriaium XYII 1 IIII s. Pro eodem per

bulletam mandamenti gubernatoris datam III die Apnlis
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or distemper as we shall hereafter have occasion to

observe.

Amongst wall distempers- of the 14th century we

shall have to notice some that were carried out at

Courtrai by order of Louis de Male. They were in-

ferior, as we shall see, to portable specimens of con-

temporary art; and they hardly deserve to be noticed

when compared with such works as the antependium at

the Louvre falsely assigned to Beaunepfveu of Tournai. ^

This antependium is a primitive example, which takes

us back to the earhest developments of the schools of

the Rhine. The legend attached to it is that it was

painted for a duke of BeiTy and given by Charles the

Vth of Valois (1364—80) to the cathedral of Narbonnc.

It represents the capture, Christ bound to the pillar,

Christ carrying his cross, the crucifixion, the deposi-

tion, the limbus and Noli me tangere. Between the

third and fourth compartments is a portrait of Charles

the Vth guarded by five angels, whilst his queen, in

prayer, kneels in the cnicifixion. Of a size calculated

to test to the utmost the powers of an early devsigner,

these pictures are all remarkable for faults peculiar to

the Belgian and Germanic schools; and as such we

should more particularly note the slenderand attenuated

build, the coarse extremity and projected bone, of the

human frame. Gazing eyes attest the relationship of

the artist to the earlier miniaturists; i)alli(l tones

remind us of a technical handling common to tlio name-

less works of Westphalian craftsmen. But the carved

Gothic arches in which tlie subjects are framed point

almost surely to a guildsman of Tournai.

XY s.

—

Arch* Nat Fev, 138B—89. He Lab, vol, lii,

pp. 37, 38, Belgisch. Museum 8vo. Ghent. VoL in, pp, 37—9.
1 We know but one artist of the immo of Beaunepfveu. Xle

was a sculptor at Valenciennes in the 14th century. Bee postoa.
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In this, as in all northern works of an early time

we find the dramatis personce dressed in local costume

When studying Italian art we observe that the perioc

of the realists is that in which modem dress is intro

duced. Conspicuous in the Tuscan painting ofthe 15th

this habit was known to the Netherlanders before th<

14th century. We may suppose that when the laj

asserted its superiority over the monastic, element ii

the Low Countries, it suppressed the traditions o

classic vesture, or we may assume that painters wer<

satisfied with reproducing gospel subjects fromreligioui

plays. In the rude ages of which we have been treat

ing, policy required that the working man should b(

kept quiet by artificial means, and one of these meauJ

was no doubt the religious festival and procession

especially that m which scenes from the passion o

Christ were dramatically represented. There is reasor

to believe that the clergy and other promoters of these

festivals were not particularly careful as to the cor

rectness of cut and form in the vestments which thej

used, and it may be that artists derived quaint no-

tions of ancient tailoring from the anachronisms oi

their contemporaries.

Late in the 14th century the “arts’’ of sculpture

and painting, which had hitherto been merged m the

larger corporate organisms, entered into a hfe of then

own, and it is curious to register the fact that the

guilds of St. Luke at Ghent and Bruges are oldei

than that of St. Luke at Florence. — The guild oi

Ghent was founded by charter in 1338, and, for a time

excluded miniaturists and penmen. The guild ofBruges

was embodied about the same time as that of Paris

All these guilds were exclusive; they were shaped or

a model common in the feudal ages. Apprenticeship
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for a period of j^ears, mastery and freedom after

examination or production of a masterpiece were tlie

well known features of the system. Strangers were

admitted on payment of a fine. By-laws regulated the

use and quality of materials for painting; there were

penalties for bad “flesh tints, gold, silver, azure and

smople” as well as for knots in panels. A dean pi'esided;

a court of sub-deans settled questions of law and fact

between painters and their customers. Contracts were

minute, verbose, and long, they left the painter little or

no right to a will or fancy of his own. ^

It would not be dij[ficult to register a long list of

artists whose names are found in the records of the

Flemish guilds. We shall have occasion to notice a

few of them who were contemporaries ofthe Yan Eycks,

but none rose to eminence previous to the 15th cen-

tury, and it is characteristic that many of those

whose trade it was to tint wood carving, were employed

as painters of altar-pieces. Of one important fact there

IS no reason to doubt. Artists found patrons amongst

the nobles and patricians, and they received places and

salaries torn the highest persons of tlu^ land.

We are told of Joan van dor Asselt, and there can

be no doubt of the correctness of this statement, that

he was the first painter who had an official coniK^ction

with the household of the Counts of Flanders.*^ Nume-
rous documents drawn up in the French tongue have

1 See for this and other pariiculars BuUetins do VAcadpune
de Bruxelles. 1853. Vol, 20.

Ohailes the Vth of Eiance granted to tlio Academy of St,

Luke of Pans, in 1890, immunity from “taille” and suhaidies
and from all “garde do ports” and “guet.” Ohailc.s thi^ YItli con-
firmed these privileges in 1891 Lenoir. Mus. des JVIouumens
Pranoais. Par Yol III, pp. 9— 11.

YTe owe most of the facts relative to Joan van dor AhsoU
to Mr. A. Pinchart, keeper of the archives at Brussels, to whom
we here tender our thanks for the communication of them*
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been recently discovered in whicli his name is variously

spelt: “delAsselt, d’Asselt, delHasselt, de le Hasselt.’^

An impression of his seal bears the words, “S. Ioannis

DE Asselt’^ from which it would be dangerous to

assume that he was a native of Hasselt in the Country

of Li^ge, or of any town of that name in Belgium or

Holland. He lived habitually at Ghent where he was

employed, in 1364, by Louis de Male. By letters patent

of Sept. 9, 1365 he was appointed “painter” to the count

of Flanders with a salary of 20 livres de gros per

annum; and he held that office till 1381, when he was

superseded,by Melchior Broederlam.i^

Some time previous to 1373 Louis de Male gave

orders for the erection of a chapel in Notre Dame of

Courtrai, purposing to make it his own mortuary chapel

and thinking to adorn it with a mausoleum, a sarco-

phagus, an effigy of himself, and statues of bronze. He
directed that the walls should be decorated with full

lengths of the Counts of Flanders from the time of

Philip of Alsace to that of his own accession; and left

spaces for the portraits of his successors. It is on

record that the chapel was finished and consecrated to

St. Catherine m 1373; it is proved by documentary evi-

dence that Jean van derAsselt and Andre Biaunepveu,

a sculptor of Yalenciennes were consulted as to the

design of the mausoleum; and it is known thatVan der

Asselt went from Ghent to Courtrai in 1374, at the

Count’s request. We may suppose that the portraits of

the Counts of Flanders, of which fragments are still

preserved, were executed by his official painter, and we

may take them as examples of the art to which^an

official painter in those days might be expected to attain.

1 This fact has been noted by Gachard. Rapport sur les

archives de la chambre des Oomptes de Elandre d. Lille, p. 64.
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Wliat remams on the walls of the chapel ot St.

Catherine at Oourtrai, after the removal of whitewash

and superpositions, is a series of headless figures in the

garb of knights and ladies, recognizable as Counts and

Comitesses of Flanders by the scutcheons at their feet

Amongst Louis de Male’s jiredecessors we observe

Philip of Alsace, Baldwin of Hainault, Margaret of

Alsace, Baldwin the IXth, Ferdinand ofPoi'tugal, and

Joan of Constantinople, Gui deDampieiTe, and Robert

ofBethune. Later and less injured additions to the

series are figures of Philip the Good, Charles the Bold,

Mary of Burgundy and other princes and princesses up

to Charles the lid. There is nothing in tlie execution

of the work suggestive of extraordinary acquirements.

The forms are stiflf and archaic; they are unrelieved by

shadow and variegated with flat colours only, yet the

jiubhc of the time was satisfied with the result; and a

contract of 1419 shows that Willem van Axpoele and

Jan Martens were ordered to copy the portraits of

Notre Dame de Oourtrai m the Sheriffs Hall at Ghent. ^

In 1480 van der Asselt painted an ‘‘imago” of the

Virgin for Louis de Male in his hostel of le Walle at

Ghent. In 1486 he was comiuissionod to oxocuto an

altarpiecG for the Cordeliers of Ghent by order of Phi-

lip the Hardy.

1 The contract is in De Busscher’s Becliorchoa, n. s.

pp. 45—9.

2 Item t\ maistre Jehan de Hass^lt, pointeur, pour phisitMirH

estoffos qu’il avoit mis hors, du command. M. S. pour lairo une

;5
;^mage de Nostre Dame a la maison M. H. ^ le 'Wallo ainsi

par lettres M. S. et c6dule cles maitres d’ostel appartieut. JjXVI
1. XS s. VIH den.-Comptefi de Flandres, de JCmr// Ltpim, Mars
IZIS jusqu'd Mars 1380 DeLdbordCf u, s, Vol, t, Introdurlmij
jp. X.

Jehan de Hasselt paxnire par letlrcs M. 8. donn6eH h'

d’Aoust niP* et VI pour I tavehau d’auiel quo il avoUr
fait an commandemeut M. 8. en V^glise des Oordoliors a (land
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A great advantage accrued to aii; from the fact

that the old dynasty of the Counts of Flanders, which

expired with Louis de Male, w^as succeeded by that of

the Dukes of Burgundy, who were of the Boyal blood

of France. The household accounts of the Duke of

Orleans contain numerous descriptions of carved altar-

pieces, such as this of 1396; “ungs grans tableau ar-

gentez cleans et ouvrans, a un Mont de Calvaire dedens

en un coste et en I’autre une ymage de Nostre Dame
tout pourtrait;” “une fleur de liz de hois, doree dehors,

cloant et ouvrant la ou il a dedans en hault un cruxifie-

ment et Nostre Dame et Sainte Anne;” and “deux

tableaux de boys a pignon et a arest, argentez dehors. . ,

,

il une annunciacion dedens et un dieu en croe.” ^

Philip the Hardy carried to Bruges the habits of

pomp and luxury which he contracted at the Parisian

court. He strove to commingle Flemish splendor

with French taste, and he was not unsuccessful in the

attempt. “Truly says Martial ofAuvergne “on s’ hama-

chalt d’orfaverie.” Nor was sohdity saciificed to show.

Sideboards groaned with plate, and the ducal treasuries

were filled with countless figures carved in precious

metal, and sparkling with diamonds and rubies. These

noble productions of the goldsmith’s art were more

valuable for the beauty of their form than for the metal

in which they were wi’ought; they served to bribe a

lukewarm prince, to concihate enemies, or, when broken

up and melted, to pay knights and archers. The obvious

use to which these ornaments might be put suggested

the necessity of a continual supply. 2 Goldsmiths, be-

LX francs, pay6 a luy en labat de la dite Somme XL francs.

De Laborde, u. s Vol. I. p. 6.

1 De Laborde, u. s III. 126
2 The foUowing illustration is fiom Ghiberti. Speaking

of Cologne ai'tists, an architect from that city told Ghiberti ot
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came artists and wealthy men whose attachment it

was politic to gain.

“In 1389”, says Plancher, “Duke Philip being then in

Flanders sent to the king anew year’s gift of a purse of

gold with a lady in an orchard on it, holding a diamond

worth six hundred livres. He sent to the queen a golden

picture of the burial of the Lord with our Lady near

him, and to the Duke of Beni a St. Catherine of gold.” i

“To the royal family of England he gave sets of costly

tapestry,” “to the Duke of Lancaster, the History of

Clovis,” “to the Duke of Gloucester, the Story of the

Yirgin;” — presents received with a grateful sense of

the honour conferred, but insufEcient “to soften or to

gain the English mind,” or turn it towards a peace. 2

"When his pictures and his sculptures failed to make a

friend of England, they were used to ransom prisoners

of note. John the Fearless, Count of Nevers, having

been taken at Nikopoli, on the Danube, the goldsmith

Digne Kaponde advanced 200,000 ducats for his ransom:

and the King of Mitylene, as the bearer of good tidings,

had a cup of gold carved with figures of the Virgin. ^

Peace being signed with England, the Duke pre-

sented the British king witli a splendid book^ contain-

one who had been at the court of Louis of Anjou (brother of

Charles V of Eianoe). “One day he (the Cologne artist) saw
one of the works on which he had spent a laboux of love

melted down to pay the duke’s debts. Then lus couiage failed

him, and falling on his knees he lifted hia eyes and hands to

heaven and cried, “Lord, who governost in Innivon and reigno.st

on earth and all that is.” Let me follow no other law but ilunt*.

Have mercy on me . , . Then he went and shared all he had
for the love of God, and he went out into a mountain to a
heimit’s cell, where he lived tlie rest of his life 111 pcnitencG.

Ghiberti's Oommentanj in the last Edition of Vafian, JPlormre,
^ Plancher. benedictin Hist, de Bourgogne, fol. Dijon, 17.i9,

vol. iii. p. 117.
2 Ih. lb. III. lac.
3 Ib. lb. HI. 164.
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ing a picture of St. Greorge; and gave the Duke of

Gloucester an image of St. Anthony. ^

Led by such taste for display as these quotations

suggest, Philip the Hardy must have been surrounded

by professional artists of every kind; and there is sufl&-

cient evidence in his household accounts to prove that

he usually employed a large number of goldsmiths,

carvers, miniaturists, and painters. By birth a prince

of the blood royal of Prance, he patronized atiSrst Jean

d’Orl^ans and Oolard de Laon, who were exclusively

Prench guildsmen.^ When he became connected by

marriage with the country of Plunders, he learnt to

prize the talents of Belgian craftsmen. As Duke of

Burgundy he kept salaried pamters whose names were

Jean de Beaumez and Jean Malwel; as Count of Plun-

ders and Duke of Burgundy his ofScial painter was

Melchior Broedeiiam. We know little of Beaumez
except that he prepared tilting harness and pennons,

and lived habitually in Burgundy.^ Jean Malwel or

Melluel was appomted painter in ordinary to the Duke
of Burgundy in August 1397;^ but it is stated that, as

early as 1392, he tmted some of the first altar-chests

1 Ib. ib. m. 159.
2 See, as to Jean d’Orl6ans, Mr. A. Pmchart’s Archives des

Arts, des Sciences et des Letties, tome HI. 94, and Messager des

Sciences et des Arts, n. s. 1868. p 308 Philip the Hardy paid
him a sum of money for an important picture in 1383.

3 1394 Jean de Baumez ou Biauviez 6tait pemtre du Due,
avait par an (®jour)8 gros. (Compte de Guillaume OheviUy in De
Salle’s M6moires pour servir ^ I’histoire de • France et de

Bourgogne. 4<’. Pans, 1729. p. 51.) —We learn further (priv.

communication of Mr. A. Pinchart) that Jean de Beaumez was
painter and valet de chainbre to the Duke of Burgundy in 1377.

He usually painted pennons and tilting harness. In 1379 he
completed “un drap de painture ^ plusieurs ymaiges” by order
of his master who presented it to a nameless monk. He was still

living and busy with art in Burgundy in 1395.
4 Private communication of Mr. A. Pinchait.
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carved by Jacques de Baerse of Termonde.^ Philip

the Hardy usually told his orisons daily before one of

Malwel’s altarpieces—a diptych of wood representing

the Virgin Mary between St. John the Baptist and St.

John the Evangelist, St. Peter and St. Anthony .

2

It

was no doubt after his execution of this diptych in

1397 that Malwel was promoted to the office which he

subsequently held till his death. ^ BQs two sons Her-

mann and Jacques were apprenticed by the Duke to a

goldsmith in Paris, and a casual notice of their return,

in 1400 “to their native place in Grueldres” tells us

that they were Plemings.-^ Prom 1402 till 1407 Malwel

was engaged in decorating the monasteiy of the Car-

thusians of DijoiijS but he was detached to paint tilting

1 Comptes d’Annot Arnaud. Archives de Hijon. Plusieurs
mtooires tii6s de la Chambie des Comptes de Hijon et des
Archives de la Chartreuse. 2 vol. 4® ap He Lahorde. Vol, I.

Introduction p. XXHI. Notices des ohjets d’ait exposes au
Mus^e de Hijon 12^'. 1850. Pans. p. 135, and Passavant in Kunst-
hlatt. 1843. No. 54. Mr He Lahorde also says (Hues de Bour-
gogne. I. Table alphab^tique) that Malvel coloured five altar

tables for the Carthusians of Hijon in 1396.
2 Inventoiy of the pictuies of Philip the Hardy at Hijou in

Collection de documents iii6dits concernant Phistoire de Bel-

gique par L. P. Gachard, 8°. Brux. 1834 Vol. II. pp. 98—9. “Item
un grant tableau de bo is en faQon de demi-porto auquol a Nostre
Hame au milieu, les deux Saints Jehan, St. Pieiro ot Saint An-
tliome, et le fist Malvel.” Mr. Pinchart tells us (private com.) \ hat
this diptychwas placed every day before theHuke’s piayiug stool.

3 “A Jehan Malouel, paintre et vailet de chambie de MS
le Hue, III.^-'XL livres qui deuz lui estoient pour sos gaiges de XX
hvres pour mois. Ill ‘^XL liv.”

—

Conij[)ie de Rohert de Bailleu'jc,

1411—1412. De Lahorde, w. 8., vol. 1 . p. 23-4, Mr. A. Pinchart
tells us (Pnv. comm.) that Malwel’s appointment was made in

1397.
4 Piivate communication of Mr. A. Pinchart.
6 J. M. fut employ^ par M. le Hue A, faire les ouvragos de

peinture aux Ohartieux de Hijon par lettres donn6es i\ Paris le

26. Octobre 1407 4 raison de 8 gi'os par jour ’’ (Compte Jean de
Noident de 1408 fol 67. “He Salles Mem. p. servir. u, s. pp. 137,

161). Mr. Pinchart (private comm.) tells us that J. M. had been
employed at the Carthusians fiom 1402 till 1407. The same
accounts of Jean de Noident, adds de Salles (p. 161), state that
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harness for the tournament of Compiegne in 1406. i

On the 1st of June 1406 he was reappointed painter

in ordinary to Jean Sans Peim, for whom he executed

a portrait sent in 1415 to Portugal. 2 At his death in

the same year‘s he was succeeded by Hemi Bellechose

of Brabant, who finished for the Carthusians of Dijon

two inctures representing the death of the Virgin and

the Martju'dom of St. Denis. ^

Melchior Broederlam^ usually resided at Ypres

and executed orders for altarpieces or pennons in-

J M. leceived 12 escus for stuff to make a picture of his arms

—

a liou seated holding a scutcheon—to be taken to the council of
Pisa by “mandement” ofApril 13, 1409. (o.s.) See also Coiirtep^e.

Peso. Topog. et Hist du Huoh6 de Bourgogne. Yol. II. p. 246
and Be Baborde, Les Bugs de Bourgogne, u. s. Int I. p. 566.

^ “A Jehan Malouel, paintre et varlet de MdS., auquel MdS.
en recompensasion de ce quhl auoit demour^ devers lui a ses frais

et despens tant a Pans comme a Compiegne par Tespace de cinq
mois, commences au mois d’avril MCCCO et six, et fenis con-
tinueUement, tant pour aidier a faire plusieurs hamois de joustes
poui le dit seigneur et aucuns de ses gens, pour louster ala feste

des nopces de MS le Buc de Thouraine, et de MS le Conte d^Am-
goulesme, nagaires faites audit Compiegne, comme pour plu-
sieuis autres choses de son mestiei que MdS. lui fist faire, le

somme de XL escus d’or.”

—

CompfedeJ. Chousaf, 1405—6. De
Lah. u s

,
vol I p. 17. Malwel also painted jousting harness in

1404 Be Laborde, Les Bucs de Bourgogne, u. s. Tab. Alphab.
I. p 566

2 “Mandement donne ^ Chastillon sur Seme le 14 Nov. 1415.

Jean Maluel regut 22 francs et demi a lui taxez pour la fagon et

6stoffes d’une image par lui contrefaits a la semblance de mon-
dit seigneur le Buc et par lui envoye au roi de Poitugal. Comptes
de Jean de Noident m Be Salles. Mem. p serv. u. s. p. 188.

3 Malwel’s death is registered in 1415 G-achard Coll, de
Bocuments, u. s. II, 99 and Comptes Jean de Noident for 1415 in

Be Salles, u. s. pp. 137—8.
4 Heniy Bellechose, peintre de M. le Buc, aux gages de huit

gros par jour par lettres datees du 5 Aout avant Paques 1419

(o. s ) Be Salles us p. 242. See also Memoriaux, oi “chest

li livie des memoires de la chambre des Comptes a Bijon” in Be
Laboide. u. s les Bucs de Bourgogne Yol. I. Introd. p. Ixix and
Tab. Alphab. Yol. III. p. 542.

5 Brcederlam’s seal on records, says Mr. A Pinchart, is a
shield with three lambs quartered with a tower.

2 *
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discriminately. An entry in tlie Duke’s accounts at Lille

takes us back to the year 1382, when Broederlam was

qualified as ‘‘my Lord’s painter” charged with furnish-

ing the stuff and workmansliip of banners and pen-

nons. ^ In a record of 1385 he figures as “painter and

yarlet of the chamber of my Lord of Burgundy”, at a

yearly salary of two hundred francs, 2 The time had

not yet come when the wants of a large and wealthy

public required to be met by minute subdivisions of

labour. Broederlam, like most artists of his age, was a

man of many trades, and, it would seem, skilled in them

all. At some court festival in 1386 w^e find him thrown

by the duties of liis place into company with Claus the

minstrel of “his Highness.”'^ In January of the same

year he took sixty francs for painting the Duchess’

chariot,^ in Februaiy, 82 francs for twm stands of satin

colours with the Duke’s arms and device “in gold and

oil coloui’S.’’^ Five dozens of small chairs for the coun-

1 “'A Meloior, le peintre MS. pour plusieurs ouvrages de sou
mestier, et estotles acUat6es p,u li x)oui MS. poui f.ui e l)iiui6res

et pignons. LXXII 1 SYs. llld ”—Ueoctfr de Maud, Ai cli de
Lille —(Mart Gompte Henry Ija>vj)%n duIY*-^ jour deMay de Van
MCCCIIlH^IIpisquauJlljom deMay VanMCUCniH-^IlL
DeLahorde u. s

,
vol i. p. 1.

2 “A MeJoliior Broedlam, pointro de MS. de Bourgogne et

varlet de clxambxe, lequel pomtre MS. a rctenu sY IP 1‘ianos dc
pension par an tant commeillui plaira.”—Recctte deMand. mcme.
Oomyie, 1385 De Lab. at. s., p. 4 and Pinchart. Mr. commiiiu-
cation.

3 A Melchior Broedlam, pomtre MS 1380 .... pour
pluRieurs ostotfes A, luy coiumandAes —Ooniyfes de Jague
Screyhcm, 1385-6. Meceiie de Flmuhcs. De Lab, it. vol. i. p. 6.

‘‘A Melchior Brooderlain, paintie, a Claus, lo tambuiier ct

ni^nestrier dc MB ” XLH Uv.

—

lb%d. p. 1386-7,
^ Private conimunication from Mi. A, ihnchart.
* “A Melchior Broederlain, varlet de chambro et paintre do

MS. le Due de Bourgogne, conte de PlandroK, auquclMdS. a fait

paier et delivi-er la soumie de IIIP^YII francs et Till sols, pa-
risis, monnoie de Prance poxu les ])artK‘8 cy apr^*s doolaiiAcs,

lesquellos il avoit par oominandement et ordonnaiioe do MdS.
faites et d61ivr6es au S. de Bicqnennne, pour porter ou voiage
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cil chamber of “my Lord” in the castle of Hesdin form

an item in his accoimts for 1389. He was allowed to

charge a considerable sum in 1391 for the manufacture

of a “gloriette” adorned with letters and devices, at

the same castle of Hesdin; and he was master of the

decorations there in 1392. A thousand pennons embla-

zoned with the Duke’s motto tell farther of his industry

at this period.^ Of more interest than any previous

record in the painter’s history is that which shows

how Jacques de Baerse, a sculptor of Termonde, m
1392, at Broederlam’s intercession received forty francs

reward for takmg two altar-tables of his own make

from Termonde to Dijon. 2 It was in company with de

Baerse that Broederlam aftei*wards produced a num-

ber of altarpieces two of which are said to be those

preserved at the present time in the museum of Dijon.

At the period of this first connection with de

Baerse Broederlam was in great favour with Philip

the Hardy. “In consideration of good and agreeable

service” my Lord had given him sixty francs for

the repair of his house at Ypres,^ and, in Pebruary

of the same year, paid him a visit, and gave largesse

to his varlets.4

de Eri2e . . . pour faire deux estandaits de satin, de "bateure de
fin or, a oile de la devise de MdS. de Bourgogne.

—

Tiers compte
Fierre Adorne du 1 Fevner MCCCIIII^^XV aio derrain jour
Janvier MCCCIJII^^XVI De Lab, u, s

,
yoI. i. p. 11.

1 Private communication of Mr. A. Pincliart.
2 Private communication of Mr. A. Pincliart. But see also

BeLaborde, LesBucs de Bourgogne, u. s. vol.I. Introd. p.LXXTTT.
together with Notices des objets d’art exp. an Mus6e de Bijon,

u. s., p. 135
3 1394. 3 E^vrier n. s. Le Buc donne 60 francs d’or a Broe-

deilam “en consideration des bons et agreables services qu’il

lui a rendus, pour les reparations d’une maison situee ^ Ypres,

qui appartenait ^ Partiste”. (Private commumcation of Mr. A.
Pinchart.)

1 Broederlam demeurait et travaillait e Tpres. Par man-
dement du due date d’Tpres 18 Eevrier 1394, n. s. il lui est paye
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Under the date of 1394 we discover Broederlam’s

contract with the Duke for two “retables” carved by

Jacques de Baerse, He was to paint them well and

honestly so as they might be valued by workmen

skilled in such matters. He was to furnish the gold,

the colours and other necessary estoffes, and all for

800 francs, pledging his worldly goods and chattels the

while for the performance of the duty. As early as

Febmary 18 we find the Duke tipping the varlets of

Melchior, “who were workmg at a table for my Lord

that w'as to be taken to the Carthusians ofDijon”. Befoi e

the year expired, the painter received 800 francs for

Ins trouble. ^

Considerable obscurity still exists as to whether

the two altarpieces assigned to Jacques de Baerse and

Broederlam m the Museum of Dijoii are tliose which

wore taken to the Carthusians in 1392 or those which

were finished in 1394. Equal difiiculty exists as to

whether altarpieces to wliich aUusion is made in the

accounts of 1394 are identical with those mentioned in

further accounts of 1398—9. An entry of 1398 for

mstance relates to payments on account to Jacqui^s de

Baerse for a certain altar table intended for the Caithu-

Kians of Dijon, parts of which had been deliveu’ed to

Melchior Broederlam. A second entry, dated August 8

1399, refers to Broederlam’s receipt for expenses of

wood and work for cases in which the two altar tal)l(‘.s

which he painted were taken from Yin’es; a third,

dated the 13th of August, contains the favorable valua-

une somme. “Aux varlez de Melcliior pamtio et varlet de cliaiii-

bre de Monseigneur, qui euvient on uue tablo (Vantol qne ledit*.

Melcbior point pour moiidit seigneur laqnollo table sera portoe
en I’eglise des Ohartreux les Djjou.” (Private comui. of Mr. A,
Pinchait.)

1 Piivate communication of Mi, A. Pinchart
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tion of the two tables by Josse de Halle, ^ Nicolas

Sluter, 2 Jean Malwel, Jean de Haacht and Guillaume

de Beaumez,3 a fourth, of Sept 12, is a patent ordering

payment of 200 francs to Broederlam for his skill in

executing ^‘the paintings of the two tables upon which

he had laboured so long and upon which he had ex-

pended so much of his own talent’’; a fifth — the latest

record of the master’s existence — is his receipt for

200 francs given on December 16, 1401.-^ Upon one

point there seems to be no doubt. No vahd ground

appears to exist for rejecting the altar tables or shrmes

of Dijon as joint works of de Baerse and Broederlam.

For centuries an ornament of the Carthusians of Dijon

they might have perished at the suppression of the

monastery, but that they were transferred to the

cathedral. There they were safe from violence though

not from neglect. When taken at last to the Museum
the paintmgs of one of them had been entirely removed.^

On both we stiUfind the arms and initials of Phihp the

Hardy and his wife Margaret of Flanders. The carvings

of the first are the decollation of John; a Martyrdom
1 Josset de HaUe valet de ch., argentier, et orf^vre de Phi-

lippe le Hardy. En 1387 il fait les sceaux. Planoher. Hist, de
Bourgogne u. s. Vol. lU p. 108.

2 Nicolas or Claux Sluter is a weU known sculptor whose
name is in records as early in date as 1384 at Bijon. He was
appointed valet de chambie of the Duke of Burgundy in 1393,

and he was employed for many years at the Carthusians of Dijon.

His contract for Philip the Hardy’s tomb, at the rate of 3,612

francs, is dated 1404. See De Laborde. Les Dues de Bouigogne
n. s. I. Tab Alphab. p. 575.

3 This was a son of Jean de Beaumez. See antea.
4 Private communication of Mr. A. Pinchart and De Laborde

Les Dues de Bourgogne, u. s. Tol. I. Tab. Alphab. p. 546. The
only othei record of Broederlam found by Mr Pinchart is one
dated 1400, in which payments are made for tilting harness for

the celebration of the wedding of Anthoine afterwards Duke of

Brabant.
5 Notice des objets d’art exp, au Musee de Dijon u. s. pp.

135 and follg.
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and the Temptation of St. Anthony. The carvings of the

second are the Epiphany, Calvary and Entombment, and

it IS on the outer shutters which cover these that we find

the pictures assigned to Broederlam of which a feeble

oiitlme IS annexed to these pages.

It may be observed that customs noted as peculiar

to the art of the earlier Flemings are prominent in the

composition of the pamtings of the shrine. The An-
nunciation and Visitation are episodes of one landscape;

The Presentation and Fhght into Egypt are incidents of

another; the dresses are those of the 14th century, and

God the Father wears the Papal tiara. The architectural

filling, though delicate and neat in its multiplicity of

spindle columns, towers, domes, and steeples is im-

practicable, and set in defiance of the niles of per-

spective. The golden ray which falls from the Eternal

to the Virgin’s person, the gilt sky which cuts upon the

steep and rocky landscape, the flat variety of red, white

and blue on walls and cupola are all reminiscent of the

practice of the nuniaturists. Again the roseate shades

and changing hues, the transitions of yellow into violet;

the pale unmodulated breadth of flesh light abruptly

striped near the outline wuth a narrow ribbon of pallid

shadow betray the habits of tlie carver tintcr and

illuminator. We may admire the pretty composition of

the group in the Presentation, the affectionate action of

the Virgin in the Flight into Egypt; we may detect in

the fall and flow of drapery a simplicity which soon ceased

to characterize the Flemings; it may bo conceded that

female forms and faces are given with a certain amount

of feeling and grace; but there is a painful contrast

between the common or ungainly shape of males and

the comehness of females
;
and there is gross incorrect-

ness of drawing in hands and feet, and the wooden nude
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of the infant. We remain ftilly impressed with the

sense ofthe chasm which separates the flat and shadeless

art of the 14th century from the modelled finish of the

16th. One peculiarity marks the distempers of Dijon as

it marks the works of the great masters of the early

Flemish school. All the heads, howeyer disagreeable

they may be, reveal the painter’s effort to reahze nature

m its wrinkles and fleshy irregularities. i

It would he of the utmost consequence to know with

what materials these pictures were painted; we should

like to be able to ascertain whether the colours were

moistened with oils or with glutinous mixtures excluding

oil. It is very possible that oil may have been used in

the vestments, the tints of which are saturated and

strong, but it is difficult to believe that any thing but

tempera was found suitable* for fleshtints. It seems

beyond doubt that a coloured varnish was laid over

the whole of the panels, for m parts of them which have

been abraded by time we find the cold and pallid grey

peculiar to work prepared for a final general glaze.

In considering technical questions such as these

much may be determined approximately by a due con-

sideration of the tune, the place, and the circumstances

under which artists had to work. Ohme, for instance, had

great influence in all countries on the progress of art,

and the means employed in warm countries were found

unsuitable for the variable atmosphere of colder lati-

tudes. The painters of the Netherlands may at an early

period have felt th§ necessity of turning their attention^

to the means of preserving their paintings from the

effects of weather and rendenng colours and varnishes

durable. They may have found, that they could not

with impunity leave pictures exposed to the air. They

1 Dijon. Museum No. 711. Wood, M, 1. 62 h. “by 2. 60.
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must have felt that the medium employed by the Italians

for the jpreseiTation of paintings so exposed was in-

sufficient in a damper atmosphere. Van Mander says

that ^‘painting with glue and egg was first brought to

the Netherlands from Italy”, * and the Flemings were

doubtless aware that in the practice of tempera the

Italians themselves differed essentially, according to

the degree of warmth of the climate in which they lived.

Glutmous or drying matters, such as glue and egg,

were used in greater or smaller quantities as vehicle

—

they were rendered less drying by the use of honey, or

of the milky juice of the fig -tree, 2 diluted to a less

viscous consistency by vinegar, beer, and wine, according

to necessity. All these materials were laiown to the

tempera painters of every clime, and used as they

were required. In colouring miniatures on parchment

or paper, those who knew the care with which such

productions were treasured, did not expend much time

in rendering the tints impervious to the effects of the

atmosphere. They covered the water-colour simjily

with a coat of size—wia mano cli colla, and miniatur(‘S

thus treated remained for ages without alteration in

central Italy, where a warm temperature* allowed of

executing, in the open air, the colossal wall designs of

churches, and Camj)0 BantL But these simple means

were insufficient in the north of Italy. The masters of

theschool of Padua, Mantegna, and the S(2uarciones(|ues,

painted mural pictures in exposed idaces; but in many

spots whore these were executed they speedily p(uishod.

The same causes operated in Venice; and this jiartly

explains how the north Italians made more lre(iuent

use of canvas than the southerns. In the use of tempera

1 V. Mander. Scliilderboeck, 4tu Haerlum, 1604, p. 199.
2 Latfcificio del fioo: Oemimi, cap. XO.
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the Northerns employed a mixture of colours more

tenacious and more lasting than that of the Tuscans.

A careful examination of the works of such men as

Mantegna, Oosimo Tura, Marco Zoppo, Cnvelh, and

some of the Mmanese proves that they painted \yith

a tempera of far less body, and on cloths of greater

tenacity, than their more southern brethren. Of these

facts the Flemings cannot but have been cognizant, and

the necessity for increased attention to the durability

of their materials must have been impressed upon them

with double force. They attempted mui’al painting, no

doubt; for of these, as we have seen, there are extant

specimens, though the practice was so limited that we

run through Van Mander’s pages without finding an

allusion to one of them, but it may be presumed that

they preferred the system of portable pictures either on

canvas or on panel, because they are numerous. Even

for these however, it was necessary to consider what

technical handling was most conducive to effectiveness

and duration, what receipts it was advantageous to

preserve and which to avoid. As far as can now be

judged of the habits of Flemish paintei's in the earliest

times, they used a tempera of thin substance as being

the* least hable to work and to crack; they practised

the habits of drying by fire or in the sun; they guarded

the finished surfaces from contact with air by oleo-

resinous varnishes tinged with coloured transparents, if

necessary, or as nearly colourless as the use of oils

purified by rude means allowed. After tinting of sculp-

ture became common, boiled oil was, perhaps, mixed with

the flatter tints of vestments in tempera pictures, but

the nature of the flesh surfaces of altarpieces such as

that of Dijon forbids us to entertain the idea that they

were executed with any other medium than tempera,
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first of all because tlieir modelling, their pallor, and

want of depth are conclusive in that respect;—secondly

because colours mixed with boiled oil—the only drier

known in those days—^were too viscous to take outlines

or permit of proper modelling: and—more important

still, too highly browned to suit the delicate tints of flesh.

We may examine other pictures of early Flemish

origin than those of Dijon without coming to any other

conclusion. There hangs in the Baptistery m the

cathedral of Bruges an old panel of the crucifixion by

an unknown hand. The Saviour’s head is bent on one

side; the death agony seems past, yet blue tinged

angels gather the blood that flows from the stigmata.

On the ground to the right the Virgin faints in the

arms of St. Jolin and the Maries, and the maityr

Barbara stands with her tower in a niche. To the leil

is the centurion with a priest, a soldier, and a monk;

and in a side niche St. Catherine witli her wheel

trampling on a prostrate king. The figure of Christ is

very lean, lank, and incorrectly drawn, yet realistic

truth abounds in the details of liis frame. There is more

expression, more elegance and simplicity of attitude, a

better cast of drapery in the Virgin and Maries thtin

we look for in works of this period in Belgium. Tlu'.

centurion and other males, on the other hand, are short,

thickset, and awkward. The whole picture is flat, un-

certain in contour, and unrelieved by shadow. No
serious difference of technical execution can be dis-

cemod between this and the panels of Dijon, The flesh

might be more transparent, but scarc(^]y loss pallid.

The draperies of saturated tone may have lioen done

with colours mixed in oil.

Of the same class, and not unlike the altar chest of

Dijon,^akin to it, indeed, in character as well as in
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treatment, is a dead Christ, supported in his tomb by

an angel, andadored by kneeling devotees in the Museum
of Valencia in Spain.—There are also some small

compositions in the hbrary of Berlin, which in spite of

their sketchiness, point to the same class of artists as

those who now occupy our attention. i—^It would be

quite consistent with truth, were we to accept the form

of treatment described m the foregoing lines as oil

painting, to say that oil painting existed in the Nether-

lands previous to the time of the Van Eycks; but oil

painting as understood by the Van Eycks did not mean
the mere impregnating of colours with oils and the

partial use of such colours in panel pictures. It meant
the use of a new medium altogether, a medium which

possibly included varnishes and involved a change in

technics which it will be necessary hereafter to ex-

lilain.^

1 SeeEntwurfe und Studien ernes NiederlandisoiienMeisters
aus dem XV. Jahriiundert, &c. Berlin, 1830. Humblot. Druok®^
der Konigl. Acad®, der ‘Wissensoliaften.

i Aubertus Miiaeus, in the Ohronicon Belgicum (fol. Antv.
1636. pp 372-3) says. ‘‘Many refei the discovery of oh painting
to the year 141 0, but previous to 1400 this mode was in use, as

IS proved by old pictures executed in colours mixed with oil, one
of which may be seen in the church of the Franciscans of Lou-
vain”, M.L6clanohe (French edition of Vasari. 8®. Pans. 1839-42
art Antonello da Messina) infers from this passage of Mirseus
that the art of oil painting as practised by John Van Eyck was
known before 1400. But Aubertus Mirseus really alfirms no-
thing more than has been stated above, namely, that the custom
of mixing colours with oil (not varnish) existed in the 14th cen-

tury It IS not even certain from the text that Aubertus Mirseus
used the woid pictures in reference to paintings on panels, that
word being commonly employed to describe tinted carved works.
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HUBERT AND JOHN VAN EYCK.

The valley of the Maes— home of Hubert and

John Van Eyck — is noted as classic gi*oiind by the

earliest histonans of Flemish art; and eveiri the grave

Van 'Mander likens it to the vales of the Arno, the

Tiber, and the Po.^ Maeseycb, where the Van Eycks

were bom, 2 lies North of Miestricht at the edge of the

barren Kcmpenknd,’^ touching the waste on one side,

looking on the other into the gardens and orchards of

the country of Liege. To the Eastward, by Dinant

and Namur, we see the beautiful landscapes of to\vn-

crosted rock and flowing river which John Van Eyck

so lovingly repeated in the backgi’ounds of his pictures.

Due North, towards Venloo and the sluggard Elmns
are the swee])s of flat country endeared to us in their

melanclioly by the canvases of the later Dutch.

We saw the Benedictines settled in the neighbour-

hood ofMieseyck;—as early as the 8th ceiitiiry founding

monasteries and convents, and following the favorites

1 Vjin Mander. Het Solulder Boeck p. 199.
2 Van Vsernewyk. Histone van BelgiN. I'ol. Q*h(‘ii(U 1574.

0, 47. p. 119. Nieu traotaet 8^. Glient Stanza 102. E,
3 Nieu tractaet, n. s. Here van Vjjernewyk spoiikw oC the

“lundt Kenipen land” as the lurth place of John Van Eyck V<ui
Mander (u, s. 199) also says of the country about Minseyck, whore
the Van Eycks were horn, that it was a “rouwen oTt ainsiemen
hcock Landt” in which “there were few painters”. Consult also

E Laet. “Belgica descriptio ” 24''. Amst. 1630. p. 337 La Cmn-
pine du pays do Liege.” “Ees d6hoes des Pays Bas.” 8". Brux,
1711, tit. Hollaudia, in Bnt. Mua
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pastimes of penmanship and miniature. We noticed

the poet who told how Maestricht, in the darkest

age, had been the seat of a school of painters. We
shall now discern that some time before the Van
Eycks came fully into notice as men of talent in their

craft, the province of Limburg to winch they belonged

gave birth to artists of skill.

Amongst the papers preserved m the archives of

Erance we find an inventory of property left at his

death by Jeande Berri, the younger brother of Charles

the Vlth of France. Two items registered m this

inventory are of interest to us. One refers to a book

painted in 1410 “by Pol van Limburg and his bro-

thers,’’ another to a missal nchly illuminated by the

same hands and valued at 500 livres.i Ln searchmg

for examples assignable to persons whose work bore

so large a market value, we stumble upon a manu-

script of Josephus in the Library of Paris of which it

is told that it was illuminated by the “limners” of Jean

de Berri and Jean Fouquet of Tours. 2 Of the first

tliree miniatures there is no mistaking the period. The

1 Pol Van Limburg was in the service of Jean de Berry from
1400 to 1416. The inventory of property left at his death hy that
pi'ince in the latter year is preserved in the Bih. Ste. G-enevieve,

Pans, it contains the following entry. “Poho 267 verso. Item,
un livre contrefait d'une pi^ce de bois paint en semblance d^un

livre ou il n'y a nulz feuillez, ne nen esoript, couvei'ts de veluzan
et blanc d deux fermoers d’argent esmaiUe aux armes de Mon-
seigneur, lequel hvre Pol de Limbourc et ses deux fieres donne-
rent ^ mondit seigneur aux estraines mil OCOC. etdix. Piis. XD.
1. parisis.’’ “Item, en une layette, plusieurs cayers d’une tr6s

riches heures que faisaitPolet ses freres tres nchement histori^es

et enlumm^es” pris6es V^. Liv. De Laborde La Benaiss. des Arts.
8''. Paris 1850, p 165.

2 Imperial Library—^Paris. MSS. 6891. Title—“Antiquite

des Juifs par Josephe—” “Les trois premieres miniatures sont de
I’enlumineur du Due Jehan de Berry, et les 11 autres de la main
du bon paintre du roi Louis XI Jehan Poucquet natif de Tours.

Size 8 inch, folio



first of them represents Christ, in a rose coloured

mantle, supported by angels on pedestals, uniting Adam
and Eye under a rainbow. The waters of life well out

in front of the group from an octagonal fountain,

swarming with fishes, and bathing a bank alive with

quadrupeds. Above the rainbow in which angels carry

the symbols of the hammer, trowel, level, and set

square, the Eternal holds a compass and gives a bene-

diction whilst the sky is darkened by flights of bhds.

Eoliated ornament of great delicacy forms a frame-

work of blue and gold to the picture. There are so

many peculiarities in this mimature that point to the

nationahty and character of its author that we cannot

think it inappropriate to assign it to a Fleming; and

as Pol van Limburg was apparently a Fleming and

certainly employed by the Duke of Borri to whom the

Josephus belonged, we may naturally presume that

he paiiited it. That he was a mason there is some

ground for believing; that he was an artist acquainted

with models knovm to the Van Eycks is certain. In

the ipensivc gravity of the Eternal, and in the persons

of Adam and Eve, we liave the types which subse-

quently become familiar to us in the famous altarpicce

of the mystic Lamb. The figure's are well ])ropor-

tioned, butman'ed, as figures ar(‘- frequently marred in

the Netlierland scliools, by heavy limb or coarse arti-

culations and extremities. Wo trace tlie jiure realist

in close imitations of flesh detail, wrinkles, and muscular

projections. What we miss is tlie powerful tone and

modelled finish of the Van Eycks for whicli clear lights

and cold rosy halftints inorgmg into ])allid violet

shadows are but poor and unpleasant substitutes. Two
pictures immediately following re])res('nt Joseph’s de-

parture and sale, and are executed with less care and
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taste than the creation. Simphcity of line and energy

of expression are frequently united with varied move-

ment and a graceful flow of drapery; hut the dresses

are most m the spirit of those in the altar chest

at Dijon. The dommant tones are rosy and ashen;

and the carnations are too markedly modelled into

red half tints and greenish shadows to be perfectly

satisfactory.^ To the period in which this beautiful

example was produced we are guided by another

specimen of the same art, “les Heures du due de

Bern,’’ a missal finished in 1409 and now in the

Pans library.2 The miniatures here are nearly as good

as those of the Josephus and marked by similar fea-

tures; and we may particularly admire the earliest,

which are placed in ornament perfect of its kind, and

represent the missions of St. Peter and St. Paul.^ If

1 Not to waste too muoh space in describing subjects, they
may be stated in a few words. Mm p 25. Joseph and his

brethren kneeling at the feet of a female.—Joseph thrust into

the well. Joseph sold.—P. 49. Joseph presented to Pharaoh.
The remaining miniatures by Pouquet, are inferior to the three
first. P. 70. “A combat ” Coarse labour; sad colour, red touches
m the flesh tints, no energy of design, abuse of gold ornament;
bad drawing. Many spaces remain open as if for miniatures that
were never to be attempted.

2 Title. “Codex membran. quo continetur liber precum
Joh® Ducis Bituriciensis. Occurrunt passim figurse non inele-

gantes. Is codex an°. 1409 exaratus est (Cat cod. mss. bib reg.

p. 3. Tom. 3, Pans. MDCCXLIY No 919.)

3 These miniatures are not without quamtness. Two sub-
jects separated by garland work occupy the first sheet On the
upper space the hand of the Eternal appears from a cloud and
gives a blessing to St. Paul, who kneels in prayer. Near the
saint IS a fortalice out of which a female figure leans hearing
a cross. The crovm on her head denotes some exalted personage.
At the foot of the fortalice a naked female with a vase pouis
water on ground, the barrenness of which is denoted by dead
and leafless trees. AJl this, no doubt symbolizes the mission of
Paul the fertilizing spirit of Christianity.

St Peter raising the mantle of Jeremiah foims the subject

of the lower mmiature. Both are dressed in long vestments
of easy and simple folds Other miniatures representing pro-
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we inquire where Pol van Limburg learnt the lessons

of his craft, we find no response in any historical re-

cord, yet it may be presumed that, had the country of

Liege^ at the close of the 14th and during the 15th

century been spared the indignities and ravages of the

wars of succession, many documents would probably

be found in Liege and the towns of the Meuse to tell

of artistic activity; and what is equally important,

many pictures of the Van Eycks or their predecessors

would remain to enlighten us as to the beginnings of

their art.

We have no authority for the birth of Hubert and

John van Eyck, except a passage in Van Mander to

the purport “that so far as one can tell Hubert was

born about 1366 and John some years later.’’ i Vasari’s

statement that Hubert in 1410 invented a new method

of colouiing in oiP gives small clue to the painter’s age,

phets and apostles fill tLe subsequent leaves. In all, we meet
witb square energetic forms of features, and heads like those in

the Josephus. The figures are painted in the vague, clear

colours of flesh tints, the changing roseato and violet keys of

hciimony marked as characteristic of the Limburg biothers.

It may be that the artists were educated by Pol van Limburg.
The work is sufliciently good to have been executed by the

younger brothers, but the hand cannot he traced with ceitainty.

It IS perfectly evident also tliat numerous artists were employed
in the completion of this missal. Alter the 6th page the style

slightly changes
;
the miniatures are largci and fill the page

The first of them represents the Virgin leceivmg the lamb
from St. John, and is filled with figures presented under a
pleasing and noble aspect, natural in attitude and habited m
vestments of simple folds. One of tlie most prominent in one
group, a mitred dignitary, gives weight to the composition by
his colossal st^ature and square head. This marks a want
of the sense of unity in the artist and gives character to tlie

miniature.
1 Van Mander, u. s. 199,

2 Vasari did not mention Hubert Van Eyck in tlie original

edition of his work. This omission was ooriected in a second
edition in the following words “Lasoiando adunque da parte

Martino d’Olanda, G-iovanni Eick da Bruggia, ed Huborto, suo

fratello, che nel 1510 (1410) nuse in luce hinvenzione ot modo
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though, if taken in corroboration of Yan Mander, it

would show that Hubert was forty-four years old when
the modem process of oil medium was carried to

perfection. 1 The annals of continental history in the

twenty years subsequent to 1400 contain little more

than descnptions of war and plunder, the feuds of

Burgundy and Armagnac, the massacre of Montereau,

the revolt of Liege, the British invasion, and the battle

of Azincourt. As Jean Sans Peur succeeded to the

throne of Philip the Hardy there was talk of little

else than strife; and the treasures of the goldsmiths’

and painters’ art which had been hoarded by the dukes

of Burgundy were pawned or sold to pay their men at

arms. During the revolt of Liege in which most of the

towns on the Mses took part, there was hardly a place

that escaped burning or pillage, Maestncht was sacked

and Maeseyck probably shared its fate;^ Nor is it to be

wondered that under such circumstances Van Mander
should confess that he knew not from whom Hubert

di colonre a oho . .

. “Mise,” Sn* C.Eastlake truly said, “strictly

refers to Hubei t alone.” Eastlake. Mateiials, u. s. p. 191. The
older narrative lemains unaltered.

1 'We may suspect that the Van Eycks have been usuaUj"
considered older than they were. Accepting the date of 1410 as

that of the perfection of oil medium, and taking John Van
Eyck to have been 20, and Hubert about 40, the latter would
have been born about 1370, the former about 1390, but who
vouches for the correctness of the date of 1410. Vaernew^h
(Historie, u. s. p, 119), V. Mander, (u s, p. 199), point out two
figures in the altarpiece of St. Bavon, as portiaits of Hubert
and John Van Eyck. These portraits have been generally con-

sidered authentic and J. H. VVierx engraved them The apparent
diffeience of age in both is twenty years. “John,” says Van
Mander, ‘Svas younger than his brother, who w’as an older man
than he.”

2 Mseseyck w’-as subjected to heavy punishment, and, it is

said, destroj'ed in 1468, when Dinant and thirty other towns
vere captured and pillaged in the w'ars ending with the

subjection of Liege to the Duchy of Buigundy (Vaemewyk
Hist. V. Belgie, u. s, 119. Guicciaidini. Description de tous les

Pays Bas 8^’. Amsterdam, 1641. pp. 586—92.)
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leamt his craft. ^ Would it not hare been strange if

the Van Eycks, who were followers of an eminently

peaceful profession, had neglected to retire as early

and as speedily as possible to the security of the larger

Flemish cities. If we consult Opmeer who compiled his

“Opus chroiiographicum"’ in 1669, and if we hterally

construe a passage in his work, it will appear that both

Hubert and John Van Eyck were resident at Ghent

m 1410.2 But there is no certainty that the date ac-

cepted by Opmeer is correct, and it may be safer for

many cogent reasons to adopt a later one. According

to the rules of the guild of St. Luke at Ghent no

stranger could practise the art of painting without

being a bui'gess of the city and a freeman of the guild.*'*

The registers of this corporation were destroyed in the

16th century, but copies of it which survived the great

1 Van Mander, u. s. 199.

^ Opmeer (Petrus). Opus clironograpliicum. 12^*. 1611. p.

405. 1410. “Hac tempestate floiuerunt Oandavi Joannes Eickius,

cumHuberto, fratie suo majore natu, summi pictoies. Quorum
ingeniis primum excogitatum fuit colores tereie, oleo se-

minis lini.”

3 Mr. Groetghebuer fumislied abb6 Carton of Bruges with
copies of entries in the legistei of a brotlieilioocl called “Onser
Vrouw ter Radien” at G-hent, one of winch is to the effect that
“Meester Hubrech van Hyke” was affiliated m 1412, and Moi-
griete v, Hyke m 1418 (Oaiton. in Annales de la Soci^te
d’Emulation de Bruges. Tome 5. Sene 2 8^. Bruges. 1847.

p 325). According to Mr. Oh. Euelens (Notes et additions
annexed to 0. D61epierre’s translation of this work), the register

is a forgery. Yet in spite of this we may hold that the Van
Eycks lived at Ghent at least before 1418.

We must also quote the following recoid, which tends to

prove that Hubert was at Ghent earlier than 1424
“Sente Bamesse, anno XIIII® en XXII was Hubrecht Van

Eyche, guide broeder Van Het Onser Vrouwe Gulden, up de
rade van den Chore van Sint Jans te Ghend. Eegister of the
Brotherhood 0. V Ghent communicated by Mr. Goetghebuor.
Vid. Carton. Ann. de Bruges, mfr. p. 28 But there are unhap-
pily serious doubts as to the genuineness of the record from
which this quotation was made. (See Pmchait. Annotations,
u. s. p, ccxrv.)
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troubles were searched for the formal matidculation of

the Vau Eycks in vain. There were certain conditions

however under which it was possible for strangers to

avoid the penalties enforced on evasion or neglect of

the guild laws, and these were service under a member
of the ducal family. For some time previous to 1419

Grhent was the habitual residence of Philip ofBurgundy

then count of Charolois, and his wife Michelle de

France; and it is not improbable that Hubert van

Eyck was connected in some way with the Count of

Charolois and that John Van Eyck enjoyed the privi-

lege of exemption as his assistant. We may thus ex-

plain the absence of both artists from the registry of

the corporation. 1

Facius relates that John Van Eyck learnt the pro-

perties of colours from Pliny and others. 2 If this be

not a figure of speech, the study of chemistry to which

John devoted himself was a natural result of a previous

study of the classical languages. Where and under

what circumstances this education was acquired has

not been handed down to u-s, but as John was much
younger than his brother, it seems natural that he

should have been taught by Hubert. A man capable

of imparting instruction of this kindwould be eminently

fitted to hold a high station in the house of a prince

like Philip or of a princess hke Michelle de France.

A dramatic episode of these times incidentally illus-

trates the life of the heir apparent to the Burgundian

throne at Ghent. It was in the year 1419. There were

1 We shall find proofs of privileges vested in the ducal

painters in the life of Cristus postea.
2 Eacius(B) De viris illustribus. 4 ^. Florence. 1715. p. 46.

Vasari has the same story. He says (Lemonnier Edition Vol.

IV. p. 75). “Si dilettava deU’ archimia,” and Van Mander
(u. s. p. 199), “Hy was [so eenighe meenen] oook een wijs

geleert man.^’
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rumours of peace abroad, the -rmore grateful as they

seemed to herald the cessation of a long period of

strife. It v'as said that Jean Sans Peur and the Duke

of Orleans would meet and be reconciled atMontereau.

Events took a tuim which seemed to warrant the most

sanguine expectations. Unhappilytreacherylurkedunder

this semblance of fiiendship Jean Sans Peur came

honestly, it is thought, to give his hand to his cousin.

He was set upon and killed in a brutal and cowardly

manner. Phihp was at Ghent when the news of the

mui’der arrived; the victim was Ins father, the murderer

was his wife’s brother. We may picture the scene in

Charolois' palace. “Si fu,” says Chastelam “toute la

maison emmeublee de helas.’’ ^ A painful mishap quickly

followed upon the perpetration of this crime. Michelle

de France pined under the suspicions of Philip and

died in 1521 At her death it was considered a grate-

ful tribute to her memory “to grant the freedom of

the guild to her favorite painters the two Van Eycks.”

It is tnie that the entry to this effect in the registers

of the guild is found in a copy of the 16th century

which IS not free from suspicion of interpolation; but

there is something so natural and so apparently

truthful in the story that it seems convincing; and

no valid ground has been given for disbelieving it.^-^

As Philip of Oharolois heard of the violent death of

1 ChronKiue de Cliastelain, p. 18. in Buchon’s Pantli6oii
Litt^raiie. 8^^. Pans. 1837.

2 “In zelve Jaer (1519) staif viouw Michiele, gliesellenede
van nertoghe Philips, omme haie doodt was binnen Ghent
grooten rouwe, Hnbreolit en Jan, die sy zeer lief liadde, scbonk
den ambachte vrydomtne in scbilderen Beg. of the Guild of
St. Luke. Bulletins de PAcad. de Brux, u. s. 1853. Vol. XX.

To this quotation it is that Buelens (Notes et additions, u. s.)

and Pmchart (Annotations, u s, p. CXCIU) obseive that it is not
trustworthy because it is made from a copy of the legistois of
the guild of St. Luke not oldei than 1584. But we have already
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liis father (September 10, 1419), he took horse and

rode towards Malines to concert measures of reyenge

with his friends and adherents. The first person he

went to meet was John of Bavaria, then Count of

Holland and Luxemburg. It was with this prince that

John Van Eyck a few years later was induced to take

service. ^

John of Bavaria was elected to the bishopric of

Liege in 1390, and clung to that dignity through many
vicissitudes till 1417, when, hearing of the death of his

brother William the Vth, he started on the well

known expedition in which he robbed his niece Jacque-

line of her rights and installed himself as Count of

Holland at Dordrecht. In 1418 he married the Duchess

of Luxembui'g, widow of Anthoine de Bourgogne, duke

of Brabant and Limburg, whilst Jacqueline, whom he

had dispossessed, became the wife of John the IVth,

Duke of Brabant. In August 1419 John of Bavaria

journeyed into Holland and finally settled at the

Hague, where he resided till his death on the 5th of

January 1425. ^

In the long list of knights and ofl&cers, of chamber-

lains, pages, ijiinstrels and servants who figured at the

court of the Hague, we find the name of John Van Eyck

observed that painters were clearly free from the constraint of

the guild when in the service of the Ducal family, as is pioved
in the case of Pierre Coustam at Bruges in 1471. (Beffroi, u. s.

L 205.)
1 See postea the commission of Phihp the Good, in which

John Yan Eyck is appointed “Yarlet” and described as “pointre

et varlet de chambre de feu JMC.S. le Due Jehan de Bayviere,”
5* For John of Bavaria consult A. Pmehart, Annotations

(appended toO. D61epierres translation of the 1st Edition of the

present work.) Complement du Tome II. pp. 0X0 and follg.

Consult also Olivier de la Marche, Memoires I 24 in Petitot. 8'».

Paris. 1825. Yol. IX. Eoullon, Hist. Leod. Leod. fol. 1730; the

Chronicles of Enguerrand de Monstrelet, fol. Paris. 1595, and
Polain’s Modern History of Li^ge.
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qualified as ^^myns genachchs lieeren scilder” our gra-

cious Lord’s painter; and copious records in the ar-

chives of Northern Holland show that he was in receipt

of a regular daily salary for nearly two years.

The earliest reference to' John’s stay at the Hague

is contained in the accounts ofHenri Noothaft. treasurer

of Holland, for the quarter beginning September 23,

1422, and ending Januaiy 13, 1423. According to an

entry in these accounts “John the painter” received

for himself and for his “servitor”, for nine weeks and

three days at the rate of “ten lions” per day, “five livi‘es

and ten sous de gros.” In subsequent entries, registered

by Noothaft and his successors, payments of wages

to John Van Eyck occur without interruption till the

11th of September 1424, when they cease altogether.

It would thus seem that the connection of our artist

with John of Bavaria was temporary and it may appear

that he was called to the Hague to decorate the chapel

or halls of the count’s palace which underwent altera-

tions and received important repairs at this period. ^

1 As we are entirely indebted to the kindness of Mr.
Alexandre Pinchart, one of the keepers of the reooids at Bins-
sels, who searched the archives of Holland fully in 1864-, for the
facts stated in the text, we here copy the whole of this gentle-

man’s statement, as proof “In the accounts of the treasuier
G-erard van Heemskerck (8th Oct. 1420 to 15th of Apiil 1421) at
the Hague, a special section is given to wages and pensions.
Amongst the few persons named in this section we find the
goldsmith Jacques of the Hague and the poet Barthelomi

,
we

do not find John Yan Eyck. The accounts of April 16 to June 6,

1421, drawn up hy Jacques Seigneur de Gaesheke, do not name
John Yan Eyck as a member of the Count’s household. The
accounts for June 7 to Aug. 18 are lost. Those which oompriao
August 19 to Dec. 25, are silent as to John Yan Eyck, those
immediately following are missing. On the 4th of April 1422
Henn Noothaft was appointed treasurer of Holland His first

register of accounts runs from the day of his appointment to
the 26th of Sept, 1422. In the second, which takes in the time
from Sept. 27, 1422 to January 13, 1428 we find the following
entry. “Disbursed and paid to master Jean the painter for lus
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That John Van Eyck should have spent almost

two years of his life at the Hague; and yet that the

fact should have remained unknovn to historians is

characteristic. That the works which he executed there

should have been forgotten and lost is greatly to be

regretted
;
a residence of so many months m the capital

of Holland must have changed the cuiTent of artistic

feeling at the Hague
;

it naturally accounts for the in-

fluence which the Van Eyck school notoriously wielded

on Dutch art m the 15th century.

It has been related, and was long believed, that John

Van Eyck visited Antwerp in 1420 and prepared an

agreeable surprise for the pamters of that city by show-

wages and those of his servitor during nine weeks and three
days at the rate of 10 lions per day 5 livres 10 sous de gros.”

That this Jean is Yan Eyck, is clear for we find him in other
entries called ‘Johannes Myns genadichs heeren scilder.* As
it IS not stated for what tune Jean is paid, we can only deter-

mine the dates by reference to subsequent accounts. Two of

these—one of Hoothaft’s, extending from March 11 to Oct. 31,

1423, another of Bauduin van Zwieten, his successor, from
Nov. 1, 1423, to May 1, 1424,—give us evidence that John
received his pay regularly from Dec 29, 1422, till the 31st of
Januai^ 1424. Datmg back from Dec 29, 1422, and counting
nine weeks and three days from that day, we get at the 24th
of October 1422, as the beginning of the painter’s receipt of

salary.

As to the time of Yan Eyck’s leaving the service of John
of Bavaria, we gather the following The second account of

Bauduin van Zwieten extends from May 26, 1424, to Feb. 5,

1425. It comprises payments to the painter for thirty two
weeks; therefore from the 1st of February of the Leap year 1424

to the 11th Sept, of the same year we have the exact amount
of days for which Yan Eyck was paid, and we gather the

date of his leaving John of Bavaria’s seivice. John of Bavaria
died on the 5th of January 1425, so that yan Eyck left his

service a little more than three months before the Prince’s

death. It is further stated in the accounts, ex. gr. in Dec. 1422,

that the “painter Johannes” had two “servitors.” VYe should

take these to be his assistants, and there is every reason to

believe that the work the^’^ "were put to was to decoiate with
paintings the chapel or certain rooms of the palace at the Hague
to which John of Bavaiia made impoitant changes that re-

mained unfinished at his death.”
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ing them a head of Christ executed in oil. The baseless-

ness of this story has been recently proved to om* entire

satisfaction. ^ There may be more truth in the state-

ment that, about this time, Van Eyck completed the

likenesses of Jacqueline of Holland and Jean Sans

Peur, of which the mere tradition has been preserved .

2

It IS not an improbable conjecture that John Van
Eyck’s appointment to an independent place in the

house of John of Bavaria severed the partnersldp in

which he had Hved till thenwith his brother. Hubert now
laboured alone, and successfully, as is proved by entries

in the accounts of the city of Ghent. In 1424 he received

payments for sketches furnished to the “echevins”, and

he was visited in state by the magistrates of the city.^^

In autumn 1424 John Van Eyck left the service of

Jean de Baviere; on the 19th of May 1425 he was

appointed painter and varlet de chambre to Philip the

Good. 4

1 See “Notice sur PAcademie d’Anveis publiee par Mr. J.

B. L. van Kirchhoff. Anveis 1824, and Mr, PmoUarts refutation
of the story in “Annotations, n s. p. CXCIIT

2 L’Armessin’s series of engravings comprises a likeness of

Jean Sans Peur from a portrait hy John Van Eyck, tho original
of which is missing.—In the Museum of Copenhagen there
hangs a bust portrait (No. 180, wood, 2 f. 4h. by 1 f. 4Va)
assigned (with’) to John Van Eyck. On the fiame we read.
BAME JACOBA BE BAVIEEE, COMTESSE BE HOLLANBE
OBYIT 1431. This is a copy assignable to the close of the
16th Century.

3 “Ghegheven meester Lubei^echt over syn inoyte van ij

bewerpen van eenre taeffele die hy maecte ter bevelene viin

scepenen vj. s. gr.” Erom the accounts of 1424 of the city of
Ghent in Le Beffrox, fol. Ghent. 1864. Vol. II. p. 208.—Sec also
as to the visit of the Magistrat. Ruelens. notes et additions,
u s. XLVI and M. S. notes by A. Pinohart.

^ “A Jehan de Heiok, jadiz pointre et varlet de chambre de
feu M. 8. le duo Jehan de Bayvi5re, lequel M. d. S,, pour I’ahi-

let6 et souffisance que par la relacion de pluseurs de ses gens, il

auoit oy et meismes sauoit et oognoissoit estre de fait de pointure
en la personne dudit Jehan de Heick, loellui Jchan, confians de
sa loyaut6 et preudommie, a retenu en son pomtre et varlet de
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To what cause shall we assign the fact, unfor-

tunately without dispute, that not a single pictui’e

hy Hubert or John Van Eyck up to this time has been

preserved, to what mishap shall we refer the total

neglect with which, during a whole century, the

creations of two great painters were treated? We al-

ready observed how unfavourably the troubles and mis-

chamlDre, aux honneurs, prerogatives, franchises, libertez, droit,

prouflis, et emolumens accoustumez, et qui y appartienent. Et
afin qu’il soit tenu de ouvrer pour lui de painture tontes les fois

qu’il lui plaira, lui a ordonnd prendre et avoir de lui sur sa

recepte generale de Elandres, la somme de 0 liv. parisis monnoie
de Flandres, a deux termes par an, moiotie an Noel et Tautre
moictie a la St Jehan dont il veult estre le premier paiement
ail Noel Mil CCCCXXV, et I’autre d la Saint Jean enssuivant,
et ainsi d’an en an et de terme en terme, tant qu’il lui plaira,

en mandant aux maitres de son hostel et autres ses officiers

quelzoonques, que d’lcelle sa pr^sente retenue ensamble des
honneuis, prerogatives, drois, prouffis et emolumens dessusdiz
faoent et laissent ledit Jehan paisiblement joir, sans empesche-
ment ou destouibier, mandant en oultre e, sondit receveur
general de Flandres present et avenir, que la diote somme de
C liv. parisis par an il paye, baiUe, et delivre chascun an audit
Jehan son pointre et varlet de chambre aux termes dessus
dedairez comme de tout ce que dit est puet plus a plain appa-
ron par lettres patentes de mon avant dit S, sur ce faictes et

doiinees en sa viUe de Bruges le XIX® jour de Mail Pan Mil
CCCCXXV. Pour ce cy par veitu d’iceUes dont ‘vidimus* est oy
d court pour le terme du Noel Mil CCCCXXV par sa quictance
qui sert 4 la partie enssuivante cy rendue a court. A luy pour
semblable et les termes de la Saint Jehan et Noel Mil CCCCXXYI
par sa quittance cy rendu acourt ... 1. liv.

“Quatritoe compte de G-autier Poulain depuis le 1®^ Janvier
MCCCCXXXV jusques au dernierjourdeD§cembreMCCCCXXV.”
—De Lahorde, u, s,, Les Dues de Bourgogne,, Freuves^ voL I.

pp. 206, 207.

As to the position of Varlets de Chambre the foUowing is

instructive.

Yarlets de Chambre. “M. d. S. aura des varlets de chambre
tels qu’il luy plaira lesquels serviront a tour i chacune fois

III, avec le premier varlet de chambre et seront contez, chacun
d’eux deux chevaux ^ gages et un varlet a livr^e.”—Ordonnanoe
faitte par M. S. le Due de Bourgongne par I’advis de son conseil

sur le reglement de son hostel en MCCCCXXYI ^ Bruges le

14. Deo. De Laborde, u. s. Les Dues de Bourgogne, Introduc.

Yol. I. p. 40.
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fortunes ofthe “pays de Liege” affected the iireservation

of pictures. It is not difiScult to find reasons for the

dispersal of art productions and the loss of art traditions

in the whole of Belgium and the Netherlands. If Italy

had been involved in religious persecutions, besides

being tom by civil dissensions, it is probable that the

works of her greatest artists would still have been

preserved, because the genial nature of the climate

of Italy was favourable to the existence of frescos

executed in buildings of uncommon massiveness and

strength. The produce of Italian craftsmen was involved

in no greater dangers than those which might menace

the stability ol the edifices containing them; and it is

a fact that the history of Italian painting can be traced

on the walls of monuments from the fii'st centuries to

the age of Raphael and Michael Angelo. Unfortunately

for the Netherlands the chmate was the very reverse

of that of Italy. The fickleness of the seasons almost

daily admonished artists of the uselessness of wall

distemper; whilst panel tempera tried the patience of

those who waited for sun and warmth. Hence tlio

frequency in early times of tint6d sculpture and

miniatures, hence the numerous portable works of a

'ater period, the altarchests, the diptychs and triptychs,

^he arras, and its rival the painted cloth. After the

technical improvements which theVanEycksintroduced,
p^ere carried to perfection, artists became comiiletoly

independent of wind and weather; and there was no

apparent limit left to production. Canvases, tapestiy,

ind triptychs came into universal demand. There was
act a noble who did not order lus likeness for some
altar; not a rehgious community winch did not seek to

Dbtain similar ornaments for its chapels and refectories

;

aot a wealthy citizen who did not require a memento
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of pictorial skill in his oratory. The eagerness of all

classes was so great that magistrates, when called upon

to inflict pumshment for crimes, frequently ruled that

offenders should pay fines sufficient to cover the price

of a votive picture. i The Netherlands soon contained

a greater number of “historiated” panels than any

country in the world. But the very portability of these

treasures became fatal to them. Civil wars broke out.

Cities were destroyed by the dukes. Then came the

wars of religion. Protestants and catholics were pitted

against each other. Princes whose language and

manners were not those of the country became its

rulers. Mobs of the lower orders, cloaking the worst

excesses under the name of religion, forced their way

into edifices and burnt or destroyed their contents. 2

The kings ofSpain seeing the imminence of destruction

removed treasures of art to distant places
;
and in the

course of time almost every thing of note had dis-

appeared. Admirers of the early Flemish school may
search almost m vain for works of their favonte masters

in Belgium. The critic who has fathomed the causes of

the disappointmenfgoes to Italy, to Prance, to Germany,

and to Spain, and there he patiently strives to gather

1 A painter named Van den Chte (Lievm) painted a last

judgment (1413) for one of the halls of the Council of Elanders.

The sum paid him -was 64 livres parisis, 40 livres of which were
derived fiom a fine imposed by the council of Elanders at (3-hent

on one Josse de Yalmerbeke, bailliof Hulst and Axel, for having
unjustly sentenced to 10 years exile certain innocent persons.

Other examples of the same kind are to be found. See Mr, A,
Finchart's notice on the painter Lievin van den Chte, Bull, de

VAcademic Boyale des Sc et lettres et des Beaux Arts de'

Belgique Ao. 1854. Yol XXL isfpart pag, 186. 7 8—9.
2 On the 22 of Aug. 1561, a gang of iconoclasts entered St.

Eavon and overturned all the statues. They removed and burnt
all the pictures they laid hands on. More than 400 churches m
Elandeis and Biabant were plundered in the same manner
in less than 8 days. Yoisin u, s,p, 73—5
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tlie facts -which shall enable him to reconstruct the

history of art in the Netherlands, but too happy if, by

some lucky discovery, he can add a link to the chain

which he finds incomplete in so many parts. If he is

unable to travel and hopes to find the knowledge he

requires in written authorities, his disappomtment is

extreme. The manners and customs of Flanders and

Holland were not made a subject of study by con-

temporary authors, in part because the Burgundian

court was composed of men disdainful of the Flemings

and of Flemish culture, in part because the tendency

of men and times was to ponder over problems of

politics, trade, and science rather than upon art and

poetry. And so the centuries sped on there was but

thought ofthe enjoyment ofthe hour, and in the turmoil

ofcommerce,intrigue, and wars, artists were overlooked

and forgotten.

It would be as interesting as it is probably fruitless

to inquire, how Hubert Van Eyck laid tlie foundation

of his fame so as to find permanent employment when

he settled at Ghent. After lie lost the pati’onage of

Michelle de France, he received froifl a Ghent patrician

a commission of greater importance than any of which

we have cognisance in the annals of the Belgian towns;

Jodocus Vydts, the person to wlioni ho owed this com-

mission, was a man of old family whose wife Isabella

was directly descended from the patrician stock of

^

Burluut.i In a chapel at Saint Bavon, whicliwas founded

by Jodocus and became famous for its altarpiece of

the Lamb, the arms of Vydts andBurluuts emblazoned

in the coloured glass of the window^s, and tlie walls

adorned with caiwings, proved the w’'ealth and the old

1 Sandeius. EUncliia Illust. Eol. Hague. 1705. Vol. II.

p 319. De G-andavis Erud Claus Lib. 1 p. 50. 8'* Antw, 1626
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descent of the family which owned it.i But the vast

picture which finally adorned the altar and came to he

considered a Mecca for pilgrims in the Netherlands

was the real proof of its hberahty and taste.

The period in which Vydts ordered the adoration of

the Lamb is uncertain; we only know that Hubert

had time to plan and begm, but was prevented by a

premature death from fimshing, it. It is a matter of

history that John Van Eyck earned out what his

brother left incomplete; and there is evidence of the

joint industry of both in the foUowing inscription, the

lines of which are still legible on the framings:

“Hubertus e eyck maior quo nemo repertus

Incepit pondus qe Johannes arte secundus

(Frater perfecit) Judoci Yyd prece freth.

VersV SeXta Mai Vos CoLLoCat aOta tVerl.’"

or when translated:

“Hubeii; of Eyck whom no one surpassed began it.

John the second brother, with art, perfected it at the

prayer of Jodocus Vyd. This verse invites you to con-

template that which was done on the sixth of May
1432.” 2

1 Yoisin, Gruide de Grand 12^ 1831, pp. 17. 187, 211. 212. Be
Bast TJeber Hub. & Job. Y. Eyck. 8^'. Ghent, 1825. Translated

from Br. YTaagen. Note.
Yydts boie, Or, the fesses chequered azure. Burluut bore,

Azure, Three Stags in course Or.
2 This inscription has been recovered from beneath coats

of paint The fiist line to “repertus” is under the portrait of

Jodocus, the second to “secundus” under John the Baptist, the

third under the poi trait of Isabella Burluut, the fourth under
the figure of John the Evangelist. The letteis in capitals only
differ from the rest by being painted red, whilst the others

are black Two words which fail in the third line have been
completed from an old copy of the inscription found by Mr. de
Bast (Hubert and Joh. Y. Eyck translated, u. s. p. 27), with
“fratei perfectus,” to which it is piobable that we should pie-

fer “frater perfecit.” The inscription would then read as in

the text. See the discussion on this inscription in Caiton apud
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That John Van Eyck should have taken six years

to finish a picture left on the stocks by his brother in

1426, might lead to the belief that Hubert had done

very little to bring it forward, were it not that there are

proofs of John’s constant employment in the duties of

his place at the court of Philip the Good. There are

a few persons still who think that they would unduly

lower John Van Eyck’s fame if they assigned to Hubert

the place of chief of the school, and we should be care-

ful to weigh this opinion, resting, as it does, on a certain

amount of respectable evidence but it is difiicult to

understand how to attenuate the importance of the first

line of the inscription on the Agnus Dei, wliich speaks

of Hubert as “Maiorquo nemo repertus,” corroborated

as it IS by Vasari, who attributes to him the invention of

oil painting, 2 confirmed as it is by an epitaph which

describes him as “a painter most high in honour.”

We are mchned to ask whether an artist who is repre-

sented by Guicciardini and Van Mander as liaving

laboured at the same compositions mth his brotlicr,

could occupy the second place when his age and his

Ruelens. Notes et additions, pp. XLIII. XLIV. Van Maiider’s

statement that the altarpiece of the Laud) was painted foi

Philip the G-ood is contiadicted by the inscription CVaii Mander,
n. s. 201.)— That Yydts was Van Eyck’s patron was known
to Randeriis, who quotes the following punning hues of one
Vnents

Qms Beusj'ob vihum, paiadiso exegit, Apelles
Eyckius hos v^tn reddidit aere patres.

Arte, modoque paii-pariter concurrere visi.

^mulus huic pictor, Rotor et inde Dens.
Sanderus adds “Picturse otiam Yanae . . . Trmniphus

agnus Caelestis est qui Joh. et Hubertus pictune coryphan,
Justo Vitio domino de Painele patrioio Gandavense pretium
solvente Elandna Illuatrata. Be Brug. Erud. Clar. lib. 1.

p. 39.

1 See amongst others Ruelens notes et additions, u. s.

2 Vasari XIII. p. 148.

3 See postea.
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experience entitled liini to the first Would a second

rate artist, even though his brotherwere ofthe household

of John of Bavaria, have been visited in state by the

chiefs of a great municipalityhke that of Ghent? Would
he have had commissions from a patron such as Vydts

and for a picture so vast and so important as the

Lamb ? When Hubert was dead and his altarpiece

was finished, then indeed, but not before, it was John’s

turn to receive tokens of respect. It was no doubt to

see the Agnus Dei m its complete state that Philip the

Good honoured the workshop of his pamter with a visit

in February 1432 ;
it vras probably for the same pur-

pose that the burgomasters and a select company of

the magistrates of Bruges went to the workshop ofVan
Eyck. On both occasions the varlets and apprentices

received ‘‘largesse.”^

The Chapel of the Vydts at Saint Bavon was con-

secrated in 1432, and Van Mander describes the

“swarms” which came to admire it.^ There were festive

1 Van Mander, n. s. 200. 201. G-nicciardmi, Hist, de tons les

Pays Bas, u, s. p. 124.
2 “Anx Yarlets de Johannes Beyk paintre anssi pour dou

par M. S. a enlx fait quant M. d. S. a este en son hostel veoir
certain ouuraige fait par ledit Johannes XXV solz.—Oompte de
Jehan Abonneh Jan. 1432, a Dec. 1433,”—De LaSorde, Les Dues
de B,, u. s. vol. I. p. 266.

Mr. Pinchart proves (Annot., u. s. COVlI) that the visit

took place before the 19th of February, because the audit of the
account containing the item is dated on that day.

The visit of the Burgomasters to Van Eyck is proved by
Mr. Weale. (Notes Snr Jean Van Eyck. 80 London and Bru-
xelles, 1861. Note’to pp. 8. 9 ) Mr. Weale is inclined to think it

foUowed, Mr. Pinchart (annot., n s. OCVII) believes it preceded
the despatch of the Agnus Dei to G-hent, and it is probable
that Mr. Pinchart is right.

3 De Bast, (u. s. Note to Waagen’s tJeber H. and J V. E.

p. 35
) , ^

Van Mander, (n s. 201—2). It is characteristic of the rapi-

dity, with which Hubert was forgotten that an ode, written by
Lucas de Heere in the 16th century, was copied on a tablet

4
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days, he adds, on which the people were allowed to

enter* In ordinary times it was closed, and “ few but

the high bom and such as could afford to pay the

custos saw it.”i

That this wonderful performance, when finished and

exhibited, should have been looked at with exceptional

interest is not surprising. It was the finest picture of

the age in Belgium, remarkable for its perfection of

teclimcal handling, and eminently calculated to capti-

vate a public full of the fervour of religion. When
open it represented the sacrifice of Christ, and the

triumph of the Church militant. When closed it dis-

played in prominent positions the portraits ofthe donors-

That such a picture should receive minute and special

attention is evident.

In the centre of the altarpiece, and on a j)anel wliich

overtops all the others, the noble and dignified figure

of Christ sits enthroned in the prime of manhood with

a short black beard, a broad forehead, and black eyes-

On his head is the wliite tiara, ornamented with a pro-

fusion of diamonds, pearls, and amethysts. Two dark

lappets fall on either side of the grave and youthful

face. The throne of black damask is embroidered with

gold; the tiara relieved on a golden ground covered

with inscriptions in semicircular lines. Christ holds

in his left hand a sceptre of splendid workmansliip, and

with two fingers of his right he gives his blessing to tlie

world. The gorgeous red mantle which completely

enshrouds his form is fastened at the breast by a large

placed above tbe altarpiece of the Agnus Dei, and that this ode
began as foUows

“In praise of the work, which is done m St. John^s Chapel
byMeester Jan, born at Mseseyck, the Elomish Apelles,’* and
yet in the ode itself we read “Hy (Hubert) hadde t’Werck
begonst,” But see also Vaernewyk. Hist. v. Belgis, u. s. 109.

1 Van Mander, u. s. 202.
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jewelled brooch. The mantle itself is bordered with

a double row of pearls and amethysts. The feet rest

on a golden jicdestal, carpeted with black, and on the

dark ground, which is cut into perspective squares

by lines of gold, lies a richly -jewelled open- worked

crown, emblematic of martyrdom. This figure of the

Kedeemer is grandly imposmg; the mantle, though

laden with precious stones, in obedience to a somewhat

literal interpretation of Scripture, falls from the shoul-

ders and over the knees to the feet m ample and

simple folds. The colour of the flesh is powerful,

brown, glowing, and full of vigour, that of the vestments

strong and rich. The hands are well drawn, perhaps

a little contracted in the muscles, but still of starthng

realism. On the right of Christ the Virgin sits in her

traditional robe of blue
;
her long fair hair, bound to

the forehead by a diadem, flowing in waves down her

shoulders. With most graceful hands she holds a book,

and pensively looks with a placid and untroubled eye

mto space. On the left of the Eternal St. John the

JBaptist rests, long hahed and bearded, austere in ex-

pression, splendid in form, and covered with a broad,

flowmg, green drapery. On the spectator’s right of St.

Jolm the Baptist, St. Oeciha, in a black brocade, plays

on an oaken organ supported by three or four angels

with viols and harps. On the left of the Virgin a simi-

lar but less beautiful group of singing choristers stand

in front of an oaken desk, the foremost of them dressed

in rich and heavy red brocade.^ All the singing and

playing angels have light wavy hair, bound over the

head by cinctures of precious stones. Their dresses
»

1 The angels who smg aie so artfully clone that we mark
the difference of keys, in which their voices are pitched (Van
Hander, u. s. 201).

4*
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are profusely ornamented, somewhat heavy in texture

and angular in fold. A prevailing red tone in the

shadow of the flesh tmts makes it doubtfulwhether they

are executed by the same hand as the Christ, but the

comparative want of power and harmony in the colour

of these panels may be caused by restoring, and a few

outhnes which are slightly weakened may owe this

blemish to a similar cause. ^

On the spectator’s xught of St. Cecilia once stood

the naked figure of Eve, now removed to the Brussels

museum—a figure upon which the painter seems to have

concentrated all Ms knowledge ofperspective as applied

to the human form and its anatomical development.

It would be too much to say that Hubert rises to the

conception of an ideal of beauty. The head is over large,

the body protrudes, and the legs are spare, but the

mechanism of the limbs and the shape of the extremi-

ties are rendered with truth and delicacy, and there is

much power in the colouring of the flesh. 2

Counterpart to Eve, and once on the left side of the

picture, Adam is equally remarkable for correctness

of proportion and natural realism.^ Here again the

master’s science in optical perspective is conspicuous,

and the height of the figure above the eye is fitly con-

sidered.^

1 Not only are the choristers out of hai'inony with the
parts painted by Hubert, but with those portions also which
are the work of John, such as the central composition and the
panels of the knights and pilgrims on the lower portion of the
wings. By restoration is here meant the process of cleaning and
consequent weakening of the surface and parts of the outline.

2 Above this figure is a miniature group of the death
of Abel.

3 “Siet hoe verschrickelyck %n levend Adam staat.” Be
Heere’s Ode m Van Mander, u. s. 203.

4 Above this figure is a miniature group of the sacrifices

of Cain and Abel.
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Christ, by his position, presides over the sacrifice

of the Lamb as represented in the lower panels of

the shiine. The scene of the sacrifice is laid in a

landscape formed of green hills receding in vaned and

pleasing lines from the foreground to the extreme dis-

tance. A Flemish city, meant, no doubt, to represent

Jerusalem, is visible chiefly in the background to the

right
;
but churches and monasteries, built in the style

of the early edifices of the hfetherlands and Rhine coun-

try, boldly raise their domes and towers above eveiy

part of the horizon, and are sharply defined on a sky

of pale grey gradually merging into a deeper hue. The
trees, which occupy the middle ground, are not of high

growth, nor are they very different in colour from the

undulatmg meadows in which they stand. They are

interspersed here and there with cypresses, and on the

left IS a small date palm. The centre of the picture is

all meadow and green slope, from a foreground strewed

with daisies and dandelions to the distant blue hills.

In the very centre of the picture a square altar is

hung with red damask and covered with a white cloth.

Here stands a lamb, from whose breast a stream of

blood issues into a crystal glass. Angels kneel round

the altar with parti-coloured wings and variegated

dresses, many of them praying with joined hands, others

holding aloft the emblems of the passion, two in front

wavmg censers. From a shght depression of the ground

to the right a httle behind the altar a numerous band

of female saints is issuing, all in rich and vaned cos-

tumes, fair hair floating over their shoulders, and

palms 111 them hands; foremost may be noticed St.

Barbara with the tower and St. Agnes. From a simi-

lar opening on the left, poiies, cardinals, bishops, monks,

and minor clergy advance, some holding croziers and
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crosses, others palms. This, as it were, forms one pliase

of the adoration. In the centre near the base of the

picture a small octagonal fountain of stone, with an iron

jet and tiny spouts, projects a stream into a rill, whose

pebbly bottom is seen through the pellucid water. The

fountain and the altar, with vanishing points on diffe-

rent horizons, prove the Van Eycks to liave been unac-

quainted with the science of linear perspective. Two
distinct groups are in adoration on each side of the

fountain. That on the right comprises the twelve apos-

tles, in light greyish violet cloaks kneeling bare-footed

on the sward, with long hair and beards, expressing in

their noble faces the intensity of their faith. On their

right stands a gorgeous array of three popes, two car-

dinal monks, seven bishops, and a miscellaneous crowd

of church- and laymen. The group on tlie left of the

fountain is composed of kings and princes in varied

costumes, the foremost of them kneeling, the rest stand-

ing. none finer than that of a dark bearded man ip a

red cloth cap stepping forward in full front towards

the spectator, dressed in a dark blue mantle, and hold-

ing a sprig of myrtle. The whole of the standing

figures command prolonged attention, from the variety

of the attitudes and expressions, the stern resolution

of some, the eager glances of others, the pious resig-

nation and contemplative iSeremty of the remainder.

The faithful who have thus reached the scene of the

sacrifice, are surrounded by a perfect wilderness of

flowering shrubs, lilies, and other bcautiiul plants, and

remain in quiet contemplation of the Land). Nume-
rous worsluppers besides are represented on the wings

of the triptych, moving towards tlie place of worship.

On the left is a band of crusaders, the i'oremost of

whom, on a dapple grey charger, is clad in armour
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ydih an undercoat of green slashed stuff, a cro^ of

laurel on his brow, and a lance in his hand. On lus

left two knights are riding, also in complete amoui%

one on a white, the other on a brown charger, carrying

lances with streamers. Next to the third figure, a noble-

man in a fur cap bestrides an ass, whose ears appear

above the press
;
on his left a crowned monarch ona black

horse
;
behind them a crowd of kings and princes. In

rear of them, and in the last panel to the left, Hubert

Yan Eyck with long brown hair, m a dark cap, the far

peak of which is turned up, ambles forward on a spirited

white pony. He is dressed in blue velvet lined with

grey far
;
his saddle has long green housings. In the

same line with him two riders are mounted on sorel nags,

and next them again a man in a black turban and dark

brown dress trimmed with far, whom historians agree

in calling John.Yan Eyck. The face is turned towards

Hubert, and, therefore, away from the direction taken

by the cavalcade
;
farther in rear are several horse-

men. The two groups proceed along a sandy path,

which yields under the horses’ hoofs, and seems to have

been formed by the detritus of a block of stony ground

rising perpendicularly behind, on each side of which

the view extends to a rich landscape, with towns and

churches m the distance on one hand, and a beautiful

vista of blue and snow mountains on the other. White

fleecy clouds float in the sky. There is not to be

found in the whole Flemish school a smgle panel m
which human figures are grouped, designed, or painted

with so much perfection as m this of the mystic Lamb.

Nor is it possible to find a more complete or better

distributed composition, more natui'al attitudes, or more

dignified expression. Nowhere in the pictures of the

early part of the 15th century can such airy landscape
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be met. Nor is the talent of the master confined to

the appropriate representation of the human form, his

skill extends alike to the brute creation. The horses,,

whose caparisons are of the most precious kind, are

admirably drawn and in excellent movement. One

charger stretches his neck to lessen the pressure of the

bit, another champs the curb with Flemish phlegma;

a tliird throws his head down between his fore legs
;
the

pony ridden by Hubert Van Eyck betrays a natural

fire, and frets under the restraint put upon it.

On the right side of the altarpiece wc see a noble

band of ascetics with tangled hair and beards and deep

complexions, dressed in frock and cowl, with staves and

rosaries, moving rouud the base of a rocky bank, the

summit of which is wooded and interspersed with palms

and orange trees. Two female saints, one of them the

Magdalen, l)ring up the rear of the hermit band, which

moves out of a grove of orange trees with glossy leaves

and yellow fruit. In the next panel to the right, and

111 a similar landscape, St. Christopher, ])olo in hand,

in a long red cloak of iiielogaut folds, overtops the host

of Ms companions—pilgrims with grim and solemn

faces. Here a palm and a cypress are painted with

surprising fidelity.

The altarpiece, when closed, has not the all ab-

sorbing interest of its xirincipal scones when open. It

IS subdivided first into two parts, in the upper por-

tion of which is the Aimunciation, ill the lower the i)or-

traits of Jodocus Vydts and his wife, and imitated

statues of St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evan-

gelist. In the semicircular projection of the upper

central panel are the Sibyls, whilst half figures of Za-

chariah and Micali are placed in the semicircles al)Ovo

the annuntiate angel and Virgin, With the exception
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of Jodociis and Ins wife and the Annunciation, the

whole of this outer part of the panels may have been

executed under supervision by the pupils of the Van
Eycks. St. John the Baptist and St. John the Evan-

gelist, who fill the two lower central compartments^

are not very attractive representations of these samts.

They are exact copies of stone images, with the heavy

drapery and angular breaks or ill chosen features and

inarticulate limbs common to the sculpture of the pe-

riod. Besides lacking the charm of colour, which is

the peculiar attraction of the master, they are without

any prominent qualities of design. On the left, in a

stone niche, and kneeling on a pavement of square grey

stones, is the living form of JodocusVydts, bareheaded

and dressed in a red cloth cloak lined with brown fur.

This lining is turned over at the neck and sleeves
;
the

latter being of a peculiar shape fitting loosely at the

wrist, and pendent in bags. The stuff of which this

cloak is made is thick and substantial, and it is loosely

fastened round the body below the hips by a buckled

belt supporting a black purse. Jodocus is not an habi-

tual ascetic, on the contrary, he loves good cheer,

which his heavy jaw and portly frame hardly behe.

Small grey eyes swim in a troubled medium
;
the nose

is of a fair size, neither aquiline nor straight; the

mouth is certainly large, with a broad and sensual

under hp
;
the cheeks wide and overhanging, and their

fat sides joined to the well furnished chin conceahng

a WTinkled and pursy neck. There is a wart on the

upper hp, another on the nose, and a third on the fore-

head
;
the head is closely cropped, and a small ear is

left exposed
,
the hair has fallen from the brows, but

the beard is of two days’ growth. Vydts’ attitude and

expression are eminently pious
;
there can be no doubt
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that he is praying with his whole soul, Ins eyes and

hrows being devoutly raised to heaven We do not

require to see those hands joined in jirayer, finger to

finger, and so admirably delineated even to the loose

and wrinkled fiesh, to know that Jodocus is in fervent

adoration. He is so intent on begging pardon for his

sms that we cannot but conclude that he has not a few

to answer for. He has had a good time both to sm
and repent, for he cannot be less than sixty years of

age
,
Ins forehead is furrowed with lines by the ele-

vation of his eyebrows, and his hair is slightly inter-

spersed with gi*ey.

Isabel Burluut Imeels on the right hand in a

niche. She is not more than usually comely, but dig-

nified and matronly
;
she does not look up to heaven

with the supplicatory glance of her husband, l)ut ra-

ther timns towards the nearest St. John, the mild and

hopeful Evangelist. The consciousness of truth is

in her face
;
the eye is limpid, calm, cold, and gi‘ey,

the mouth expressive of decision and moral rectitude,

the head well proportioned, resting on a somewhat

slender neck, overhung by a rather prominent cheek;

the nose is large, the eyebrows spai e. It is hard to

tell the colour of the hair, for that is carefully brushed

into a black fillet, of winch the dark lino may be seen

through the transparent musUn lying fiat over the fore-

head, and forming two folds at each side of her face,

from thence hanging in two light lappets on the

cheek about the level of the car. Over this muslin

is pinned a white linen cap, which covers the whole

head, and hangs in folds over the shoulders. A white

collar relieves the neck, and the frame is encased

in a vague peach-coloured dress, lined and faced witli

bright green stuff, turned outwards at the bosom and
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‘ wrists
;
the hands are small, but not remarkable for

elegance.

There is nothing in these two portraits to show that

Jodocus and his Yife are more than substantial bur-

gesses. They have no ornaments of any kind
;
their

faces and hands are weather-beaten enough to prove

that their time has not been specially given to indo-

lence. We should not say that they fed daintily or

hved in retirement, nor do they show any symptoms of

“ blood.”

Were it not for a certain angularity in the draperies,

some abruptness of light and shade, and a general tone

of redness which pervades the shadows of the flesh tint

in these two wonderful likenesses, they would be perfect.

They are as vivid portraits as are to be found in the

early school of the Netherlands. They are finely mo-

delled, and finished with a minuteness that allows of

the closest inspection.

That portion of the pictures which represents the

annunciation creates a different imiiression. The angel

and the Virgin are in a long room, through the centre

windows of which the eye wanders to a distance of sky

and houses. 1 The floor is of square stone flags, the

ceiling of beams. A ray of light falls through the

opening on the wall. The angel kneels on the left at

a considerable distance from the Vn^giu. Sunk on his

right knee, and completely clad in white, his only orna-

ment is a gold border to the mantle and a circular

1 The Tiew appears to have been taken from nature, and
its site and features are said in part to exist at Ghent. On the
right IS the steeple of the Weaver’s church, and behind it a gate,

since destroyed, bearing the name of “Walpoorte ” On the left

is the “St. Martin’s Straet,” and the “Steen van Papeghem.”
This view, it IS supposed. Van Eyck copied from the window of

the house, Ho 26, Koey Straat, where, accordingly, medallion
portiaits of the painters have been placed.
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brooch of gold. The mantle hangs in mazes on thei

painted squares of the floor, lies m masses on the

raised left knee, and is held up in confused and angu-

lar folds by the left hand, which grasps at once the

drapery and a branch of lilies. Great intentiiess marks

the expression of the eyes, but it was, perhaps, unne-

cessary to show the teeth through the open lips. A
most curious contrast is produced by the light yellow

hair, the thin streak of pale eyebrows, and the black

pupils of the eyes, a contrast rendered yet more strange

by the whiteness of the flesh tints in hght and their

strong hue in shadow.

The Vu’gin, on the opposite side of the room, holds

her long fingered hands crossed over her bosom. She

also has a cincture of pearls keeping back a profusion

of pale waving hair. Her mantle of white, adorned

with a double border of gold lace of iine(iual width,

leaves her neck bare, and is fastened by a brooch of

pearls. The folds of the mantle are tucked up in stiff

and formal plaits under her right arm, whilst they hang

over her left, and a profusion of angidar drapery covers

the floor. The Virgin looks up, and casts Iier eyes to

heaven with a mixed expression of wonder and lear,

her mouth is partly open, she has a very high round

forehead, and the slightest possible eyebrows; her

neck is small and wrinkled, and she wants shoulders.

The flesh lights are white, the shadows more cold, and,

perhaps, a little more red than those m the face of tlio

announcing angel. On the left of the figure a book

lies open on a desk beneath an arched window. In a

niche close by are an iron candlestick and pot, on an

upper shelf an earthenware vase and two books
,

in

the nearest window-sill a glass decanter. The white

dove flies above the Virgin’s head—symbol of the Holy
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Ghost. The composition is of a cold and formal con-

ception and execution when contrasted with the rest of

the pictures of the Lamb, but there is marvellous at-

mospheric perspective in the apartment, which, from

its singular construction, seems unfitted to contam the

figures. In the half circle above the announcing angel

is, as we saw, the prophet Zachanah, his face brown

^nd highly coloured, his eyelids spacious as in the

pictures of Oristus and Van der Weyden. In the similar

space above the Virgin is the more characteristic half

length of the prophet Micah.i

Looking at this beautiful altarpiece in its totality,

we have to consider that it is the work of two artists

and their assistants, of Hubert,who,no, doubt, composed,

arranged, and partly executed it, of John and his jour-

neymen who finished it. The portraits of the two

brothers are found on one of the panels
;

are they

done by the elder or by the younger brother ? What
part is Hubert most likely to have finished first ? Sm’ely

the upper, which comprises the Saviour, the Virgin, St.

John, and our first parents
;
yet when looking at the

baud of hermits in .the lower course, the display of

power seems as great as in the best portions of the

upper, and greater than is to be found in any of the

pictures produced by John Van Eyck alone. Hubert

ince^pity John perfecit:, that is the sum total of our

knowledge. By nicely comparing the merits of the

several pieces, we come to the conclusion that John

carried out the panel of the Lamb with some of the

groups at its sides, and most of the outer faces
;
but

it would be too much to say that Hubert was not

i whole altai*i3iece lested on a panel representing the

abode of Satan. This panel was a tempera and perished at some
remote date. Van IVEander, n. s. 201.
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instrumental in laying out and beginning some even

of these.

The unity of religious thought which comes to its

display in this masterpiece is marred by curious dis-

proportions. The idea of divine power conveyed by

contrasting the larger size of Ohiist, Mary, and John

with the smaller stature of the angels or Adam and

Eve, is more of earth than of heaven, and hardly con-

ducive to a fine general effect. Our feeling for unifor-

mity is affected by figures reduced m the lower coui’se

to one-third of the height of those in the upper. There

is sonietliing essentially of this world in the realism

which depicts the Saviour in a room with a chequered

floor, and the angels of paradise as choristers in an

organ loft. It is a mistake into which the Yan Eycks

have fallen to suppose that the notion of spiritual might

is inseparable from rigidity of attitude and 'gaze, or

that the radiance of Grod can be fitly and exclusively

embodied in gorgeous raiment and costly jewels; but,

taking realism as the necessary portion of the Fleming,

it is a pleasure to admire the regular forms, the grave

and solemn face of Christ, the mild serenity of Mary,

and the rugged force of the Baptist.

There is great if not perfect harmony of lines and

of parts in the composition of the adoration of the

Lamb, and no picture in the Flemish school of the 16tli

century more completely and fully combines the laws

of appropriate distribution. The human framework is

mostly well proportioned, appropriate in movement and

immediate in action. Without selection, if tried by the

purest standards, the nude as displayed in Adam and

Eve would satisfy the canons of a not too critical taste.

It is studied as to shape and place, natural, and care-

fully wrought in features, articulations, and extremities.
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Outlines of such clearness and firmness were only pos-

sible to men fully cognizant of anatomy, they are never

too strongly emphasized, except where the artists try

their utmost to be true to the model. Expression^

chastened and serene in some of the more ideal figures^

is seldom free from vulgarity in those of a lower clay

;

and if plainness of face does not repel us in a St. Chris-

topher, it is strikingly out of place in the Virgm or in

angels. Drapery is often unequal,—at times ample

and telling of the under shapes, as in the Eternal and

the hermits; at times broken, as in the brocades of

the choristers
;
or angular, piled, and superabundant,

as in the Annunciation.

As landscapists, the Van Eycks are not only fault-

less, they are above all prais^ The landscapes give

that unity to the composition which it ought to have

derived solely from the proper arrangement of the

groups. Grrand and harmonious lines unite the vari-

ous parts together, and the beauty of the distances con-

trasts with the figures to the disadvantage of the latter.

The feeling for depth which pervades the altarpiece is

one of its chief attractions. To a certain extent the

Van Eycks possessed the rules of linear perspective,

but the want of its abstract scientific principles is but

too evident in the Agnus Dei. They corrected this want

of science by the most judicious and admirable use of

serial perspective. They deceived the eye by subtly

melting tints, so as to interpose air between the specta-

tor and the recedmg distances; they thus rivalled

natui'e in her most beautiful gifts, and achieved what

we prize in the very best of the later Dutch. They

shed hght round their figures so as to relieve them

upon each other or upon the landscape; they pro-

jected their shadows with consummate art, showing
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themselves in. this respect possessed of a quality un-

known to the followers of their school, rare in the 15th

century, and attained in the 16th only by artists of the

highest powers. The panel of St. Christopher may he

taken as an example of their skill in melting tones to

the extreme horizon. That of the hermits—a well

ordered composition—represents figures under leafy

overhanging trees, yet jireserving their due position in

the landscape. The interior of the Annunciation—too

small for the figures—^is kept m focus by the subtle

arrangement of tints and the dexterous play of sun

through a window, whilst the sense of subdued light in

a room is rendered in the whitish tones of the flesh.

The true excellence of the Van Eycks is their excel-

lence as colourists. Tlxipir picture is in respect of tone

perfectly beautiful. Some panels are doubtless finer

than others, but the variation in colour is less marked

than the variations in di*awing. Tlio general intonation

IS powerful, of a brown reddish tinge, full of light yet

in a low key,—technically considered, of a full body

copiously used, with a rich vehicle and great blending.

The labour of the bnish is not visible, but the skin and

complexions have the polish of bronze. Thi^ brightest

lights and the shadows of flesh are high in surface.

The whole is treated with great breadth of chiaros-

curo, yet at times with minute detail. In some parts

indeed the detail is carried out to the detriment of the

mass. The draperies arc more tliickly laid in than the

flesh, and the shadows of the folds project from the

panel
;
the touch is oveiy where decisive and the acces-

sories are modelled in relief. i Important as a test of

1 Altarpieoe of Saint Bavon. This altarpieco in twelve parts
has been dismemhered, and is in part only in its original place,

the wings heing, with the- exception of the Adam and Eve in
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the perfection, to which the new system of painting

had been brought in the Netherlands is the fact that

no portion of the altar-piece gives evidence of experi-

mental or tentative handlmg. The parts are all treated

the gaUery of Berlin —^In Saint Bavon. Adoration of the Lamh.
4 f. 4 h. by 7 f 1. Christ enthroned. 6 f. 73/4 h. by 2 f. 6V4 ..

The Virgin and St John the Baptist 5f. 71/2 hy 2 f. 21
/2 *

Brussels Museum. No. 13. Adam and Eve. Wood. 6 f. 73/4

by 1 f. 31/8

Berhn Museum. The singing and playing angels. Nos 514
and 515. Arched. 5 f. IV2 b. by 2 f. 2 V2 ;

^be hermits and
pilgrims, the judges and champions of Chiist, Nos. 512 and 513.

4f. 73/4 h. by If. 71
/2 . No. 518, St. John as a statue is the

obverse of 512. No. 519, Jodocus is the obverse of 513. No. 520,

the annuntiate angel, No. 521, the annuntiate Virgin, are
obverse of the'' playing and singing angels. No. 522, Isabella
Vydts, IS obverse of No. 516.

The earliest mention that we find of this masterpiece is in
Durer’s Diary (Beliquien ed Campe. p. 123), where special
admiration is expressed for the “Adam and Eve and God the
Father.” (1521). The first great portion of the chef-d'ceuvre

that disappeared was the panel representing the tortures of
the condemned, which, being painted m tempera, was washed
out before Van Mander's time. Jan Schoreel and Lancelot
Blondel attempted to restore the altar-piece m 1650, and
“washed it so that they brought out afresh a portion which
dirt had partially concealed.” As they were painters of some
note, perhaps their restoration did but little harm. It pleased
the canons of St. Bavon, who gave Jan Schoreel a silver cup.
(Van Vaemewyk Hist. v. Belg, u. s. 219).

Phihp n. of Spain, who, during the civil wars, succeeded
in deprivmg Belgium of many pictures, contented himself with
an able copy hy Michel Coxie, for which he paid 4,000 ducats;

a larger sum, perhaps, than the origmal produced. (Vaemewyk,
p. 219. V. Mander, p. 201. Guicciardini, u. s.)

The Calvinists of Ghent were with difficulty prevented
(circa 1578) from making a present of the altar-piece to Elizabeth
of England, in return for the support she gave to the Ghentish
citizens of her persuasion. (Euelens notes et additions, u. s.

LXXCV). They had it taken to the Town HaU where it re-

mained till the 17th of Sept 1584, when it was restored to St.

Bavon under the superintendence of Francois Hoorebant (Ib. ib.

LXXVI). In 1663 the picture was cleaned by Antome van dert

Heuvel (Ib. ib. ib ). After narrowly escaping from destruction

by so many causes, the Agnus Dei owes its chief dismember-
ment to Joseph the Ild of Austria, who is said to have expressed
disgust at the naked figures of Adam and Eve. The altar-piece,

in consequence of this, remained closed and shrouded from view

5
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in the same way; the pigments are mixed with oil

vehicle and used with a freedom which bespeaks con-

summate practice. It is a strange vagary of histoxy

that of two painters who lived for a quarter if not

for half a century, the works should remain wholly

unknown to us till a period when their style had reached
its j&nal expansion. Here are two artists who mastered

the most interesting problem of any age,who invented a

medium subverting the old ones in use throughout the

from 1785 to 1794:, when it was earned offm part by the pioture-
fanoiers of the Erencb revolution, and restored a few years later
at the peace Squeamish notions still prevailing, the wings weie
taken to a cellar, and not restored to their original position.
They were sold at last, by a priest, for little or nothing, to Mr.
Nieuwenhuys, against whom an action was brought for their
recovery. This, however, failed; the wings were sold to Mr.
SoUy, a London amateur, for 4,000^, and by him to the King of
Prussia (Michiels. Yol. IX p. 102). The panels of Adam and Eve,
after remaining for many years m the cellais of St Bavon, were
given up (1861) to the Belgian government in retuin for the
Cozie copies of the wings which were bought from Mr Nieu-
wenhuys. The original designs foi theAdam andEve ofthe Agnus
Dei are in the collection of the drawings of the Louvre. They\are
of a small size and on paper. The figure of Adam is a small
facsimile of the picture. That of Eve is somewhat different, the
head more m profile, and the form a faithful copy of a bad
model. On the back of the drawings is a representation of a
man seated at a desk or bench, Writing. On the same sheet are
also several heads of women in caps and other figures designed
from nature. The discovery of these drawings is due to M. de
Beiset, the conservator of the drawings of the Louvre.

Oosie’s copies of the Christ and adoration of the Lamb are
Nos. 524, 525 in the Berlm Museum. His copies of the Virgin
and Baptist are Nos. 65 and 61 in the Pinakothek of Munich.

—

A copy of the inner scenes of the Agnus Lei, once the property
of E. L. Lenun^ Esq. at Hadley near Barnet, was presented
by him in 1866 to the Gallery of Antwerp, and is numbered
there 413—24. It was exhibited at Manchester, had once been
in the chapel of the Town Hall at Ghent, was sold by the Erench
in 1796 to M, C. Hissette, and afterwards formed part of Mr.
Ader*s collection. This copy bears not the remotest trace of
the beautiful colour of the original. In execution weak, in
tone cold and grey, it is of much less value than Ooxie’s copy in
the Berlin and Munich galleries. The painter seems to have
been an artist who lived towards the close of the 17th century.
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world, and yet of whose invention we only know the

aim and the results. Of the pictures in which they

first emancipated themselves from the traditions of the

guilds not a trace; all the preliminary steps by which

they perfected their discovery are obliterated. To which

of the two masters shall we ascribe the trials first

made to replace the old method by a new one; in what

respect did the latter differ from the former? To
answer these questions with authority is unfortunately

beyond the power of any writer not furnished with

better materials than those at present in existence;

but we shall observe in the first place that John Van
Eyck, who lived much later and holds a more brilliant

position in our eyes than Hubert, was also favoured by

fortune in this, that though the grave had scarcely

closed upon him before he was forgotten by his coun-

trymen, he was remembered by men in distant lands

who were not content to know that he h^d existed, but

who committed the fact to paper and so handed it

down- to posterity. Cyriacus of Ancona, (obiit 1457)

incidentally wrote that John was an eminent artist. ^

Bartholomew Eacius (1454) described him as chief

among the painters of his time. 2 Eilarete (1460—64)

asserted that he was master of oil painting,® and Gio-

vanni Santi, in his “Life and deeds of Frederick of

1 Oyriacus in Colncci. Antiohita Pioene. Tom XV. p. 143,

“Rugerixis in Bursella,post prseclarum ilium brugiensem,piotur3e
decus, Joannem, insigms N.T. pictor iiabetur.”

2 Eacio (De Yins lUus. u, s. p. 46), calls John Van Eyck
"prince of all the painters of his age

,
and not merely great in

art but also learned in geometry and all the arts which appertain
to painting, because he had discovered many things in the pro-
perties of colour, of which he had found the source in Pliny”.

3 Eilarete (Yasan, u. s. comm, alia vita d’Antonello da Mes-
sina lY, p. 99), in a treatise of 1460—64, said “Painting m oil is

a different method, and very good for those who know how to
do it

,
it was customary in La Magna, chiefly with Giovanni da

Bruggia and Maestro Euggieri.

5 *
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Montefeltro,” confounded in a common eulogy the chiefs

of the two Flemish schools, “Joannes and Euggieri.’^i

That Hubert was not mentioned by Cyriacus, Facius,

and Filarete, was a natural consequence of his haymg

died so much earlier, and at a period when Italians

were exclusively attracted to the study of Grreek and

Latin classics. But when after a time he too came to

be rescued from oblivion, it was an Italian who had

the good fortune to do so. "When Vasari wrote and

first published his hves he went on the authority of

those who thought that John Van Eyck was the sole

mventor of oil painting, he said so in his introduction;

he repeated it in the hfe of Antonello
,
but before he

republished the lives in 1568, his countryman Guicciar-

dini had been on a visit to the Low Countries and dis-

covered that such a person as Hubert had existed.

It was in 1567 that Guicciardini’s descnption of the

Netherlands appeared. With pardonable national pride

he quoted Vasari for his knowledge of John Van Eyck,

but he added from hearsay some facts unknown to

Vasari as to the Agnus Dei and pictures at Tpres and

Bruges, and concluded with a faint reference to the new
fact that “John had been followed and imitated by his

brother Hubert who lived with him and worked on the

same pieces.” 2

The elder Van Eyck now became a reality, shorn

indeed of his due, but admitted into the comity of

artists. Vasari, informed by Guicciardini’s work, to

which his attention was called by Lampsonius,had just

time to introduce Hubert’s name into the last volume

of his new edition, and he did so with the curious

1 Santi in Passavant’s life of Eaphael, 80 . Leipzig 1839. 1.

p. 471.
2 Q-uicciardim, u. s. p. 123—4.
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vagueness of a man who feels committed to a previous

error and would fain correct it without quite putting

himself in the wrong. i The Flemmg Opmeer followed

suit about 1569, adding what Guicciardini had omitted,

that John and Hubert together thought out how to

mix pigments vuth Knseed oil; 2 and Lampsomus writ-

ing the verses appended to the poii:raits of the Yan
Eycks published by Jerom Cock admitted that John

was the disciple of Hubert, and that both had made
the discovery of oil medium. ^ That Yan Mander at

last took up an undecided position as to the rela-

tion of Hubert to John is no doubt due to the fact

that the inscriptions on the altar-piece of the Lamb
had been pamted over and forgotten and he was misled

by the ambiguities of Yasari. The consequences of his

timidity are felt to the present day.

Equally important and quite as difficult to trace is

the question in what respect the new method of oil

painting differed from the old. There are two classes

of inquirers following separate currents of thought who

have come to conclusions on this pomt. At their head

we find respectively the late Sii’ Charles Eastlake and

Count Secco Suardi. Both accept it as proved that

1 Vasari, u, s. Xni. p. 148,
2 Opmeer, opus u. s. p. 405.
3 “Quasmodo communes cum fratre, HuUerto, merenti
Attribuit laudes nostra Thalia tibi,

Si non sufficient . addatur et iUa tua quod
Discipulus frater te superavit ope.”

This IS -^vhat Lampsonius writes of Hubert. Of John he
writes

“Ille ego, qui Isetos oleo de semine iini

Expresso docui princeps niiscere colores,

Huberto cum fratre. Novum stupuere repertum,
Atque ipsi ignotum quondam fortassis Apelli,

Elorentes opibus Brugse. Mox nostra per omnem
Diffundi late probitas non abnuit orbem.’’

(Pictorum aliquot celeb. 8^. Antv. CID,I0.0. pp. 97. 98.)
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oils used before the time of the Van Eycks for moisten-

ing pigments were boiled oils of a marked colour and

strong viscosity. Both take the narrative of Vasari to

prove that the viscous oils were those for which a

substitute was found. Count Secco Suardi solves the

matter by a clear process of reasoning, which has

every thing in its favour except this that the pictures

of the Van Eycks were not painted as they must have

been if his theory were correct. i Sir Charles Eastlake

uses the evidence with the practised skill of a man
who was at once an artist and a philosopher. 2

Vasari dwells at some length on the mishap which,

according to his information, befel John Van Eyck
when he painted and ,vamished a panel in tempera,

and put it in the sun to dry. He teUs how the panel

was spht, and how disgusted the master became of

tempera and varnish. He then shows how Van Eyck,

in his attempt to find a varnish that did not require

sun heat, discovered the drying qualities of linseed and

nut oil, and out of these and other substances made the

varnish which he required. He concludes by saying

that these oils (?mere hnseed and nut oils) were ex-

perimentally mixed with pigments producing colours

equally remarkable for their tempered strength, their

powers of drying, their resistance to water, and their

lucidity independent of a final varnish. 3 Taking this nar-

rative in its naked simphcity, andneglectmg altogether

the subject of varnish. Count Secco Suardi deduces

from it that Van Eyck substituted for the' viscous

boiled oils of the old times the more fluid ones obtain-

^ Sujla scoperta ed Introduzione in Italia dell^ odierno siste-

madi dipingere ad olio, Memona delconte G-iovanni Secco Suardi.
8^. Milano 1858,

2 Eastlake. Materials u. s.

3 Vasari, u, s. IV. 75—6,
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able from linseed and nuts without boiling. The objec-

tions to this theory are practical and manifold, and it

is to be borne in mind that, if mere oils such as

Count Suardi describes had been exclusively employed

in the altar-piece of the Agnus Dei, we should not have

to notice the curious projections of surfaces which'

mark the panels of that masterpiece, projections in

which the use of some sort of varnish mixed with pig-

ments is apparent. We should, therefore, prefer to the

theory of Count Suardi that of Sir Charles Eastlake,

who considers the last paragraph ofVasari’s statement

to embody the experiments and discoveries of years,

and to involve the production of a composite medium,

other than unboiled linseed and nut oil. It is highly

improbable that the drying qualities ofthese oils should

have been unknown to the Van Eycks, equally im-

probable that Vasari should have meant to convey

that it was so. It is much more likely that he intended

to express that the Van Eycks after repeated experi-

ments found no oils more siccative than linseed or

nut oil, but thought it highly desirable to make them

more siccative than they were by nature. We may
suppose them to have succeeded in this endeavour

and to have found a new varnish. In what the

substances consisted which the Van Eycks mixed with

linseed and nut oils cannot be determined with certainty

;

but it is obvious that they were resins, and the mixture

of the medium so obtained with pigments was the real

discovery for which they received the thanks of the

Italians. After this fii'st step had been taken a second

one was its corollary.

The mixture of the new medium with pigments

rendered their tones more vigorous, so that the ne-

cessity for the coloured varnish was superseded. The
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object of Van Eyck, wliicb was first to obtam a more

drying coloured varnish, was at last to secure a colour-

less vehicle; for the vigour which was given to tempera

by the last coat of preservative oleo-resinous varnish

was acquii’ed without that means. From the very time,

therefore, vrhen the medium was employed mixed with

pigments, the old coloui*ed varnish was superseded,

and it became imperative to apply, as a preservative,

a pure and colourless medium. The final studies of

John Van Eyck must then of necessity have been to

liquefy, as well as to purify his vehicle. It was evident

that the old varnish, which was laid on tempera with

a sponge, or with the hand, was far too viscous to be

useful in mixing coloui's, and must, therefore, be lique-

fied. By means of its use the proceedings of the old

painters were changed; from tempera pictures partially

painted in oil, no doubt there was a change to oil

pictures partially painted m tempera, and from that to

pictures altogether in oil.

It is evidence at once of the large and important

share which Hubert had in producing the Agnus Dei,

and of the reverence in which he was held by those

who ordered it, that when he died, on the 18th of

September 1426, leaving the altar-piece unfinished, his

body was consigned to the grave in the crypt of the

Vydts Chapel. A further proof of the respect in which

he was held as an artist is the fact that an arm said

to have been severed from his body was preserved in a

casket above the portal of Saint Bavon. * An epitaph

with which he was honoured at his death embodies in

1 Yan Mander, pp. 200, 203. Vsernewyk, Hist, v Belgie, u s.

p 119. Sanderus, (A.) De Brug. Erud. Olar Lib. i p. 39 “De-
cessit Gandavi, et sepultus in latere simstro anterions partis
Ecc. S. Job. Bapt.” Lucas de Heere m Yan Mander u. s. p. 202.
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Plemish rhymes the piety and realism of his coun-

trymen. ^

That the first picture,to which the name of Hubert

can be traced with certainty is also the only one with

any claims to originality, is a fact unparalleled in the

case of an artist so great as the elder Van Eyck. It is

not unusual to find panels in continental galleries cata-

logued as by Hubert, but their claim to be considered

genuine is very slender indeed. We stumble here and

there upon some very fine creations, such as the St.

Jerom of the Naples Museum, or the Epiphany in the

Lichtenstem Collection; but fine as these pictures are

1 “Talse warning from me, ye wlio walk over me, I was as

you are, but am now buried dead beneath you. Thus it appears
that neither art nor medicine availed me

,
art, honour, wisdom,

power, affluence are spared not when death arrives. I was caUed
Hubert van Eyck. I am now food for worms. Formerly known
and highly honoured in paintmg, this aU was shortly after

turned to nothing. It was in the year of the Lord, one thousand
four hundred and twenty six, on the 18th day of September, that
I rendered up my soul to G-od, in suffermg. Pray God for me,
ye who love art, that I may attain to his sight, Flee sin, turn
to the best (objects), for you must follow me at last.” Or in the
original

:

Spiegelt u an my, die op my treden,

Ick was als gy, nu ben beneden
Begraven door, als is an schij'ne.

My ne halp faedt, Const, noch medicijne
Const, eer, wijsheyt, macht, rijckheyt groot
Is onghespaert, als comt die Boot.
Hubrecht van Eyck was ick ghenant,
Nu spijse der wormen voormaels bekant.

In Schilderije seer hooghe gheeert;

Corts na was yet, in mete verkeert.

In’t jaer des Heeren, des zijt ghewes,
Buysent, vier hondert, twintich en ses,

In de maendt September achthien daghen viel

Bat ick mit pijnen Godt gaf mijn siel.

Bidt Godt voor my die Const minnen,
Bat ick zij'n aensicht moet ghewinnen,
En vliedt zonde, keert u ten besten

,

Want ghy my volghen moet ten lesten.—

Y, Mender^ u s., p. 202 Yosmewyck^ p 119, 0. XL VII.
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tliey do not bear tbe unmistakeable stamp of Hubert’s

band.

With wbat persistence and success masterpieces of

tbe Flemish school were sent from the Netherlands to

Italy in the 15th century has been made tolerably

clear in a work recently issued by the authors of these

pages; and as it may be conducive to a better under-

standing of the subject before us to notice a few of

these masterpieces, there is some excuse for making

the following quotation:

“The testimony of numerous authors unanimously

proves that there was a large trade in pictures between

the ports of Flanders and Italy; and we have it from

Vasari that Flemish merchants took the compositions

of the best Northerns to the Mediterranean; but the

traders who imported the choice things of this kind

also dealt in those of the second and third class, all of

which found buyers in Italy. . . The purest product of

unmixed Flemish type extant at Naples and the best

pictorially as well as techmcally is the St. Jerom of

the Naples Museum, which before it came into its

present place adorned an altar in San Lorenzo. The
saint in his brown frock sits in an arm chair, a raised

nimbus round his head, a copious beard falling from

his chin. With one hand he grasps the lion’s paw, with

the other he holds a knife and probes the wound. The
lion, with tail outstretched sits firmly on his quarters.

To the left is a table on which the cardinal’s hat is

lying; behind it a desk and a cupboard with a book,

a bottle and an hour-glass. A couple of shelves lining

the low wall of the hut are strewed with volumes and

manuscripts. The grouping is masterly, the saint stern

and admirably draped in cloth of drooping fold, the

lion is grand in the calm of his repose. Every part is
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drawn and modelled with conscious power; and such

is the minuteness of the finish in every line that we
count the hairs of Jerom’s heard or the lion’s mane^

the nails in the floor and the veinings of the hoards*

The flesh, of a warm* and dusky hrown, is shaded in

deep leaden olive, and the tone of the whole surface is

full of fine gradations. If there be a defect to note, it

is the small size of the room as compared with the

figures. 1

Of unadulterated Flemish origin likewise, and once

a part of the same altarpiece is “St. Francis distribut-

ing the rules of his order” in the chapel of San Fran-

cesco at San Lorenzo Maggiore. The saint stands

between kneeling votaries, whilst two angels hold

scrolls above his head. It is a picture of the Van der

Weyden school, careful to a fault iu outline and de-

tail, of varied character in the heads, of a dim ruddi-

ness iu tone and a curious rigidity in pose. 2 Feebler

but in the same style is an entombment iu San Dome-
nico Maggiore

;
of later date a St. Vincent, in benedic-

tion with ten scenes from'^his legend at San Pietro

Martire. We may consider this last production— a

capital one of its kmd—to have been pamted by some

1 Naples National Gall. Neapolit, sch. XTIItlx and XlVtU
century No 6. Wood. 4 f. IOV2 long Ity 4 f. 01

/2 . A date

—

1436—on this picture has been spoken of but does not exist.

Compare Criscuolo and others quoted in Catalani, Hiscorso-

su’Monumenti patrii, 8'*, Napoh 1842 pp. 10 13. Dr. Waagen,
in his Essay on Hubert and J. Van Eyck, ascribed this picture
to Hubert Van Eyck. Passayant (Kunstblatt, 1843, No. 47) thinks
it was painted by “Colantonio in the Van Eyck style.” The
commentators of Vas

,
u. s. I. note to 163, assign it to John Van

Eyck, and say it is the panel described by Vasari as of old be-
longing to Eorenzo de’Medici.

2 Naples, San Lorenzo Maggiore. This panel, at one time
framed together with the St. Jerom attributed to Colantonio
del Eiore, remained in San Lorenzo, when the St. Jerom was
separated from it. (See Catalani, Liscorso, u. s. 11.)
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Italianized Fleming, if not by a Germanized Italian, in

the latter half of the 15th century, its brown but rich

and blended colour, well distributed groups and broken

drapery almost suggestmg the hand of the author of

the St. Jerom, grown older and locally ITeapolitan* ^

Belgian again, but most unattractive is a composite

altarpiece in the crypt chui'ch of San Severino at

Naples, in the principal course of which the titular

bishop sits enthi’oned between the Baptist and Bvan-

gehst, St. Sosius and St Savinus In the upper course

the Yirgm helps the infant Christ to cherries from a

basket, and St. Jerom, St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. Gre-

gory are placed in half lengths at the sides. There is

much gravity of mien in St. Severinus and St. Jerom,

but the Evangelist might have been dravmby aRliemsh

disciple of Van der Weyden, and the drapery is

altogether Flemish in cast. Dim tints, shai’p contours,

and high surface shadows are characteristic peculiari-

ties of treatment. 2 That the St. Jerom should have

been ascribed to Hubert and John Van Eyck and

Colantonio, the St. Francis to Colantonio andZingaro,

the St. Vincent and St. Severm to Zingaro,^ is due on

the one hand to the mexpeiience of judges, on the

1 Naples, San Pietro Martire, 3d chapel to the right as you
enter. Wood. St Vincent Ferrerius stands erect with a hook,
in benediction in a niche. In the flaming at the sides and base
are eleven panels, the uppermost of which, angel and Viigin
annnntiate, are modern additions (17th century). Amongst the
subjects are St. Vincent preaching St. Vincent in prayer be-
foie an image of the Madonna. He restores to late a decapitated
child. He receives the blessing of Ohnst. Vow of maimers in
a storm St. Vincent cures a woman possessed of a devil. Death
of St Vincent The colours are embrowned by age, the com-
positions are hvely and well put together.

2 Naples, Crypt church of S. Severino, Wood, figures nearly
life size, treatment mixed tempera and oil. The panels are in-
jured by neglect and repainting in every part.

® De Dominici, u. s. Oatalani, Disoorso, pp, 1 1 13, and Chiese
di Napoli. II. 166.
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other hand to a wish on the part of annalists to create

a Neapolitan school at the expense of strangers”. ^

A curious record of comparatively recent discovery

has disclosed the existence of a panel by Hubert Van
Eyck. The pubhshed accounts of Blaisse Hutter, first

“varlet de chambre” and confidential secretary of the

Archduke Ernest, governor general of the Low Coun-

tries, contain an inventory of the treasures left by that

prince at his death in 1595. In the latter is the follow-

ing entry:—“Samt Mary with the Infant; near her is

an Angel, and St. Bernard. ByEupert (?Hubert) Van
Eyck.”^

Of pictures attributed to Hubert one, avery inferior

production, is the “Virgin with the donors” in the Ant-

werp Gallery. 3

“St. Oatheriae”, in the Belvedere, at Vienna, is by

an imitator of the Van Eycks the ornaments being

coarse, the flesh tints grey, and the modelling rough. A
picture by Hubert Van Eyck is described m catalogues

as having once belonged to M. vonEh-onstem, at Nembs,

near Ploen, Holstein.

A triptych in the Lichtenstein GaUery repre-

senting the Adoration of the Magi is interesting as

a work of art. The Virgin, in a blue mantle, holds the

Infant on her knee, and the donor is at her feet,

clothed in a red mantle, near one of the kings. Two
shepherds are looking through the window, and to the

1 History of Painting m Nortli Italy. 8°. London 1871, II.

pp. 79 and ff.

2 Coremans, ap Be Laborde, u. s
,
vol. I Introd. p. CXHL

3 Antwerp, Mns. No 517, 0.29 by 0 19 f
,
tbe Virgin gives

the breast to tbe cbild, on one side of tbe diptyeb, on tbe other
are tbe donors,—from tbe Ertborn coll, now catalogued as “un-
known.”

4 Vienna, Belv. 2d floor, room 2, Plemisb schools, No 22.

Wood, 7^' by Austrian measure. See postea.
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right are an ass and oxen. On the left wing are the

young king and the Moor; on the right, a canon sup-

ported by St. Stephen. The work is highly finished

and minute; but neither Hubert nor John Van Eyck

are the painters of those cold grey shadows. The pic-

ture IS of the Van Eyck school, executed at the latter

end of the fifteenth century^.

A portrait, said to be that of RoUin, in the Museum
of Dijon, is attributed to Hubert, but is clearly of the

dose of the fifteenth century.

2

An Ecce Homo, or head of the Saviour, once

in the Wallerstein collection, at Kensington, though

assigned to Hubert Van Eyck, is as distant from the

style of that painter as it is from that of John Van
Eyck. The type of the countenance is repulsive and

devoid of character or expression. It is feeble in de-

sign and colour, and has none of the qualities of the

great master whose name it bears. ^ It is one of the

numerous dry imitations of John Van Eyck’s Christ, m
the Berlin Museum.-*

1 Mr. Passavant has attributed this picture to John Van
Eyot. Kunstblatt, 1841, p. 304.

2 No. 284, Dijon. Oat M. 0.81 h. by 0.62.
3 No. 52, in Catalogue ofthe late coUectionof PrinceWaUer-

atem at Kensington Palace- On wood, 1 ft. by 73/4 m English.
D. Waagen (Kugler. 8 *'. Lond. 1860. p. 108) assigns this picture
to Van der Weyden the younger.

4 No. 528, Berlin Museum.



CHAPTER m.

JOHN VAN EYCK.

Phtlip the GtOOd, Duke of Burgundy and Count of

Flanders, one of John Van Eyck’s most cherished pa-

trons, was married early to Michelle of France, sister,

as we saw, of the Duke of Orleans, who murdered Jean

Sans Peur. The suspicions of Phihp as to his wife’s

implication in the massacre of Montereau, and the ne-

cessityunder which he subsequentlylaboured of visiting

the numerous provinces into which his dominions were

divided, contributed much to affect his character. In

policy he was driven by revenge to a course which

tended to increase rather than diminish the misfortunes

of France. In his social relations he was led by change

of place and roving habits to fleeting amours and licen-

tiousness. ^ Continually on horseback, and wandering

1 Ohastelain says of him . “Avait en lui aussi le vice de la

chair; estait durement luhrique et fraisle en cet endroit.” Esloge
de Ohastelain ap. Buclion Coll, deJDoc^^, Tol, 41. p. 28

It was also said of Philip : “He was like most of the prin-
ces of his time a man of pleasure. At this period (1422) the
attention which he paid to Lady Salisbury offended her husband,
and IS mentioned as one of the causes which led to the estrange-
ment between him and the English chiefs. E, E, Oroioe, Eist.

of France, 8^. Lond. 1860. Vol. H. p. 147,

He had numerous bastards, and some curious entries are
preserved as to his treatment of mistresses , “A Jeannette de Pres-
les, mere de Anthoine, bastard de MdS pour don pour elle aidier

a soustenir son estat . . . XIX fr.” “Pour eUe (J. de Presles) a
soy diffrayer au partement dicellui S. de la ville de G-and. XY
fr.” “A liLchele de Buisson cousine de Jehanette de Piesles mere
de Anthoine bastard de MS. aussi pour don a elle fait MdS. pour
soy en aUer a Paris, dont elle est, apres ce que les nopces de
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from place to place, lie contented himself with the so-

ciety of his knights and retainers, and varied it with

that of numerous mistresses. He drank hard and fre-

quently, and had a philosophical mdifference to the

quality of his boon companions, which gave occasion to

Ohastelain to relate that he “ offended the nobles by

keepmg companywith valets.” ^ A rude joviahty towards

inferiors, which gave rise to the flattermg epithet of

“Le Bon,” and a certain roughness tow^ards men of

better station, became early characteristic of his nature.

He was not restramed by any feehng, moral or religi-

ous, from the commission of very unpardonable acts,

and he did his share of deeds which do not bear the

hght. He was very truculent on occasion, as at Dinant,

where the city was destroyed and the mhabitants ofboth

sexes were butchered. He sometimes sacrificed truth

to expediency, yet he had a rude code of honour, the

fruit of his early education in the laws of chivalry, then

considerably on the decline. He once said to the Arch-

bishop of Narbonne and to Louis the Xlth’s Chancellor

MorviUiers—“ I may have broken my word to women,

but to men never.”2 He was ambitious, yet afraid of

making his duchy a great state, for he said to Morvil-

liers m 1464—“I wish everyone to know that if I had

liked I might have been king.”^ For all his hcentious-

sadite cousine ont 6t6 faictes a Brouxelles XEX fr” Arclu de
Idle Compte Jean Abonnel 1431—2. Apud de Lahorde^ Les
Dues de Bourg,^ w. s. Yol. I. p 266.

1 “Avait de condition encore qn’en cnamlDre se tenait clos

sonyent avec valets, et s’en indignaient nobles hommes.” Esloge
de Chastelain. Buchon, u s., Vol 42. p. 29. The Duke of Bur-
gundy, “secretly”, says Van Mander, gave John Van Eyck the
rank of councillor, the said Duke being fond of his company, as

Alexander of old was of the company of ApeUes. This flatters

both the Duke and the painter. Y. Mander, p. 201.
2 See PetitotjU. s. Notice sur 0. de la Marche. Yol, IX. p. 12.

3 Ibid.
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ness lie was not without religion, and lie is gently rallied

by De la Marcbe for stopping to say his orisons when

news was brought that the storm of Luxemburg had

begun. 1 He shared his grandfather s partiality for dis-

play, and liked to collect the masterpieces of the nume-

rous statuaries, goldsmiths, painters, arrasmakers, and

miniaturists who frequented his court. It was natural

that, hearing of John Van Eyck’s release from his en-

gagements with John of Havana, he should resolve to

attach him to his service. The commission by which

the appointment was made bore the date of May 19,

1425, but has not been preserved, and is stated innume-

rous accounts to have been issued at Bruges. It en-

titled the artist to a salary of 100 hvres per annum, a

livery servant, and two horses, 2 and, perhaps, to rent

for a lodging. According to Guicciardini, John Van
Eyck resided habitually in the ‘‘ triumphant » city of

Bruges;”^ and it has been assumed that charges for

rent made by the Duke’s agents in 1426-8 have refer-

ence to the hire of his house at Binges. But some

reasons have been adduced for thinking that John Van
Eyck, in the first years of his service with Philip of

Burgundy, made a stay at Lille. ^ That he now had no

fixed connection with Ghent might be inferred from

1 0. de la Marclie in Petitot. IX. 392-3.
2 See antea, and an ordonnance of Philip the G-ood dated

Dec 14, 1426 at Bruges,m De Lahorde, Les Dues de Bourgogne,
u. s I, XL.

3 Guicciardini, u. s. p. 123—4.

* (November) “A MiquielEavary pour le louage d’une maison
en laquelle Johannes de Eok, varlet de chambre et paintie de
MdS. a par Tordonnance et commandement de icellux S. demoure
par deux ann§es, finissans au jour Saint Jehan Baptiste darrenier
pass§, comme apperfc par quittance dudit Michiel, et certificacion

de MdS. de Croy, sur ce XLVTfr, mis. Compte deGuy Guilbaut,
ler Janv. 1427, jusqu’au 31. Dec. 1428 ”

—

De Laborde^ Les Dues
de B.^ u. s. Yol. I. pp 255, 256. M. A. Pinchart shoT^s that Ea-
vary was a merchant and a citizen at Lille (Anuot. u s, CXCY).

6
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this that when Hubert died, his heirs, who can be no

other than John and Lambert van Eyck, were charged

with a tax only levied upon non-residents. ^ There was

more reason for his acquiring a fixed dwelling at Bruges

than anywhere else. Bruges of the middle ages was

greatly distinguished firomBruges of to-day, by the great-

ness of its trade and commerce. It is difficult to realise

the fact that the quiet inland town which is now so re-

markable for the solitude of its grassgrown streets and

the stagnant waters of its canals was once a flourishing

port, secured by its walls from attack by land, and safe

by its inland position from the guns of cruisers.

Through Sluys—now a village far from the sea—it

communicated with the channel. The largest caravels

and galleys were floated up to its quays, which from

year’s end to year’s end were littered with the costly

produce of the Mediterranean and the Levant, or the

wools of Great Britain. Bruges was truly “a trium-

phant city,” worthy of holding a court enriched by the

wealth of its patricians and foreign merchants, and

essentially fitted for that cause to support a colony of

artists.

Whether it be true or not that John Van Eyck
acquired a residence at Bruges immediately after Hu-
bert’s death, there is no reason to doubt that he fre-

quently left the place of his usual abode to follow the

restless Philip in his wanderings. Of the Duke’s powers

of locomotion there is curious evidence in chronicles.

“In 1426 he held high council in Flanders as to the

1 The records of th.e tax paid 'by strangers to the city of
Ghent contain an entry for this year, of TI sous paid hy Hubert’s
heirs. The entry runs thus—“1426, Tan den hoire van Lubrecht
van Eyhe TI s g.” This is a confirmation of the date of the
painter’s death, and a proof that his family was not native of
Ghent. Carton, u, s., p. 269.
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war (in Holland), then rode to Boullongne on a

pilgrimage; retuimed from thence into Artois, where he

levied large aids of money, and finally back to Flan-

ders, where he was met by captains summoned from

Burgundy, amongst them the pnnce of Orange. Off

again at last to Holland with a few horse, and waged

strong war on those who took part for the Duchess”

(Jacqueline now married to the Duke of Gloucester), ^

Just at this time, and, in or before the month of July

preceding the death of Hubert, John Van Eyck started

“on a pilgnmage” and “travelled on a secret journey,”

the discharge for his expenses being given at Leyden. 2

He then went on a second mission of similar secrecy

and greater expense, for which he received payment

before the end of October.^ There is something in

1 Buchon collection des chroniques fran^aises, YHI. p. 278.

Alemoires de J. Lefevre Seignenr de St. Eemy quoted by A. Pin-
cbart, in Annotations, u. s. CXOYIL

2 “A Joliannes de Eick, varlet de cbambre et paintre de
mondit seigneur, la somme de quatre vins unze livres, cinq solz,

du pris de XL gros, monuoye de Plandres, la li\ie, laquelle du
commandement et ordonnance de MdS leur a et6 paiee, bail-

liee et delivr^e comptant, tant pour faire certain p616rinage que
MdS. pour lui, et en son nom, lui a ordonn^ faire, dont autre
d6claracion il n’en veult estre faicte, coinme sur ce que par icelui

seigneur lui povoit estre deu a cause de certain loingtam voiaige

secret que semblablement il lui a ordonne fane en certain liens

que aussi ne veult aultrement declairer, sicomme n appert par
mandement de descbarge de MdS. sur ce fait.—Donne a Leyden
leXXYI^jour d’Aoust Pan MGOQCXXI garni de quictance faicte

le XniJ de juiUet M. mj^ XXYJ : HU^XI 1 V. s. Compte de
Guy Guilbaut du HI jour d’Octobre Pan Mil CCOC vint et cinq

et finist au HL® jour d’Octobre Pan Mil COCO vint et six. — De
Laborde^ u, s., Les Dues de Bourgogne. Yol. I. p. 225. Pinchart
Annot. u. s. CXCYII.

3 “A Johannes de Eick, varlet de chambre et paintre de
MdS. la somme de tiois cens soixante liures du pris de XL gios,

monnoie de Plandres, la liure, laqueUe MS. lui a ordonne estre

baill^e comptant pour certain compte, traittie et appointement
fait auec lui pour la parpaye de tout ce qu’il lui peut estre deu
a cause de certains loingtains voiages secrets que MdS. lui a
pi§ca ordonn6 faire en certains lieux, dont il ne vent aultre de-

6 *
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these allusions to secrecy, something in the cost of

these journeys suggestive of transactions of a delicate

nature; and it is hardly to be doubted that Van Eyck

was sent to paint the hkeness of some princess who

might claim to become the wife of the bald and ugly

but desirable husband Philip of Burgundy. If this

supposition be correct, it explains why the Duke’s

painter was favoured beyond other members of his

household. The cost of the Dutch war was so great

and Philip was placed in such pecuniary straights by

its prosecution, that his exchequer ran low. He re-

vised his pension list and reduced the salaries of

several officers; but he excepted Van Eyck, and after-

claration estre faiote si qum appert par lettres de mandement
de descharge de MdS. sur ce faictes donn^es a Bruges le XXVIj
jour d’Octobre Tan Mil OOCCXXVI gamy de quittance du dit

Johannes . . . II/LX liv.” Compte de Guy Guilbaut p. 3 mois
du nH Oct. 1426 au XXXj Dec ensuivant. De Lahorde, Les
Dues deBourgogne^ u,s.j Vol.I p. 242—3. Pincliart u.s. CXCVH

1 “A Jehan de Heick, pomtre et varlet de chambie de MS.
le Due, lequel icellui S. a retenu aux gaiges de 0 liv. parisis

monnoie de Elandres, par an, pour les causes contenues tant en
ses lettres sur ce faictes, comme ou compte precedent

,
et les-

quels gaiges MdS. nonobstant que par certaines ses ordonuances
faictes le Xlin® jour de deoembre CCCOXXVI a entre autres
choses r6voqu6 les pensions et gaiges d’aucuus ses officieis et

serviteurs qu’ilz prenoient a luy, non exprim^z es lettres de sa

nouuelle ordonnance. commenghant icelle le premier jour de jan-
vier Mil OCCe vint et six, toutesvoyes son entencion n’est pas
que es dites ordonnances soit comprise la pension que prenoit
de lui son dit pointre, mais au regart de ce, veult et ordonne que
les paiements de la dicte pension, dhUec en avant tant comme
il lui plaira, soit entertenue, en mandant a sondit receveur que
iceUe pension il paie aux termes accoustum^z qui sont moicti§
d la Saint Jehan, et I’autre moioti6 au Noel comme il appert par
ses lettres patentes sur ce faictes et donn^es en sa ville de Bruges
le m j'our de Mars Mil CCOOXXVII servant tant pour le dit

j)ointre comme pour la pension de la damoiseUe du Berkin oy
aprfes. Pour ce par vertu dicelles lettres oy rendues aveo quio-
tance dudit Jehan de Heick, pour sadicte pension et les termes
de la Saint Jehan et Noel Md OOCOXXVn la diote somme de 0
liv. Compte de Gautier Poulain Janvier 1426 a Decembre 1427.”

—

De Laborde, Les Dues de B*, Vol. I. pp 246, 247. Pinchart
Annot. OXCIX.
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wards gave him a special gratification for professional

services. 1

It has not been ascertained, yet it is not unlikely

that John Van Eyck, in 1428, accompanied Andre de

Thoulongeon in his fruitless attempt to obtain the

hand of a Spanish princess. We should think it pro-

bable that he did so because a record of that year

refers to his being sent away on secret serrice previous

to his despatch to Portugal “in company with Mon-
seigneur de Eoubaix:.”2

Andre de Thoulongeon had scarcely returned

from Spain when Eoubaix was appointed to lead a

romantic expedition to Lisbon, for the imrpose of

choosing a bride for Duke Pldlip. An offer was to be

made to Isabel of Portugal to marry the richest and

most powerful prince in Christendom; but the prince

was to reserve for himself the right of breaking off the

negotiation if IsabePs charms should appear to him

less attractive than he had fancied them to be. In

order to judge of those charms it was necessary to

have a picture made by a trustworthy artist who

should not overcharge but faithfully reproduce the

reality. John Van Eyck was accordmgly attached to

the suite of Monseigneur de Eoubaix, and the quaint

1 “A Johannes de Heecht pemtre de MdS. que icellui seigneur
luy a donn6 pour consid^racion des bons et agr^ables services

qu’il luy a faiz de son mestier et autrement comme apperfc par
sa quittance .... XX liv.—Oompte de G-uy Guilbaut, 1426—27.”

— Ldborde, Les Dues de B. s., vol. 11. p. y90.

[Aout 1427] “A Jebannes Eyk, Varlet de Chambre et

paintre de M.d.S. que icellui S.luy a donn6 tant par considera-
cion des bons et agreables services qu’il luy a faiz tant au fait

de sondit office^ comme autrement, et pour le aidier et soustenir

^ avoir ses n^cessitez afin plus honnorablement il le puist

servir, comme appert par sa quictance. 0. 1. Oompte Guy Guil-
baut 1426—27. Be Lahorde, Les Dues de Bourgogne, u. s.

Vol. n p. 392.
2 See the following note.
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embassy started in t^-o Venetian galleys from Sluys on

the 19th of October 1428. ^ It is characteristic of the

slow navigation of those days that this gala squadron

took two months to reach the Tagus. On the 13th of

November it put into Sandwich; between that date

and the 2d of December it touched successively at

Plymouth and Falmouth. On the 11th of December it

stopped at Bayona m Galicia; on the 16th it anchored

at Oascaes in the mouth of the Tagus, and on the 18th

it reached Lisbon. After a short stay in the capital the

embassy rode to Arrayollos and thence to Aviz where

it was received at court, and John Van Eyck painted

the likeness of the infanta. 2 Towards the close of the

first fortnight in February, the preliminaries of a mar-

riage treaty were negotiated and sent ‘‘with the like-

ness” to the Duke of Burgundy.^ And now came a

period of leisure for the envoys
;
they had to wait for

Philip’s reply, yet not to cause too much expense to

their hosts
;
they went on a pilgrimage to Santiago di

Compostella in Galicia, they visited John the Ild king

1 “A Johannes de Eick varlet de chambre et paintre de
K,d.S. que icellui S. luy a donn^ tant pour consid6racion des

services qn’il ini a faiz, fait jouruelment et espoire que encores
feia ou tains ^ vemr ou fait de sondit office, oomme autrement,
comme en recompensacion de certains voyaiges secrez que, par
Pordonnance et pour les affaires d’lcellui S- il a faiz, et du
voyaige qu’il fait pr^sentement avec et en la compaignie de
M.d.S. de Eoubais, dont il ne veult aucune declaracion estre

faicte, comme appert par sa quittance sur ce YIII^^ liv.”

Compte G-uy Guilbaut, dep. 1 Janvier 1427, jusqu’au 31 Dec. 1428.

De Laborde, u. s. Les Dues de B. Vol. I, p. 261. Pinchart.
annot. 00.

2 “Avec ce les dits ambaxadeurs, par ung nomm6 maistre
Jehan de Eyck, varlet de chambre de mondit Seigneur de
Bourgoigne et exceUant maistre en art de painture, firent

paindre bien au vif la figure de madite dame I’lnfante Eliza-
beth.” See Collection de documents in^dits concernant I’histoire

de la Belgique par L. P. Gachard. 4^^. Brux. 1834. Yol. II.

p. 68.

3 Ib. lb. ib.
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of Castile, the Duke of Aijona, near Jaen; they paid

their respects to the Moor, Mahomet, kmg of Granada.

May saw the whole party assembled at Lisbon, June

at Ointra. Philip’s consent arrived, and the maniage

by proxy was celebrated in July. Festivities ofvarious

kinds filled up the time till the 8th of October when

the Portuguese fl.eet with its bridal burden left the

Tagus. There were fourteen sail in the fleet, but they

remained a very short time m company. For forty days

the ships were driven on and off the coast of Spain,

the weather so affecting de Roubaix that he remained

for a fortnight in the harbour of Ribadeo, in Galicia.

When the squadron hove anchor, it was scattered by

the winds,—the infanta, with but two remaining ships,

being driven into Plymouth; from whence she made her

way with difficulty to Sluys on Ohristmas-day.

The splendour of the ceremonies attending the

landing were some sort of foil to the tediousness and

penis of the voyage. The merchants of Bruges outbid

each other in loyalty and show. The road through

which the procession passed was lined with tapestnes

of splendid workmanship. Sixty four trumpeters, bear-

ing silver instruments, led the way, whilst deputations

from the states and trades displayed their gorgeous

dresses. 1 The marriage ceremony was solemnized with

every kind of brilliancy; the order of the Golden

Fleece was founded on the occasion, and the Sires de

Eoubak and de Lannoy were made kmghts ofthe order.

Of John Van Eyck’s reward no account has been pre-

served. His portrait of Isabel ofPortugal disappeared,

and all that remains to us in respect of his professional

practice is an entry in the catalogue of Margaret of

1 Marchant. Flandria descripta Anv. 1596. p. 284. Sanderus
Elandria Illust. p. 76—7.
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Austna, -w’hich refers to one of his pictiu^es called “la

belle Portngalaise.” ^

Prom this time forward, it seems certain John

Van Eyck settled at Bruges, where he had a house of

his own, for though a gap in the chronology of his life

occurs in 1430, there is evidence that he was sent for

from Bruges in 1431 to visit the castle ofHesdm where

Phihp of Bui’gundy was spendmg money m laying out

gardens and water works.2 John’s pnncipal occupa-

tion now was, no doubt, the completion of the Agnus
Dei of Grhent the panels of which were fimshedinl432,

but even this important woik did not take up his

whole time, as we find that he completed m the same
year the Madonna of Ince Hall, which bears his name
and IS dated from Bmges.^

1 SeeLe G-lay. Inventaire de Marguerite d’Autxiche, and
the same by De Lahorde 8®. Pans. 1850 p 26. The “Belle
Poitugalaise” existed in 1516 at Malines. It represented a lady
in a red habit with sable trimmings, attended by St Nicholas,
and was a present to Margaret from Don Diego de Guevara.

3 “A Johann© Deik, paintre, que M S. a samblahlement
ordonne luy estre haillie et d61iur6 comptant, pour estre venu,
par son commandement et ordonnance, d^s sa viUe de Bruges k
Hesdm, deuers lui, auquel lieu il I’auoit mand6 pour aucunes
besoignes ^squelles il le vouloit employer. Pour oe et pour son
retour, comme appert pas sa quictance sur ce rendue . . . XIX
francs. Compte de Jehan Abonnel, dep. le 1 Janvier U30,
jusqu’au 31 Dee. 1431. De Lahorde, Les Dues de Bourgogne, u.s.
Vol. I. p. 267. Pinchart, Amnot., u. s. Cdll.—That John Yan
Eyck bought a house in Bruges was proved by the foUowing
extracts fiom the hooks of St. Donatian at Bruges

.

“Beceptum anno 1430 in certis redditibus novi libri infra
Viliam in officii Sanoti Nicolai. Johannes Van Eyck XXX sol.
par.” De Stoop. Momteur Umversel, Deo. 1847. No. 335. — 0.
Carton. Ann. de la Soci. d'Emulation de Bruges, tom v. sec. 2.
No. 34, p. 271. Mr. Weale after looking over these books, proves
that John Van Eyck bought the house in 1432 He further
shows that the house was situate in the present Eue de la Main
d’Or, B 16. No. 7 bis. (See Notes sur Jean Van Eyck, u. s.

p. 6—14).
3 Van Mander says “Nae dat Johannes de tafel te Ghent

voldaen hadde heeft by weder zijn woomnghe ghehouden te
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If we look back at Jobn Van Eyck’s career till

this time we find much to prove that he was ready

and prolific as a painter, but httle to give us an

insight into his style. One picture, and one only,

has been preserved, which purports to have been

executed previous to his connexion with the Duke
of Burgundy. It is a “consecration of Thomas a

Becket,” said to have been presented to Henry the

Vth of England by the Duke of Bedford, and now in

the Duke of Devonshire’s collection at Ohatsworth.

On the framing of the panel we read the following in-

scription:

“JOHES. DE eycK. eecit-hSno. moooo. zr

30 00T0BEI8.”
Under an oval canopy on the edges of which the

cross-keys and a coat of arms are emblazoned, two

bishops place the mitre on the head of Thomas k

Becket who reads the mass of consecration from a
book in the hands of a kneehng priest. A third bishop,

a king, and a numerous suite stand about the prmcipal

group observed from a respectful distance by minor

dignitaries of the church. The scene is laid in a cathe-

dral and seen through an archway forming part of it.

Behind the canopy a green cloth acts as foil to the

figures, its effect partially weakened by a pendant cord

to which a medal and crown are hung.. The long lank

figures, marshalled in defiance of the laws of per-

spective, are as rigid and unpleasant as we might

expect them to have been had they been painted by

some of John’s own disciples. The surface is all but

Hmgglie.” If this were true, which may he doubted, we
should assume that John was at Grhent in 1430, and again
between 1431 and 2, but he might also have been at Lille or
elsewhere.
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covered with the dirt of ages or with repaints, and
there is not a single portion, except a hit of the red

canopy, of which the original condition can be dis-

cerned. Most in the character of Yan Eyck is the face

of a man to the right of Thomas a Becket and that of

a priest on the left carr}ang a cross with these excep-

tions the heads have lost their original impress. The
colours in their present state are of a dark and mono-
tonous reddish tmge, the draperies muffled, broken,

and superabundant. The utter absence of linear per-

spective would not exclude the authorship of Yan
Eyck, That of aerial perspective might possibly do so.

Both are absolutely wantmg. We might suppose that

the subject was drawn and signed by the master as it is

in the St. Barbara at Antwerp, and that it was subse-

quently daubed over by incapable hands. Under no
circumstances can we now accept it as a genuine work
of Yan Eyck in 1421.1

Ear superior to this injured compositionand on amuch
smaller scale, the little Madonna of Ince Hall, finished

in 1432, gives a good idea of the master’s skill, though
a less exalted one than the Agnus Dei. It is signed:

“Oompletum anno donum MCCCCXXXII per Jo-
hannem de Eyck, Brugis,” and bears that favourite

and modest motto which he always repeats: “Als
ikh kan,”

The Yirgin is dressed in a blue tunic and a gorge-

ous red mantle, the folds of which cover the gromid
about her; she holds a book before the Infant Saviour,

1 Chatswortli. Wood. 4 f. li. by 2 f. b. It is a curious proof of
tlie late Dr Waageu^s occasional blindness that lie thought this
picture well preserved. Compare Waagen, Treasures of Art in
Great Britain 80. London, 1854. HI. 349, and De Laborde. La
Benaissance des Arts. Additions an Tome I. Pans, 1855. p. 599.
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who sits on her knee, and playfully turns the leaves.

A rich warm green dais, copiously adorned with

arabesques, contrasts with the drapery near it. The

scene is in one of those semi-obscure chambers lighted

by tiny squares of glass, which Van Eyck was fond of

depicting. A crystal vase on a table near the window

is partially filled with water, and some oranges lie by

its side. On a board to the left of the Virgin are a

chandelier and a pot of brass. The Virgin’s feet rest

on a richly-coloured carpet coveriug a sombre floor.

Were it not for a general crackling of the surface,

which mars many parts, but especially the face of the

Virgin, this picture might be pronounced in excellent

preservation, having all the warmth and vigour of colour

given to it by the master; and retainmg, in consequence,

both harmonious unity and softness of tone; a circlet

of pearls holds back the brown hair of the Virgin, and

makes it fall in thin wavy tresses over her shoulders;

similar ornaments cover the upper part of the blue

dress. The Saviour’s head has a laughing expression,

and light curly locks play about his forehead, giving

an airy and happy cheerfulness to his face; a bold

piece of white drapery partially covers his legs. The

Divinity is thus represented without the moody gravity

which so frequently mars the faces of Van Eyck’s

infants. The limbs and body are not too thin, and the

hands and feet are fairly designed. The head of the

Virgin is not free from the defect of length; but the

eyes have a pleasing glance, and the hands are of

a delicate shape. If the drapery be too copious and

angular, and so detracts from the general effect, the

colour in its depth and warmth counterbalances that

fault, and combined with neat execution, gives the

whole its pictorial value.
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There is no doubt that John Van Eyck con-

centrated all the qnahties inherent in his manner on

the production of diminutive panels. He affords in

this a bold contrast with the masters of the Italian

schools, who exhibit the great quahties of art on sur-

faces of considerable extent. So long as his object was

merely to elaborate a scene of which all the parts

were within the compass of the eye at the distance

usual to a painter at his easel, his sense of atmosphere

and depth was perfect, and he laboui'ed with all the

advantages resulting from determined purpose and

clearness of perception. But as the field over which

his eye had to wander iacreased in magnitude by the

enlargement of the panel, his judgment and innate

sense of colour and aerial perspective, his knowledge

of proportion, became less available; and he failed to

produce the deep impression wliich is created by the

Agnus Dei.i

The Madonna of Ince is but one of a series of

pieces in which the chronology of John Van Eyck’s

practice is traced with positive certainty. We shall

conclude from a minute examination of all these works

that the master was never at a higher level as regards

proficiency than when he finished the altar-piece of the

Lamb. In many subsequent pictures he earned the

minutiae of technical handling and finish to the greatest

perfection; but he never went beyond, though he may
have approached, the subtlety of onginal thought, the

power of expression, richness of colour, or boldness of

treatment, which are so remarkable in the Agnus Dei.

One of the principal grounds for supposing that Hubert
was his superior in most of the qualities which go to

1 Ince Hall, near Liverpool, seat of Mr. "Weld Blundell.
"Wood. 9 inches by 6.
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make up a first rate painter lies in this that John Yan
Eyck never after 1432 shows the sternness of power

and the deep feeling for the severity of church art con-

spicuous in the triptych of St. Bavon. Too frequently

he forgot mass and balanced light and shade for po-

lish and minute finish. Too often he yielded to the

temptation of sacrificing strong and ruddy tone to a

delicate and affected pallor. Instead of clinging to the

simjphcity of drapery and forcible breadths of contour,

which are so conspicuous in the large personages of the

Agnus Dei, he fell into hardness of outhne and angular

break of dress folds
;

he displayed no progress in the

representation of nude; nor did he ever rise to the

conception of types preeminent for dignity or super-

natural grandeur. In two points he remained great;

he preserved the most delicate faculty for modulations

of atmosphere in landscapes. He painted portraits with

a realistic power almost unsurpassed in any school of

the time.

It is a pity that so many of his renderings of

representative men and women should have been lost.

“Duke Philip before the Yirgin Mary,’’ missing since

Margaret of Austria's time, “Isabel of Portugal”, of

which no mention is made in any descriptive books,

would be useful to determine how much of flattery

there may have been in the art of a reahstic Fleming. i

If we go down in the social scale, and look by turns at

the' portrait full lengths of Chancellor EoUin at the

Louvre, and Amolfini at the National Gallery; if from

these we turn to busts and haK lengths of which there

are many beautiful specimens extant, no feature will

be found more striking or more characteristic of the

1 De Laborde. Inventaire de Marguerite d’Autricbe, u. s.

p. 24. Le G-lay Same collection. 1516, u. s.
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artist than his desire to be true to nature. In the re-

production of flesh surfaces, in peculiar stiffnesses of

action or movement and expression, which abound in

persons who are condemned to sit; he is invariably on

the outlook for minute details which he transfers with

unweaiying patience and consummate skill to panel.

He surprises us by the effectiveness of his imitative

power, but never exhibits the suggestive striving of one

who watches and catches as they go the subtle and

momentary passages so often graceful and redeeming

even m ill favoured models. Amongst the smaller

specimens of portrait that remain to us, that which first

claims attention is the bust of a man, in the National

Gallery, a man of forty-five, with marked but not hand-

some features, who stands in sunlight at a window, and

holds in his right hand a roll of paper. He wears a

green cap with hanging drapery, a red mantle turned

over at the neck and lined with brown fur. The back-

ground IS dark. On the yellowish wundow sill is the

painter’s usual signature with the Greek words “Tljjlo)-

65o<;,” and the motto ‘‘Leal Souvenir.” The cbawing is

careful, the painting blended to a fault, and the period

of execution is 1432. ^

A few months older and more powerfully wrought

is another panel at the National Gallery,—a bust of a

man with a red shawl bound round his head. This is a

panel in which minute fimsh is combmed with delicate

modelling and strong relief, and a brown depth of

colour. At this period of his career (1433) John Van
Eyck is stiU in the form which marks the Agnus Dei.

He follows nature into aU its comers and recesses

1 National G-allery. No. 290. Wood. 1 f. 11/4 h. by 71/2 oil.

“Signed. Factus Ano Dm 1432. 10 Die, ootobnz ^ Joli. de Eyck.”
Purciiased from Herr 0. Ross at Munich, in 1857.
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vitliout once betraying himself in a pencil stroke. i He
is in the same form in Mr. Suemondt’s larger portrait

of the “man with the pinks,” a marvel of imitation, a

bust of a man of sixty seen at three quarters to the

left^ looking out of the picture but not at the spectator

;

the lips apart, the hands raised and closed and one of

them grasping three wild pinks. The head is covered

with a fur cap; and the collar of the grey pelisse with

its for lining is bound m red morocco over which hangs

the silver cham and the cross and bell of the brother-

hood of St. Anthony. What we see is not the man in

pursuit of his daily avocations, but the sitter, whose

features are galvanized mto stillness, whose bps are

kept open to damp the movements incident to breath-

ing, whose hands are cramped by being held up too

long. The face is beardless, weatherbeaten, and

wrinkled; and we look mto those wrinkles, and see how
they are marked by touch and subtle modulations of

tone and light and shade with a delicacy and power

quite surpassing. The hands and face are dispropor-

tionedm size, the former bemg too small
;
the outlines

are clear and correct, the projections marked. Co-

lour, tone, transitions, effect, contour, and fimsh are

masterly. 2

Of earlier date perhaps than these, and peculiarly

characteristic for the forcible depth of its colours, is

“Chancellor Rolhn kneeling at a prayer-desk before the

1 London. National Gallery. No. 222 . Wood, 10^/4 inch. h.

7 V2 j
formerly in the Ajnindel and Middleton coUections^

inscribed* “Als ikh kan.” Johes. de Eyck Me fecit. Aho M.
CCCCO. 33. 2 Octobris:

2 Aix la ChapeUe. Suermondt Collection from the Engels
Collection at Cologne; Wood a little above half life size. A nng
is half way up the 4th finger of the right hand.—The pelisse

IS lined with fur, which is turned over aii the wrists.
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Tirgin whose head is crowned by two gorgeously winged

angels/' ^ At a balcony seen tin'ough the pillars of an

arcade two men look down at a panorama of houses,

steeples, bridges, and distant hills; and a minute in-

spection will be rewarded by the discoveiy ofnumerous

figures in the background of streets and lanes. Here

Van Eyck’s art is displayed in all its force and weak-

ness;—admirable when we only look at the charac-

tenstic rendering of the scratch -wigged chancellor,

or the adumbrations that cover the wondrous details

of architecture, or the crystalline purity of a distance

carried to a horizon of snow mountains miles away,

disappointing when we look at the plain mask of the

Virgin or the wooden shape of the aged babe naked

on her knee; or the piled and broken drapery that

rests upon the figures. It is of this picture that Pilhol

says, “it long adorned the sacristy of the cathedral at

Autun, and Oourt4p6e adds —“An origmal picture

may be seen in the sacristy of Notre Dame d’Autun,

in which the Chancellor Kollin, in vestments of cere-

mony, is represented kneeling at the feet of the Vu'gin.

The background of the picture shows the city of

Bruges in perspective, and more than 2,000 (!) figures,

of which the variety and attitudes can only be per-

ceived with the assistance of a magnifying glass.”

^

Of this class, but in point of time perhaps older, is

the “Fount of Salvation” in the Museum of the San-

tissima Trinidad at Madrid, of which w^e learn fi’om

Ponz that it adorned a chapel in the Spanish Ohui'ch

of Valencia, from whence it was subsequently taken to

1 Paris, Louvre, No. 162. Wood. 0,66 by 0,62. On the
bordering of the Virgin’s dress* “Exultata in Libano.”

2 Court6p6e, Descrip. Hist, et Topogr. du Duo]i6 de Boui-
gogne, YoL III. p. 451.
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Segovia.'^ This grand altar-piece is exactly similar in

spuit and composition to the Agnns Dei of St. Bavon.

It is finished in the style and manner which charac-

terised John Van Eyck in 1432; and, though it has

been damaged by repeated moving and repairs, is still

a fine example of Flemish art. The scene is laid in a

mediseval court, of which the centre is a spire, in the

pointed style of Sanct Lorenz of Jfnremberg,— the

purest form, perhaps, in which that architecture has

been exhibited,—the filmy tracery of whose numerous

spindles darts into the air with wondrous elegance, in

all the glory of profuse and chosen ornament. This

graceful spire forms a tabernacle, covering the seat

on which the Saviour rests; whilst the Virgm and St.

John the Evangelist, sit on each side in the attitude

and vestments consecrated to them. The Lamb reposes

at the Saviour's feet, and the symbols of the four

Evangelists are on his chair, from beneath which the

crystal stream of the spring of grace is flowing. The
shallow current runs clear and limpid, floating the

wafers of the host down three successive steps or

planes mto which the picture is divided, then falling

in tmy jets from a Gothic fountain on the foreground.

Two light pointed spires also of open work, in whose

airy space angels are depicted, flank the throne, and

give symmetry to the scene which they enclose. The
sacred choristers sing their glorious psalms beneath

the Saviour, sitting in a flowery meadow sprinkled with

strawberries. The fountain separates the Eoman Church

from that of the heretics; a pope with the tiara

triumphantly points to the wafers of the host, and

holds the flag of hope; his followers,— a cardinal, at

1 Antonio Ponz. Yiage de Espana, Madrid. IS^. 1785—87.

Yol. XI. p. 145.

7
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whose feet an emperor is kneeling, a bishop, and

others in secular costume, foremost amongst whom we
notice Hubert and John Van Eyck—looking gravely

on. The figure of the former is on the left ofthe group,

kneeling in an attitude of adoration, clothed in a red

mantle trimmed with grey fur, a blue bonnet lined with

fur on his head; an order hangs over his shoulder,

and a belt keeps in the folds of his dress. The features

are similar to those of Hubert in the altar-piece of

St. Bavon. The latter stands somewhat in rear on the

extreme left in black dress and cap
;
and here, also,

the features resemble those of John Van Eyck in the

Agnus Dei, though the likeness is not so striking as that

of Hubert. Opposite to them are closely huddled the

despairing figures of the heresiarchs. The high priest,

with the broken staff, turns his head from the revivify-

ing fountain, his blindness being depicted by a handker-

chief which shrouds his eyes
;
another pnest is falling

in consternation, whilst a third has taken to his heels,

and another runs away with his hands to his ears; a

fifth is observed tearing his breast, and the group ex-

presses terror and despair, in contrast with the deep

and solemn yet cheerful gravity of the princes of the

Church.

For power of conception and distribution, no pic-

ture of the Flemish school approaches this, except the

Agnus Dei of St. Bavon. It is the creation of a single

hand, and the figures are all of similar stature, but of

proportions less than those in the central panel of the

Agnus Dei.

The Saviour m this altar-piece is a repetition of

that of St. Bavon, with this exception, that the head

resembles that of a Christ in the Gallery of Berlin.

The choristers have the same round cast of head as
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the female saints of the first Agnus Dei, and the general

tone and reddish flesh tints recall to mind the greatest

efforts of the master. ^

Van Eyck was at this time in the best period of his

life, married, in favour with a patron who trusted to

his judgment in all matters of art, and full of work. Of
his intercourse with PhiKp we get casual glimpses

in 1434. The Duke and Duchess gave him orders,

2

and Philip was godfather to his daughter whom the

Chamberlain de Chamy held at the font;^ yet his

most important pictures were undertaken on private

commission, chief of which is the panel at the National

G-aUery representing Amolfini a draper of Bruges, and

Jeanne de Chenany, his wife. There is a story in

Vaemewyk and Van Mander, which tells how this

1 Otto Mundler inclined to think that this piotnre was
executed by a later master. Burger (Gazette des Beaux Arts N*.

Ser. I. 1869. p. 10), was decidedly in favour of the authorship
of John Van Eyck.

2 “A Johannes Van Eyck que MdS. Ini a donne pour com-
posicion a lui faictes pour plusieurs joum6es par lui vacquees
par Tordonnance et commandement de MdS. et de Madame la

Buchesse, par les besongnes et affaires plus a plain contenues
en sa quictance sur ce faite ..... LCXXVI liv. Compte de Jehan
Abonnel, du 1 Jan. 1433. (N. S. 1434) jusqn’au 31 Bee. 1434.”

—

De Laborde, u. s. Vol. L p. 399. Pinchart. Annot. CCTI.
3“A Jehan Peutin, orf^vre, demourant a Bruges, la somme

de mP^XVI livres XTI solz du pris de XL gros, monnoye de

Elandres la livre, que deue luy estoit pour la vendue et de-

livrance de six tasses d’argent pesans ensemble XU marcs, du
prix de VHt livres, I sol le marc, lesqueUes MdS. a de lui fait

prendre et achecter pour lui, de par icellui S. donner et pre-

senter au baptisement de ^enfant Johannes van Eck, son paintre

et varlet de chambre lequel il a fait tenir sur fons, en son nom,
par le S. de Chargny, pour oe comme plus A plain pent apparoir
par mandement de MdS. sur ce fait et donnA en sa ville de
Bruxelles le derrenier jour de'iuing XXXTIII quictance dudit
Jehan Peutin et certification dudit S. de Chargny sur les pris,

achat et dAlivrance des dictes parties cy rendue UXP^XVI.
francs XU. sols.— Compte de Jehan Abonnel, de Janv. 1433, A
Bee. 1434.”—De Laborde, Les Dues deB ,u s, Yol.I. p. 341—2.

Pinchart. Annot., u. s. CCIX.
7*
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picture was seen by Mary of Hungary and purchased

of a barber for a place worth a hundred guilders a

year;i but the truth is, it belonged to Margaret of

Austria in 1516, had been given to her by Don Diego

de Guevara; and was described in her inventaries

as representing “Amout or Hemoult le Din” with his

wife,

—

B, personage known on the testimony of contem-

porary records to have been a cloth merchant Kving at

Bruges. 2

This admirable and interesting piece represents

the union of a man and woman dressed in state and

holdmg each other’s hand;^ the lady wearing a wedding-

1 Van Mander, u. s. p. 203. Yaemewyk. p. 119.

2 In the Inventaiy of Margaret of Austria (1516), the picture

is entered as follows “Ung grant tableau qu’on appelleHernoult
le Ein, avec sa femme, dedens une chambre qui fut donn6 a

Madame par Don Diego, les armes duquel sont en la couverte

du dit tableau, fait du paintie Johannes.” A later inventary

(1624) contains the entry so “133. XJng autre tableau fort

exquis qui se clot d deux feuUetz, on il y a pamctz nn homme
et une femme estants desboutz, touchantz la main Pung de

I’autre fait de la main de Johannes, les armes et devise de feu

Don Dieghe esdits deux feuUetz— nomm6 le personnaige,
Arnonlt.”

In 1556, Mary of Hungary having succeeded to the regency
of the Netherlands, this picture seems to have passed into her
hands,—the panel already noticed being then catalogued as

follows .

—

“39. Una tabla grande, con dos puertas con que se cierra,

y en ella un hombre 6 una muger que se toman las manos, con
un espejo en que se muestran los dichos hombre 6 muger, y en
las puertas las annas de Don Diego de Q-uevara; hecha por
Juanes de Hec. Ano 1434.” Compare Le G-lay and De Laboide,
les Dues de Bourgogne, u. s. I. 24. See also De Laborde, u. s.

I. 209, and Weale (Notes sur Jean Van Eyck, u. s p. 28) for

records of the merchant Arnolfini and his wife. Mi. "Weale
has omitted to state that the authors of these pages were the
first to describe the portraits of the National Gallery as re-

presenting the Arnolfini.
3 No. 186 of the Nat. GaL Cat. This picture is inscribed

on the wan above the mirror “Johannes de Eych fuit hic,

1434,” found and purchased by Major-General Hay, m lodgings
at Brussels, after the battle of Waterloo, in 1815. 2 ft. 9 m. by
2 f. 1/2 inch. Wood.
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ring half ^ay up her finger, and attended by a terrier

of 'vv^ondrous workmanship. Harder outlines and clearer

general tones distinguish this from the painter’s pre-

vious works; yet in no single instance has John Van
Eyck expressed with more perfection, by the aid of

colour, the sense of depth and atmosphere; he nowhere

blended colours more carefully, nowhere produced more

transparent shadows. The carnation tints of the man’s

visage are more remarkable for these pecuhar qualities

than any previous ones. On the other hand, the dra-

peries are angular in places; the movements of the

figures want ease, and the hands, of the female figure

especially, are small and awkward. These, however, are

but slight faults; the finish of the parts is marvellous,

and the preservation of the picture perfect; and there

are few things more wonderful than the chandeber

which hangs above the pair, the bed and chairs, the

floor and pattens, or the concave looking-glass, in which

the figures are reflected, rotmd the frame of which

ten circular scenes from the Passion of Christ are

painted.

We should probably assign to this period a charm-

ingly symmetrical and jewel-Kke picture in the collec-

tion of the Marquis of Exeter at Burleigh House, a

small panel of most minute and finished treatment per-

fectly balanced in arrangement, in which the Virgin is

shown standing with the Infant in her arms^ blessing

the kneeling figure ofamonk introduced by St. Barbara. ^

The Virgin is dressed in the blue tunic and red mantle,

usual to her,—^the latter being edged with a simple line

of gold, a diadem of pearls throws her hair backwards

over her shoulders; a white drapery partly surrounds

1 Burleigh House. Wood. 8V4 inches hy SYs*
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the Infant. The monk is tincowled and dressed in

white, whilst St. Barbara, in a violet tunic, is covered

completely by a warm, dark green cloak; her hair,

also, is held back by a cincture of pearls, exposing

her forehead and face. Pleasing as the grouping and

arrangement of the figures undoubtedly is, features no

less interesting and agreeable are noticed in the ar-

rangement of the scene. Through a high arch which

opens behind St Barbara, the kneeling monk and his

attendant saint appear to have entered. They pause in

a high and broadly-lighted space, opening out into

arcades, through which the eye wanders over space.

Above these arcades are glass windows, in front of

which a transparent dais hangs of a filmy texture,

firinged with red and white. The ground, composed of

squares of stone, inlaid with coloured ornaments, is

flooded with Hght, like the figures and landscape. The
Virgm is so placed as to have her person relieved upon
the distance, which is one of the marvels ofVan Eyck’s

brush. Seen through the central arch, and completing

the perspective lines of the foreground, it exhibits a
town composed of an incredible number of houses,

contrasted with each other by judicious varieties of

blue and red, according to the substance covering

them painted walls and gables. The city fills an
undulating plain, which swells into gentle eminences,

and rises into distant lulls clothed with vegetation. A
central street and canal, with avenues of trees, under
which several figures proceed, divides the city; a church
stands at its extremity, and a drawbridge on the canal
is occupied by figures which are reflected m the water,

whilst a small boat is propelled beneath it: the stream
meandering on till it is lost in the horizon, and com-
pleting the perspective illusion of the lines.
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Througli the opening to the left of St. Barbara, a

landscape, similar in character to the last, is visible.

It recedes from a foreground of strawberries to a middle

distance, where, with a magnifying glass, we may see

a square, a cross, numberless houses and shops with

goods in them and innumerable figures
;
further on, a

wall and a windmill;—^the atmosphere is clear, the sky

limpid and blue, filled with flights of birds, and en-

livened by a couple of broken fleecy clouds. In aU

these details not one point obtrudes; and those who
have seen the Paris Eolhn altar-piece, with its mima-

ture houses and figures, will be surprised to learn

that greater detail is observed at Burleigh House on

a panel of a quarter the size. Nor is this minuteness

confined to the distance—it is also visible in the

capitals of the columns which support the arches,

where basreliefs and carvings of the richest contours

are profusely introduced.

The picture is very remarkable for harmony of

hues
;
the attitude of the Virgin and St. Barbara are

as graceful as that of the kneeling monk is severe and

noble
;
the female heads, elegant and pleasing as they

are in form and expression, recall to mind the saints

led by St. Barbara in the “Agnus Dei;’’ the monk is

a splendid portrait, the head being fine in details

and in mass. If the general tendency of John Van
Eyck, in rendering the Divinity, be borne in mind,

the type of the Child is strikingly soft, agreeable, and

infantine; still in the square form of the body, and

somewhat heavy gathers of the flesh, as well as in

the leanness of the limbs, the thickness of the joints,

and weight of the extremities, we trace the germ of

those defects which are developed inlarger representa-

tions of the same kind, during the later career of the
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painter. Another remarkable feature is the shortness

of the hands. Tliis, as exhibited in the kneehng figure^

may be derired from a desire to copy nature faithfully;

but it is found in the Virgin and St. Barbara, and

must, therefore, be marked as a curious departure

from Van Eyck’s ordinary rule. The outlines of all the

parts are firm without being hard; and this quality

extends to the di’aperies, which are free from an-

gularity, and are marked by breadth of fold and ele-

gance of form: rich and well balanced tints of dress

enhance the other qualities of the picture. The flesh-

tints are luminous and well relieved, and touched in

with firmness and mastery. i

Companion to this work, if not in subject, at least

in size and execution, is the Madonna of the Dresden
Gallery. The Virgin Mary sits enthroned in a golden

chair in a most graceful attitude, supporting on her knee
the naked Infant Saviour, who struggles in her grasp,

and holds in his right hand a white scroll. The Vir-

gin’s light hair is thrown back behind her ears by a
cincture of pearls, and her mild face, high forehead, and
contented eyes and mouth, are expressive of maternal

joy. Her deep blue dress, bordered with a profusion

of jewels, leaves a nicely modelled throat exposed
;
and

1 It is supposed, at Burleigh House, that this picture was
painted for the Abbot of St. ACartm at Xpres. The fact is so
stated, in the Blemish language, on the back of the panel.
There is but one picture described in the earliest authors as
being painted for St Martin, at Ypres—-a large triptych, in
which the Abbot of Maelbeke kneels before the Virgin and
Child. He is dressed in a cope and stole, embroidered, and
edged with a band containing the twelve Apostles, he is not
supported by St. Barbara; on the wings are four scriptural
subjects. The panel of the Marquis of Exeter coiTesponds
neither in size nor in subject with that which John Van
Eyck IS said to have painted for the Abbot of St. Martin,
at Ypres.
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the wide sleeves and the broad red mantle are both

adorned with a rich border of gold embroidery and

pearls. The Saviour, who sits on a little white cloth,

has a laughing face and light curly hair as in the Ince

Madonna
;
his naked form is pleasing to the eye, though

not without the faults of heavy extremities and gathers

of flesh noticeable at Burleigh House. The hands of

the Virgin, which hold the Infant under the arms, are

elegant and long fingered; the Virgin’s feet, concealed

by the long drapery of her mantle, rest on a raised

floor, which is covered by a rich Turkish carpet spread-

ing beyond it over an inlaid floor. Behind the group

the rich black and green tapestry of a dais, is

suspended by cords to the walls of the church, in which

the throne stands. The figure of the Virgin is relieved

in half tint by a hght beautiful structure of round

arches, supported by variegated marble columns having

richly carved capitals, on the entablature of which little

pointed niches rise containing statuettes of saints.

Nothing can exceed the delicate hghtness of this part

of the picture or the perfection of these miniature

accessories. Behind the dais the round eyed windows of

the 15th century are visible. In the wings which re-

present the side aisles of the church are St. Michael

on the left, supportmg the kneelmg figure of the pa-

tron, and St. Catherine on the right. St. Michael is in

armour of gold embossed with precious stones; he

carries on his left arm his shield and helmet, and whilst

calling attention with his right to the patron, he

rests the lance within the compass of his arm. Hbs

wings are of green and blue; his youthful face adorned

with long curly hair
;
a shirt of mail is visible at the

neck and below the hips
;
and the under dress of

blue, cut into parallelograms and embroidered with
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gold and stars, appears at Ms shoulders and above the

knee. The patron is a man past the middle age, wear-

ing a black wig like that of Chancellor Rollin; he

holds np both hands in religious wonder, and is clad

in a deep green coat with a Mgh collar lined with

brown fur. The face of St. Michael^ is feminine, the

nose rather long, the eyes small
;
the long hair gives

it a quaint and antiquated appearance as would a

wig. The attitude of the Saint is not ungraceful, and

the right leg encased in armour is admirably drawn.

The standing figure of St. Catherine is remarkable for

the protrusion of the body, tMs effect being increased

by the mass of blue drapery brought together in front.

The Saint has a beautiful face adorned with a quantity

of golden hair
;
and a gorgeous openworked crown be-

tokens her regal birth. In her right hand she holds the

sword wMch rests on the ground
;
in her left an open

book; her dress is of ermine, with wMte lappets of the

same, falling over her arms; her neck and throat are

bare; at her feet lies the wheel. TMs picture is painted

with a profusion of colour, is perfectly harmonious, and

shows no trace of the hand; it is luminous and clear,

both in the figures and accessories
;
the draperies are

simple and flowing; through a window behind St.

Catherine is one of Yan Eyck’s marvellous miniature

landscapes.

The outer side of the wings of tMs little altar-

piece are filled with a monochrome of the Annun-
ciation, On an octagonal pedestal to the left the

angel stands holdmg a double cross in Ms left hand,

with the other he makes the customary gesture, accom-

panymg it with a laugMng expression of face. On a

^ No. 1713. Dresden Gal. Wood If. 2m. by 2 f., retouched
in the Virgin’s face and mantle.
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similar pedestal to the right is the Virgin, holding

mth her left hand the folds of her dress which project

in front; her right hand is held np in wonder; her

head is turned upwards, and she looks at the dove of

the Holy Ghost flying down towards her. The dra-

peries of these statuesque imitations are excessively

angular and stiff.

The Duke of Burgundy, during the latter end of

1434, was again on a progress through his dominions,

and his treasurers, as they had once done before, took

occasion to stop John Van Eyck’s salary. This so dis-

pleased the Duke, who was then at Dijon, that he wrote

a letter of reprimand to his stewards at Lille, pointing

out to them that their proceeding was calculated to

drive from his service a man whose like was not then

to be found, and for whom he had commissions in pro-

spect that no one else could carry out.^ Philip wanted

Van Eyck apparently for several purposes. He was at

this time meditating a breach with England; and in

1435 had taken steps to realize his purpose by summon-

ing a general congress at Arras. To this congress he

called French and English envoys, legates from the

pope'and representatives from the Emperor of Ger-

many, from Spain, Italy, Denmark, and Poland, and

from the towns of Prance and Belgium. At this very

moment John Van Eyck was taken from his easel by

the Duke and sent upon “distant journeys to foreign

places (estranges marches) 2 for certain secret matters

1 De Laborde, Les Duos etc®. I. Introduction, p. Dm, and
Pincbart Annot., u. s. CCV.

2 “A Johannes Deick varlet de chambre et paintre de MdS.
pour aUer en certains voiaiges loingtains et estranges marches
ou MdS. Ta envois pour aucunes matieres secretes, dont il ne
veult autre declaration estre faicte- VI*^ philippus (sic.) valent

Vn’^XX fr. . ,
.” In other ink, “Seulement livres. Super

ipm Johem Deick ad compon*^. dont il rend cy quittance de
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of wMcli no farther declaration need be made.” The

expenses of this mission are given in the accounts at

720 fr.; and the largeness of this sum may be tinder-

stood by comparison with the expenses attending an

ordinary jonmey;—the cost of travelling from Bnissels

to Paris being in those days 19 francs. The cnstom of

the time was to employ persons of subordinate station

in important negotiations
;
we may therefore presume

that John Van Eyck had a confidential mission to

Arras during the summer and autumn of 1435. It is

remarkable farther that no pictures of this year’s date

have been preserved, whilst in the following year, nume-

rous portraits and votive altar-pieces were produced.

Of these the Madonna with St. Donatian, G-eorge de

Pala, and his patron saint in the Academy of Bruges

is a curious instance of the painter’s occasional des-

cent to a lower level of treatment than that observable

in the common run of the works of the time. This

panel was commissioned for the high altar of the

Church of St. Donatian at Bruges ;i cleaning and

retouching impair its value and beauty; but, apart

from this, the colour is not handled with the pain-

ter’s habitual breadth, and traces of manipulation

obtrude in all parts. The figures are drawn with less

than usual ability; most of the faces are insipid in ex-

pression, and the hands are stiff and long; tints no

fr. seulement et le surplus montant ^ seml)lable somme
de HI'^LX fr. ray6 pour deffaut de quittance. Compte de Jehan
Abonnel du Jan. 1435 (1436 n. s.) au 31 Dec. 1436 .”—De
Lahorde, w. s. Yol. I. p. 350. Pmchart. Annot. OCX.

1 Bruges Acad. No. 1. Wood. M. 1. 22 n. by 1. 57. with
inscriptions round the framing, and the foUowing in the lower
edge of the same . “Hoc op fecit fieri magr Q-eorgi de Pala hui
ecclesie canoni p Johanne de eych pictore. Et fundavit hie
duas capellias de igno («) chon dommi M®. CCCCXXXnilo t9pt.
(’completum) ah 1436.” A copy of this picture is No 412 in the
Antwerp Museum. See also le Befiroi. Tom. n. p. 28.
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longer melt into eacli other, and the colour, instead of

being rich and giving to the flesh a plump and pleasant

aspect, has a hard and red appearance. The form of

the Virgin is the most displeasing of any that Van
Eyck ever painted, and the child exhibits the usual

peculiarities of shortness and thinness, with features in

which the master, seekmg to express the Holy Spirit,

only succeeded in depicting age, incompatible with the

smallness of the Infant's size and the feebleness of its

proportions. St. Donatian is the most remarkable of

the personsm the composition; his pious and noble head

nvets the spectator’s attention and keeps it from the

overloaded ornaments of a splendid cope and stole
;
but

the figm*e of St. George is trivial and awkward. The

background is well preserved, but the draperies are

partially destroyed.

The portrait of Jan de Leeuw, at Vienna, finished,

like the last, in 1436, is of a red tone similar to that

which renders the Virgin of St. Donatian unpleasant

to the eye.i

Another portrait, 2 described at Vienna as that of

“Jodocus Vydts, at an advanced age, bareheaded, in a

red dress turned up with white,” does not display the

little grey eyes, the nose, or the expression of that

person; but it has the vigorous tone of colouring, and

the decision of outlme which are perceptible in the por-

trait of the National Gallery. The original beautiful

1 No. 13. Second floor, second room, Gallery of Belvedere,
at Vienna. Tins panel is signed on a salient border, “Jan de
Leenw (Leenw figured by a drawing of a lion) op Sant Orselen
Baen dat claer eerst met ogben saen 1401 Gbeconterfeit nu
beeft mi Jan Van Eyck wel blijct wanneert bega 1436.” 1 f. h.

by 10 inches. L, Austrian measure, much injured m the face by
cleanmg.

2 No. 42. Second floor, second room, Belvedere Gallery.

Wood. 1 f. 1 b. by 0 f. 11, Austrian measure.
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design may be seen in the collection of drawings

at Dresden.

There are no records of John having been employed

in confidential missions by the Duke of Burgundy after

1435
;
but he continued to be official painter, and pro-

duced many pictures,—amongst them a St. Barbara,now
at Antwerp (unfinished), in 1437, a head of the Saviour,

not a very good example of his manner, now at Berlin,

in 1438, a portrait of his wife excessively careful and

delicate, and a small Madonna in 1439, besides nu-

merous other pieces unauthenticated by dates or signa-

tures, which are now to be seen in various galleries.

St. Barbara is represented sitting on the ground,

and pensively turning the leaves of a book. In her

right hand she holds a palm. Her ample robe lies

in broken folds about her, in the background is the

tower, her emblem, a conspicuous landmark in a land-

scape of hills dotted with trees. The sky is coloured,

the rest of the picture merely indicated by minute con-

tour, showing how careful the master was to leave no-

thing to chance. ^

It was the custom of early painters, as Mr. Didron

proves by numerous examples,^ to represent the figure

of the Eternal under the younger features of the Sa-

viour. There is some difficulty according to more than

1 Antwerp Mus. Ho. 410. This picture is signed “Johes de
Eyck me fecit 1437”, and is probably that described by Van
Mander, u. s.203, as in possession ofLucas de Heere. It belonged
to the well-known printers Enschede, of Harlem, who had an
engraving made of it in 1769. In 1786 they sold it to a dealer

named P. Tver, who sold it again to Mr. Ploos Van Amstel, in

whose collection it remained for a long time. Sold from
thence into the hands of a Mr. Oyen, the widow of that
gentleman parted with it to the Antwerp Collection. M. 0.32

by 0.19. There is a drawing of this picture in the Museum of
Lille.

2 Iconologie chr6tienne.
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one critic in ascertaining whether Hubert meant to

represent God the Father or the SaYiour in the altar-

piece of the Agnus Dei; but the head of our Saviour,

painted by John Van Eyck, in 1438, tends to show that

the features of the Redeemer were meant to be de-

picted at St. Bavon; for in both the same solemnity

and age are given, the same attempt is made to render

the spiritual idea by rigidity of gaze and immobility of

expression. John, however, in attempting a subject far

above his strength, is less successful even than his

brother, and fails to impart the noble bearing and

solemnity which mark the figure in the Agnus Dei.^

John Van Eyck’s portrait of his wife is a far more

pleasing picture, though by no means a flattering

likeness. He completed it in 1439; and it may he cited

as an instance of the painter’s talent for finish and

minuteness in ornaments
;
the hand being, perhaps, the

most complete and perfect one he ever executed. Much
of the disagreeable impression of this portrait is owing

to want of grace in the costume, the forehead being

stripped of hair and disfigured by two small horns

near the temples. 2 A Virgin and Child, of the same

period, at Antwerp may be noticed for the red and

opaque quality of tone already observed elsewhere.

The energies of Van Eyck were declining when he

made the forms of the infant Christ so puny; nor can

the draperies be praised for their flow, nor rhe outliues

1 No. 528, of Berlin Catalogue. Signed, “Joties de Eyck, me
fecit et appleviit anno 1438, 31 Januarii.” Wood, 1 foot 71/2 i*

"by 1 foot 3 i., Prussian measure, from the SoUy CoUection.
2 No. 2, of Bruges Academy. Wood. M. 0. 32 h. "by 0. 26,

Signed, “Oojux ms Johes me aplevit anno 1439, m. Junii,’^

“Etas mea triginta triu anoru. Als ikh kan.” G-iven to the
Academy in 1808, by M. Pierre Van Lede, and formerly in the
painter’s chapel in the Noorzand Street, now the chapel of the
convent of the Liguorist sisterhood.
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for aught but hardness and rigidity. Finish and minute-

ness characterise the panel in a marked manner

but its chief feature of interest is distinct from the

appreciation of its execution. ^ In it we find the only

point of contact between the schools of Bruges and

Cologne. In Hubert Van Eyck it was impossible to

trace the contact; but this Virgin and Child seems

inspired by a larger picture at Cologne, painted, it is

believed, by the celebrated Wilhelm, of more than life-

size, and with a natm’e and nobleness of expression, a

tenderness of feeling, which even John Van Eyck was

not successful in imparting. Eeelmg and grace are

peculiarly a feature of Wilhelm and his school; and

when the time comes for tracing the influence which

his teachmg exercised, and his pupils afterwards re-

ceived by mingling with the Flemings, the qualities

and faults which mark his manner may be more parti-

cularly dwelt on. The picture of Cologne represents the

Virgin standing in a mche, and holding to her breast

the infant Christ, whom she affectionately presses,

leaning her head forward to it with much benigmty.2

Not only has John Van Eyck taken his inspiration

from this composition, but he sought, without success,

to give the draperies that easy, simple flow, which

characterises Wilhelm. The same may be said of

another panel, the ‘‘Virgin of Lucca” nowin the Stsedel

1 No. 411, of Antwerp Catalogue. Signed, “Johes de Eyck
me fecit, aplevit anno 1439.” Bought hy M, Y. Erthorn, in

1838, of the curate of Dickelvenne, in East-Elanders. Wood.
M. 0. 19 h. hy 0. 12. This picture answers to the description
of the following, in the inventary of Margaret of Austiia^s
coUection, at Malines, in 1524. “Un petit tableau de Nostre
Dame tenant son enfant lequel tient un petit paternostre de
coral en sa mam, forte antique, ayant une fontaine auprfes elle

et deux anges tenans aux drapt d’or figur6 derriere elle.”

—

De Lahordej u. s., p. 26.

2 In the Seminary at Cologne.
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Gallery, at Frankfort. ^ Here, however, the figure is

seated beneath a dais, instead of standing; but the

treatment and feeling are of the same period as that of

the Antwerp picture.

An authentic piece by John Van Eyck is in the

collection of the Rothschild family in Paris. The
Virgin, erect under a richly embroidered canopy,

holds in her arms the Infant Jesus, who is blessing a

Dominican kneeling before him; a female samt attends,

and a nun holds the Virgin’s crown
;
a distant land-

scape representing a town, a river, and a bridge, is seen

through the aisles. 2

Another authentic pictm'e by John Van Eyck,

some years ago the property of a gentleman at Ant-

werp, represents the HolyWomen at the Sepulchre with

three soldiers in armom' asleep at the foot of the tomb,

and angels announcing the Resurrection; the numerous

details of armour are given with extreme care, the

landscape is very attractive-

^

In the Hermitage at St. Petersburg we have an

Annunciation by John Van Eyck, in which the Virgin

appears on her knees at a desk in a mansion richly de-

corated with pillars and carvings. The Holy Ghost

descends towards her, whilst to the left the angel kneels

with the hly and a scroll iu his hands. Though not of

the masters best, this genuine work is full of interest

on account of the finish and variety of its accessories. ^

1 Frankfort. Stadel. Ho. 64. This picture is from the collec-

tion of the late King of HoHand, where it was sold for

3000 florins. It is caUed the Virgin of Lucca, having been of

old in the gallery of the Duke of Lucca. Wood 1 f. 11

V

2 h.

hy 1 f 5»A.
2 Pans, Bothschild Collection. Wood 1 f by 1 f. 7.

3 Wood 2 V2 f- "by 1V2-
^ St. Petersburg Hermitage. Ho. 443, Wood 2 f. 9 h. by

1 f. 0 3
/4 ., painted, according to un unconfirmed tradition, for

8
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Amongst the pictures attributed to John Van
Eyck is one, belonging to Mi\ Hope in London, re-

presenting the Virgin enthroned in a niche and holding

in her arms the infant Saviour. Above the Virgin’s

head is a canopy supported by carved pilasters adorned

with small statuettes; on a band which runs across

the niche from the summit of the pilasters these words

are inscribed:

Domus, dei, est, et porta cell,

on the pedestal below the Virgin’s feet the words:

Ipsam est quam preparavit Domus filio divi mei.

The composition and attitude of the Virgin and

Saviour correspond exactly with those of a 'Madonna

already described in the Antwerp Gallery, with the

exception of a fountain and two angels holding the

draperies of the canopy. Here the background is

architecture. Many defects may be enumerated in

this picture besides those usually found in John Van
Eyck’s masterpieces. The colour of the various parts,

instead of being rich and softened by aerial perspective,

is thin and cold, grey in shadow, and wholly without

glazing; the handling is mechamcal; the forms of the

Vngin and Infant are feeble, a fault not uncommon
in Van Eyck, but generally relieved by some beauty of

colour. If this were really by Van Eyck, it might be

truly called one of his poorest productions. ^

Philip the good to he placed in a building at Dijon. Sold at
Dij'on in 1819 to the king of Holland, and bought for the
Hermitage for 5,375 florins (about ^ 537, 10.), originally in

the Yan Hal Collection at Antweip. (Private note from
M. Weale.)

1 London. Mr Beresford Hope. Wood. 1 f. 10 h. by 0.11 72*

This also formed part of the king of Holland’s OoUection,
where it was bought for 600 floiins. Compare Waagen (in

Zeitschrift fur b. Kunst. 1868. HI. 127), who pleads for the
genuineness of this work.
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Of doubtful genuineness again Tve should cite IMi’.

Suermondt's Tu’gin and Child before a background of

very carefully painted roses, oranges, and cypresses,

with a fountain at one side. The characteristic ugliness

of the Virgin's face and Infant's form as surely points

to the hand of a disciple, as the broken character of

the drapery, the toneless coloiu', and false perspective. ^

Suggestive of doubt in another form is Mr Suer-

mondt's Virgin, erect with the Child m her arms in a

church, a small panel of which there are many replicas

or imitations. 2 In the door of the choir screen behind

the Virgin two angels sing from a book. There is

a reminiscence of Van Eyck in the type of the heads,

and something to recall memories of the Madonna
of Dresden, but that the tones are less silvery and

the impast is heavier. The sun, which bursts through

the panes of a high pointed window, throws crisp lights

on the slants and thence through the door of a chapel

into the gloom of the church itself. The way in which

the effect is brought out reminds us of the later Dutch,

and brings up the question—Is not this a skilful copy

by a master like de Hooch ? Yet the present appear-

ance of the picture, and its fat impast, may be due to a

clever modem restorer.

If we believe Vasari and Van Mander, John Van
Eyck was visited in his later years at Bruges by An-

1 Ais la CliapeUe. Suermondt coU., bought at Eloreuce
by O. Mundler. VVood. M 0 59 h. by 0. 43 Yet compare H.
G. Hotho’s and "Waagen’s contraiy opinions m Zeitschnft
fur biidende Kunst for 1867 and 1868. 11. 103—7. and
m. 127.

2 Same coll. Wood. M. 0. 31 h. by 0. 15, once in possession

of a gentleman at Nantes (De Laborde, Les Dues de B , u s.

Intioduetion Vol. I p. 50. One imitation of a eomparatiyely
modern character wiU be noticed in Alemhng. (Antwerp
Museum. Nos. 255 and 256). Another is part of a diptych m
the Dona palace at Eome. Grand Gallery, Bi*accio m. No. 38.
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tonello da Messina, to wliom he taught the secrets of

oil medium.^ It is hardly necessary to say more of this

alleged intercourse, than that it is highly improbable,

and not historically proved.

The last days of the master are said to have been

spent at Ypres, where he is supposed to have left un-

finished an altar-piece commissioned by the abbot of

the monastery of St. Martin. According to Yaemewyk
this picture was a triptych representing the abbot on

his knees before the Virgin and Child, with unfinished

compositions of the burning bush, Gideon’s fleece, Eze-

kiel’s gate, and Aaron s rod on the shutters. It is a

curious circumstance that a picture for a long time

preserved in Flemish collections answers to this de-

scription, yet proves to be from another hand than that

of John Van Eyck. 2

Tradition, which is not always to be rejected when

unconfirmed by evidence, assigns to the younger Van
Eyck certain discoveries in glass painting. Le Vieil,

m his ‘Teinture sur Verre,”^ says that John found the

secret of enamelhng on glass, and taught the method

1 Vasari. IV 76. Van Mander, u. s. 202.
2 See Van Mander, u. s. 202, and Vsemewyk, n. s. 133.

See also Awmlts d! Ypres,—Accounts of the Grey fr%ars m de
BasfjU.s, ‘^Aaino 1445 («a clerical error) heeft Meester Jo-
annes Van Eycken, eene befaemden scbilder, binnen Tper
geschildert dat over treffelick tafereel, t’welcke gestellt wiert in
den clioor van St. Msertens, tot een gedaclitenis van deen
eerweerdigen heere n. m. v. Mselbecke, abt ofte Proost v. S.

Msert.” Dan dat men sleeks noch eene in Bruggke mack an-
sekouwen, en eene t’lper nock die dock voldaen is met. L. de
Heere, Ode in Van Mander, p. 126. Tke picture was in the
coUection of Mr. Dumortier at Bruges and in tkat of Mr.
Van der Sekrieok at Louvain, and was sold m 1861 to Mr.
SekoHsert. (Ruelens. Notes et Additions, u. s. CIV—CXIII.)
Waagen’s tkeory tkat it is probably by Lambert Van Eyck
cannot kold. (Handbook of Painting. 8®. London, 1860. p. 73.)

3 Le YieU. Die Kunst auf Glas. Nurnherg, 1779. 4^.

pp, 64—70 mentions tkis, but omits to give an autkority.
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of abrading tbe tinted surface of coated crystal. By
this inyention a clear substratum was obtained, where

it was desirable to get white or yellow points, sur-

rounded by other colours without leading in a piece of

white. This process was of the utmost value, as it ob-

viated the necessity of numerous leaden joints, but it

is much contested whether Van Eyck was the person

who applied it. The practice of abrading certainly

dates as far back as the beginning of the 15th century.

It has also been stated that Van Eyck invented

perspective in the Netherlands. Landscapes, it is

true, were always a feature in the productions of John

Van Eyck, and they have been admired at all times

for their faithfulness to nature and their play of at-

mosphere. This quality, depending on the innate sen-

timent and perception of tone more than on mathema-

tical deductions, certainly forms one of the charms of

John Van Eyck’s pictures. But great as these charms

are, they do not entitle the possessor to the name of

a discoverer. That Van Eyck did not possess com-

pletely the rules of linear perspective, is evident from

the examination of his figures, which are remarkable

for vivid harmonies rather than for correctness of

foreshortemngs or true balance of light and shade.

The rules of chiaroscuro were better Imown to Paolo

Uccelh, who produced by lines the effects which Van
Eyck obtained by colour. ^ UcceUi went so far as to

1 An example of the progress which perspective had made
in Italy, during the lifetime of John Van Eyck, is the interest-

ing hook of drawings of Jacopo BeUini, the father of G-entile

and Griovanni BeUini, now m the British Museum It is of this
work that Mr. Yon Bumohr says, in a letter annexed to the
volume, “that Jacopo notably promoted perspective, being
among the first of those who sought to carry out the system
in naked figures.” Jacopo Bellini, we need scarcely remaik>
was a contemporary of John Yan Eyck.
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foreshorten figures by scientifie means
;

^ John van Eyck

in the copy of nature and its minutiae produced per-

spective vievrs of which the coloui' is the chief illusion.

His lines, though true in landscape backgrounds, were

defective in the figures ofthe foreground
;
thus rendering

the latter subservient to the former. There is not an

instance of Yan Eyck producing foreshortened figures,

true to the rules of perspective
;
but his great sagacity

and talent enabled him to reproduce atmospheric

effects, as much, perhaps, from a faithful and minute

observation of nature as from science. His works were,

in all likelihood, not the result of his possessing linear

perspective reduced to a demonstrative art
,
and this

view IS confirmed by the productions of his pupils,

who, after his death, ceased to progress in that very

branch of the art—one of the facts to w^hich we may
attribute the immediate decline of the Elemish school.

To the progress of perspective as a demonstrative art,

on the contrary, is,' in a great measure, owing the rise

of the Italian schools. The first attempts in that direc-

tion were made by Orcagna and others. Next came

Paolo Uccelli, the contemporary of Yan Eyck, 2 and

1 Vasari admired, amongst other things lemaikable for

their perspective in TTcceUi’s pictures of Santa Maiia No-
vella, at riorence, a figure of the Eternal, which he describes

in these words. “This figure,” he says, “is the most difficult

of any that Paolo TJcoelh executed, because it is represented
flying towards the wall, and with the head foreshortened, and
has such vigour that the figure by its relief presses through
and divides it.”

2 In Paolo ^TJccelli we find examples the very reverse of

those afforded by John Van Eyck. UcceUi’s works are mostly
executed in one single colour, a sort of chiaro- scuro, made of

terra verde. When he attempted to colour them he failed, or

succeeded but imperfectly. Paolo lacked the sense and percep-
tion of colour, and obtained effect in his paintings by reducing
his lines to the test of perspective rules, and by the giaclations
of light and shade, that is, chiaro-’scuro. To this Vasaa
himself bears testimony, whilst those parts of UcceUi’s woiks
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the system was then worked out by Piero della Fran-

cesca, Donatello, Mantegna, and others, and reduced

to a compendious form by Luca Pacioli and Leonardo

da Vinci. By following these, the Itahans progressed

and became great, whilst the Flemings, being inatten-

tive or careless of them, retrograded.

Of works remaining to be mentioned we may throw

together the following notes :

—

Dr. Waagen has attributed to John Van Eyck the Virgin

and Child of the Doria Q-allerj, known there under the name
of Euerei, but the picture is of the 16th centuiy.^ Er. Waagen
also assigned to Van Eyck two portiaits, male and female,

in the gaUery of Count Demidofif, which were sold in Paris

(1870) under the name of Dierick Bouts 2 He describes a

Marriage of St. Catherine, in possession of a picture -dealer,

which remain in the convent of S, Maria HoveUa are a proof
of it Vasaii lauds the perspective science of the painter,

affirming that previous to his time perspective “was made by
chance,” but he criticises Paolo’s colour, saymg “that he
made his fields blue, his cities red, and the buildings various,

as best suited his fancy, wherein he committed an error;

for,” adds Vasari, “whatever we intend to be stone cannot
and should not be tinted of other colours.” Vasari goes
lurther, however. He expresses his meaning still more distinctly

when he wntes that, “by due arrangement and proportion of

lines, the level space, which really is small, and closely bounded,
may be made to appear extensive, and acquire the semblance
of distance; and he who, after securing this, shall be capable of

judiciously distributing his lights and shadows in their proper
places with colours, will, doubtless, produce the effect of a
more complete illusion to the eyes, cause Ins pictures to have
greater relievo, and give them a more exact resemblance to life

and reality.” We therefore find in Paolo Uccelli and John Van
Eyck, severally, the quahties which, united, give pictures the

complete appearance of life and rotundity in Paolo, relief

without colour; and in Van Eyck, colour with insufficient

relief. We agree with Vasari, in thinking the latter the

master and founder of the modern mode of colouring, and
superior therein to all his contemporaries; but wej'oin, at the

same time, in the praise he awaids to the former as the great

promoter of perspective reduced to a scientific and demon-
strative art.

1 No 17. Dona G-allery, Home.
2 They were bought in 1845 in Italy.
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M. Weber of Antwerp, signed “Joanes Van Eyck.” Opposite

St. Catherine, who holds a sword, is another female saint and

St. Ursula. M. Yerhelst’s collection at G-hent contains a large-

sized copy of the same picture. i

Dr. Waagen, after describing the Annunciation by J. Van
Eyck, now at St. Petersburg, notices a copy of it in the house

of M. Joly de Bammeville in Pans .

2

The second of these

pieces was sold at the death of M. de Bammeville, in 1854, and

bought by M, Nieuwenhnys. It has all the character of a

genuine Van Eyck.s Another picture, which the authors of

this volume have not seen, is the St. Erancis belonging to

Lord Heytesbury (Wiltshire), said to have been painted in Por-

tugal in 1428—9.

The sacerdotal ornaments made by order of Philip the

Good, for the Chapter of the Golden Pleece, are now preserved

at Vienna, and they are described as being adorned with

many figures drawn from the cai toons of John Van Eyck.^

An impression seems to exist in some quarters that

Yan Eyck incurred the displeasure of his most exalted

patron, and died after having been stripped of his title

in the Burgundian service. ^ There is no reason v^hy

this impression should prevail. In the very last entry

of the ducal accounts whicli has been preserved—

a

payment for a miniature in 1439—John Van Eyck is

still called “paintre de monseigneur.”

^

1 With four additional figures of saints. This was for-

merly in the chapel of a brotherhood in St. Donatian at
Bruges (Note of Mr. Weale.)

2 Bought at Borne in 1841 (Note of Mr. Weale.)
3 Wood, 10 V4 in. by 8 .

^ See Dr. Waagen, Kunstblatt, 1847, Aug. 24.
5 Kervyn de Lettenhove Journal des Beaux Arts. No. 1

,
and

Weale. Catalogue du Mus§e de Bruges, p. 11 .

6 1438—39 Compte troisi^me de Jehan de Visen pour ung
an entiei, du ler Janvier MOOCCXXXVIH (1439, n. s.) au
XXXI decembre MCOCCXXXIX. 1234. A Johannes van Eicke
paintre de monseigneur, qu’il avait pay6 d, ung enlnmmeur de
Bruges pour avoir enluniine certain livre pour mondit seigneur
ou il y a n^LXXXII grosses lettres et XII petites. VI francs,
VI sols, VI d. De Laborde, Les Dues de Bourgogne, u. s.
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John Yan Eyck’s death took place at Bmges, in

1440-41, some say, indeed, on the 9th of July 1440 ;
^ and

it appears, from the registers of the chapter, that he

was buried in the cemetery outside the church of St.

Donatian
;
that his funeral cost the large sum of 12

livres parisis
;
that the ringing of the beUs in his honour

cost 24 sols parisis
;
and that on the 21st of March,

1441 (1442 n. s.), his body was moved out ofthe cemetery

into the church itself, at the request of his brother

Lambert, and placed in a vault near the font. 2 His

will was proved in 1442.^

Eacio relates that a triptych preserved in the palace

of Alphonso of AiTagon represented the Annunciation,

with St. John the Baptist and St. Jerom on each wmg,
whilst on the outer side were portraits of the donor,

1 See Mr. Weale’s not quite convincing statements and
documents in this respect in “Notes sur Jean Yan Eyck.”
pp. 15—19.

2 “Computatio Johannis civis, canonici, de bonis fabriee

ecclesie beati Donatiani Brugensis, anni 1440, facta capitulo,

anno 1441.

Eeceptum ex sepulturis mortuoi-um
,

et redemptione
funeralium.

Item.—Pro sepulture magistn Johannis Eyck pictoris XU
hb. par.

Beceptum ex campanis mortuorum.
Item.—Ex campana magistri Johannis Eyck pietons XXIIII

sol par.”

Extract from the Acts Capitular of St. Donat of Bmges. C,

Carton^ u s., pp. 274—5.
“Eadem die (21 Martii, 1441, or n. s. 1442) ad preces Lam-

berti fratris quondam Jo. de Eyck, solempnissimi pictoris

dommi mei, concesserunt quod corpus ipsius, quod jam se-

pultum in ecclesie ambitu, transferatur, de hcentiS, episcopi,

et ponatur in ecclesia juxta fontes salvo jure anniversarii et

fabrice.”

In the margin are these words —“Concessio sepulturse Jo-

hanni pictori.”

—

Carton^ u. s,, p. 287.

3 Same accounts. 1442. “Ex testamento, Johannis Eyck
pictoris XLYIIT sol par.” Caiton, u. s. 176—7,
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Eaptista Lomellinus, and Ms wife.i Of tMs triptych

no trace remains. Sansovino describes an altarpiece

in the church of Santa Maria de’ Servi at Venice, con-

taining the Nativity and the Adoration of the Magi, of

wMch notMng further is known. ^

From an entry in the inventory of Margaret of Aus-

tria’s collection we become acquainted with two panels

by “Maistre Jehan” the painter, one of which is the

Virgin, and the other Monseigneur de Ligne.3 None

of these works are at present discoverable.

Notwithstanding the small demand for pictures re-

presenting other than sacred subjects, in the fourteenth

century, and necessary as it seemed for artists, to vary

the scenes from Holy Writ or legendary Mstory, which

served to ornament the churches or the palaces of the

clergy and the nobles, they deigned at times to paint

profane compositions, productions of which kind met

with most success in Italy. Frederic of Urbino, the

first and only duke^ of that name, adorned a bathroom

with them. 5 Ottaviano degli Ottaviani, a luxurious

cardinal, likewise had some compositions of tMs kind, in

wMchwomen of splendid form were seen emerging from

a bath, slightly veiled to hide their sex;—an old woman
perspiring in a comer of the room, which showed that

1 Eaoio, (Bart.), u. s p. 46. “There can be little doubt
that this (picture) was the woik which AntoneUo da Messina
saw.” Eastlake, u. s

,
note to p. 208.

The name of Lomellino is historical at Q-enoa in the 15th
century. Carlo Lomellino was sent 1433, with 10 large ships,

to Balaclava by the G-enoese to defend the fort there fiom the
attacks of the Tartars The khan, however, obtained the
upper hand and the Genoese only preserved their colonies by
paying tribute. Arch. Storic. d'ltaha. VoL Y. N. Sena pp, 1—
24. Art II Mar Nero.

2 Sansovino (Descrizione di Venezia) Ven. 1580, p. 57.
3 Be Laborde, u. s., p. 31.
4 Vasari, u. s,, vol. I. p. 163
5 Eacio, u. s

, p. 46.
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the bath was hot
;
a dog lapping water m a distant

landscape
;
and the never failing mirror. Other pieces

of this sort were to he found in various towns of Italy

at the beginning of the sixteenth century. In the gal-

lery of Nicolo Lampognano, at Milan, was exhibited

“ The Patron and his Agent,” half lengths and in the

house of Leonico Tomeo, “filosofo,” an Otter-Hunt, on

canvas, one foot high, with various figures in a land-

scape. 2 The most curious of these performances must,

however, have been that produced by John Van Eyck
for Philip the Good, representing ‘‘the world in its

spherical shape, pointing out accurately distant sites

and places.” 3

Amongst the pictures which bear the name of John

Van Eyck in the catalogues of public and private col-

lections, it is but natural that many should be falsely

ascribed to that painter. The Madoima at Santa Bar-

bara in Castel Nuovo, Naples, assigned by some authors

to Van Eyck, by others to Donzelli, and supposed to

contain portraits of Alphonso of Arragon and his son,

is a production of the 16th century. It may seem a

bold assertion to declare, that the Munich Gallery

contains no genuine Van Eyck; stiU more so to say

that panels, with the signature and date complete, are

false, and only forgeries; yet such, undoubtedly, is

the case.

In 1788 a gentleman named Busscher jiresented to

the Bruges Academy a “Head of Christ,” apparently

a reduced fac-simile of that which JohnVan Eyckpro-

1 Notizie d’opere di disegno neUa prima meta del secolo

XYI. scritte da un Anonimo.—Ed. J. MoreUi. 8vo. Bassano,

1800, p. 45.
2 Anonimo, 11 s., p. 14. If this picture "was authentic, it is

Van Eyck’s only production on canvas.
3 Eacio, u. s., p 46.
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duced in 1438, authenticated, as it seemed, by the sig-

nature and mark of Yan Eyck himself. This head is

devoid of all that characterises the master, being a

superficial imitation—a cold, hard, and lifeless mask,

painted without art, and without the broad impasto or

the skilful glazings of an original; yet being certified by

an apparently authentic signature, the only question

with the critics w'as, whether 1440 or 1420 was the

real date; those who argued for the latter express-

ing their firm belief that this must be the very head

of Christ which John exhibited at Antwerp, to the

astonishment and pleasure of the artist corporation. i

The signature and date, however, are more suspicious

than the panel itself; “ Johes de Eyck, inventor, anno

1440, 30 January,” being, at least, unusual. It can

scarcely be conceived, indeed, why, for the first time,

at fifty-rdne, John Van Eyck should write himself

‘‘inventor,” when the fame of his discoveries and

talents had gone the round of every country on the

contment, still less that he should paint a head so

little in his own manner when he produced the splen-

did portrait of his wife. In spite, therefore, of the

signature, the genuineness of this picture must be

denied. 2

The panels once called Yan Eycks in the Pinako-

thek of Munich will be described elsewhere. St. Luke
painting the portrait of the Virgin, ^ and the Adoration

of the Magi, with wings which represent the Annuncia-

tion and the Presentation in the Temple, will be classed

amongst the fine productions of Yan der Weyden. The

1 An apocryphal anecdote as before stated.
2 No. 3, Oat of Bruges.
3 No. 42, Cab. in. Munich Catalogue,
4 No. 35, 36, 37, Cab. III. Munich Catalogue.
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Offerings of the Magi,” i in the same gallery, must be

placed much lower, as the work of an imitator, both of

Memling and Van Eyck, in the first half of the six-

teenth century.

The Virgin and Child, with St. Joachim and St.

Anne, at Dresden, is, perhaps by a disciple of the Van
Eycks. 2

The Adoration of the Magi, now in the Brussels

Museum, and once the property of M. Van Rotterdam,

will be described hereafter. ^

It will scarcely be necessary to discuss the origin

of the supposed Van Eycks once exhibited in the Ly-

Yersberg Collection at Cologne, which belong to the

school of Calcar. They will find a place elsewhere.

There are, however, some pictures which bear the name

of John Van Eyck, and which, although they are too

feebly executed for the master, are yet worthy of

mention.

Two panels attributed to John Van Eyck, in the

Madrid Museum, belong to the school, and recall to

mind the manner of Petrus Cristus.^

The portrait of the Cardinal de Bourbon, in the

Moritz Kapelle, at Ntimberg, cannot chronologically

be given to Van Eyck.^

With respect to the Descent from the Cross, in the

Belvedere, at Vienna, it is obviously of a much later

' No. 45, Boom I. Mianich Catalogue.
2 No. 1714, Dresden Catalogue, 2' 3 %*' l' 8'

. Assigned
by Dr. Waagen, Kugler, p. 76 to Petr. Cristus, but not by him.

This IS the picture described by Guarienti, in his Dictionary
of Painters, as a splendid Yan Eyck, dated 1416. No such
date is on it now. See also Boscoe’s Lanzi, ed. 1S47. Yol. I.

p. 81.

3 Brussels Mus. No. 14. See postea. “Imitators of Yan Eyct
and Memling ”

4 Nos 1401 and 1403, Madrid Catalogue See postea.

6 No. 22, Catalogue of the Moritz KapeUe, l' 1" by lO",
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date titan the period of the Van Eycks, and belongs

to the later school of Leyden
,
some of the details of

the subject would do honour to any school; the picture,

however, is very small. ^

The catalogues of the Belvedere GaUeiy also attri-

bute to John Van Eyck a Madonna mth the Infant

Christ at her breast. The Virgm is clothed, as usual,

in blue, and wears a crown
,
she stands before a throne

magnificently decorated with Gothic architecture. This

panel is not by John Van Eyck, but by an imitator of

his manner
;
the flesh tints are grey,^ and the model-

ling poor
;
some parts lack delicacy of handling

;
the

Infant, more than any other portion of the composition,

recalls to mind the manner of Van Eyck; the general

style and execution of the whole remind us of the so-

called Van Eyck of the late Mr Eogers’ collection. 2

Similar characteristics mark a panel also in the

Belvedere representing St. Catherine, erroneously attri-

buted to Hubert Van Eyck, and by the same hand as

this imitation of John Van Eyck.^

Two panels, which apparently once formed part of

a single picture, are separated, and hang in the galleries

of Earl Dudley and Mr Banng
;
the first is a scene

in the interior of a cathedral, where a priest is elevating

the host before a pious crowd. ^ The outlines of the

figures are firm, but there is much monotony in the

execution; the parts most worthy of commendation

are the architecture and accessories
;
there is a strong

contrast visible between the red shadows and the pale

1 No. 12. Second floor, second room, Belvedere. Wood,
1' 1" by 81/2".

2 No. 18, Belvedere Catalogue, second floor, second room.
Wood, 7 ' by 472"-

3 See antea.
4 Dudley House; of old at tbe Egyptian Hall. Wood, 231/4

inches by 173/4 inches, with a monogram behind not unlike a P.
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lights; on the hack of the panel is a monochrome
of a bishop. The second panel represents St. Giles,

in a landscape, extracting an aiTOw from the back

of his fayouiite fawn
;
a prince, attended by a bishop,

kneels as if asking pardon for the death of the fawn.

This panel, like that of Earl Dudley, is not by Van
Eyck, but by a late imitator of his manner;' in the

movement of the figures, the design, and the short

and contracted form of the hands, the two pieces ai'e

similar. The subject of St. Giles is painted with great

body of colour, and is somewhat cold in tone; this is,

perhaps, ascribable to the removal of the reddish tint

which covered the surface, according to the custom

of the Flemings, and especially of the followers of Van
Eyck, who sought to obtain the \igour ofcolour of their

master, without possessing the same means or the

same cleverness. Behind this panel, as in that of Earl

Dudley’s collection, is a chiaro-’scuro figure of St. Peter. ^

The disciples of Van Eyck varied in the style of their

productions, and often exhibited two different manners

in parts of the same picture
;

it is, therefore, probable

that these two compositions are by the same hand,

and that they once formed part of one triptych
;
they

are works of the same period, and executed by an

imitator of the mode of colouring practised by the

Van Eycks.

Amongst a collection of valuable portraits in Staf-

ford House one represents a bust ofa man, with a black

cap and dark brown habit, showing beneath it a white

vest, clasped with a jewel. The figure is relieved on

a green ground, and has the attitude of one looking

1 Now in Mr. Baring’s Collection. Sold at Christies’ in 1854,

from the Collection of T Emerson, Esq. Wood, 23^4 inches by
173/4 inches.
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out of a window. On the back of the panel is a badge,

surrounded by flames, with the w^ar-cry or motto,

Nul ne si froteJ^ The portrait is recognised from

this and from an engraving in Montfancon to be that

of Anthony, bastard of Burgundy, natural brother of

Phihp the Good. Mr. Planche supposes the Bastard

to have been between forty and fifty years of age when

the likeness was taken; and after considering the

dates of his birth and death, comes to the conclusion

that the bust was executed between 1465 and 1467,

—^that is, twenty-fire or twenty-seven years after the

death of John Van Eyck. ^ The picture itself confiimis

these data
;

it is doubtless one of the fine productions

of the period subsequent to John Van Eyck; we need

but compare it with that of the latter master in the

National Gallery, and those of Memling, in the late

Mr Rogers’ collection, to come to the conclusion that

the “Bastard” is by a man combining the style of Van
Eyck with that of Memling. We have the same por-

trait assigned to Memling (No. 1719) in the Museum of

Dresden.

A small panel in the Lichtenstein Gallery represents

the Elevation of the Host, and is attributed to John
Van Eyck

;
but it has every mark of a German produc-

tion of the 16th century.

A Virgin and Qhild, ascribed to Van Eyck, once in

the Wallerstein collection atKensingtonPalace, andnow
in the National Gallery, is more in the style of Memhng
than in that of the founder of the school of Bruges.

2

1 Plancli^, Arclxeologia,Appendiz to Vol. XXVII, who quotes
Montfaucon, Monarchie Frangaise, p. 142. This poi-trait, says
Mr. Planch6, a Polish nobleman said, had formerly belonged to
Count Sierakowski, of Warsaw.

2 Wallerstein Collection, formerly Kensington Palace, No.
53, 1 ft. 4 in. by 11 in., and National Gallery No. 707.
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Two portraits of Hubert and John Tan Eyck, in the

Museum of Dijon, are copies of those in the altar-piece

at Ghent. 1

Amongst the pictures erroneously assigned to John

Tan Eyck, two in the collection of Prince von Hohen-
zollem Sigmaringen deserve to be noticed, one the Tir-

gin, the other the Angel Annuntiate. These are panels

of the close of the 16th century, and probably by Gerard

David of Bruges.2

Margaret, a younger sister of the Tan Eycks, is

noticed in books as a painter so enthusiastically wedded

to art that she never manied.3 Records now considered

apocryphal once led to the belief that she was affiliated

to a religious sisterhood in Ghent. ^ She may have de-

voted herself to miniature rather than to panel paint-

ing, yet of this we have no certainty
;
and it is merely

as a matter of conjecture that we can connect hername
with the missal of the Duke of Bedford, of which the

following is a description :

—

This splendid volume containing forty -five large mini-

atures and 4300 smaller ones, seems, fiom a note appended

to the calendar under the month of February, to have been

commenced m 1424®, two years only before the death of

Margaret Van Eyck. It was incomplete as late as the year 1433,

as IS proved by its containing the joint arms of Bedford and

Luxemburg, the marriage of the Duke of Bedford with

Jacqueline, daughter of Pierre of Luxemburg, having taken

1 No. 225, Dijon Catalogue.
2 Collection of Prmce von HohenzoUern Sigmaringen. Ex-

hibited, in 1869, at Munich; each panel m. 0. 78 h. by 0. 65.

3 Van Mander, u. s, 199. Ysernewyk. Hist. v. Belgie,

u. s. 119.
^ See antea, and Weale m Beffroi, u. s. II. 212—13.

® Breviarium Sarisberiens. No. 273 MSS. Paris, Bibhotheque
Nationals. Cat. La Yalhere, Pans, 1783. No. 569. Begula pro
anno bissextili, et incepit secundum computationem Bomanae
cunse anno Domini miUes. quadrigentesimo vicesimo quarto et

finit lettera dominicalis A.

9
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place in that year. It remained incomplete probably m con-

seqnence of the death of the Duke at Bouen in 1435.

It is not necessary to notice the whole of the miniatures.

It will be sufficient to examine the first large one which

occupies the 8th page, and afterwards deal more summarily

with the rest.

This miniature, whichmeasures 5 V2 inches by 3 Vs, represents

the adoration of the Eternal and our Saviour by the saints of

the Old Testament. In the upper part of the leaf on the right sits

Christ crowned with thorns and carrying the cross'; below him

the Eternal enthroned is surrounded by red and green angels

floating m an atmosphere of gold and rays. Beneath these

two figures, in the foreground of a flowery meadow retreating

in perspective to a half distance of trees, and a background of

barren rocky hills, kneel on one side (the left) Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, on the other (the right) Moses, David, and Malachi.

Abraham is wrapped in a blue mantle shot with gold, wears a

white hood over his head, and has a gold vest fastened to his waist

by a belt
;

Isaac is in a red mantle, lined with green, cover-

ing a vest of blue
;
Jacob wears a vest of green, over which

falls a mantle of rosy led lined with hght blue and white

,

the heads of Isaac and Jacob are bare. Moses wears a sort of

horned head-diess, a gold vest gathered m by a girdle, and

a blue mantle lined with white, David carries the crown of the

kings of Israel, the purple robe and ermine, Malachi, in a rosy

red vest, wears a blue cap and a mantle of the same, lined

with blue.

It will be remarked that the adjustment of colours m the

various costumes of the figures is true to tradition and custom,

but the key of the whole is rather light and transparent The
character of the heads is energetic, their expression digni-

fied and mtelligent
;
the hands are of good proportions, and

the conception generally is that of an artist who shows that

he is at least on the right road to progress, there is some

inequality, however, to be observed in the execution, and the

heads are not all equally grand
;
that of Abraham combines

most agreeable features, the draperies are not free from

angularity but they are massive and ample without overweight

,

the flesh tints are laid on with great care, and have all the

transparency that can be desired. The author, in truth,
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maintains himself almost on a level with the painter of the

miniatures in the JVTS. bible of the Paris Library.* As for the

angels round the Eternal and in the sky of the lower group,

they still peculiarly maintain the character of those of the

school of Yan Eyck. The ornament which surrounds the

miniature is lich and crowded with figures
;

gold light is

lavished on all parts of it , below this ornament are painted

the arms of Bedford. The next large miniature represents the

Birth of our Saviour (p. 57), The small miniatures which

follow (pp. 81, 82, 83, 84, 97) are somewhat less able than

the preceding ones. Again a large miniature is found at

p. 106, repiesenting the Adoration of the Magi, it is executed

in a different style from the first, vrith traces of the Co-

logne manner visible in the drapery and veil which cover the

head of the Virgin, there is also more angularity in the

folds of the dresses, and more gold lavished on the garments

of a kneeling king. From p, 106 to 183 the spaces for small

miniatures are empty, the arabesque ornament complete.

Then follow several pages in which the calligrapher has com-

pleted his work, but the ornament is absent. Further on, at

p. 199, the ornament and writing are merely indicated with

point, but the small miniatures are there. The latter, however

are of inferior quality, of a later period than previous ones,

and remaikable for angularity of draperies and abuse of gold

lights. A little further on more empty spaces. The large

miniature (p. 213) representing Christ entering Jerusalem, is

feebler than those which precede it, and seems to have been

executed by the same hand which left its mark on the best

of the small miniatures. The character of the figures is feeble,

a prevalent red tone marks the high lights, and the shadows

are of a blueish green tint. More small miniatures follow;

they are worthy of little notice. At page 228 a large one

representing Mary at the Sepulchre, is by the same hand as the

Christ entering Jerusalem Then follows calligraphy vithout

painted subjects for many pages, a few small miniatures

further on, another large drawing at p. 270, and at p. 278 yet

another, which seems to have been executed by the same hand

as the first. From this page to p. 544, the numerous large and

small miniatures are not above the lowest average pieviousljr

* Biblia Sacra (Bibl. Kat.) 6829, u. s.

9 ^
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taken. Tlie picture at p. 544 is a representation of the Death

of the Virgin. Mary lies in a truckle bed surrounded by saints,

the episode of the Ascension is depicted higher up, and four

angels are seen touching instruments or singing on each side

of the principal group
;
above this again is the Virgin re-

ceiving a crown from a triple headed group surrounded by

led angels. The composition of this episodic miniature is

good as to distribution, but the manner is unlike that of the

first large drawing, particularly as regards colour. Two more

large miniatures follow, the first at p. 567, the second at

p, 618. The latter represents the Madonna enthroned and

receiving the blessmg of the Eternal, red angels hover

around
,
below the group are the patriarchs, below them again

saints having each an angel near him
j
lower still, female saints

marshalled in fair artistic order. The small miniatures con-

tmue onto the 649th page. The Latin wiiting without orna-

ment runs to the end of the Vol. at p. 711.

If Margaret Van Eyck ever painted pictures, the

memory of them has faded away. She died very shortly

after Hubert, and is said to have been buned by his

side.i Of the works assigned to her the majority are

careful, cold, and feeble. One, which may be taken as

an example of the rest, is the Virgin and Child in the

National Gallery, once in the Wallerstein collection at

Kensington Palace. 2

John Van Eyck’s widow paid the rent of his house

for two years after the pamter’s death, and then sold

it. She still lived in 1445, as we learn from her sub-

scribing to a lottery. 3 She seems to have died about

1448, when her daughter, Lyennie (Lievine) Van Eyck,

retired to a convent in her father’s native town of Mses-

1 Van Mander, u. s. 202 ,

2 London, National Q-aUery, No. 708. Wood, 7 3/^ inch. li.

by 6V2 inclies.
a 1440—41. Eeceptum anno 1441 victua Jobannis de Eyke

XXX sol. par. De Stoop, u. s. .cit. acc. of St. Donatian of
Bruges.— See also Messager des Sciences et des Arts. 8 ®.

0-lient. 1824. p. 51
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eyck. “A Lyennie van der Eecke fille de Jekan ran

der Eicke,” says Gr. Ponppet in Ms account for 1448-49,

“jadis painctre varlet de chambre de MdS. pour don

que MdS. lui a fait pour une fois pour Dieu et aulmosne,

pour soy aidier a mettre feligieuse en Teglise et mone-

stere de Mazeck ou pays de Liege . . . XXIIII.
francs.” i

Lambert Van Eyck, whose name survives in the

accounts of 1431,2 was employed on certain business

for the Duke ofBurgundy, and ceases to be noticed after

1441. The dispersion of the painters family seems,

therefore, to have been complete. The name of Yan
Eyck appears, however, to have been common even

in the household of the Dukes. In 1427, ‘‘Jehan van

Heck, escuier; 1434-35, Hayne van Heyk, horse-dealer;

1435-36, Henry Deick, Simon van der Eyke, cutler
;
be-

sides Peter, John, Gerard, Gaspard, Engelbert. Michel,

Jacques, Eudolph, and a second Henry van Eyck.'"®

Abbe Carton, whose praiseworthy researches have

been most useful, found the name of Yan Eyck no less

frequent in other places.^ In the records of the book-

sellers and illuminators of Bruges are Claeys van den

1 He LalDOide, Les Hues de B., u s Yol. I. p. 395—

6

2 1431. “A Lambert de Hech frere de Johannes de Hech
paintre de MdS. pour anoir est§ a plnsieurs foiz devers MS.
pour aucunes besongnes que MB. vouloit faire . . . YII 1. IX
sols”.

—

De Lab., u. $. Yol. I. p *257. G-acbaid, Bapport sur les

arch, de I’ancienne chambre des Comptes de Flandres a Lille,

p. 268. The above quotation has given nse to a belief (see

Carton, les trois freresYanEyck, and Waagen’s Kugler. 8° Lond.
1860. p. 73) that Lambert was a painter. As there are no
pictures signed by him, those left unfinished at Ypres, or a copy
of them formerly belonging to Mr. Yan der Schriek and now in

possession of Mr. Schollaert at Louvain, have been assigned to

him. In our opinion the words, paintre de MdS., refer to John
van Eyck

^ be Laborde, u, s. Yol. I. Introd. p. XXXYII.
4 C. Carton, Annales de la Soci6t§ d’Emulation de Bruges,

Tom. Y. 2® S6ne, No 3—4, p, 263.
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Eyck, member of the guild in 1458-59
;
De ytoi^w v. d.

Eyck, a member in 1478-79
;
and Hendric t. d. Eech,

in 1481-82. 'Mi Goetghebuer discovered one Jan van

Hyke, receiver of the hospital of St. Bavon, lez Gand,

in 1346. The name of Van der Eyken is still more

common. The only records which have not been no-

ticed in reference to John Van Eyck, are two; one of

salary paid, in 1432, * the other of money given by him

to an illuminator of Bruges for a MS. for the Duke. 2

The epitaph of John Van Eyck stiU stood in the

sixteenth century, in St. Donatian, and was inscribed

as follows, on a pillar of that church :

—

“Hicjacet eximii. clarus virtute Joannes,
In quo picturae gratia mira fuit,

Spirantes formas, et humum florentibus herbis
Pinxit, et ad vivum quodlibet egit opus.

Quippe illi Phidias et cedere debet Apelles,
Arte illi inferior ac Polycletus erat,

Crudeles igitur, crudeles dicite parca,
Quse nobis talem eripuere virum.

Actum sit lacrymis incommutabile fatum

,

Yivat ut in coelis jam deprecare Deum.”3

Funeral masses for the repose of the painter’s soul

were celebrated yearly; and the custom was kept up in

each July for upwards of three centuries, till the first

French revolution put an end to one, amongst other

ceremonies, which produced an annual revenue to the

church of 34 gros.-t

1 Be Laborde, u. s. Yol. I. p. 259. 0, Carton, u. s. p. 269.
2 Ib lb. p. 358.
3 Ysernewyk, u. s. c. 47., p. 119. Y. Mander, p. 203.
^ I)61epierre, Galerie d’artistes Brugeois. 8^. Bruges, 1840,

p. 11.



CHAPTEE lY.

. PETRUS CRISTUS.

Painters of various gifts and diverse talents have

been classed by historians of the later centuries as

disciples of the Van Eycks; but some of these hail

from Toumai, others from Brussels, Ghent, and Lou-

vain
;
and it is clear that they cannot all be what his-

tory pretends that they were. "We shall see how pro-

bable it is that Van der "Weyden, whom Vasari classed

amongst the genuine followers of John Van Eyck,

ascended to a station of importance in the hierarchy of

Flemish artists without being subordinate to the chiefs

of the schools of Ghent or Bruges. It will appear that

Hugo Van der Goes, though he spent some years at

Bruges, had his largest practice at Ghent
;
and, if we

judge of his manner by an altar-piece in Santa Maria

Nuova of Florence, he was imbued with a purely realis-

tic feeling, and manifested no bias for any one amongst

his contemporaries or predecessors. Gerard Van der

Meire, a guildsman of Ghent, one of the few painters

whose life is known, is also one of those to whom we
assign pictures from hearsay, but these pictures are all

in the same manner, and are the work of an artist very

slightly influenced by either of the Van Eycks. Justus

of Ghent, so far as we know him, is a Flemish naturalist

of the common type,* Not one of these men, except

Van der "Weyden, seems to have followed his profession
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as a master mucli before 1450 ;
and most of them lived

till the close of the 15th century.

One artist alone is present to us as a disciple of

John Van Eyck, and that is Petius Oristus, who imi-

tates his teacher in technical treatment, and a certain

partiahty for deep tone in flesh and in dress. That

Cristus was intimately acquainted with the models of

John Van Eyck's workshop we might almost guess from

the masks and shapes of his virgins and children
,
but

we trace it further in the use which he makes of the

master’s properties, such as carpets, hangings, and

accessories. In a panel preserved at Erankfort the

Turkish cloth under the Virgin’s feet is a counterpart

of that in John Van Eyck's Madonna of Lucca, and

the figures of Adam and Eve on the leg-posts of the

throne are adapted from those in the altar-piece of St.

Bavon.

According to a record of recent discovery Cristus

was the son of one Peter of Bserle near Deynze, and

he pimchased the citizenship of Bruges on the 6th of

July, 1444.1 It has been usual to assume that he was

born before 1400, because his Madonna at Franl^ort

purports to havejDeen executed in 1417. An attentive

examination of the date leads to the suspicion of a for-

gery, and we should probably read the ciphers as 1447.

Something in the style of Cristus’ pictures presupposes

an early connection with the schools of the Rhine, and
for this reason it was thought not improbable that he
might be the same individual who, under the name of

Cristophorus, painted an altarpiece in 1471 for the

Carthusians of Cologne but this is mere conjecture,

1 See the document in Beffroi. I. 236.
2 See the proofs in J. J.Merlo’s “Hachrichten von dem Leben

und den Werken Kolnischer Ktmstler,’’ 80. Koln, 1868, pp. 82
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and there is ample i)roof that whatever Cristus" wan-

derings may have been, he remained a citizen of Bruges

for half a century. According to De Laborde, Cristus

was not registered in the guild of St. Luke at Bruges

before 1450;^ but in 1446 he painted the likeness of

Edward Grimston, envoy of Henry the YIth to the Bur-

gundian court, now in possession of the Earl of Veru-

1am
;
in 1447, as we may believe, he executed the Ma-

donna of the Staedel collection, and in 1449 a large

altar-piece for the goldsmiths’ guild at Antwerp. His

works were exported beyond the seas
;
and fragments

of a triptych taken from a convent at Burgos bear the

date of 1452, and are carefully preserved in the Museum
of Berlin. 2 About 1454 he was sent by the Count

d’Etampes to Cambrai to make copies of a miraculous

Madonna recently carried thither from Rome and held

in veneration as the work of St. Luke.^ That Onstus

and his wife were ajSiliated to a rehgious brotherhood

at Bruges in 1462 has been proved by contemporary

records.^ The manufacture and repair of a tree of

Jesse for the annual procession of the Holy Blood at

and foUowing, and the same author’s “Meister der altkSlnischerL

Halerschule”, pp. 140—42. There is nothing improbable in the
statement that Cnstus should have painted at Cologne in 1471^

The picture which might settle the question is missing,
1 De Laborde. Les Dues de B., u. s Table alpbabetique

p. 552 and following.
2 Waagen. Deutsches Kunstblatt, 1854, p. 65, gives the

history of the purchase of this picture.
3 De Laborde (Les Dues de Bourgogne, u. s Preuves L

CXXYI) quotes the following: “Concluserunt dommi imagmem
h». Vgis. que legavit Mgr. Purseus du BruiUe, archid. Valenchen
ponenda esse in capella St^. trinitat ’’ (Sitting of Augnst 13,.

1451). *‘Ad requisitionem lUustris dhi comitis de Stampis, Petrus

Ciistus, pictor incola Brugen. Tornacen. Dioc.depixit tres ima-
gines ad similitudinem illius imaginis bai Mar. et Banctse Yirg..

quse in capella est trinitat. collooata.” (Sitting of April 24„

1454.)
^ Beffroi, u. s. 1. 237.
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JBruges is noted in the accounts of the city for 1463 and

1467. In 1469 Cristns was one of the “notables” of

his guild in 1471 he was one of the subdeans of that

body who helped to try Pierre Coustain and his assist-

ant Jehan Hervy for practising the art of painting

without paying dues to the corporation. It appears to

have been in evidence on this occasion that Coustain

was valet to the Duke of Burgundy, and the court de-

cided that he was on this ground exempted from the

charges and restrictions of his trade.

-

Petrus Cnstus was no worthy follower of Hubert

Tan Eyck, whose grandeur and simplicity were beyond

his comprehension; he was inferior to John Van Eyck

as a draughtsman and a colourist, yet as a portrait

painter he excelled. Unversed in scriptural lore, he

occasionally fell into the fanciful extravagances which

became disagreeable in Jerom Bosch. As a composer

of sacred altar-pieces he was laborious, painstaking, and

honest. What repels us most in his composed pieces

is the vulgar quality of the dramatis personcSj their

awkwardness of build, and conspicuous disproportion.

A wooden doll usually represents the infant Christ,

whilst the Virgin is a round-headed, full-cheeked dam-

sel with copious locks brushed behind the ear and fall-

ing to the shoulders. Hard outlines and superabundant

Jrapery are as characteristic of his style as deep toned

and brown coloured flesh tints; and his pictures in

their adumbrations are an exact contrast to the clear

ones of Van der Weyden. The alternate study of

Plemish and Cologne masters is evident in all panels

assignable to the master. Minuteness of detail and

sombreness of colour are peculiarities of the one, short

1 See Le Beifroi, u. s. I. 237.
2 Ibid. lb. 205.
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stature and round heads are knoTn features of the

other. At Cologne there had been two great painters,

Wilhelm, whose elegance of forms, whose kindliness of

expression and religious feeling appear to have been

appreciated by the younger Yan Eyck, and Stephen,

whose talent was cast in a less refined and less pleasing

mould. The sympathies of Cristus were apparently

with Stephen, and not with Wilhelm. Yet if we ask

where and when Cristus fell under the influence of the

Rhenish school, we may be forced to confess that there

is no proof of the fact beyond that which we find in

pictures. Cristus was unknown to Yan Mander, but

no stranger to Yasari or Guicciardini, ^ but neither of

the latter says that he was John Yan Eyck's pupil. W

e

may trace the dependence of the one on the other in

two ways; firstly, in pictures where the hand of the mas-

ter seems modified by that of a disciple, as in the Ma-
donna with the fountain of the Suermondt collection

secondly, in pictures with the disciple's signature, such

as that of the Staedel collection, where, as we saw, Cns-

tus appears to inherit the properties of Yan Eyck's

atelier. A very characteristic and interesting work of

his early period is the portrait of Edward Grimston,

executed, we may believe, at Calais, whither Grimston

came in 1446 on a secret mission to the Burgundian

court. The arms of Grimston are on the front, the

painter’s signature on the back, of the panel. The head

is that of a man of 50, vdih a long beardless face, wear-

ing a black hood and green vest, and a coat with red

1 Yasan, lY. 163. Guiccardini, u. s p. 124.

2 Aix La ChapeUe. Suermondt CoU. See antea in John
Yan Eyck. In the same style and piobably assignable to Cristus

IS the Yirgin and Ch. (Wood M. 1 29 h. by 0.80) from the Weyer
coUection Ho. 42 in the Museum of Brussels.
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sleeves. The tones are full and rich, and light and

shade are balanced in vigorous contrasts. ^

The Virgin at Frankfort sits, round faced and con-

tented, under a red damask dais, supported by crystal

columns with red curtains twined round them. She is

dressed in a dark blue tumc of great amplitude
;
with

her right hand she supports on her knee a naked mfant

with outstretched and ngid arms and legs
;

in her left

she holds a sprig of white flowers towards which the

Saviour's left arm is extended; the drapery falling

from her lap is fairly cast, and does not extend in the

profuse quantity peculiar to John Van Eyck, over the

raised throne on which the dais stands. To the left is

St. Jerom, bare-headed, in cardinal’s robes; behind

him a bit of Flemish interior, a trelhce-workedwindow^

with one of the shutters open, showmg the blue sky be-

hind
;
on the right St. Francis, bare-footed, carrying

a crystal jewelled cross, relieved on a clear landscape

viewed through an open door. It is a quiet scene with

more than the necessaiy share of stillness in it, wrapped

in a reddish dusky twilight, and without strong relief

or projection of shadow. The flesh is of a sombre and

ruddy tinge, the drapeiy not too cornered, the detail

minute and finished. The marks of hatching are nowhere

concealed, but, taken in its complete form, the picture

is not without power,2 Similar characteristics stamp

as an original Cristus a panel at the Madrid Museum,

1 Collection of the Earl of Vei-ulam, exhibited in 1866 at
South Kensington. Wood, 1 f. 2 V2 11* hy 0 f. 10^2 inches . , in-

scribed at the back, TETBUS XPI ME PEOIT A 1446.” To
Mr. George Scharf we owe it that this picture was rescued from
oblivion, he also estabhshed the identity of the person repre-
sented

2 No. 65, Staedel Gallery, Frankfort. Purchased from tlie

Aders’ CoUection, signed “Petrus Xpr me fecit, 1417.” Wood,
16'' 3'" hy 15" 9"'.
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divided into foui' compartments, representing the An-
nunciation, the Yisitation, the Bii'th of our Lord, and

the Adoration of the Magi. Bach of these subjects is

seen through a pointed arch, carved with subjects from

the Passion. Some of the figures have a faint resem-

blance to those of the Last Judgment by Cristus, at

Berlin, but their colouring and execution are more aldn

to the Madonna of Frankfort. i

St. Elisius, offering the ring to a youthful couple,

now in the collection of Mr. Oppenheim, at Cologne,

taxed the powers of Oristus, as compositions of a large

size generally taxed the Flemish painters of the fif-

teenth century, not perhaps to a great extent, but

sufficiently to make the effort visible. Marked by hard

outlines, and a tone more sombre and opaque than

usual, the disagreeable features of this picture are rend-

ered striking by its size.2

More ambitious in subject the panels of 1452 at

Berhn represent theLast Judgment and the Annuncia-

tion. The Saviour sits in the heavens holding up both

hands to show the stigmata. Bhs naked frame is

partly surrounded by a long red mantle, his feet rest

on a crystal orb, and his seat is on a rainbow; on

each side of him are the pillar and the cross, and a

couple of angels blowing brazen trumpets
;
below the

Saviour stand two groups of saints, one composed of

females, headed by the Yirgin, another of males pre-

sided by St. John the Baptist. In front, to the right and

left are two long benches resting in air, on which the

twelve apostles in monkish costume are seated; the

1 No. 454, Madrid Museum Catalogue. Wood, 2 feet 10

inches 6 lignes hy 3 feet 10 inches, Spanish measure, injured by
age

2 Cologne Mr. Oppenheim. Wood, inscribed: “u peti xpi
me fecit a° 1449.” Painted for the goldsmiths’ guild at Antwerp.
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sky beneath is light, and descends to a horizon ofwater

and hiUs, and a green meadow out of which men and

women may be seen issuing from their graves; a

black devil is dragging two of these from their earthly

resting places. In the foreground the Archangel in

black armour has felled the demon; his right foot

rests on the head of a skeleton whose arms support the

burning vault of hell, in which a stream of fire fed by

various monsters preys on the souls of the vicked.

In the expression of the faces there is nothing holy

or noble; the Saviour stares in wonder; the saints

display the act without the expression, of prayer. The

Archangel is ugly, with a large forehead and nose and

heavy eyelids
;
the Virgin and saints have the round

head of the Cologne school, and vestments of no great

elegance. The panel in short exhibits feeble powers of

composition, expression, and design, and betrays to

some extent that ignorance of legendary or traditional

lore which characterizes so many painters of the

period. The colour is disagreeable and raw, the outlines

are peculiarly hard and black, and a dull sunless twi-

light pervades the whole surface.

The second panel is divided into two parts. In the

upper is the Annunciation, the Virgin and announcing

Angel strongly marked by rotundity of head
;
through

the windows we see a hilly landscape with the Virgin

and St. Joseph, and three angels kneeling before the

Infant Saviour
;
in a hut, oxen and an ass. ^ In the lower

1 Berlin Museum. No. 529^ tlie Annunciation. No. 529*\ the
Last Judgment. Each panel 4 f 7 h. by 1 f. 91

/2 ,
inscribed in

the first: “Petrus Xpr me fecit,” in the second “Anno Domini
MOCCCLn.” Bought of Mi. Erasmelli, who purchased them at
Segovia whither they had been taken from Burgos. On the
outer sides are monochromes of St Peter and St. Paul.—A copy
of the Archangel is No. 47, second floor, second room, at the
Belvedere. Wood If. 6 h. by 0 f. 11.
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compartment is the Adoration of the Shepherds, one of

whom is remarkable for large eyelids and forehead-

On a smaller scale, and in the feeling of the Van
Eyck school, yet stiU very highly finished, are two wings

of a triptych in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg ^ re-

presenting an earlier foim of the art of Cristus vdth

many of the features which distinguish the panels at*

Berlin. Here too we have to deal with a picture ex-

ported abroad and purchased at Madrid. On one side

is Christ crucified between the thieves, Longinus

striking him with his lance, St. John Evangelist and

the Virgin fainting in the arms of the Maries
;
on the

other, Christ inJudgment, with the Vugm, the Baptist

and the apostles; and beneath them St. Michael, and

souls attacked by devils. In forms, faces, colour, and

expression the stamp of Cristus* art is unmistakeable^

Much in the spirit of John Van Eyck again, and,,

perhaps one of the best efforts of Cnstus, is a kneeling

patron recommended by SaintAnthony in a landscape,

a deep ruddy toned picture of fine execution in the

Grallery of Copenhagen;^ and a Virgin and Child of

the same quality in the Museum of Turin. ^ Very fine

also, and a favourable specimen of the manner of our

artist, are two portraits, male and female, at the Uffizi

in Elorence, ascribed to Hugo van der Goes, for the

sole reason that they belonged to the Hospital ofSanta

Mana Nuova.^ The male wears a black cap, and his

1 St. Petersburg. Hermitage, 444. Wood. Eacli panel
1 f. 33/4 h. by 8 inches and 3/^, bought in Spam by the late Prmce
Tatistcheff.

2 Copenhagen Museum. Ho. 167. Wood.
3 Tuiin Museum. Wood Ho. 359. M. 0,31 h. by 0,25.

4 Florence TJffizi. Ho. 749. Wood. Laige as life, fiom the

Hospital of Santa Maria Huova. On the back of the panels are

monochromes of the Yirgiu and Angel Annuntiate
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hair is cut across the forehead and round the head.

The dress of the period, a long sleeved mantle lined with

fur, covers his foim, and a jewelled collar hangs from

his neck. In his left hand is a missal. The female also

holds a hook, and wears a long blue cap and white veil,

a claret coloured dress, laced in front, and a warm

brovm jacket vdth light sleeves; a jewelled collar is

clasped on a thin neck, and a coral bracelet adorns

the wrist
;
through a window, we see a landscape with

figures. A coat of anns above the man^s head might

tell us w’ho he is; at present he passes for one of the

Portinari. If we believe, as the style tells us, that the

painter is Cristus, a clear proofis afforded of the clever

manner in which an artist of comparative feebleness in

subject pieces may display powder as a painter of por-

trait. Though deep toned and dimly brown, the flesh

tints are modelled most carefully and with consistence

ofimpast, the drawing is fii'm and correct, and light

and shade are admirably disposed.

In the same feeling, and full ofpower, is an embrowned,

ruddy portrait at the National Gallery, a likeness of

Marco Barbarigo, who was Consul of the Venetians in

London in 1449. Though here assigned to Gerard van

der Meire, the panel has much to remind us of Cristus

in the duskiness of its flesh tints, the glow of its colour

and the blending of its tones
;

it has not the searching

minuteness of John Van Eyck, but produces effect by

depth, richness, and oily polish. The face is young and

round, the coat is red, the hood cap with lappets of a

darkling purple is relieved on a brown green ground

;

in the right hand a letter bears the address of Marco
himself, t

1 London, National Grallery, No. 696, from the Manfrini Col-
Jection, Wood. Bust, 91/? inch. h. by “On the letter
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Another v’ork of this class ‘‘a Lady of the Talbot

family" in the Berlin Gallery is now deprived of its

colom‘ed glazing and was of old, it is said, inscribed

with the words "‘Opns Petri Christophori." This is not

the form in which Cristus usually signed his iiictures,

still it may be unsafe to affinn that the porh'ait is

not from his hand, it is certainly of the 15th century

both as regards costume and execution. The face is a

strange one, curiously marked by a Chinese obhquity m
the openmg of the eyes : the long cap and veil of the

period cover a forehead fi'om which the hair is all

brushed away
;
a gauze veil falls to the shoulders and

is fastened at the breast by a jim; the dress is a dark

bodice and a dark blue mantle lined with fun*. The
flesh tints and dress are painted in the technical

manner of the Van Eycks m cold but soft and

harmonious tones, with careful modelling and copious

colour; the drawing is firm without being hard, and

the embroidered details are in rehef. ^

It w’ould be unfair to assign to Cristus the Saint

Jerom in the Antwerp Gallery, which seems to be a

feeble production of the Flemish school of a later

penod.^

Two or three pictures once fonmng part ofthe Lyvers-

berg collection, were attributed to Christophorus who

painted the altar-piece of the Carthusians of Cologne;

but it IS enough to state that these compositions are of

a much later date than Petrus Cristus, and appear to

be the work of a painter bred in the secondary schools

read “Spetabili et egiegio Duo Marcho barbancho qd’n Speta-

bilis Dnj Eranzisj p^cburatoxis Sti STarzj, Londonis.”
1 Berlin jVIus Iso. 582. WTood, 11 inches b. by 9 inches fiom

the SoUy collection. The ground behind the bust is grey and
sombie.

2 Ho. 32, Ant-vr. Cat. Wood, 0,29 m. by 0,19.

10
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of Westphalia and caricaturing the manner of Lucas

of Leyden, whose name has been given to pictures in

that style in various galleries.

In the Madrid Museum there is a representation of a

clerical functionary of Cologne in prayer, attended by

St. John the Baptist, who holds the Lamb and book;

the Tirgin. close by, sitting on a couch. ^ The picture,

though attributed to Van Eyck, is rather in the manner

of Petrus Cristus
;

its hard outlines are particularly

noticeable, and the damage done to the panel increases

this defect. The head of the Virgin is round, after the

fashion of the iiamters of Cologne, and shows the study

of them school; whilst the lengthy extremities are cha-

racteristic of the disciples of John Van Eyck; the

legs of St. John the Bajitist are designed with truth,

notwithstanding their exaggerated thinness. Another

feature, which appears to be a reminiscence of the Van
Eycks, is that of the convex looking-glass, the chan-

delier, and furniture, which are enthely Flemish. This

panel most resembles that of St Ehsiiis—^in those parts,

at least, which are not too much injured. 2

1 Nos. 1401—1403, Madrid Catalogue. Signed “Aho niilleno

C. qnater xTtei et 0. hic fecit mister Henricus Weilis ni^’.

colon.” Wood, 3 f. 7 by 1 f. 8, Spanish measure This signature
is much damaged; and ^v'heie a blank is left are the lemnants
on the panel of a word.

2 fii the Brussels Museum is a Yirgin and child ascribed to
Cristus. It was originally in the abbey of Endingeu m West-
phalia and was purchased for 900 thalers 135) at the Weyei
Sale, in Cologne. (Not seen) A false Cristus is that lepresentmg
the coronation of Empei or Erederick II (Wood)m 0,73 h. by 0,72,

in possession of Mr. Banter in Munich.
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GEEAED TAX DEE :UEIEE.

Amoxgst the painters of the Flemish school whose

names have been historically preserved, Grerard Van
der Meire may be taken as havAg held at Ghent a

position similar to that of Cristns at Bruges. He is

described, on doubtful authority, as a impil of Hubert, ^

but Tan Mander says that he began life after the

death of John Yan Eyck; and he was not free of his

guild at Ghent until 1452.2 It is our misfortune to be

unable to trace a single one of the works assigned to

him by old authors, a Madonna at Samt Bavon of Ghent,

a Lucretia, and the likeness of a nun but Gerard's

rise to honour in the guild, and his election to sub-dean

of the corporation in 1474, tell of steady and respectable

practice.-^ Taking an altar-piece in Saint Bavon of

Ghent as a genuine specimen of Gerard's manner, we
have hardly an impress ot Yan Eyck's teaching. The
centre panel contains the crucifixion, the wings, Moses

1 ]Ur- Delbecq’s Chroniq-ae manuscnte du 15® siecle, cit. in
Alessager des sciences etc^. de Belgique 1824. p 132. This AES.

chronicle is now supposed to have no claim to originality. See
Enelens Notes et additions, n. s., CXYIII.

2 Yan Mander, u. s., 205. “Meester Gheraert van der Meire
IS. (filins) Pieter.” List of the corporation of St, Lnke, in E. de
Bnsscher’s Eecherches snr les peintres Gantois. 8^. Gand. 1859.

p. 205.
s Chronique, u. s

,
Sanderus, De Gand. Erud, etc. u. s., 47.

Yan Mander 205.
4 List of the corporation in de Busscher, Eecherches, u. s.,

209 ,

, 10
^
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striking the rock, and iloses raising the brazen sei^pent.

There is something in the total absence of skill Thich

marks these compositions to prove that the painter was

of moderate powers; feelmg, expression, atmosphere,

and tone are alike wanting. Light flesh tints of opaque

substance are mildly rounded with ash greys which

give but an imperfect idea of rotimdity or relief.

Dresses, in the fashion of the 15th century^ are cast

into broken folds and finished with xiainful minuteness

;

length and slenderness and bony rigidity characterize

the figures. Are we-to beheve that this altar-piece was

executed by ‘‘ Ger. Van der Meeren," whose name it

bears
;

is the signature a forgery, or is the original cha-

racter of the panels lost under modern restoring? We
might be tempted to answer some of these questions in

the affii'mative, and must, indeed, do so if Van der

Meire is to be considered something more than a mere

house-painter.

Two pictures in the Gallery of Berlin have been

assigned to Gerard van der Meire, either because the

name traditionally clung to them or because, in certain

general featimes, they resemble the altarpieceof Ghent.

The first of these represents the Visitation and a

kneeling abbot in a landscape of houses, trees, and

hiUs.i The proportions ofthe figmes, owing, perhaps, to

the peculiar state of the two principal ones, are some-

what short, those of the faces are a little long. The
Virgin’s hair is parted on a very broad forehead, and

falls in locks over her blue mantle
;
a thin neck, a long

nose, a small mouth, and a soft expression, mark the

face
;
the hands are delicate and carefully detailed, the

draperies somewhat angular; a palhd general tone

1 Xo. 542. Berl. Cat. 1 f. 10, 2 by 1 f. 8,2. pnis. measme.
Wood.
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of clear and rosy hue is faintly relieved by dainty

shadovr. A general tint pervades the foregi'ound of

flowers, the distant houses, and landscape, -^hich have

not the charm of atmosphere peculiar to the Van Eycks

;

the carnations are melted into each other with great

care
,
the vestments are painted with body of colour,

and golden rays form the nimbus of the Virgin and St.

Elizabeth. In the second picture, ^ which represents

the Epiphany, the same style and ti'eatment may be

observed, although the surface is damaged by rub-

bing do^vn.

.A more perfect rendering oi the Visitation by the

same hand may be seen in the gallery of Baron

Speck von Stemburg at Lutschena near Leipzig, 2 its

careful execution and perfect state of preservation

affording an excellent example for study, and, if it be

by Van der Meire, justifymg Van Mander's praise of

the painter. St. Elizabeth and the Virgin have met

on a path leading from a block of castellated buildings

on the right hand, St. Elizabeth clad in a light red

dress »and mantle, with a white cap on her head, the

Virgm, with flowing hair, habited in a purple tunic

and blue mantle lined with grey fur. The state of the

two females is marked with realistic precision, and

further indicated by the reciprocal movement of the

thin arms and elegant hands of each on the person of

the other. In the distance are trees, a pond with swans,

a plain with figures and distant hills, and a pure blue

sky with silver-edged clouds. The Virgin’s brow is

large and spacious; the face and nose are rather

long, the mouth small, the eyes meek in expression,

and the neck slender; and a clear paflor contrasts

1 Ko. 527. Berl, Cat. 1 f. 10, 21i. by 1 f. 8 1/2 Hrus. meas. Wood.
2 1 f. 111/2 li. by 1 f. IV2 English. Wood.
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Titli the deeper complexion of St. Elizabeth, whose

small hands, Tith gi'aceful but minute detail of parts,

are marked by distinct wrinkles at the joints. Both

figures, for the reason already mentioned, seem some-

what short in stature
,
and, OTing to a high centre of

vision, appear less firm on the gi’ound than they might

be. The colour of the flesh tints is pale and rosy, mo-

delled with gi^eat care and softness, and without much

shadow
;

the landscape and high lights of the clouds

are firmly touched, and give a pleasing effect to the

scene, which, particularly in the full vegetation of the

foregi'ound, and broken nature of the nearer parts,

is deficient in aerial perspective ; the drapery has

a certain angularity, and is worked in vith a full

body of colour. In comparing this picture with others

of the Flemish school, we shall discover a manner dis-

tant from that of the Van Eycks, nearer to that of Van
der Weyden, and not in the least resembhng that of

Memhng. Akin to this in treatment, but not quite so

delicately handled, is a Visitation in the Gallery of

Turin. ^

The pictures of Berhn lead up to that of Liltschena,

which, in its turn, is a guide to a still more important

work in the National Gallery, the subject of which is

the exhumation of St. Hubert, bishop of Liege, whose

body,m full canonicals, is partially raised out of a vault

by two uncowled monks, 2 A bishop waves a censer at

the feet of the saint, whilst a pious crowd of clerks 'and

laymen stand in mourning around. The scene is laid

1 Turin Museum Xo. 312. Wood, m 0,89 h. by 0,36. No. 320,
a patron in prayer, is of tbe same size and pait of the same
piece, but the head is new.

2 London National Gallery. No 783 Wood, 2 f III/2 h. by
2 f. 8., from the Beckford and Eastlake coUections, now assigned
to D. Bouts.
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in a Gothic chiu’ch. dedicated to St. Peter, Tvhose statue

stands in a niche alDOTe the altar; helow it a figure of

St. Hubert, adorning a bronze relirfuaiy, is surmounted

by a crucifixion in dead colour. The stone laiKng

which surrounds the altar allows a curious face here

and theie to peer out
;
on the pinnacles of the columns,

which support a series of arches, are statues of the

apostles. The composition, movement, and perspective,

the types of the heads are amongst the fine ones of the

Flemish school. For intelligence of form, character of

head, and varied expression, the painter rivals Tan der

TTeyden; his touch in details of beard, hair, and ac-

cessories also recalls the manner of the Brussels master,

but the stature of the figures, their position on the

ground, the clear, transparent, and melted tones of the

flesh tints, unrelieved by strong contrasts of light and

shade, betray another hand, which may be that of the

pamter of the Yisitation at Ltltschena.

A picture in the National Gallery, ^ representing a

Carmelite monk, supiiorted by a mitred figure, bearing

a crozier, is attributed to Geraid Tan der Meire. It is

executed in the old method of mixed tempera and oil,

which is to be found in Broederlam and others of his

time. The face of the kneeling Carmelite is soft, and

may very properly be marked amongst the happiest

efforts ofa master, whose rich ornamentations are jewels

ahke in finish and purity.

An altar-piece, in the church of St. Sauveur at

Bruges, bears the spurious inscription, -‘Meeren, 1500.”

It IS in bad condition, and the colom' has scaled off in

several places. The subjects are the Crucifixion, Chidst

1 No. 264, Nat. Gal. Cat. Wood, 2f. 41/2 in* 9 indies, well

preserved, from Mr. Kruger’s collection at Minden.
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canning the Cross, and the Descent from the Cross

;

but in design, feeling, and colour they are inferior to

those of the altar-piece at Ghent, and them tone is

paler and colder.

Several pictures maybe seen in the Gallery of Ant-

werp of which the style and manner are not dissimilar

from those of the altar-piece of Bruges. On a triptych

which represents the Carrying of the Cross, the Pre-

sentation in the Temple, and Chiist among the Doctors,

are the Gothic initials D. B. A. S.,^ which are not m-
dicative of any name in history. This triptych, together

with a diptych representing the Mater Dolorosa and

the Donatrix.2 and two pictures of Christ on the Cross,

^

and Christ m the Tomb, are from the church of Hoog-

straaten,

We may add to this list an Annunciation, attributed

to a scholar of Van Eyck, in the Madiud Museum. ^

A celebrated Breviary in the library of St. Mark
at Yenice, once the property of Cardinal Grimani, con-

tains miniatures assigned to Memling, Gerard of Ghent,

Lieain de Witte, and others. Gerard of Ghent is said

to have executed no less than 125 of these minia-

tures and some wiuters assume that he is identical

with Gerard Van der Meire. Van der Meire may have

worked in conjunction with, scarcely in continuation of,

Memling. But there were other Gerards of Ghent

besides Van der Meire, Gerard Horenbaut, whose

styl^ IS much in the formal and finished one of the early

1 Antwerp Mus. Kos 383, 384 and 385. The first 0,65, Erencli
measure. The second and third 0 92 by 0.31.

2 Antwerp Mus. Nos. 388 and 389. 0 76 m, hy 0.60, Eiench
measure

3 Antwerp Mus. No. 386. 0.93 m. hy 0.65, French measure.
^ Antwerp Mus No 387. 1.03 m. by 0.32, French measure.
^ No. 408, Madrid Cat. 2 f. 8 i. 6 1. by 2 f. 6 i., Spanish meas.
6 Anonimo di Morelli, u. s., p. 78.
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miniaturists, is more i>robably the person alluded to:

^

and this is confirmed, on examination of the miniatures

themselves, by the fact that those vrhich are not by

Memling are by a more modem hand. Horenbaut is

well knovTi to have lived as late as the year 1533, and

is, therefore, more likely to have been the painter than

Gerard Van der Meire. Lievin de Witte, who lahoui'ed

at the Breviary. IS also undoubtedly an artist of the 16th

century
;
and these miniatures must for that reason be

rejected as works of Yan der Meire.2

The following respecting Jan Van der Meire. brother

of Gerard, is copied from Immerzeel:—‘‘Jan Yan der

Meire was, like his brother, a pupil of the brothers Yan
Eyck, and completed, amongst other pictures, one for

Charles the Eash, representing the Installation of the

Order of the Golden Eleece. This artist was much
esteemed at the court of the last Duke of Burgundy,

whom he followed in his campaigns. He died at Xevers

m 1471.’*^ Immerzeel does not give any authonty for

these statements
;
and it is curious to find that an artist

of the same name is registered in the guild of Antwerp

in 1506.“^ JanYan der Meire is named as the composer

of two missing pictures, the Martyrdom of St. Lievin,

and thejJJartyi*dom of St. Bavon once in the Abbey of

St. Bavon. ^ Yan derMeme orYan Meire was a common
name at Ghent in the 14th and 15th centuries. The

register of the guild is inscribed with the names of

several pamters who may or may not be of one family.

1 Horenbaut painted long at Hbent, amongst otheis for

Lievin Hngbeuois, abbot of St Bavon, a gieat patron of artists.

2 We saw the portrait of Barbaiigo at tbe National G-allery

IS piobably not by G. van der Aleire (antea p. 144.)

3 Immerzeel JEollandsche ende Ylamsche Zowsf, p. 212.

4 EeifiPenberg, De la peinture sur veiie aiix Pays Das. S*',

Brux. 1832.
5 See de Busscber, u. s

, p. 167.
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Baldwin Tan Meii'e was free of the guild iii 1370, sworn

arbitrator in 1374, and dean (dekin) in 1375 and 1383.

Huughe Tan Meire was a master in 1379. Gillis Tan
der Meire entered the guild m 1403, and was sworn

arbitrator m 1409 and 1417.

Hugo Tan der Meme was master in 1413, swoin

arbitrator in 1421. In 1436 Jan Tan der Meii'e, who

may pos&ibly be the peison mentioned by old authors

as brother (or cousin) of Gerard, was made free of the

guild, as the son of Gilhs Tan der Meire. He was

sworn arbitrator in 1447 and 1457, and dean m 1473

and 1477.

In 1440 Gillis, son of Jan Tan der Meiie, also en-

tered the guild, and was chosen to act as sworn arbi-

trator in 1459, In 1443 Henry Tan der Meire, son of

Gillis, became free of the guild, and in 1471 Peter, also

son of Gillis, was admitted. The latter was arbitrator

in 1482, and dean in 1485. Members of the same

family are still found on the register in the 16th cen-

tury, i

1 Ib. ib. pp. 187 218.
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HUGO VAN DEE GOES.

Oliytee de la Maeche^ in Ms ilemoirs, gives a

picturesque account of the wedding of Margaret of

York and Charles of Burgundy at Bruges in 1468,

telling how the ingenuity of mechanics was exhausted

in getting up ‘‘mysteries"' for the pleasure and amuse-

ment of the guests, how the streets and houses of

Bruges, as well as the Palace of the Prince, were

adorned with canvases, stretched on frames, pamted

hy the skilful artists of the Belgian cities.^ Pestivities,

eating, drinking, jousts, and spouting, are minutely

described whilst the canvases unhappily receive no

attention. The story of the wedding, and the progress

of the new princess from Damme to Bruges might

gracefully fill a page
,
one fact in it deserves attention.

Amongst the noted persons who accompanied Charles

were the burgesses of the city, the various guilds of

trade, and merchants of the foreign companies, the

wealthiest of whom was Thomaso Portinari, agent of

the Medici at Bruges, who rode in the procession at

the head of the company of Plorentines, attired m the

dress of counsellor of the Duke. "‘The agents of the

Medici,’^ says Comines, “have always had such credit

under cover of their name, that it would be marvellous

could we believe all that has been heard and seen

1 Memoiies de la Marche, 8vo Ghent, 1566, p. 524,
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respecting them. One whose name is Thomas Portu-

nary, I have known to stand as pledge between King

Edward and Duke Charles of Burgundy for 50,000

pieces on one occasion, and 80,000 onanother.”i

Thomaso was descended, they said, from Eolco Porti-

nari. founder of Santa Maria Xuova at PJorence, and

father of the Beatrice whose beauty won the heart of

Dante. He was a rich merchant and patron of the

Flemish painter Hugo van der Goes. Hugo was of a

family well known in the annals of his craft in Belgium.

An artist of his name was free of the guild of St.

Luke at Ghent in 1395. Lievin van Goes matriculated

in the same trade in 1406. Hugo was himself a master

at Ghent as early as 1465 but it is uncertain whether

he was bom at Ghent, at Bruges, or at Antwerp. ^ We
cannot trace him with any certainty to the workshop

of either of the Yan Eycks, nor is there any reason to

think that m the earlier days of his practice he followed

the restless habits of his jirofessional brethren and

wandered from place to place. On the contrary, the

slight memoranda that are preserved describe him as

inhabiting Bruges, where a striking breadth of hand

and capacity for large productions brought him into

notice. Experience had taught the Flemings, as we
have seen, that wall distemper was not suited to their

climate; but the necessities of their shows, their

partiahty to ornament, required to be satisfied. Tnp-

1 Memoires de Comiues.
2 De Busschei. Eecherclies, u. s

, pp. Ill— 114.
3 Guicciardini (u. s. 124), Yas. (I. 168 and Xm. 149) say

Antwerp A record which leads to the belief that Hugo was
employed to value a picture by Bienck Bouts would favour the
assumption that Hugo was a native of Ghent. See postea in D.
Bouts. Yan Mander caUs him “Hughe van der Goes schilder
vanBrugghe” (u. s. 204), and is foUowed in this by Sanderus
(Elandria Illust. I. 13
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tychs were small and costly, aiTas was brilliant but

expensive. Hugo, extending the expenence wliich he

had probably gained in his earliest youth in the paint-

ing of shields and banners, ti'ansferred scriptui'al sub-

jects to supple cloths which adTantageoiisly replaced,

whilst they were cheaper than, an-as, and thus he

acquired, at once a hTehhood and fame. These can-

vases executed in tempera coloui-s came rapidly into

such demand and were so easily produced by Tan der

Goes, that Van Mander says he filled the churches and

mansions of Bruges and even those of Ghent with

them.^ Hugo's hand being thus broken in to large

subjects, he found an additional source of income in

making cartoons for glaziers. 2 At the same time the

education which he had received, it matters httle

whether in Van Eyck's ateher or elsewhere, secured to

him commissions for altar-pieces. Atwhat time he was

invited to undertake the triptych in which Thomaso

Portmari caused himself to be introduced in company

with his wife and family is unknown, but the altar-

piece is one of the most important for its size that was

produced in the middle of the 15th century, and still

exists in the Hospital of Santa Maria Nuova at Flo-

rence; nor is it without interest to remember that

Vasari, by informing us that Hugo was the painter

of this work, gave us the only clue to the master's

style. 3 '

The subject depicted is the Adoration of the Shep-

herds. In the central panel a long lank Infant Saviour

lies naked on the ground m a htter of straw, illumi-

nating, by the supernatural halo that encircles him.

1 Van !M!ander, p. 204. Yseinewyli:, Hist, van Belg p. 133.

2 Ibid lb.

3 Vasari, I. 163.
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the ligure of the kneeling Yirgin. Two angels are

prostrate to the Saviours left, two more behind the

Virgin; and others soar in the space above; St. Joseph

to the left seems lost in contemplation
;
the shepherds

on the right have entered the ruin where thg. Savioui'

lies
;

an ox and an ass ruminate m the background,

which is marked on that side by a lane, on the other

by a landscape in which the angel appears to the

shepherds. On the left vung of the altar-piece kneel

the donor and two youths supported by St. Anthony

and St. Matthew, in the open distance we see the flight

into Egyiit. The right wing represents the patroness

and two young girls in the long cap and veil of the

period, kneehng and supported by St. Margaret and

St. Mary Magdalen, in a landscape enhvened by minia-

ture episodes. As a composer Hugo shows little genius

;

but he commits no striking mistakes. He distributes

his figures with care and gives them appropriate pro-

portions, they are e\ en well drawn, of marked indivi-

duality, and in fair action; but there is a curious

inequality in the conception of male and female form.

Something engaging and above the common in the

graceful shape and attitudes of female saints of slender

build counterbalances a superabundant realism in face

and expression. The males are more disappointing ;

—

Christ as usual of ill considered build, and coarse in

limb and foot; the shepherds more vulgar still, and

the drapery cast in artificial and angular folds. Nor
are these defects made good by charms of tone or at-

mosphere such as cover defects in the pictures ofJohn

Van Eyck. It may be that the panels have suffered

from abrasion and restoring, but the flesh tints are of

chalky coldness, and not without marked rawness
;
and

the contrast between pallid female and ruddy male skin
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is very strong- In one respect Van der Groes is a tine

child of the Netherlands; his portraits are good and

true and full of life as compared with his ideal imper-

sonations. ^

Van Mander tells an anecdote which curiously

illustrates the character of Van der Goes. He con-

ceived an attachment for a lady, the daughter of one

Jacob Weytens. As a memento of this attachment he

painted a picture representing the meeting of David

and Abigail. It was not Abigail coming with loaves,

sheep, and wine laden on asses, to deprecate the wrath

that had been Idndled against Xabal, but Abigail

coming to meet David after the death of Nabal. and

accompanied by five damsels. Van Mander and Lucas

de Heere, who saw the picture, dwell on the beauty of

Abigail and the damsels, and describe David as ad-

vancing to meet his bride on horseback. The question

which yet remains to be solved is, whether the picture

in which Hugo represented himself as David, and

therefore “comely,’’ and the daughter of Jacob TVeytens

as Abigail- was a memento of an accomplished fact or

a mere manifestation of his wishes as to the final result

of the attachment. There is no historical evidence that

Hugo was ever manned.

The loss of this picture was perhaps coeval with

that of a crucifixion in St. Jacques of Bruges, in which

Christ was represented on the cross between the

1 Elorence. Santa Maria Nuova. Wood, life size. Tlie ge-

neral tone of the pictures is now cold and grey. The flesh tints

aie yellowish in light and reddish in the tiansitions leading to

cold'grey shadow. The whole is modelled hardly hut carefully

with a stiff substantial layer of colour; hut it is to be taken into

consideration that the surfaces are ahiaded. The vestment
tints are harsh and strong, and shaded with changing hues.

2 Van Mander, 203.
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thieves, and the Yirgin Mary with other figures was

thrown upon the foreground. It was Dtirer's good

fortune to see and admire this work, which unfor-

tunately perished after it had once been rescued by

extraordinary means from the hands of iconoclasts. ^

If it could be proved that Van der Goes was the

painter to whom the parliament of Paris applied for

the execution of a picture, we should have evidence

that he visited the French capital about the time of

the celebrated Ghent insurrection. It appears from

the registers of the Parliament, that there were pay-

ments still due in 1454 to a nameless artist for execut-

ing the “picture of the great room” which still hangs

above the judges’ seat in the Cour d’Appel in Paris;

and tliere is no difficulty in supposing that this name-

less artist was Van der Goes. Though it was covered

till (iiiite lately with a red varnish, this remarkable

senes of panels had many features in common ^vith the

Portiiiaii nativity at Florence, and it is certainly the

work of a man deeply versed m the lessons of painting

as taught in Belgium towards the middle of the 15th

centiuy. On the central piece Christ is seen on the

cross witli the Virgin fainting in the forogroimd; and

in the hilly distance, a view of old Paris figures for

Jerusalem whilst to the right and left the Baptist and

St. Louis, St. Denis, St. Charlemagne, and John

the Evangelist stand in attendance; a niche above

the cross contains a bust of the Eternal. What strikes

us most here is the profusion of ornamental acces-

sories, and a general absence of strong shadow. Tlic

1 Van Mander, 204. Sanderujs, Plandi. Illusi. Bilrer, JEleli-

qmen, ed. Oampe. 12<>. Kurnberg, 1828 pp. 121. Tlie panel was
painted over and inscribed with the 12 commandments, then
restored and lost.
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figure of tlie is a fine and powerfully wrought

creation.^

After the Ghent troubles of 1450—53 Hugo van

der Goes appears to have left Biniges, and settled at

Ghent, where he continued to show the versatility of

his talent alternately by painting large scenic can-

vases or small altar-pieces, and drawing cartoons for

glaziers. One of these cartoons is described by Van
Mander who thought it not unworthy of John Van
Eyck himself it had been executed for the church of

St. Jacques at Ghent. A votive altar-piece rejiresent-

ing the Virgm and serving to commemorate the death

of one Wouter Gaultier elicits praise equally high;

it also stood in St. Jacques of Ghent, and was preser-

ved on the tomb of Gaultier. ^ In another portion of

the same church there hung a large crucifixion also

by Hugo, in which the Saviour was represented cruci-

fied between the two thieves. ^ No dates are given and

no clue has been discovered to prove the exact period

when these pictures were completed.

In 1468 the wedding of Margaret of York with

Charles the Hash took iilace, and Van der Goes with

one Daniel de Hycke was summoned to Bruges to

paint decorations or entremets:, which on that occa-

sion were ordered on a scale of great splendour.

Both Daniel de Hycke and Van der Goes were at

this time free of the guild of St, Luke; the former

1 Pans. Cour d’appel. Wood, m. 3.30 h by 2 28 See also

the lecords inAIi. Leon Lagrange’s article in the G-azette des

Beaux Alts foi 1866 'Vol. XXI p. 582 The picture was restored

in 1866 and shorn of the led varnish that coveied it. On the

foreground is a dog, a death’s head, and oioss bones,

2 Van Mander, p. 203
3 Ibid
4 Van Mandei, p. 2(j4.

11
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worked in the entremets: at a daily salary of 20 sols,

the latter at the rate of 14 sols.^ It is somewhat

puzzling to find an utterly unknown craftsman 2 re-

ceiving more than Van der Goes whose fame was

already well established, but it seems unfair to draw

any inferences from this fact as regards the attain-

ments of the painters, insomuch as a few months later

both of them were again employed, and the proportion

of salary paid to each was reversed. Van der Goes

receiving more, and De Rycke less. Margaret of York

having gone through the ceremonies of her marriage

at Bruges, proceeded shortly afterwards to Ghent,

where immense preparations were made for her ’^^Joyeiise

e7itree.^^ The men employed on this occasion were

Hugo and Daniel de Rycke, assisted by their several

journeymen (hulperen). De Rycke produced the alle-

goncal figui’es in front of tlie gates called the Wal-
poorte and the Torrepoorte, Hugo, the allegorical and

historical figures placed in the streets through winch

the procession passed.'^ On tins occasion Van der Goes

received 14 livres de gros, De Rycke only 5.

Prom that time forward Hugo van der Goes ap-

pears to have been almost exclusively employed by the

“ec/zmns” of Ghent when there was occasion for a

public display. Having been made free of the guild of

St. Luke previous to 1467, he rose soon after to the rank

of sub-dean, and during the three consecutive years,

1472—75, he was appointed dean or elder of that cor-

1 BeiffeiilDorg, Appendix to Bai ante’s Hist, des Dues d(‘Doin-
gogne, Coniptes de Eastre Hollet.

2 Do Hycko is only known from tUe uccounts of tlie niunici-

liality of Bruges and Ghent.

2 Ooniptes do la Yille de Gand ap De Busschor, Eeoh. sur les

aitistes GantoLs, p. 105.
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poration. ^ In pursuit of the ordinary duties which de-

volved upon him he finished in 1468 the papal scutcheons

that were hung in the churches of Ghent on the occasion

ofthe “pardon” proclaimed by the Pope. In 1470, 72, 74

he completed a number of scutcheons of the same kind

as well as numerous allegorical and historical figures

exhibited on the days of the popular festivities : of the

Rhetoricians, the inauguration and solemn entry into

Ghent of Charles the Rash, and the funeral of Philip

the Good, whose body, before it was transferred to

Dijon, lay in state in the collegiate church of Ste.

Pharailde (Jan. 1, 1474).2

Towards the close of a laborious life Van der Goes

entered the convent of Rooden Olooster or Rouge
Cloitre near Brussels and spent there the last of his

days. The cause of his determination to take the frock

remained a secret, but the stories of his demeanour

and conduct, chronicled in the annals of the monastery

show that he was frequently assailed with doubts as to

Ins prospect of salvation in the next world; and that

these doubts at last drove him mad. Amongst the

monks with whom he most constantly associated

Caspar Offhuys of Toumai is known as the author of

1 The date of Hugo’s admission to the freedom of his guild

at Ghent cannot he ascertained. But this much is proved beyond
a doubt He was swoin aibitrator in 1468. Ho painter could rise

to that rank who had not for at least one year enjoyed the free-

dom, and paid the usual fees of admission to the guild (neeringhe).

Ho painter could take the freedom unless he had previously le-

sided one year in Ghent. Hence it becomes certain that Hugo
must have returned to his native place as caily as 14b6. See De
JBusscJier, n s

,
Hecherches sm les arhsics Ga?ifoiSj p. 1113. See

the same authoiity, p. 117, fur the proots that Hugo held the
ojQSce of dean (Dekin) in the guild of St Luke in 73—75

2 The Pope’s bull of general grace and pardon was issued

for 64 days after advent in 1468. (UeBusscliGi, u s, pp 70,

105—6.

ll-i
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a chronicle *written at Eouge Cloitre in 1500. In this

chronicle we find an entire passage treating of Van
der Goes,—a passage giTing evidence of the painter's

celebrity amongst his contemporanes and showing

that he counted amongst his admirers persons of

exalted station. "I was a novice when Van der Goes

was a novice."’ says Offhuys. “He was so celebrated as

a painter that it was said his like could not be found

even beyond the Alps
5
he had been good rather than

great in his earlier years, yet the prior, at his recep-

tion and during his probation, allowed him to indulge

in pleasures which more surely recalled worldliness

than penitence and humility; and the prior's tolerance

was not seen without jealousy by some of our brethren.

Numbers of people of rank, the Archduke Maximilian

amongst the rest, constantly came to see him and

admire his pictures
,
and through them intercession he

obtained permission to frequent the guest room and

join the strangers' dinners. No doubt he was subject

to fits of melancholy, often thinking how he should

complete the mass of works which he had to do
;
but

what did him most harm was his copious indulgence

in wine at the strangers' dinner table. Eive or six

years after he professed he went with his brother

Nicholas and others to Cologne, and on his retium he

was seized with such a hot fit that but for his friends

he would have laid violent hands on himself. He was

brought back vdth difficulty to Brussels, and there the

prior, who had been sent for, endeavoured to soothe his

passion with the sound of music; but for a time

nothing would quiet him, and he laboured long under

the belief that he “was a son of perdition.” At last he

improved; and then, of his own accord, he gave up the

habit of attending in the refectory, and took his
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meals the lay brothers. That ^'ine might have

had something to do vrith the frenzy of Yan der Goes
is not improbable. In 1478 he v’as despatched to

Louvain to value a picture which Dierick Bouts had
left unfinished at his death; and the pajmient which

he received for his services was a stoup of Ehine

wine.-

Hugo died in 1482, and the monks ofEouge Cloitre

'vvTote upon his tomb

:

‘‘Pictor Hugo V. der Goes liumatus quiescit

Bolet ais cum similem sibi modo nescit.”3

The name ofYan der Goes is given to a Yirgin and

Child in the Ufifizi at Florence, which is totally unlike

the nativity of Santa Maria ]Jsuova ; the tj-pes are as

ugly, and the outlines as hard, as those of Joachim Pa-

tenier, or such as are found inMuseums under the name
of Conrad Fyol of Frankfort.^ A Yirgin and Child in

the late Puccini collection at Pistoia bore the mono-

gram H. B., and yet was assigned to Yan der Goes.

We may tium from this feeble production of a German
painter of the 16th century to a more important and

interesting work in the church of Santa Maria del Gesu

1 Origmale Uenobii Eubesevallis in Zonia prope Biuxellam
in Hrabancia, cit. by A. Wauteis in Bulletins de I’Acad. Eoyale
de Brux., u. s. Ho 5. Tom, 15, pp 723, 743.

2 ‘"Baer voer bem ende synen kinderen vergouwen ende be-

taelt beeftjter estumatien ende scattingenvan eenen den notabel-

sten scildere die men bmneu den land© bier omtrent "w^iste te

vindene, die gbeboren es van der stad van Gbendt, ende nu wo-
necbticb es in Eooden Oloestere in Zuenien, de sonune van
guldens voiscieve gul XXXVI. pi.’’ Scbayes(M.A. G.B.)

fiom tbe Louvain archives in Bulletins de I’Academie Eoyale de

Belgique. Tom.XIII. No. 11. p. 8 Wauters in Pincbart’s Annot.,

11 . s., p. CCX.XX1,
3 Sweertius, lUonnm. Sepulcra^ Brabantiae, 120. Antiv 1613,

p. 323. Wauteis in Pincbart’s Annotations, n. s
,
CCXXVI.

* Gallery of the Uffzi No. 698 2^ 6^ lo', by 2^ 1', 8^.
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at Polizzi in Sicily, an altar-piece in cliaracter like that

of Santa ^Maria Xuora at Florence, and brought by

chance to present resting place. ^ The vessel on

]>oiir(l of which the pictui*e was freighted went ashore

near Palermo, and the altar-piece was rescued from the

waves and presented to the church of Polizzi. The

Virgin sits un a gilded chair under a round curtained

dais of gold : the Infant Saviour, sitting in a long blue

dress, which exposes the gi’eater paii of his frame

and leg^. places Ins hands on the leaves of a book on

the Virgin's lap . four angels play or sing on each

side: a distance of trees belund a wall and a fore-

ground of herbs and flowers complete this portion of

the pictui’e. On the panel to the left, St. Catherine, in

ciHwn and veil, sits reading, whilst a peacock stmts on

a distant wall : to the right stands St. Barbara. The
affected attitude of the features, and the regular

hands of the Virgin, are distmctly Flemish, equally

so are the draperies, the angels’ copes, and the jewelled

omanients : characteristic of the same school are the

moody head, stiff body, and long legs of the Infant

Saviour; the angels, of regular features, are not un-

graceful; the drawing is firm, but a little wiry; the

coloui' hard, and of much body, the general tone raw
and cold.

The catalogue of pictures assigned to Van der Goes
in Italy would be incomplete without a notice of a smaU
Madonna in the Bologna Gallery, 2 the firm drawing and
warm tone of which are not characteristic of the master.

The Virgin, whose head is adorned with a new gold

1 In 1496. See “jS'opra un antico triffico esiste7it€ in FohzziJ^'
Palermo. 1852.
2 Xo. 282, Bologna G-allery. 15 incites by 17. Eng. measure.

Wood.
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nimbus, sits in a garden planted with trees andtiowers,

and rests her feet on a foreground of strawhemes. Her
face, of the type common to the Van Eyck school, is

adorned by copious hair bound to the forehead by

a cincture and falling on a blue mantle covering a

yellow damask tunic lined with far. She offers, \vith a

delicate hand, a flower to the naked Infant on her

knee. The picture is broadly treated in the draperies,

its general tone is warm, its style an approach to that

of the so-called Yan Eyck belonging to '^h\ Beresford

Hope
The name of Yan der Goes is frequent in the cata-

logues of the Berlin, Munich, and Yienna galleries.

The nearest approach to his manner may be found

in one or two busts of the -Saviour crowned with

thorns," the general features of which are anything but

pleasing. The best of these is one on gold ground,

seen in full front, Tvith a light red drapery on the left

shoulder, and joined hands. ^ The expression of the

face indicating ijain and suffeiing, the blood flowing

from the wounds on the forehead, and the tears rolling

fi'om the eyes, show the realistic tendencies of the

painter; the drawing of the face and hands is more

in the style of Yan der W*eyden than in that of the

Yan Eycks ; the colour is of a reddish yellow, with

cold shadows. A repetition of the same subj'ect, of

darker tone and more unpleasant features, hangs close

by, and differs fr'om the fii'st by having a purple mantle. ^

A third, on a blue ground, inferior to the two first, is

repulsive in aspect and livid in tone, and seems to be

by a later hand. 3 A similar example of livid colour is

1 Berlin Cat. 528'^ 16 .21/4 z. li. hy IVn z. br.
2 No 541 Ibid. 'Wood. 1 i li. by 0 f. 11 1,*-

3 Ibid. Wood, 11 5/4 z. by 11. z. No. 553.
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to l)c tbuiiil ill u l»ust f»t the Saviour, in the Zamhec-
cari ,Aallery at Bologna, assigned to Durer.

The Aimuiiciatioii, a jianel at Berlin, is cold and

white in general tone, and yelloinsh white in the flesh

tints: tlie dra]>enes aie
2
»aiiited wdth similar body to

tho^e 01 the Virgin of the Utrizi and stand m relief on

tile picture. ^ A Virgin and child enthi'oned, in the same

collection l>etray^ a imxtnre of the manner of Van
Eyck and Van der "Weyden; the Virgin has the

&
2
jacious forehead so tre<|uent in^Iemling; a laiidscatie

distance seen through a colonnade : the colour, of

full hoily. ib Avaim and pleasing enough.^ St. Augustin

enthrt rat'd with a patron at his feet, given in the

Berlin catalogue of 1851 to Van der Goes, retro-

grades m that of 1857 to the humbler mediocrity of

Goswryn Van der Weyden.^ The Saviour on the cross,

the Vmgin, St.John, tw’o holy bishops, St. Agatha and
St. Clara in a landscape, are of the decline of the same
third rate school. The Annunciation, m a form dif-

ferent fiom the foregoing, is by an artist of the 16th

centuiT, inferior to Patenier.^ The last Judgment, a
veiT small picture of w^hich the upper and lower parts

are by different hands, is noticeable because the head
of the Saviour resembles that on gold ground, above
mentioned. 6

The Annunciation at Munich is almost a repetition

of that assigned to Van der Goes in the Berlm Gal-
lery.’ The Pieta in the same collection is an iin-

1 Berlin Hal Wood, 3 f by 1 f. 11 z. XTo. 530.
2 Ibid. Wood, 2f. 7z by 1 f 91/4 2 . ^To. 529. Xow called Sch.

or Xlemlmg.
3 Ibid. Wood, 2 f by 1 f. 5 z. Ho. 540.
Ibid. Ho. 543. 550. Wood, 2 f. 4 2 by 3 £, 6 z

^ Ibid, Ko, 548. Wood, 6 z bv 3 V*).
e Ibid. Ho. 600. Wood, 2 f. 22 by 1 f. 2 z.
‘ Munich Cat. Ho. 43 Cab. Wood, d' 8" by 3' 5"
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pleasant panel by a pupil of Van der Weyden.^ The
Yirgin and Child in a landscaj)e is m the mixed style

of Patenier and Mostsert.*- Another Madonna is simply

not by Yan der CToes.'* St. John in the Desert, signed

••H. Y. d. Goes," is evidently by ilemling.^

It is difficult to say on what authority the portiait

of a Dominican monk in the Xationul Gallery, which

was under Memling's name in the Y^allerstein collec-

tion, now figures amongst the works of Yan der

Goes. 5 The Yirgin and Child between the kneeling St.

Paul and St. Peter in the same Museum is a iiicture

in which the style of Yan der Goes is jiot to be traced

;

a picture of paste board fiesh and raised oraamenta-

tion, after the fashion of a feeble disciple of Memling.6

The Belvedere Museum contains two panels with

Adam and Eve, apparently copied from the Agnus Dei

of St. Bavon. They are attributed to Yan der trees,

without any regard for the knovm peculiarities of his

'Style.''

Bhs name is also given, without sufficient evidence,

to a Yhgin and Child, adored by a figure holding a

viol. This composition, m the Belvedere is very much
in the spii-it of Mending's pictoe representing the same

1 Ibid. No. 66, Cab. YTood, 1' 6" by 2", now catalogued as

by a Ehenisli master.
2 Ibid. Ko. 53, Cabinets. Wood, 1' 6'* by 1' 6", now assigned

to a G-erman
3 Ibid. No. 119, Cab Wood, 2' 2" by V 7", now assigned to

a German.
i Ibid. No 105, Cab , iiowpropeily assigned to Alemling. See

posrea.
5 London National Galleij’. No. 710.

Ibid. No. 774, Wood, 2 f. 3^ n li. by If SV>, from the Zam-
beccaii and Eastlake collections.

^ No. 61. Loom 2, second floor, Yienna, Belvedere Cat Wood,
2^ 2'' by 1' 7'^ Austiian measure.

8 No 6, second floor, second room, Belvedere Gat. Wood,
2' 2" by 1' 5V»^
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subject in the gallery of the Ulfizi, at Florence. The

panel has much of the delicacy which we find in Mem-
ling, and appears to have issued from that master’s

workshop; the wings are separated from the centre

composition, and confirm the supposition that these

panels are by Memhug.^ St. John the Baptist holding

the Lamb, and St John the Evangehst cariying the

chalice, are replicas from the Mystic Marriage of St.

Catherine at Bruges, or the altar-]3iece of Memhng at

Chiswick.

Amongst the pictures unnoticed by the authors is

the Ymgin givmg the breast to the Infant Christ, in

the late Pourtales collection. The donor in armour

on the left wing of the triptych, the donatrix on the

right, are assigned to Porbus.2

The greater part of Hugo’s works m Belgium were

destroyed by the iconoclasts of the 16th century. His

pictures in the church of Yasselsere were burnt on the

4th of October, 1575.3 Twu panels with subjects from

the legend of St. Catherine, once in the Carmelites of

Ghent, are missing.-* Four episodes from the Seven

Sacraments, seen m the palace of Nassau at Brussels

by Albert Diirer, and ascribed by him to ^‘Meister

Hugo”, are also missing.^

1 Ko 10, second floor, second looin, Belvedero Cat Wood,
2^ 2", together 4' 5 U'S Ausbiian measnie

2 Ex Pourtales Collection in Pans Wood, m 0.81 squaie,
sold foi 1400 tv. at the sale in 1865.

i Messager des Sciences Histoiiqiies. Gantl. 1845. 8". pp.
117-45.

4 Vsernewj^k, u s
, p 100 Van Maiidei, 204.

5 Pinchart, aiinot
,
u. s., CCLXVI and following, and Eeli-

quien, u s., p 90.



CHAPTER VII

JUSTUS OR JOUOCUS OF UHENT.

Appaeentut early records, wliicli speak of Justus

or Jodocus of Ghent, might seem to connect him uuth the

teaching of Hubeii:Van Eyck, but that unhappily these

records have no claim to any authenticity. Evidence

of a different kind leads us to inquire whether towards

the^ middle of the century Justus was induced by any

circumstances to visit the Italian peninsula. ^

In 1451, one Justus d’AJlamagna lived and laboured

m the Dominican convent of Santa Maria di OasteUo,

at Genoa, and painted on the wall of its cloisters the

Annunciation of the Virgin. Was this Justus d’Alla-

magna the same artist who produced pictures at

Ghent? or was he a man of the same name who

settled at Genoa for life? History is silent on this

point, and we cannot gather from the signature of

the picture of Santa Maria di Gastello vrhether the

1 '‘En Jodocus van Uent, discipel van Hubertus van E5’'cls:,

een tafereel verbeeldende St. Jans Ontboofdmge ” Extract fiom
Mv. Uelbecq’s nianusoiipt, u. s.

—

Passavant^ Kunstretsc, p. 381.

De Basf^ Mess des Sci et des Arts de Belgique, 1824, p. 132. The

authenticity of this MS. is, as we have seen, (antea in Yan der

Men e), contested. “Fnrono similmente de’ primi inaebtroMai-

tino e Giusto da G-uanto, che fece la tavola della communione del

Duca d’Uibino ed altie pitture.^—Vasan, it s vol. i. Introd,

0. Yll. p. 163.—“Jodocus Gandavensis, pict nobilissnnus, Hu-

berti Eyck discipulus.”

—

Scwdei us, it, s., De Gand* JErud, Clar

lib.ll fol. 79.
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artist was a German or a Fleming; because the in-

scription

—

“Justus d’Alla-

-magna piux-

-it, 1451,”—

equally applies to the Netherlands and parts of the

Rhine countiy, being called Alemania by the geo-

graphers of the period but the information withheld

by history is of less moment, if from the examination

of the picture itself we can guess at the country in

which this Justus was educated.

The Annunciation in Santa Maria di Gastello is

painted on the side of the cloisters in which the Domi-

nicans spend their leisure hours, and receives brilliant

hght from a window looking out on the sea. The

sacred incident is divided into three irregular spaces,

by two slight colonnets
;

it is laid within an apartment

seen through a highly ornamented Gothic arch, with

a lunette in which the figure of God the Father is

placed. The Yirgin, standing on the right in a pensive

altitude, and seenung to listen, bends her head towards

the angel
;
she wears a transparent veil, through which

her yellow hair appears
;
a blue cloth gracefully falling

over the ears is fastened at the neck, and opens out

to show the hands delicately crossed at the bosom

;

then forming full and sweeping folds, it fills the fore-

ground, and impinges on the central space. 2 The inner

1 “Les Pays Has poitent encore le nom de Geimanic in-
f6rieui*e ou Basse Allemagne.” Guicciaidim, n s., p. 3.

- The whole woik is about 9 f 9 in, squaie, including the
lunette which contains the representation of the Eternal. The
Annunciation, taken alone, is 9 ft. 9 in by 7 ft. 6 in. The whole
picture is entirely under glass, for its better preservation

;
por-

tions of it, such as the gold woik of the dresses of the two prin-
cipal figures, being partiaUy effaced, and the blue of the Vn gin’s
dress darkened by age The landscapes also have become slightly
indistinct.
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dress, seen beneath the mantle fringed with golden

embroidered letters, is of rich gold stuff; a painted

receptacle of stone covered with a red cloth stands at

the Virgin's side, and is filled with books; an arch

of stones, alternately coloured black and white, opens

behind, and golden rays dart upon the figure from the

glory that surrounds the Eternal.

The announcing angel, dressed in a golden cope,

with broad edges containing, figures of the Apostles,

occupies the central and left portion of the picture,

and, kneeling at some distance back, holds out one

hand, and grasps a dehcate mace in the other; the

inner dress of white falls in folds on a chequered brown

and white floor, leaving bare the naked feet. In a

recess a basin lies
;
above it hangs an ewer

;
a bird

dips its beak into the %vater, and a My in a vase stands

on the window-sill. Three open arches allow us to

see the distant hills in which there are famt traces

of episodes of sacred history
;

similar particulanties

may be noticed in a landsape opening behind a wm-
dow on the left

;
an orange-tree impedes a portion of

the view; and on the frame of a high window is a

small square card, on which the painter’s name is

inscribed.

The Eternal, looking down from the midst of the

carved and fretted work that siuTOunds him, has the

benignant aspect of age—silvery hair and beard
;
the

colonnets which divide the picture are canopied in

stone, and form niches on each side of the Eternal, in

which there are small figures of saints.

There is much in this painting to lead to the con-

viction that Justus d’Allamagna was not taught by Hu-

bert or John Van Eyck. The work is in some respects

Flemish, but Flemish with an admixture of peculi-
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arities marking the school of Cologne. The elements of

comparison between the great Flemish pictures, exe-

cuted in oil, and this in tempera on the wall, are

wanting, and preclude the discussion of the question

of colour; but looking at the smooth treatment, which

hardly diJBfers from that of a tempera on panel, and

looking paii:icularly at the form of smoothness which

meets us here, we are necessarily led back to the

school of Cologne, whose art work is marked as this

is marked by nice blending of tints, clearness of lights,

paleness of shadows, and want of chiaro-'scuro.

.The subject of the Annunciation, common to every

school of tlie continent, offers small scope for remark.

The general distribution of the composition, and its

combination of groups with low arches, rich in carved

ornament and detail, are more characteristic of the

Rherdsh school, than of that of Bruges. With respect

to the figures; if they are executed wifcli less mastery

than those of the Flemings, they are distinguished by a

softness peculiar to Ehenish craftsmen. The Madonna
IS placed in an attitude of considerable grace, and

simply draped, the round outline and form of the

head, the hair covered with a cloth, recall the Virgin

of Stephen of Cologne.

The announcing angel, although more in the Flemish

manner than the rest of the pictime, has a cast of coun-

tenance different from that of the Van Eycks, and in

some points resembling that of the Ehine painters,

who also had the custom of gilding vestments.

But Flemish methods and inspirations may be

traced with more certainty than elsewhere in the back-

groimd of the composition, which, instead of being a

golden suiface, surrounded by architecture, is made to

represent space and depth-by depicting the interior of
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an apartment, Yith \nndow’S looking out upon land-

scapes according to the Flemish fashion. The painter s

knowledge of linear perspective is, unfortunately, slight.

We may conclude that Justus d’Allamagna was a

man, partaking of the Flemish and Ehenish man-

ners, and exhihitmg the rehgious feeling of the latter,

combined with the more material tendency of the

former to imitate nature. He cannot have been a pupil

of the Van Eycks, with whose pictures and method

his mural painting has nothing in common
;
nor did he

practise the technical methods of the Van Eycks.

i

It is curious, however, that no otlier trace of this

artist should be found at Genoa. There is a Genoese

picture in the Louvre, divided into three parts—the

centre representing the Annunciation, the wings, St.

Benedict and St. Augustm, and St. Stephen and St.

Angelo, 2 similar in character, as regards faces and

figures, to that of Justus d’AUamagna, but the com-

position has not his calm religious feeling. The Vir-

gin shrinks tremulously, and supports herself against

a column, wliilst the angel is represented in the air.

The Virgin is dressed in a golden garment, covered

mth a black drapery
,

the lypes of the faces resemble

those of the Annunciation at Genoa, and the back-

gTQund IS an Italian landscape; the flesh tints are

chalky grey, and so slightly shaded as to seem un-

finished. This is a picture either by Justus d’Allamagna,

1 Another painter, called Johannes Alamannus, painted with
Antonio da Murano in 1445, and in 1446. He exhibits some-

what of the Bhenish manner in sentiment and in the nice

blending of flesh tints, but especially m the architectural parts

of his composition
2 Ho 258, Louy Cat. The cential panel, met. 1. 56 by 1.07.

The panels of the wings, met. 0 98 by 0 48 This pictuie formed
pait of Lou’s the Eighteenth’s Collection, and had been executed

for an oratoiy at Genua.
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or by one of his pupils. The Flemish character is less

visible on the wings, which are not by the same hand

as the central panel.

Many painters of Germany, or of the Low Countries,

at Genoa, in the fifteenth century, might be pointed

to as authors of the panel of the Louvi’e. Padre

Spotomo, who wrote the literary history of Liguria in

1824, published an interesting narrative of the early

school of painting in Genoa. Amongst the men who

migrated to Italy in the fifteenth century, was one

Corrado d'Alemania, who lived at Taggia in 1477.

Spotorno supposes, not improbably, that Corrado came

to Italy with Justus d'Allamagna, and held a sub-

ordinate position in the workshop of that artist, as

Memling did in that of Van der Weyden. It was

m Taggia that Padre Domenico E. Maccari, and

Lodovico Brea, of Nice, also lived, and Spotorno

thought it not unlikely that these men, who exhibited

Flemish tendencies m their works, might be pupils of

Corrado d’Alemania. There w^as, he thought, some re-

semblance between the works of these masters. The
only pictui’e remaining of Maccari is at Taggia; and of

Brea the first known work was painted in 1478. The
foreign character of Brea’s pictures was noticed by all

who saw them; his composition, the attitude of his

figures, the hardness of his design, and the angular

nature of his draperies, his partiahty to ornament,

proclaimed a painter influenced by the Flemings. These

characteristic features of his style may have been

obtained from Corrado at Taggia, and Justus d’Alla-

magna at Genoa. Baldmucci and Lanzi, who notice

Brea’s foreign style, said that he founded the Genoese

school; but Spotorno, who searched the records of

Genoa, discovered the names of twenty -six artists
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previous to Brea on the chronological register of the

old painters of that city; one Oberto, having professed

the art as far back as 1368. The influence of the

Flemings at Genoa did not last; it ceased after

Maccari and Brea; and Semino and Piaggio, pupils

of Brea, abandoned his manner after they had seen

the pictures of Carlo di Mantegna and Pier Francesco

Sacchi.’i

There is less of doubt to contend with in reference

to Justus of Ghent whose altar-piece in Sant' Agata, at

Urbino, was executed in 1468—70 for the brotherhood

of Corpus Christi, and paid for by the subscriptions of

Federico di Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino and others.

The registers of the convent furnish full details as to

the manner in which the subscriptions were raised and

the money spent. Giovanni da Luca, or Zaccagna,

contributed 33 florins and 22 bolognim; Gostino San-

tucci, three different amounts; the Duke of Urbino,

15 florins of gold. The remaining sums are not speci-

fied; but the expenses of the altar-piece are distinctly

stated; 300 florins were paid for its production, and

40 florins 33^/2 bolognim for the gold leaf of the

background. 2

1 See Padre SpotoriLo(G.B.), Stona Letteraria della Liguria,

8vo. Genova, 1824—6.

2 “1465. Marzo 31. Giovanni da Luca, altram. Zaccagna deve
dare fiorini 33 e bol 22. della promessa che fece per la tavola.”

“1468. Tre partite pagate per Telemosyna promessa per la

tavola a conto di Battista (di Maestio Gostino Santuccilledico).’^

“1474. Marzo 9. Piorini 15 d’oro dati dal Conte Federico per
aiutodeUa spesa deUa tavola a GuidoMengaccioper lafraternita.”

“1474. Ottobre 26. Fiorini 40 e bologn, 331
/2 ,

spesi in pezzi

4,700 d’oro battuto per la tavola.”

“Adi d^ Fiorini 300 . , A Giusto da Guanto depintore

per fiorim 250 d’oio a lui promessi per sua fatica per depingere

la tavola deUa fraternita,”

“Adi d® Fiorini 240 d’oro. Li d sono per tanti che Guido di

Mengaccio ba dato contanti a Maestro Giusto da Guanto depin-

12
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The Duke of Drbino appears to have taken a

special interest in the production of this work which

was intended to illustrate a curious incident of his

reign. Ussum Cassan, Shah of Persia, being desirous of

assistance in a war against the Turks, sent to raise

funds and troops amongst the people of the Italian

States. Catenno Zeno, an agent of Venice in the East,

was entinisted with this mission, and came in 1471 to

Urbino to sohcit the aid of the Duke of Montefeltro.

Justus of Grhent was then commissioned to execute

the altar-piece of the Corpus Domim
;
and Federico

did honour to the ambassador by introducing him as

a spectator in the Last Supper of Justus. ^ In 1474 the

panel was completed, after which there is but one

further record of the stay of Justus at Urbino; and
that is an entry in the registers of the brotherhood of

Corpus Christi, respecting a piece of canvas purchased

for the making of a banner.

^

The Last Supper of Sant’ Agatha, having been re-

moved fi’om its original position, and suspended high

up above a large picture on the great altar of the

church, is not in such a satisfactory state of preser-

vation, as to afford a perfect judgment of its merits. ^

tore per la promessa gli fii fatta per depingeie la tavola. Ave-
mone el queto per mano di Ser Fran^soo di Pietro da Spelle, et
anclie e accesa la scripta tra noi e Mtro Giusto, et in mano di
Giohanni di Luca perche non fece el dovere, e da noi fu intiera-
mente pagato a conto di Guido in questo a carte 73, Lire 600.”
--Fungileom (L,),Blog%o Stonco d% Giovanni Santi.Syo, Urbino,
1822, pp. 64-6.

1 Don Andrea Lazari, arciprete, “Compendio Stonco Delle
Chiese e deUe pitture esistenti m esse,” Urbmo, 1801. Punffileoni,
u. s., p. 4^6.

2 “1475. Giugno . . . . E piii tela a Giusto depentore
cbe ^ceva voler fare un insegna bella per la fraternIta.”-P1^w^^-
leoni, u, s., p. 65.

3 Wood 10 feet square.
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The Saviour, in long yestments, advances from the

right to the centre of the foreground, and stoops to

present the wafer of the host to the first of a line

of apostles in prayer at the side of a long table
;
be-

hmd him, to the right those who have communicated

kneel with grave and composed features. At the

furthest end of the board, to the left, St. John Evan-

gelist places a flask on the table; an apostle on his

right holds a long taper, whilst Judas with the bag of

gold retires through a door; an angel hovers above

this portion of the picture. The communion table is

separated from the rest of the church by a railing,

behind which, to the right, the Duke Federico with two

attendants, i seems to converse with the turbaned figure

of Zeno, enforcing his words by placing a hand on

the ambassador’s shoulders. Zeno contemplates the

scene with astonishment; a woman and child behind

the Duke watch the incident from an opening; and an

angel flies above the group
;
behind the apostles is the

retreating pilastered wall of the church and a hanging

lamp.

Justus of Ghent appears from this example of his

manner to have been an industrious painter, of the

Flemish school, without any claims to superiority over

the numerous pupils of the Yan Eycks. His com-

position is arranged with a certam method, but marred

By the total absence of linear perspective; the figures

of the Duke and ambassador being more distant,

yet larger than those of the Saviour and apostles.

The high centre of vision of the foreground gives an

awkward look to the figures
;
but a certain depth of

atmosphere in the background partially corrects this

1 One of these attendants is supposed to be a portrait of

Justus of Ghent.

12*
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defect. The type of the Saviour with his long straggling

hail* and bony form, and the features of the apostles

are vulgar. The figures indeed are of fair proportions

and varied in attitudes; but the contours are angular

and hard; the feet and hands are ill drawn and the

draperies, though free from excessive angularity, are

meaningless, and rather conceal than develop the form.

There are neither embroideries nor ornaments, but

the naturahstic tendency of the painter is shown by

the wine flask in a corner, and the jug and basin m
which the apostles have washed themselves. The

greater part of the altar-piece, and especially the fore-

ground, IS rubbed down
;
where the colour is best pre-

seiwed a warm yellowish tmt ofa low key and thin sur-

face prevails.

We are told by Vespasian that Frederick ofMonte-

feltro “sent to Flanders for an artist especially skilled

in the handling of oil colom*s, to whom he gave im-

portant commissions, causing his Duchess to sit for

her likeness, and ordering lum to decorate a library

with pictures of philosophers, poets, and doctors of the

church.’’ The name of this artist is not mentioned;

but the panels vdth which he filled the walls of the

library of Urbino are preserved in the Barberini palace

at Rome, and in the Oampana gallery at the Louvre;

and it seems natural that we should inquire whether

Justus of Ghent who produced the last supper is

identical with the Fleming who adorned the library.

The last supper produces no other impression than

that it was executed by a Netherlander free from con-

tact with Italian guildsmen. The series “of poets,

philosophers, and doctors” is not without transalpine

feehng; it combines Flemish peculiarities of type and
treatment with a flavour of Italian spirit. We may
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concede that it was painted hy Justus
;
but, if so, it

must be supposed that Justus materially altered his

manner by studymg the works of such men as Giovanni

Santi and Melozzo da JPorli. We know that Eaphael

copied the library series; and we thus trace Memish
influences at work in forming the style of the greatest

of Itahan craftsmen. Jealousy or disdain prompted

the local annalists of Urbmo to neglect the claims of

Justus to historical recognition; and Giovanni Santi

who wrote of Yan Eyck and Van der Weyden, omitted

to name the only Fleming who laboured at Urbmo.

It is only fam that modem criticism should expose the

prejudices of earlier ages.i

The pictures finished by Justus for the church of

St. Jacques at Ghent—the Crucifixion of St. Peter,

and the Beheading of St. Paul—^were still preserved in

1763, when Menssert wrote his “Peintre amateur

they have since disappeared.

Justus IS not the author of the “Discovery of the

Cross,” in the collection of the late Mr. Huyvetter of

Ghent; nor is he the painter of the panels assigned to

him in the Antwerp Gallery. ^

1 See Yespasiano Bisticci’s life of Frederick of Monte-
feltro in Mai’s “Lives” pnblislied at Borne in 1839. The Louvre
series of 15 panels is in that portion of the coUection caUed
Mns6e Napoleon HI., Hos. 263 to 276; the panels varying in size

fromin. 1.16, to 0.90 in height and from 0.55 to 0,76 in breadth.

Consult the Histoiy of Painting in Italy, hy the authors, Yol.II.

563, and Beiset in Hotice des tableaux du Musee Napoleon m.
8°. Paris, 1866.

3 Menssert. Le peintre amateur et ourieux. 8°. Bruxelles,

1763. n. p. 37.

3 Antwerp Mus. No. 223. The Nativity. No. 224, The Bene-
diction.
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ROGEE VAN DEE WEYDEN.

Oe the two schools into which Flemish art was

divided in the first half of the 15th century, that which

claimed and held preeminence was founded by the

Yan Eycks, but that which exercised paramount in-

fluence on the later painters of G-ermany and the

Netherlands was headed by Roger Van der Weyden. i

Whilst every sign guides us to the Eastern border

of Belgium as the cradle of the Van Eycks, there is

evidence that Van der Weyden took the first lessons

of his craft; in the West of Flanders
;
and we thus have

to acknowledge the existence of two currents of picto-

rial teaching, one of which took its rise in the valley of

the Maes, the other in the valley of the Schelde.

Roger, the son of Henri Van der Weyden, was
bom in 1400 at Toumai, a city venerable for its

antiquity and traditions, respected as one of the larger

municipalities of Belgium, and rich in monuments of

architecture. 2 Toumai was one of the places in which
tinted sculpture was commonly produced in the 14th

1 Eoger van der Weyden is not to Ue confounded with
Eoegere van Bruesele wlio was free of the Guild of Ghent in
1414,and whose name appears m records of 1410—15. This Eoger
IS probably Roger van der Woestine, a painter of Ghent whoso
works are missing. See de Busscher, Recherches, pp. 51—56,
132, 141, and Ruelens, Notes et Additions u. s. OXXYII.

2 Mr. Pinchart has found dated records in which the pain-
ter's name, age, and family are given. See the reference in the
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century; 1 and we have seen how stone carving formed

part of the decorative portion of canvases assigned to

craftsmen of that city. The same peculiarity meets ns

in Van der Weyden, and affords one of the most

remarkable instances of the power with which sculp-

ture under certain aspects may react on painting.

It was observed long since that the form of Van
der Weyden’s art, and the clearness of bloom in his

pigments, pointed to a school different from that of

VanEyck;2 but historical testimony was so strong in

favour of assuming that Eoger Van der Weyden was

John Van Eyck’s disciple that new evidence was re-

quired to enable us to demur to the old. That evidence

we now possess, and it allows us to state that Eoger

Van der Weyden was not only bom but bred at

Tournai; that he was apprenticed to a local and other-

wise unknown master, called Eobert Oampin, in 1426,

and made free of his guild in 1432. That he very

speedily rose in public consideration after this is

proved by the fact that, in 1436, he was painter in

ordinary to the city of Brussels.^

catalogue of the Brussels Museum by E. Eetis, p. 164, and the

Journal des Beaux Arts for 1863, p. 63. We have seen neither

the records nor a copy of them.
1 Notes from the archives of Tournai, already quoted in

chap. I, from Be Laborde, Les Dues de Bourgogne, I. LXIV.
2 See the first edition of this work, p. 174.

3 As early as 1449, Cyriacus (in Colucci : Antichita Picene.

Tom XV., p. 143) noticed Eoger of Brussels as second in rank to

John Van Eyck. A few years later Eacio (Be viris, u. s. pp. 48-9)

spoke of the samemastei asVan Eyck’s pupil. After Eacio’s error

had been copied by Vasari, (I. 163 and IV. 76) G-uicciardini, (u.

s. 123-4) visited the Low Countries, and was enabled to state that

Eoger van der Weiden of Brussels succeeded to the reputation
**of the Van Eicks.” Upon this Vasari transferred the same
statement without comment to the last volume of the second

edition of his Lives, (XTtl 148), and thus had the misfortune to
misleadVan Mander (pp.203 and 207), who copied him thiough-
out and i egistered tw o persons under the names ofEogerof Bruges.
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We shall ohseiTe, after scanning the whole of the

works of Van der Weyden, that they reahze an order

of religious thought differing somewhat from that of

the Van Eycks. The Van Eycks illustrate the splen-

dour of the church militant, or they fondly depict the

placid joys of the Virgin, the smiles of the Infant

Christ, and the serene pensiveness of saints; Van der

Weyden likes to dwell on the gloomy aspects of sacred

history
;
he prefers the pages in which we read of the

agony and pains of the Saviour and the Martyrs.

In Van der Weyden’s mind gorgeous beauties of

coloiu* have no charm. He may have felt the vibra-

tions of true harmonies; he may have known the

technical value of contrasts, but he had no feehng for

and Eoger Yan dei Weyden of Biussels The doubts and diffi-

culties cieated by this accident received unwelcome complication
when it appeared that Molanus, an author of the 16th century
(History of Louvain cit. in Euelens, Notes et Additions), had de-

scribed pictures at Louvain as being executed by Mastei Eoger
"cms et pictoi Lovaniensis”, They were stiil further increased b^^

the discovery that the freedom ofthe g uild ofGhent hadbeen taken
in 1414 by “Eogier of Brusele,” (Guild of Ghent in de Busschei,
Eecherches, u. s., p. 200), they culminated when it was found that
Eogelet de ie Pasture or Yan der Weyden had been articled and
had risen to the freedom of his tradem 1426 and 1432 at Tournai.
(A. Wauters, *^Eoger Yan der Weyden,” in Eevue XJmverselle
des Arts. 8*^ Paris and Bruxelles. 1855. Tome II. p. 12). It was
the good fortune of ECi\ A.Pinchart to take us out of the dilemmv^
of contradictory statements by proving with authority that
the celebrated painter, called by some Eoger of Binges, by others
Eoger of Brussels, is no other than Eoger de le Pasture or Yan
der Weyden of Tournai, who was apprenticed to Eobert Cainpin
of Tournai in 1426, who matriculated in the guild of St. Luke at
Tournai m 1432, was city painter at Brussels in 1436, and was
honouredwithmasses at Touinaiwhen he died at Brussels in 1464

;

and it is only necessary as an interesting part of the evidence to
give the following (Annotations, u. s., CCVI—YII) ^‘Archives com-
munales de Tournai. Oomptes annuels du* metier des peintres et
vemers, anno 1463—4. “Item payet pour les chandelles qui
furent mises devant St. Luc, a cauze du service inaistre Eogier
de le Pasture, natyf de cheste ville de Tournay, lequel demoroit
» Brouselles, pour ce iiij gros Va*”
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the richness of tints or the glow of warmly lighted

scenes
;

he must have seen the brilliant pictures of

the Van Eycks, yet looked upon them as exotics

worthy of admiration rather than imitation. The sun

for him seems never to have shone, but in early hours

;

for the clear morning light under which he presents

all objects is the twihght before sunrise; a light -which,

•with impartial kindness, illumines the innermost re-

cesses of an apai*tment, the still cuiTent of a river, the

crags on its banks, the towers on its slopes, or the

distant snow mountains on its horizon
;
he had a sohd

aversion to broad contrasts of chiaroscuro. "Whilst he

eschewed effect as a means of producing pictorial

illusion, he carried minuteness and finish to such a

pomt that his pictui*es bear the closest inspection;

he sacrificed almost every tiling to perfection of detail

;

he may at times have given Hfe and expression to

a face exceptionally noble in type and features, he

may occasionally have caught an attitude or gesture

;

habitually he fell into the convenient faults of gaze,

rigidity and moroseness. It may be doubted whether

he ever appreciated the value of a smile, for he never

gave to his Virgins or saints any thing more than soft

and solemn gravity; large eyes are emblematic of

deep thought; broad protuberances of forehead, and

an extraordinary development of head, are typical of

intellect and superhuman iiower; convulsed features

represent grief; attenuated frames, long suffering
;
and

a portly person, the fit enjojunent of the good things

of this world.

At rare intervals Van der Weyden succeeded in

designing drapenes free from excessive angulanty, but

in general he fell into the common faihng of all Elemish

painters and delighted in mazes of broken folds, the
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formality of which generally added to the disagreeable

effect of figures already marked by a certain fixity of

attitude. In the rendering of nude he was careful,

but not invariably perfect
;

it is not rare to find parts

of the same figure well and ably wrought, others

the reverse
;
or to be repelled by clumsy and ill drawn

feet and hands. Yan derWeyden had a fair knowledge

of anatomy and a correct aiipreciation of form, without

the taste to idealize it
;

those who have seen the

graceful Infants of Italian pamters will hardly bear

with the coarse stiff doU which generally satisfied their

Flemish contemporaiy.

The uniform hghtness which marks Van der Wey-
den’s panels suggests a long habit of painting in tem-

pera. The pains which he took to model flesh with deh-

cacy are highly commendable
;

his colours though pale,

are mvariably blended to a nicety, which is the more

remarkable as they are of substantial impast. Nothing

is more curious than the contrast between the soft

fused flesh tones and the patience with which hair and

beard are worked out
;
conscientiousness of detail is

carried so far that the most distant and the nearest

portions of a landscape are fimshed with equal minute-

ness, producing a total absence of atmosphere. A
strange peculiarity marks the foregrounds

;
the figures

are made to rest on a barren rocky surface, in the

interstices of which a hardy plant at times crops out,

the leaves and stems of which are painted with exag-

gerated care.

In his early days, perhaps, a tinter of stone, Yan der

Weyden was partial to architectural ornaments, on

which he lavished time and trouble without imparting

to them that warmth of glow and perfection of relief

which are so conspicuous in John Yan Eyck. In
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the art of linear perspective he was almost totally

deficient.

Chary of ornament, he never overlaid draperies

with embroidery and precious stones, but faithful to the

system of reproducmg what he saw, he accurately

copied the monstrosities of costume which prevailed in

his time. It was during his life that singularity of dress

was carried to its most extravagant height. Fops wore

shoes so pointed that the extremities were tied to the

legs for fear they should trip up the wearer
;
sumptuary

laws regulated the dress of people in different classes,

and the noble was habitually distinguished by silk and

gold apparel; men could not walk in the streets

without wooden pattens. It was one of the objects of

the puritan party at Brussels, in Van der "Weyden’s

time, to reform the absurdities of costume so common
in the 15th century; but the failure of its efforts might

be deduced from the fact that, when Van der Weyden
depicted the Kings of the East making offerings to the

Saviour, he found no dress more characteristic than

that of the noblemen of bis day.

It is a fair subject of inquiry how it happened that

Van der Weyden rose to the high position which he

undoubtedly occupied in the esteem of his contempo-

raries and successors. The answer will be that it was

because he appealed to a feeling in the human breast

which generally breeds sympathy, and that he delighted

to depict subjects in which the sentiment of the masses

was naturally enlisted. He was more indebted for the

honour he received to the peculiar religious subjects

which he chose, than to the perfection of his painting;

and it is matter for serious thought that an artist who

did not approach to the excellence of the Van Eycks

should have been more extensively known and have
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exercised a greater influence than any other master of

the Netherlands, that Germany should owe to him

some of the elements which combined to produce the

talents of Schon and Durer,i that Bruges should owe

to him its Memlmg and LouYain its Dierick Bouts,

that the school of Cologne should haYe derived from

him a new character; and that the mixtm'e of the three

should have found its incarnation in Quintm Massys,

the only original artist of Antwerp m the IGthcentmy.

If we give credit to a passage in a Chronicle of the

Carthusians of Enghien, Eoger Van der Weyden was

a married man before he was an apprentice
;
and we

may suppose that he gave up some earlier profession

for that in which he finally became famous. 2

In 1436 the mimicipality ofBrussels came to a public

decision w’’hich materially helps to settle the chrono-

logy of his hfe
;

it was recorded in a public ordinance

of the 2d of May '•‘that after the death ofMaster Eoger

the ofSce of town pamter should be suppressed.” 3 This

leads us to the necessary conclusion that after Van der

Weyden took the freedom of his guild at Tournai in

1 See Lambert Lombard to Vasari, April 27, 1565, in G-aye,

Carteggio. Yol. III. pp 176—7.
2 “Anno eodem(1473) obiit in Octobri . dominus Cornelius

de Pascuis de Bmxella, films magistri Eogerii de Pasouis egregu
illius pictoris. Iste fuit hic monacbus professus circiter viginti

quatuor annis. . . . Hic juvenis obiit ciroiter quadraginta octo
annorum et ex parte ejus domus bsec a patri et matre ipsius ba-
bmt plusquam quadnngenta coronas ” Chroincon domus capeUse
ordinis Oartliusiensis juxta Angiam fo. 41. ap. A. Wauters.
EogerVan derweyden, u. s. Eevue XJniv. des Aits. Tom 11. 1865.

p. 11, Yet tbeword circiter should make us cautious, but it is cer-

tam, at aU events, that ComeiUe van der "Weyden was born before
1435

,
Mr. A. Pmcbart having found seveial records of that date

at Toumai in which mention is made of Eogor, his wife Eli-

zabeth Goffaerts and his ohildren Corneille and Marguerite. Two
more children, Pierre and Jean, were born in the next following
three years See Journal des Beaux Arts, 1863, p. 63.

3 A. Wauters, in Eevue XJniverselle, u s. 1855. II. p. 14.
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1432, he wandered to Brussels where, previous to 1436

he was made a citizen, and appointed painter to the

city. Certain sumptuary i)rivileges, we are now aware,

were connected with this office. As tovm painter Van
der Weyden was furnished with cloth of a certain

fineness, and allowed to hang his cloak on the right

shoulder; his dignity was below that of a surgeon;

his perquisites were higher than those of an architect. *

At some period not exactly to be traced Van der

Weyden was called upon to paint for the town hall of

Brussels four canvases celebrated in the pages of the

oldest stories of travel; described by Sweert in the

Monumenta, by Calvete de Estrella in the “Happy
Journey of Kang Phihp,” noticed by Diirer in his visit

to the Netherlands, lost in the bombardment of Brus-

sels in 1695,2 but fortunately reproduced in the arras

which still adorns the cathedral of Berne. ^ On one

canvas Trajan was depicted delivering one of his

captains to the executioner at the prayer of a widow

who charged the captain with killing her only son;

a second showed Gregory the Great on his knees be-

fore the altar of St. Peter, it also represented him

receiving the head of Trajan with its tongue in perfect

preservation; a third displayed the Judge Herkenbald

decapitating his nephew who had ravished a maiden’s

honour; a fourth the miraculous descent of the holy

1 Boger, besides, to have a “derdendeel” of cloth. Ordin-
ance of about 1440, in A. Wauters, Messager des sciences

historiques, u. s., anno 1846. p. 131.

2 Sweertms. Monumenta, u. s., pp. 309-—11, Calvete de
EstxeUa. El felicissimo viage, del Bei Eelipe. fol p. 92. Eurer,
Eeliquien ed. Campe, u. s., p 88. A. Pinchart, BuUetins de
TAcad. de Brux. S6r. 2. Tom XVII, no. 1 Anno 1864. Article

called B. v. d. W. et les Tapisseries de Berne.
3 See on this Pinchart’s B. v. d. Weyden et les tapisseries

de Berne, u. s , Kinkers Die Brusseler Bathhausbilder und deren
Copien in den Burgundischen Tapeten. 8<^. Zurich, 1867,
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wafer into Herkenbald’s mouth after a bishop had

refused him the sacraments. i

During the years immediately precedmg the ap-

pointment of Van der Weyden, great changes had

taken place in the administration of the municipality

of Brussels. A party of puritans had come into office;

and it was apparently desirable to symbolize some of

the virtues for which the leaders strove by pictorial

representation. Enactments in this sense had previously

been made. Justice was no longer to be contaminated

by the sale of verdicts. Eehgious commumties were to

be reformed; and to this end numerous edicts were

issued against gambling and adulteiy. Singing was

forbidden in houses and streets, and married men liv-

ing in concubinage were rendered liable to lose what

offices they might then hold, and be for ever ex-

cluded from employment and the prerogatives of

the city, 2

That Van der Weyden, before he came to Brussels,

should have painted altar-pieces and panels is natural

to suppose
;
that his leisux’e time at Brussels was devoted

to similar occupations is more than probable.

The first pictures of which we have cause to know
the approximate date, are those which make up a

triptych in the Museum of Berlin representing the

nativity, the dead Saviour, and Christ appearing to

Mary after the Eesurrection. They were given to the

Carthusians of IVIiraflores by John the Ild king of

1 Consult the authors cited in the previous note hut one.
It was long the fashion to reproduce these subjects m arras.
Besides the cloths at Berne, there is one representing the legend
of Herkenbald in St. Pierre at Louvain

,
it Avas made from a

caitoon hy Phihp van Oiley m 1513, See van Even’s Louvain
Monumental, fol. Louv. 1860, p. 180—1.

2 VVauters Eevue LniveiseUe des Arts, also Henne et TTflW-
ters, Hisfoire de Bruxelles, Vol. 1, p. 227.
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Spain in 1445, and are described in tlie books of the

monastery as painted ‘‘by the great and famous Flem-

ing Magistro EogeL”^ The chief panel of this remark-

able triptych displays one of those scenes of mournful

interest in the composition of which Van der Weyden
seems to have followed the bent of a natural inclination.

The stiff attitude of the figures, the rigid character of

the outlines, and the angular appearance ofthe draperies

reveal undeveloped power; the laborious minuteness

of architectural ornaments in the Gothic arches which

surround each scene proves that the earhest quality of

Van der Weyden was conscientious detail, whilst tint-

ing given to the ornaments themselves, and the pre-

sence of angels dyed in pink and blue might betray his

early occupation as a colourist of stone, and almost

suggest that in his youth he painted miniatures. The

central panel is what Van der Weyden’s contemporaries

called “ung Dieu de piti6 it is a melancholy repre-

sentation of the Saviour removed in a lifeless and

emaciated state from the cross, and lying at full length

in the arms of the Vmgin, who leans over him in tears

and overwhelmed with grief. Joseph of Arimathea and

1 Berlin Mus. No. 534®- Wood. EacL. panel 2 f. li. by
1 f. 41/2 . This altar-piece is said, we know not on what authority,

to have been presented by Martin the Vth to ting Juan the lid

of Spain. Ponz, Viage d’Espaha. 8^ Madrid, 1783. Vol. 12. p. 58.

quotes the foUowing respecting it ; being an extract from the
books of the monastery of Miraflores near Burgos “Anno
MCCCCXLV donavit prsedictus rex (D. Juan 11) pretiosissimum
et devotum oratonum tres histonas habens nativitatem scilicet

Jesu Christi, descensionem ipsius de cmce quse alias quinta an-
gustia nuncupatur, et appaiitionem ejusdem ad matrem post
surrectionem. Hoc oratorium a magistro Eogel magno et famoso
fiandresco fuit depinctum [De libro del Becerro del monasterio] ”

The triptych, No. 17, called Mending, in the collection ofWilliam
the Hd of Holland, was taken from Miraflores by general d’Ar-

magnac. It was sold to the Berlin Museum for 6000 florins
;

it

has been injured by restoring
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St. Jolin Evangelist stand by in attitudes, and vdth

expressions, of mournful sympathy
;
a 'violet coloured

angel floats in air amongst the confused mazes of

parti-coloured ornament with which the Gothic arch

above the scene is overladen; a landscape is seen in

the distance, as sunless and melancholy as the principal

figures. The body of the Saviour is livid i and stiff;

on the face may be traced all the agonies inflicted

successively by pain, exposiu-e, and staiwation. It is the

semblance of a dead man, and in no sense divine, yet we

can to a certain extent conceive how such a represen-

tation might excite the pity of the uneducated. The hori-

zon of the figures and that of the landscape are different,

the latter being represented on a level with the plane,

on which the painter stands, and the landscape seen

from an eminence
;
nor is there atmosphere to supply

the place of Hnear perspective.

In the side panel to the left, Joseph is represented

asleep on a seat, whilst the Virgin sits in front of a

dais of gold brocade, and holds in her lap a large-

headed Infant Saviour
;
the Virgin wears a very hght

blue dress
;
through the Gothic arch above her, a blue

angel hovers in air.

The side panel to the right shows us the Saviour

appearing to Mary, and the Resurrection
;
through the

archivolt a blue angel flies. The character ofthe scenes

depicted in the two side panels is similar to that of the

central one
;

the niches of the arches are filled with

statues of saints and incidents from the life of the Vir-

gin Mary.

1 Artists seem to have liad no choice in tliis matter. It is

distinctly stipulated in a contract of Saladin de Scoenere (1334)
•that the Saviour at the cross shall he painted with good flesh

colour and like a dead man—“ Comme un niort.” De Busscher
gives the contract, in Becherches. u. s., p. 28.
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Early as the date of this triptych seems to he when

compared with others executed during a long course

of years by Van der "Weyden, it is by no means a

sohtary example of its kind; and we must attribute to

the same period and probably to the same year the

two replicas of an oratory representing scenes from

the life of the Baptist in the Museums of Berlin and

Frankfort, In both we observe a melancholy calm,

and a serene clearness of atmosphere very hke those

which mark the altar-piece of Miratlores. In both,

form and perspective are faulty; and the subjects are

set m pointed arches adorned with statuettes. ‘‘

Van der Weyden at this time kept a regular atelier

for painters' work of all kmds at Brussels. In 1439,

Phihp the Good ordered a piece of carved work for

the church of the Eecollets, at Brussels, representing

the Virgin and two princesses of Brabant, Mary, wife

of John m., and her daughter, Mary, Duchess of

Guelders, Roger Van der Weyden was ordered to

colour these sculptures, and charged for doing so the

sum of forty ridders of fifty gros of Flanders. For the

additional sum of six livres, he painted the arms of the

Duke Philip and the Duchess on the wooden doors, or

wings, which protected the sculptures. 2

On the walls of the Chapel of St. Agatha in St.

Pierre of Louvain there hangs a tiiptych representing

1 Ko. 534B Berlin Mus Wood. Each panel 2 f. 52/4 h hy
1 f. 6 V2 This IS a series of three panels in one frame. In the

centre is the Baptism of Christ, to the 1. the birth of John and
his presentation to Zachariah, to the r the Decollation. The
leplica at Erankfort, Ho. 67, is smallei, each panel being wood,
1 f. 33/4 h. by 0 f. 93

/4 . The Bii-th and Baptism at Berhn were
bought as Memlmgs at the sale of the collection of king WiUiam
lid of Holland

,
the Decollation was purchased in London. The

Erankfort altar-piece was found in Lombardy.
2 A. WauterSj in Beyne Universelle des Arts. Tom.n. p.23.

18
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a descent from tlie cross on gold ground. Simon of

Cyi’ene stands on a ladder leaning on the cross, and,

Yith the help of Joseph of Arunathea, who gi'asps the

frame under the armpits and Nicodemus who supports

the legs, lowers the body of Christ to the ground. To

the left St. Mary Magdalen wirings her hands, to the

right, the Yirgin faints into the arms of the Marys; two

or three other figures complete the composition. The left

wing contains the portraits of the donor, and his two

sons recommended by St. James, the right, portraits

of the patroness with two daughters and St. Elizabeth;

the coats of arms in the upper part of the wings are

those of the family of Edelheer, and tell us that the

patrons are Jacques and Elizabeth Edelheer and them

children. 1 On the outer sides of the wings are the

Trinity and the Virgin supported by St John; and

beneath the second of these subjects is the following

inscnption recently recovered from superposed paint:

“Dese tafel heeft veree[r]t hen Wille Edelhee eu

Alyt Syn Werdinne int jaer ons hen MCCCC? en

xLin.’^

Which means* “This picture was presented by

Willem Edelheer and Alyt his wife in 1443.'

On the testimony of this inscription it has been

assumed that the altar-piece was painted in or before

the year 1443, and the name of the painter has been

sought in the following passages from Molanus’s Ms.

History of Louvain.

“Wilhelm Edelheer, Aleidahis wife, and Wilhehnus

their son, founded in 1443, at the altar of the Holy
Spirit, the chapel of St. James the elder... Wilhehnus

1 Divaeus. Ber. Lov. inE. van Even’s Monogiaplne de St.
Pierre de Louvain, folio. Louvain, 1858, p. 40.

2 Oh. Plot in Beffroi. I. p. 103.
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Edellieer, first rector of the chapel, by -will dated 1473,

founded a second chapel. Master Roger, citizen, and

painter of Louvain, painted the Edelheer altar at St.

Pierre of Louvain." ^ In other v'ords;

The Edelheer chapel v-as founded by WiUem Bdel-

heer in 1443; Roger Van der Weyden painted m the

Edelheer chapel, a picture exists in St. Pierre of

Louvain
,
ergo the altar-piece now in St. Pierre is by

Roger Van der Weyden.2 Nothing can be more fal-

lacious. There is little in this tnptych to carry us

back to the middle of the 15th century, much on the

contraiy to betray the hand of a feeble artist of the

close of that century, whose want of skill and feeling

is shown in dull immobility of masks, in the gaze of

staring eyes, in hard and why contoim, in harsh and

dusky colour, and shadeless modelling. The altar-piece

purports to have been presented by Willem and Alyt

Edelheer in 1443, yet it contains the hkenesses of

James and Elizabeth Edelheer, the first of whom died

in 1479, and the second in 1487.3 We cannot doubt

for a moment that the inscription has been misread

or tampered with; and it is equally certain that the

picture is a comparatively modem adaptation of one

by Roger Van der Weyden, which was frequently re-

peated ^

1 Plot in Le Beffroi I 111
^ The Edelheer Ohapel is now “Ohapelle de St. Auheit.”

Yan Even. Monographic, u. s., 43.

3 E van Even. Monographic, u. s., p. 40.

^ See postea. A writer in the Betfioi (’VYeale) holds the

authorship of Yan der Weyden, on the grounds above given

to be proved (I, 111) Mr. Michiels in the G-azette des Beaux
Arts. Yol. XXL falls into the same mistake, and the late Er.

Waagen (Jahrbuchei fur Kunstwissensohaft. 8'^ Leipzig, 1868

H, I p 44,) does the same. It is to be obseived that the pic-

ture IS not one oiiginally painted foi St Pierre of Louvain. It

is a recent puichase (Wauters, Bevue Universelle, u. s., 11. 167)

13*
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We are ioformed by almost contemporary cbrom-

clers that at some period of Ms life Yan der Weyden
thought it worth while to purchase the freedom of the

city of Louvain, and paint pictures there. ^ Two altar-

pieces are specially mentioned; one adorning the Edel-

heer altar in the church of St. Pierre, wMch if it be

the same that is now shown is not original, another in

jM"otre Dame hors les murs, which was bought and sent to

Spain by Mary of Hungary.^ It is related ofthe second

of these pieces which represented the Descent from

the Cross that, after it had been copied by Ooxie, it

was stowed on board of a ship which foundered at sea,

and was saved after it had floated ashore. This des-

cent of the Cross was, of all Yan der Weyden’s com-

positions that which met with most favour, and was

most ft'equently imitated; it may indeed have been

repeated more than once in the master’s own atelier.

Of all the replicas which are known at present to

exist one is strongly impressed with the stamp of origi-

nality and hangs in the Museum of Madrid. ^ The body

of the Saviour is bemg let down from the cross by

Simon of Cyrene, into the arms of Nicodemus and

and may turn out to be a copy by Coxie of the altar-piece exe-
cuted by Yan der Weyden for Notre Dame hors les Murs at

Louvain.
1 Molanus, (in Hist.Lov MS.u.s., lib. 10, f. 167), says. “Ma-

gister Rogerius, civis et piotor Lovaniensis, depinxit Lovanii,
ad S. Petrum altare Edeleer et in capella beatse Marise, summum
altare, quod opus Maria Eegina d sagittariis impetravit, et lu
Hispania vebi curavit, quamquam in man periisse dicatur, et

ejus loco dedit capeUae quingentorum florenorum organa et no-
vum altare ad exemplar Eoggorii expressum, opera Micbaelis
Coxenii Mechliniensis, sui pictons.”

2 Yan Mander, u. s., 207, and Opmeer, u. s. Tlie obapel of
Notre Dame hors les Murs in the Bue de Tirlemont at Louvain
was built in 1364 and demolished in 1798. See Louvain Monu-
mental Louvain 1860, hy E. van Even, p. 237.

3 No. 1046, Madrid Mus. Oat. 1858. 7f. 2 in. high hy 9f. 5 m.
Wood, gilt ground.
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Joseph of Arimathea : Mary Magdalen looks on and

wrings her hands with the wildest signs of grief; Van
der Weyden here exhibiting his peculiarity of exag-

gerating pain and joy by unnatural action
;

near her

is St. Peter, the Virgin swooning at his feet, and the

third Mary, with other saints, close by. The figures of

nature’s size, exhibit in a proportionate degree Van
der Weyden’s tendency to hard outline, lean form,

and lack of dignified feeling; the Saviour’s head is

fine, but the group of Mary swooning and the figures

round her are the chief attraction,—the blooming flesh

tints and harmonious colour contrastmg with the hvid

hues of the crucified body. One of the replicas is in

the Escurial,! under the name of Albert Durer, but

painted by one of Roger’s pupils, grey in tone and

harder of line than the original. Another in the Santa

Trmita Museum ofMadrid, by a stranger to the Flemish

school, lacks all grace or charm of colour, and is heavy,

dark, and red. A fourth in the Berlin Museum has

suffered much from cleaning and restoring, but is an

old copy. 2 A triptych, the central portion of which

exhibits features not dissimilar from those of the Des-

cent from the Cross of Berhn—such as the composi-

tion, grouping, and attitude of the figures—is in the

Liverpool Gallery.^ A sixth, diminutive in size, is still,

as we have seen, in the cathedi'al of Louvain. For half

a century the subject was repeated in all the schools

1 No. 3. Hist, y descr del Escorial P. Jos. Quevedo. Madrid,

1849, p. 288. Of this picture Elorent Le Comte relates that it

was taken to the Escurial hy Philip the Hd (II. p. 202).

2 No. 534, Berlin Cat. given to “Eoger v. d. Weyden der
jungere, 1529.” Pated 1488. Wood, 4f 8% z high hy 8 f. 6V2 z.

broad
3 No. 39, Liverpool GaU. Cat. Wood, 2 f. 2. and each wing

9 inches wide. On the wings St Julian and St. John the Baptist.

Ascribed to Roger v. der Weyden the you'Qger.
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of Germany and Holland; and taste, as usual, becom-

ing slave to fashion, the gi’oups were reproduced and

changed ad infinitum- A curious instance of exag-

gerated imitation is the triptych in the Cologne Museum,

dated 1480, attributed by some to Israel van Meckenen,

and by others to Albert van Ouwater, but really by an

artist of the Khemsh school who shows that he had

the trick of Flemish colour, but not the skill of Van
der Weyden. ^

The largest and most important commission which

Van der Weyden executed before 1450, is that en-

trusted to him by EoUin, Chancellor of the Duchy of

Burgundy,whose likeness we saw so beautifully painted

by John Van Eyck for a church at Autun. Eollin had

obtained a bull from Eugemus the IVth to build a

hospital at Beaune. The first stone of this edifice was

laid in 1443; and it is probable on several grounds

that the picture was finishedm 1447. Gandelot’s history

of Beaune relates that the bull of Eugenius which

authorized the erection of the building under the in-

vocation of St. Anthony w'as quashed by a bull of

Nicholas the Vth (1447—55), who ordered it to be

consecrated under the invocation of the Baptist. The
presence of Eugenius the IVth and St. Anthony in

the picture may be accepted as proving that it was
finished before the accession of Nicholas the Vth.2 As
at Saint Bavon so at Beaune the subject is spread

over nine panels, six of which cover the three central

ones. 3 In the centre of the highest panel Christ sits

1 Cologne. Wallraf-Bicharfcz Mus. No. 127. Now assigned
to the master of the L3rverst)erg Passion.

^ Gandelot. (L’Ahh^) Histoixe de la viUe de Beaune. 4<'.

Dijon, 1772. p. 111.
3 Beaune Hospital. Wood,m its totality about 18 feet broad

and seven to eight feet high. Much injured by abrasion and by
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on a rainbow, with his feet on the orb and angels

beneath him sounding the last trump
,

in two small

compartments on a level with his seat are four angels

carrying the emblems of the passion, lower down to

the right and left, the apostles, headed by the Virgin

and Baptist with Philip the Good, Eugemus the IVth.

JeanRollin, bishop of Autun, and Isabella of Portugal,

and beneath them the figures of the accursed and blest

rising from their graves, parted from each other by St.

Michael, who weighs their souls in a balance
;

in the

extremes are the gates of Paradise and the abode of

Satan.

The composition of the central panel is the most

faulty portion of the picture, the glory and the fore-

gi’ound being crowded together, instead of being

properly parted; but the distribution of the saints m
glory is extremely good; the Imes are agreeable and

in perspective, the figures well grouped together, and

animated in motion. The choice of expression in the

various faces of the saints shows a good perception and

command of character. St. Peter is grand and ener-

getic, the Madonna full of affectionate and motherly

feeling; and St. John, with those accompanying him,

is amongst the finest of the school, the attitudes being

far more bold than are usually found in Plemish

creations.

The hamony of the colours of the vestments is

vigorous and true; and the folds are not so angular as

in other pictures of the master. Although the form

of Christ is not excellent, it recalls most forcibly to

attempts made to conceal tlie nudities of some figures with super-

posed coloui. Some writeis, ex.gr, Micliiels m Gazette des

Beaux Arts. Tom XXI, p. 209, assign this altar-piece to John
Van Eyck

!
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mind the representations of the same subject by John

Van Eyck.

On the outer wings are represented the donors and

the guardian saints of the building in monochrome;

St. Sebastian, long and thin, exaggerated in motion, as

usual with Van der Weyden, but executed with the

utmost care and diligence; St. Anthony, mth his bell

and pig, one of the noblest creations of the Flemish

school.

The portraits of Eolhn and his wife are splendid

studies of reality, without flattery or idealism. But,

in comparing Eollin at Beaune with Eollin in the

Louvre, the energetic financier of John Van Eyck’s

pictae seems much older, and less grand in attitude.

The comparison also serves to show the difference

which existed betw^een the modes of colouring used by

the two painters.

At the period when this picture was completed we
may presume that Van der Weyden also finished for a

member of the Flemish family of Bracque a triptych

with half lengths now belonging to the Marquis of

Westminster. SuiTOunded by an old oaken frame, and

covered with ancient scriptural inscriptions, it seems to

have been a votive picture destined to adorn a se-

pulchral monument. ^ The outer surface of the triptych

contains a wooden cross, with the words, “0 mors

quam amara est memoria tua horn, injusto et pace

habenti in substaciis sxds, viro quieto et cujus vitse

directae sunt in omibus et adhuc valenti accipere cibfi.

EccLxh.” Above the cross is a scutcheon and the motto,

“Bracque et Brabant.” A large skull is also repre-

•sented, with the epitaph of the person commemorated.

1 A votive pictuie of this sort is described in the Life of
¥hii der Groes. Vide sup,, p 139.
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This ei^itaph, to the following effect, reminds ns of

that of Hubert Van Ej’ck. It is written in French.—

“Mirez vous ci orgueilleux et avers

3I011 corps fu beaux ore est viande a . .

The rest of the words, probably ‘‘aiix vers,” are

obliterated by time.

The funereal and solemn tenor of these inscriptions

IS reflected in the picture itself. In the centre of the

triptych, surrounded by a halo, merging fl'om red into

yellow, the Saviour holds a brazen ball and cross,

emblenaatic of universal rule; the Yirgm, with hands

joined in prayer, looks towards him on the left, and

the Evangelist, holding the chalice, contemplates him

on the right. On the wing, near the Evangelist, is Mary
Magdalen; on that near the Yirgm is St. John the

Baptist. The Saviour, in a dark-brown habit, holds up

his right hand, and extends his two fingers in the

act of blessing. Long hair, parted in the centre, falls

upon his shoulders, encircling, with a small and double-

pointed beard, a dark-toned face, full of heavy muscular

developments, broad overhanging cheeks, eyes so im-

movable as to impart an air of ferocity to the counte-

nance, and a heavy underlip with drooping comers

;

the shadows of this unpleasant type of divine solemnity

are bppressively dark and sad. The Yirgin, on the

other hand, is full of soft; and benign expression; a

drapery of white suiTOunds her face, which is modelled

with copious colour, nicely blended, of a pale-white

tone. St. John the Evangelist contrasts with the Yirgin

by vigorous colour and transparence
;

the face is soft,

and beams with a calm sentiment of resignation. St.

John the Baptist is less ably depicted, austere, not

noble, tlirough the half-closed lips the teeth appear, and
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this trivial detail helps to mar the face. The Magdalen

in tears is the most gi'acefiil figure in the whole com-

position; the head is covered with a white turban,

from which a delicate veil depends, passing under the

chin and leaving tlie nech exposed
;

a low, grey dress,

tightly laced in front, exliihits all the forms, and is

scantily covered by a blue drapeiy. In the Magdalen’s

hand is the cup of ointment. Great harmony and

modelling may be noticed in the flesh tints, which are

dehcately outlined
;
the hand holding the ointment is

well proportioned, and contrasts favourably with those

of all the other figures, which are thin, ill-jomted, and

ill-designed. It is characteristic, indeed, that in parts,

such as the extremities, a feeble knowledge of anatomy

is shovm; w^hilst m others, as in the neck and bosom

of the Magdalen and the thi'oat of the Evangehst, con-

siderable attainment in the same study is remarkable.

The general aspect of the draperies is broader and

less angular than that of Van der Weyden generally;

they are painted with a breadth and profusion of

colour which mark them as a late production of the

master’s hand ;. nor can we fail to notice that, in

the execution of a varied landscape background, Van
der Weyden has been more than usually successful.

Behind the Baptist, Jerusalem forms a landscape

marked by some aerial perspective, enhanced and

strengthened in effect by the lines of. the meandering

Jordan, The light upon these landscapes is that of

early morning, the twilight casting its white colour on

distant snow mountains, not unlike those inVan Eyck’s

picture at the Louvre.

This votive altar-piece is hke that of Beaune in

its style and mode of execution, the Saviour in both

having much the same character. St. John the Baptist
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also possesses similar features of resemlilaiice. The
figure of the Magdalen is the original of more than

one of Memlmg’s sentimental female saints, the feature

of the altar-piece being particularly this, that the

female figures surpass the male in a marked manner.

Nothing, indeed, is more striking than the execution

and preservation of the Magdalen
;
in some of the male

faces and hands the shadows of the flesh tints have

partially suffered from over-painting; but, with these

exceptions, the panel is m excellent preservation. Li

the catalogue of the Grosvenor Gallery this altar-piece

is attributed to Memhng, but characteristic points

show that it was painted by Van der Weyden, who had

less feeling and gi^ace, and less parsimony of colour

than his puxDil.^

One ofVan der Weyden’s lostiiieces—a gift, in 1446,

to the Carmelites of Brussels, represented the Donor

and his family kneeling before the Virgin and the Infant

Saviour, above whom two angels soared, supporting a

crown of stars; on the brings at one side were monks;

on the wings at the other side a knight of the order of

the Golden Fleece with his family. This triptych was

damaged by Cabunists ini 581, and restored in 1593
,
it

has since perished. 2

1 Grosvenoi Collect. Wood, centre, 21 inches by 15, each
wing 10 V2 inches by 15 On the sky above the Saviour these

words: “Ego sum panis vivus qui de coelo descendi. Joh. VI. 51.

Above the Virgin, “Magnificat anima mea Bominum et exul-

tavit spi mens in Deo salv.” Luc I. 46. 47. Above the Evan-
gelist, “Et verbu caro factu est et habitavit in nobis.” Joh.^1.

14. Above the Magdalen, “Maria ergo accepit libram ungueti
nardi pistici, pretiosi et uxit pedes Jsu. Joh. XII. 3. Above
the Baptist, “Ecce Agnus Dei qui toUit peccata mundi. Joh I.

29, In the collection of the Brit. Mus. 7 by sy^ inch, is the

drawing for the Magdalen without the hand and cup. It is

catalogued as by “John of Bruges”, A photograph of it is in

the Beffroi, u. s.

2 Sanderus. Cliron, Sacrce Brdbantice^ 1593 Vol. II. p. 293.
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Another picture of Mary embracing the Saviour

was probably painted at this time,^ as well as the

^‘Maidyrdom of the Philosophers converted by St.

Catherine,'' executed for the convent of Groenendael.^

Van der Weyden had long been mairied to Eh-

zabeth Goffaerts, a lady of his own station. He was

independent in means, having money at interest in

the ‘^domaine de Brabanf’ and in Touimai Cornelius,

one of his sons, was studymg at the College of Pore in

Louvain
5
his daughter Margaret, bom at Tommai in

1432, was mamageable
,
Peter, his second boy, born

at Brussels in 1437, had elected to learn the paternal

trade; Jean, the third, born at Brussels in 1438, was

apprenticed to a goldsmith. ^ A dwelling in the Rue
de TEmpereur, with part of a tenement at a corner

of the Montague de la Oour at Brussels, was the place

of usual residence for the whole family.^ Every re-

1 A. Wauters, Eeinie Umverselle des Arts^ u* Yol. II,

p. 168.
2 Ibid. n. p 171,

3 Michiels, Gaz. des Beaux Arts u. s. XXI. 203.
4 Wauters, Eevue Umverselle. II. p 11. Micbiels, Gazette

des Beaux Arts, u. s. XXI pp. 203. 225. Margaret died in 1450,

Jean, in 1468.
5 Twenty yeais previous toliis death (according to Wauteis,

u. s., Eevue Umverselle des Arts), Eoger Yan der Weyden owned
the bouse and the tenement at the corner of the Montagno de
la Cour. The latter property was rated to the poor of the parish
of Ste. Gudule for a sum of forty-eight livres, half of which was
paid off between the years 1444 and 1465 in the name of Eoger
the painter (Meester Eogier, scildeie). The account-hooks from
which these details are drawn, sometimes contain the word
after the painter’s name, which signifies that Eoger lived in the
house

,
at other times the painter’s name as Meester Eoger Yan

der Weyden without the “aldair”. In the year 1443, the wife
of WUliam de Heersele paid this rate, after the death of Eoger
Yan der Weyden, viz from 1466 to 1491, and from 1494 to 1498,
the payment was made by the sons of William de Heersele’s
wife, who are called Meesters Eogiers oor Yan der Weyden

;
in

1492—93, however, it was made bv Peter Yan der Weyden, and
from 1499 to 1539, by a person of the same name, qualified as
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cord and every historical fact seems to i^oint to a

constant residence at Brussels; and yet there is ground

for assuming that at some period between 1440 and

1450, Yan der Weyden occasionally lived at Bruges.

Oyriacus of Ancona calls him Roger of Bniges. ^ Van
Maiider and Ysemewyk teU how Roger of Bruges

painted cloths; they speak of numerous works in

churches and houses. 2 Diirer alludes to “Rudigers

painted Chapel” in the Kaisershaus, and his “costly”

pictures in Sanct Jacob of Bruges, 3 and when the

agents of the Duke of Rerrara pay Yan der Weyden
for w^ork that he has done, he is called “]M°. Ruziero

depintore in Bruza.^-i It may be that the cloths of

which these accounts are given, or a triptych which

Diirer called “a chapel,” were portable works taken

from Brussels to Bruges, that Bruges being better

known than Brussels, was the place upon which the

Perrarese agents were ordered to negotiate their pay-

ments
;

it may have been from Bruges that Yan der

Weyden started on the journey which he made, in 1449,

to Ferrara and Rome.

The constant communications between Italy and

Flanders by Lombard and Belgian traders had made
the Italians well acquainted with the advance of art

“master.” Peter Tan der Weyden, who paid the rate of 1492-93, is

no doubt the son of Roger Van der Weyden, as other documents
are in existence to prove that he lived and was married, as far

back as 1484. The second Peter Van der Weyden is supposed
to be a grandson of Roger, and son of the first Peter. There is

no doubt that he was a painter, because he is mentioned in the

accounts of 1511, as proprietor of Roger’s house and described

as “portiateur,” and remembered in the list of anniversaries of

Ste Gudule as “Magister Petius Yan der Weyden, pictor.” No
traces are left of productions from the hand of this Peter.

1 Oyriacus m Oohicci, u. s. XT 143.
2 Van Mander, u s. 203. Vsernewyk, Hist, v, Belg. 133.

3 Reliquien, u. s. 121,

4 See records postea.
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in Belgium. Pictures by John Van Eyck had been

sent to Sicily. An altar-piece by Van tier Goes had

been taken to Florence; and the names of Flemish

pamters were mentioned with respect at least by

Neapohtans
;

but this acquamtance was not at first

mutual; for few Italian pamtmgs had found their way

into Belgium. A few years, however, after the death of

John Van Eyck a cmcumstance occurred which might

well contribute to make the painters of the two coun-

tries curious of each other. Antonello da Messina

came to Flanders, learned the uses of oil medium, and

earned back to Italy the practical results of his ex-

perience. The new improvements were calculated to

excite, they actually did, as we have seen, excite

inquiry m Italy, and Van der Weyden very probably

thought that there was at least experience to be gamed
by visiting the Peninsula.

Ferrara, to which we first trace him, was the seat

of a court in which literature and art were cultivated

with much assiduity;—a city of artificial growth fa-

voured by a constant immigration of foreigners, Italian

and Transalpine. From the earhest years of the century

to a period subsequent to Van der Weyden’s visit, it

was the habit of the Marquises of Este to employ

artists of distant schools. Side by side there might be

seen in the same edifices, Hemy of Brabant and
Baroncelli of Florence, sculptors whose carved work
was illuminated by Michael the Hungarian. The
fashionable goldsmith was Simone de “la Magna,”
and Zanm “de Franza” designed embroidery for ec-

clesiastical dresses.*—^Vittor Pisano took to Ferrara
the complex style of an Umbrian modified by contact

1 Citadella (Luigi Napoleone) NTotizie lelative u Eerrara.
8^ Eerrara, 1864. pp 62. 74. 79. 80—82. 419.
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vith the Veronese, and Piero della Francesca was

preparing to introduce the choicer elements of Umbro-
Tuscan art. Angelo di Pietro of Sienna, who. strangely

enough, earned the name of ‘‘Parrasio,’' doubtless

carried thither the antiquated manner of his coun-

trymen and Bono Ferrarese imported that which he

had learnt at Padua. ^ Conspicuous amongst local

craftsmen, Galasso Galassi scarcely rose aboye the

rugged and repulsive grimness of the 14th century;

whilst Tura and Cossa were striving to peiTietuate the

stem but unpleasant reahsm of the Mantegnesques.

It is easy to conceive that Van der Weyden, when

transplanted to such a soil, would be received mth
favour. The tendency of Ferrarese artists such as

Bono, Galasso, Tura and Oossa was to favour pictorial

forms essentially related to those which were accepted

as perfect beyond the Alps. The Squarcionesque type

was more coarsely reahstic, the Squarcionesque mask

w^as plainer than that of the Flemish naturalists. As
Van der Weyden, early in 1449, finished a triptych

representing the Descent from the Cross, the Expulsion,

and a portrait of Lionel d’Este, Bono and Angelo of

1 We have no pictures to point to. Angelo di Pietro d’Angelo,
or Angelo del Maeagnino was a Siennese painter, whom we find

charged with murder at ISTocera in 1439. The governors of

Sienna vainly asked for his enlargement, which was refused by
the Cardinal of Florence, Giovanni Vitelleschi. His will in the

ai chives of Sienna is dated from Ferrara on the 5th of August
1458. (See Milanesi [Gastano]. Documenti per la storia dell’aite

Senese. Tom. II. 187— 8 and 295). He was in the service of

Lionel and Borso d’Este from 1444 to 1456, and painted several

panels in the so-called Studio at Belfiore. (Private communi-
cation from Marchese Campon of Modena).

2 See History of painting in North Italy by the authors of

this woik. I. 375, and Citadella (L. N.) Documenti &c. iisguar-

danti la storia artistica Ferrarese. Ferrara 1868*, pp. 112. and
364, from which it appeals that Bono was employed at Sienna
in 1441—

2

and 1461 and at Ferraia m the ducal service in 1450,
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Sienna Y^ere engaged in the country seats of Migliaxo

and Belfiore, Galasso was about to decorate the jjalace

of Belriguardo, and Tura was on the eye of entering,

if he had not actually entered, the service of the Mar-

quis. 1 It is said hy Cyi-iacus, that Angelo of Sienna

became an imitator of Yan der Weyden, 2 but we

observ’e the same tendency in all the Berrarese of the

time, who might have done better than adopt the dry-

ness of the clnef of the Tournaisian school. That Yan
der Weyden, in the spnng of 1449, made personal ac-

quaintance Y’ith the Ben*arese artists whom we have

mentioned, hardly admits of a doubt when we observe

that the payments made to liim in the name of Lionel

at Berrara, and later in that of Borso at Bruges, pas-

sed through the hands of Bihppo “de li Ambruoxi,”

who was Tura’s assistant. ^ What became of the triptych

at BeiTara was never discovered; but we may perhaps

consider as part of it the beautiful panel at the Uffizi

1 Cynacus mColucci. Aiaticliit4 Picene, u.s.XV. 143 Eacius
(B.). Be varis, p. 45. History of Italian Painting, u. s. I. 414.

516 and the preceding note.
2 Cyriacus, u. s.

3 A di XXXI de decembre duo^ venti d’oro per lei a Eilippo
de li Ambruoxi et coinpagni per nome di Paolo de Porio de bruza
per altri tanti che el deto panlo pago a Rnziero depmtoie in

bmza per parte de certe depxnture de lo Illu'^^° ohm nostio
[Lionel] che lui faceva fare al deto MP Eozieio come per Man-
date de sua ohm Signona registrato al registro de la camera de
I’anno presente.” Memoriale of 1450 in the archives of Eerrara
favoured by Marquis Campon.—The Marquis also found the
foUowing in a Memoriale of 1451 “Due. 20 d'oro a Eihppo delh
Ambrosi per tanti che,fece pagare ad un depintore in Abiuza
per le mane de paulo poro de laura per due figure chel deto paulo
fece fare in Abruza pei uxo et servicio predicto come per Man-
date de lo illu. Nos. 8. che appose registrato nel registro della
camera &c.—Cyriacus states that Lionel d’Este showed him the
Beposition and Expulsion at Ferrara on the 8th of July 1449 (YII
Iduum Quintfhum die N. [Nicolai] Y [quinti] P [Papse] A [anno]m [tertio]. For the fact that Filippi degli Ambiosi was Tura’s
assistant see Citadella, Bocumenti, u. s., p 108.
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which so completely answers to Cyiiaco's description. ^

It is a small piece, in which we see the body of the

Saviour supported by Joseph ofArimathea, the Yii'gin

to the left holding his right, St. John to the right

grasping his left arm; Mary Magdalen kneehng in

front and grieving. The scene is laid in an open

meadow, with Calvary in the distance, and a landscape

fuU of figui^es. The composition is well ordered, and

the Saviour is one of the most successful that the

master ever painted; the colour of full body, clear, and

well preserved, and some of the heads admirable in

their realism.

Was it Van der Weyden’s fortune to visit Milan

before he came to Ferrai'a, or did his fame reach the

Sforzas through the Estes? There is a picture in the

Zambeccari collection at Bologna, which points to

some connection between Van der Weyden and the

Milanese court at a period subsequent to the painter’s

travels in Italy.

It represents the Saviour crucified and bewailed

by the Virgin and St. John Evangelist. Two kneeling

figures face each other in the foregi'ound. The first, a

man in armour, supposed, firom the shield and helm

near him, and from a certain likeness between this

and other portraits, to be Erancesco Maria Sforza

Duke of Mian, the second a female believed to be

Bianca Visconti. A page to the left of the latter, is

taken to be the son of Francesco and Bianca Gale-

azzo Maria Sforza
;

the page seems 16, Francesco

58, years of ager^ The style and execution of the panel

1 Elorence Uflfizi. No. 795 Wood, smaU and ad3iiiral)ly

pieseived.
2 Eiancesco Maria Sforza was ‘born in 1401, Galeazzo in

1444.

14
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are those of Eoger Van der Weyden
;
the head of

Sforza has been rubbed down and retouched. The

wings of the altar-piece represent landscapes (vuth, to

the left), St. Francis and another saint, and above

them the adoration of the Saviour;—(to the nght),

St. Catherine and St. Barbara, and above them St.

John the Baptist
,
the upper scenes of the vings are in

the manner of hlemlmg. On the outer side of the

vings, in dead colour, is St. Michael on horseback, to

the right, killing the dragon
;
St Jerom to the left ex-

tracting the thorn from the lion’s paw
;
in the distance

an altar with the Sanour on the Cross. These two

panels are veiy fine, well reheved, and in the style of

Memling.i

Of what effect was Van der Weyden’s xisit on the

technical treatment of panel pictures in this part of

Italy? The existence of a new medium in Flanders

must have been made known to an increasing number

of craftsmen
;
and it is not beyond the range of prob-

ability that Van der Weyden’s receipts may subse-

quently have become familiar to Piero della Francesca

as they must have become familiar to Galasso, Tura,

and Cossa
;
but the Flemish style, as displayed in the

masterpieces of the Netherlands, was certainly treated

by Italians with general coldness, and this for reasons

stated at a later period by Michael Angelo, who
thought too much attention was expended on tints,

green fields, trees, rivers, bridges, and landscapes filled

with many scattered figures, and who considered that

Flemish painting had no art, no symmetry, no pro-

portions, no selection, and no grandeur. ^

1 "Wood, oil, 1 f. 91/2 1 11 Eng. measure.
2 Bacz^nsM. Les Arts en Portugal. Pans, 1846. Michael

Angelo gave this opinion of Elemish art, in conversation with
the Maifchioness of Pescara, Vittoria Colonna
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Prom PeiTara Van der Weyden proceeded to Eome,
hardly, we should think, avoiding Florence which lay

temptingly m his way. There we may conceive the

staid and puritanical Fleming gravely admiring the

masterpieces of Florentine art, from the time of Giotto

to that of Beato Angelico, wandering into the Chapel

of the Brancacci, scanning with eagerness the classic

figures of Masaccio, and unconsciously followmg the

footsteps which Eaxihael, Michael Angelo, and Leo-

nardo were afterwards known so frequently to tread.

The Garden of the Medici was not then in its

splendour, but Cosmo had long been known for his

magnificence and generosity, chiefly to the Domimcans
and their favoured painter Beato Angelico. The same

feeling which induced Inm to build a room in the

convent of San Marco, for the purpose of enjojring the

works of the best artist of the rehgious and mystic

school, might lead him to appreciate and to welcome

a stranger imbued like Van der Weyden, with an

unusual share of religious zeal. Eoger was commis-

sioned to paint a Madonna; and under the attributes

of St. Cosmo and St. Damian he is said to have trans-

ferred to the picture the features of Cosmo^s dearest

children, Piero and Giovanni. After some vicissitudes

the panel was carried away from Italy, and finally came

to rest in the Staedel collection at Frankfort, but the

arms of Florence in a scutcheon beneath the fore-

ground, and the presence of Cosmo’s patron saints

Cosmo and Damian, conclusively prove for whom it

was ordered. 1 The Virgin stands under a dais with the

Saviour affectionately clasped to her bosom, between

St. Peter and St. John and St. Cosmo and St. Damian.

There is no religious piece in the complex of the master’s

1 Frankfort, Staedel. No. 66. Wood, 1 f. 8 li. by 1 f. 2.
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works which displays more tender feeling. The heads

are natural and expressive without loss of austerity or

dignity
;

the colours are laid on with stiff impast and

pleasant clearness; and the draperies are cast with

unusual simplicity and breadth.

Amongst the great men in art at Florence in the

middle of the century were Lippi and Grhiherti.

Whether these representatives of the highest Italian

genius met or associated with Yan der Weyden is

unknown. Angelico, to whom some sympathies seemed

likely to hind him, had left Tuscany some years before

for Rome; but even there it would appear the two

masters did not meet, and Yan der Weyden was in-

clined to neglect rather than praise the compositions of

the inspired Dominican.

Taking advantage, no doubt, of the pilgrim caravans

which from all parts of Italy made their way to the

Jubilee, Yan der Weyden reached Rome m 1450, with

the purpose of visiting and admiring the treasures of art

already numerous there. He found the city restored to

some sort of splendour by the efforts of Martin the Yth,

Eugenius the lYth and Nicholas the Yth. He visited

amongst other churches, San Giovanni Laterano, and
seeing there the waU distempers of Gentile da Fabriano

declared that they were the work of the best pamter
in Italy. It was the softness and blending of a manner
akin to his own in its serenity that, we should think,

attracted and pleased him.i We know not how, or at

what time exactly, Yan der Weyden went back to the

Netherlands. His pictures found their way to the

furthest ends of the Peninsula;— to Naples, where
Alphonzo of Arragon owned aMadonna meeting Christ

on the road to Golgotha, to Genoa, where Facio saw
i Facius. De vixis, u. s., pp. 48 -9 .
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the only gem'e composition of the Brussels painter,

—

“women in a hath.”^ It is characteristic that Van der

Weyden came home to his native place unchanged and

immoveable in the peculiar jpractice which makes his

productions so easy of recognition.

Foremost amongst the influential men from whom
Van der Weyden had commissions on his return from

Italy we should notice Pierre Bladelin, treasurer of

the Grolden Fleece, and Jean Robert, abbot of St.

Aubert of Oambrai, both of whom were connected in

different ways with the court of the Dukes of Bur-

gundy. Of the first it is related that he rose by

perseverance and honesty firom the position of a sifnple

citizen at Fumes to that of an officer of the ducal

household. His marriage with Margaret van de Vage-

viere, a rich heiress of Bruges, gave him an intro-

duction to Court; and he soon passed through sub-

ordinate offices to that of director of finance and

keeper of the privy purse. ^ Disliked by the courtiers

because he was economical, he preserved a stainless

reputation for integiity; and so, won the favour of

Philip the Good and Ms son Charles the Rash. With

an annual income of six thousand gold pieces, wMch
Philip doubled yearly as a reward for Ms services,

Bladelin founded the little town of Middelburg in

Flanders, where he subsequently contnved to settle

the burnt-out coppersmiths ofDmant.^ The castellated

mansion and the church, wMch were the most pro-

1 Eacius. Be viris, n. s., pp. 48-9.
‘

2 “Sub eo (Lodovicus Malanus) comineiuoratur Tirum nobi-

lem, Hicolaum Bladelinum, ob Gravelingam contra Anglos for-

titer sed infauste defensam.”—MarcJiaTitiiiSi it, S., p. 290. See

also Comp. Chron. Episo. Brug p. 170-183 Messager des Sciences

et des Arts de Belgique, 1835. pp. 333-348.

3 Obronxque de Ohastelam in Buchon, Coll, de Boc., u. s,,

Yol. XLYH, Cbapt. 164, p. 47
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minent bRildings of the place, were finished as early

as 1450,1 and the high altar of the latter was decorated

with an altar-piece by Van der Weyden.

Jean Kobert was both an abbot and a man of the

world. He was on terms of intimate friendship with

his bishop Jean de Bourgogne, who sometimes paid

him a visit accompanied by Philip the Good. On these

occasions the convent walls reechoed sounds which

were not those of penitent prayer. The bishop and the

Duke dmed luxuriously at the abbot’s board, and

Philip boasted that he drank the abbot under the

table. ^ For the high altar of St. Aubert of Oambrai,

and at the special request of Jean Eobert, Van der

Weyden painted an altar-piece which, it is very

probably conjectured, now lies in the Museum of

Madrid.

The Middelbui'g altar-piece was removed in com-
paratively recent times from its original resting place,

and came at last into the Berlin Museum; a brighter

or more attractive one it had not been the painter’s

fortune to complete. The patron of the altar, the

treasurer Bladelin, is conspicuous in the foreground of

the central panel, praying with great devotion before

the Infant Christ. The subject is the Adoration of the

new born Saviour, a subject conceived in the feelmg
of the Nativity by Van der Goes at Santa Maria
Nuova of Florence. The light which radiates from the
Infant illumines the figures of Mary and Joseph, who
kneel about the litter; whilst in the gloom of the

distance the shepherds adore the Presence. Subordinate

^ They were only commenced, accorclinff to Guicciardini fu.
s., p. 472) in 1446.

2 Be Lahorde (Les Bucs de Bourgogne. Vol. I. Intieduction
p. 58) Cites the records of Camhrai for these facts.
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to tMs incident the kings of the East prostrate before

a Tision of the Infant in heaven, and Mary mth the

Child appearing to Augustus, are painted on the side

panels. It would be difficult to name a j)icture of the

tune in which portrait character is more cleverly

marked. We see the hvmg fonn of JBladelin in the

dress of his time
;
nothing more quaint than his black

fur pehsse, black tights and pattens, except perhaps

the quamt apparition of Augustus in the garb and

semblance of Philip the Good. There is a wondrous

disregard of proportion in the several parts of the

composition
;
the heads are prominent and overweighted

when contrasted with frame and limb. The three angels

which adore the Majesty of the Babe at the Virgin’s

knees are diminutive as those of Nelli at Gubbio, they

are mere children by the side of Bladelin; but the

finish of the parts
,
the dehcacy of the touch, and the

gloss of the colours are very attractive, and a melan-

choly serenity dwells in the features of all the dramatis

personae. 1

The altar-piece of Cambrai was ordered at Brus-

sels by J^an Robert in person, who entered the date

and conditions of his contract in a journal kept by

himself:

“On the 16th of June of the year -55, he says, I,

John, abbot, bargained with Master Roger de la Pas-

ture, the master-workman in pamtmg at Bnissels, to

make a picture, five feet square, havmg eleven stories

of such device as the work will show. These were made

at various dates; and the said picture was sis: and a

1 Berlin Museum. No. 536. Centre panel 2 f. 111/2 2 f.

11 Wmgs 2 f. 11 1/2 li "by J f. 33/4 "We still read the false signa-

tuie “JOH. MEMIiYKCK fee.” The tiiptychwas bought of

Mr. Nieuwenhuijs.—A copy of it stiU exists m the church of

Middelbuxg Canvas m. 1.02 h. by 1.85.
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half feet high and five feet broad; which picture was

finished on the day of Tnnity, in the year -59, and cost

in principal 80 golden pieces, of 43 sols 4 den. each,

money of Cambrai, all of which was paid at divers

tinaes. And was likewise paid to his wife and workmen,

when tlie picture was brought, two pieces of gold of

4 livres 20 den.; and it was taken by the carman,

Gillot de Gonguelieu du Roqiiier, in the first -week of

June, in the year -59, on a cart with three horses.’’

i

Amongst the pictures transferred within the last

few years from the interior of Spanish monasteries to

the Museum of Madnd one was observed by the late

Dr. Waagen to answer the description given by the

abbot of St. Aubert. In this triptych, which measures

about the same size as that entered in the jomnal at

Oambrai, we find the three great episodes of gospel

history embodied: in the centre, the crucifixion with

the seven sacraments in the background of a Gothic

church;—to the right, Adam and Eve expelled from
Paradise; to the left, the Last Judgment, and in the

carving of the pointed arches in which these subjects

are set, six scenes from the Passion, seven Jays of the

Creation, and seven works of charity. Dr. Waagen, who
describes this altar-piece minutely, seems to have been
of opinion that Van der Weyden never produced an
example more remarkable than tliis for fitness of

distribution, hvehness of incident, or truthful expression

in heads.2

1 Archives de Oambiai in De Lahoide, u. s., Les Dues de
Bourgogne. Yol. I. Introduction, p. LIX.

2 Madrid Museum. Wood(not seen). On the outer side of the
triptych there are large figures of Christ giving the tribute
money, and Christ with one of the apostles The throe panels
together measure M. 1,96 h. by 2.43. The triptych came directly
into the Museum from the Monastery de los Angelos at Madrid.
Eee Gr. P. Waagen’s “Deber in Spamen vorhandeue Bilder” in
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Van der Weyden never signed nor dated any of his

pictures; and it is only by their style that vre distinguish

his works. We are thus in doubt as to the time when
the Epiphany and the Virgin sitting to St. Luke—-two
fine compositions in the Gallery of Munich—were

executed; but these altar-pieces display much the

same treatment as the Nativity of Middelbui’g, which is

the finest production of the master, and we may assign

them to the same iieriod.

The picture of St. Luke was bought by the brothers

Boisseree at Brussels, and was described as having

belonged to a chapel in which the mass of the painter’s

guild was annually read.^ It was held in gi’eat venera-

tion and frequently copied, and is probably that referred

to in the following passage of Diii-er s diaiy:

“Mehr 2 Stiiber geben vor Sanct Lucas Tafel auf-

2uspeiTen.”2

In course of years the name of the artist who

painted it was forgotten, and the catalogue of the

Munich Pinakothek registered it till quite recently as

by John Van Eyck. St. Luke, attended by the ox,

kneels on the right with a drawing board and style in

his hand, and looks musingly at the Virgin, who sits

enthroned under a rich dais, giving the breast to the

Infant Christ. The scene is laid in an open hall through

the pillars of which we see a terrace and battlements,

down which a man and woman look at a garden, a city

Heft 1. p 40 of A. von Zalin’s Jahrbnclier fur Kunstwisseiischaft

for tlie year 1868. Compare alsoKinkePs “Brusseler Bathliaus-

bilder und deren Kopien.” 8®. Zuiicli, 1867
1 Tliere is no certainty as to tlie name of tlie churob. in

'wlncb the painter’s f>uild at Brussels originally had its chapel.

We only know that it had a chapel in the 17th century inNotie

Dame de Bon Secours. Consult Pinchart, Annotations, u. s.,

CCIiXIX.
2 Beliquien, u. s

, p. 90.
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wall, a river lined on both sides with houses and

turrets, and a landscape of blue hills. The wonderful

minuteness of this distance, and its close resemblance

to that in John Yan Eyck’s votive panel at the Louvre,

(Eolhn) are an excuse for the nomenclature so long

retained by the brothers Boisseree. It is only when we

turn to the study of form and treatment that we per-

ceive the hand of Yan der "Weyden. We note the

stiffness and strain which pecuharly distinguish the

Brussels master, his oblong shape of heads, his lean

and lanky frame of infants, his habitual surcharge of

small and broken folds in superabundant drapery, and

his hard and inflexible contour; and yet with all these

faults, and injured though it be by rubbing, repainting,

and modern coloured glazings—the picture is a fine

one and well worthy of Yan der Weyden. i

The triptych of which the Epiphany forms the

centre, Tvas bought from the Chui'ch of St. Oolumba at

Cologne, for \vhich it is said to have been painted; yet-

in the figures of the kings who adore Christ, that which

kneels and kisses the Infant’s hand is a likeness of

Philip of Bui'gundy, and that which stands to the right

is Charles the Bold, whilst a patron behind St. Joseph

remains unknown. On the right wing of the altar-

piece, the Annunciation; on the left, the Presentation

to Simeon are depicted. jSTo picture of the master

1 Mumcli Pinakothek. Cabinets No. 42. Wood, 4 f. 4 li by 3 f.

5%, Aji old copy of tins piece, formerly belonging to the Infante
Sebastian, is in the Santa Trinita Mns, at Madxid. Another copy,
belonging(1860)to the sculptor Hans Gasser at Vienna (Waagen
Ermitage, p. 117), is perhaps the same described by Passavant
(Kunstblatt 1841. No. 5) as in possession of Professor Hanber of
IMCunich. A copy of the St. Luke alone is No. 445 in the Her-
mitage of St. Petersburg

;
it was bought at the sale of the col-

lection of King William I. at the Hague, and came originally
from Spam Wood, 2 f. 11 3/4 h. by 1 f. 7.
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is more imbued with religious feeling; none is more
liappily arranged and carried out. The Epiphany be-

came a model composition in the Flemish schools;

it was copied by numerous followers of Van der

Weyden; conspicuous amongst whom we should cite

Hans Memling. ^

Van der Weyden was not celebrated for artistic

skill only. He was of good repute as a citizen, and

known for his benevolence, so that Lampsonius could

write of him:

Hon tiUi sit laudi, quod multa, et pulchra, Rogere,
Pinxisti ut poterant tempora ferre tua.

Digna tamen, nostro quicunque est tempore Pictor
Ad quae, si sapiat, respicere usque valit.

Testes pioturse, quae BruxeUense tribunal
De recto Themidis cedere caPe vetant:

Quam, tua de partis pingendo extrema voluntas
Peipetua est inopum quod medicina fami,

Ilia reliquisti terns jam pioxima morti.

Haec monumenta polo non montura nucant.

His portrait, which has been preserved, represents

him as a beardless man of 50 with short shock hah,

and a look of serious melancholy. In the background

hangs a bit of his favorite composition, the ‘‘Dieu de

Pitie.2 When he selit his son Cornelius to take the

cowl at H^rinnes he endowed the monastery with a

sum of 400 crowns
;

he was equally liberal to the

Carthusians of Scheut;^ his affihation to the religious

brotherhood of the Holy Cross in the Chmxh of

1 Munich Pinakothek. Cabinets. Ho. 35, the Annunciation

;

Ho. 36, the Epiphany
;
No. 37, the Presentation. Wood, the

centre piece 4 f. 4 h. by 4 f. 10; the sides 4 f. 4 h. by 2 f. 3. The
surfaces are injured by abrasion and altered by coloured glazes.

A replica or copy of the Presentation is in the private coUection

of the Emperor of Germany, another in the Czemin collection

at Vienna. See also postea in Memling.
2 See Lamxosonius. Pictorum aliquot celeb., u. s.

3 De Vaddere Ststoria monast. n. d de Q, ord. CartJius

(Sclmit), ap, Wauters Beviie Umv, des Arts, u, s., II. Oct 1855,

p. 35.
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Caudenberg by Brussels is noted in a record of 1462.1

In 1461 we find Inm valuing as referee some stone

tinting, executed by Pierre Coustain for Philip the

Goodin the palace of Bnissels.2 Amongst the pictures

of his later time we may notice the Crucifixion, a trip-

tych in the Belvedere at Vienna, where the Virgin is

represented fainting at the foot of the cross and sup-

ported by St. John; two donors, a male and a female,

kneel in the foreground; and St. Veronica and the

Magdalen are introduced into the side wings. Though

assigned to Martin Schongauer, it is a good school

piece from Van der “Weyden’s workshop, and exlnbits

the practised hand of an artist familiar with ana-

tomical design. It is marked by an affected air in the

heads, wan forms, large eyes with their eyelids thinly

coloured, and pallid landscapes with foregrounds inter-

sected by crevices and covered with spare vegetation.^

We are less sure of Van der Weyden’s authorship in the

large panel of the Seven Sacraments, which hangs in the

Antwerp Museum, though the scutcheons on it prove

that it was painted for Jean Chevrot, bishop ofTournai.^

1 Buelens, Notes et Additions, u. s., OXXXIII.
2 “A Pierre Coustain, paintre et varlet de chambre de MdS.

la somme de Vin^"^ livres de XL gros, momioie de Eland res, la

livre, qui deue lui estoit assavoir, qui lui a 6t6 taux4 et ordonne
par maistre Bogier, aussi paintre, es presence de Messire Mi-
cliault de Cbargy, chevalier, maistre d’hostle do MdS ot de feu
MS. Le G-ruyer de Brabant, pour auoir paint et ouvre deux
junaiges de pierre, Tun de la representation de Saint Philippe, ct

Tautre de Saincte Elizabeth, lesquels MdS. a faict inectre et

asseoir en son hostel au dit lieu deBruxelles aupres de la chambre
devant la porte par ou Ton va au pare ... Be Laborde. Les Bucs
de Bourgogne, u. s

,
L p. 479.

5 Vienna, Belvedere. Second floor, room I. Wood, centre
3 f. 2 h. by 2 f. 2, wings 3 f. 2 h. by 1 f. 1. In the sky there are
four grieving angels

4 Antweip), Mus. Nos. 393, 394 and 395. Wood, m. 2.0 h. by
0.97. A Magdalen at the foot of the cross is the figure most
in the spirit of Van der Weyden’s art.
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Van der Weyden died at Brussels on tlie 16tli of

June, 1464, and was buried under ‘‘a blue stone'" in

the nave of the cburcli of Sainte Gudule,i where the

body of his wife, who survived him many years, was

also placed; on this blue stone were the lines:

‘‘Exammis saxo recubas, HOG-EBE, sub isto,

Qui rerum formas x^mgere doctus eras

;

Morte tua Bruxella dolet, quod in arte penturn,

Ai*tificem similem non repenie timet
Ars etiam mceret tanto viduata magistro
Cui par pmgendi, nullus in arte fuit.”2

In quaint Latin and Blemish the joint resting-place

of Roger and his wife is registered in the book of

burials at Sainte Gudule:

“Magister Eogerus Yan der Weyden, exceHens pictor, cum uxore,

liggen voor Ste. C4tel>Tien autaer onder eenen blauwen steen”^

Yearly masses for the soul of Van der Weyden
were founded by his wife. Part of a pension paid to her

by the corporation of Brussels, as the widow of their

“portraiteur” (20 gold peeters), she gave in 1477 to

her relative Henrich Goffaert, Canon of Caudenberg,

to spend in masses for the repose of her self and her

husband,^

There is reason for not accepting as genuine two

panels which bear Van der Weyden’s name, in the

Belvedere at Vienna. Of these the first represents the

Eternal in heaven, the Virgin and Child, and St. Anne

1 Sweertius, u s
, p. 284.

2 Ibid.

3 A Wauteis, Registre des sepultures. Alessag. des Sc. hist.,

1845, p 145.

4 A Wauters, Cartulaire des Archives de Pabbaye de Cau-

deuberg. Messag. des Sc. hist.,** 1845, p. 144. Elizabeth Gof-

faert’s family owned a house near that of Roger and opposite

the palace of Nassau at Brussels (now the Museum). Wauteis,

Revue Universelle des Arts, u. s., H. p. 11.
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kneeling, two little dogs in the foreground, and a

hedge of roses, behind which is a landscape and a city. ^

The second is an Adoration of the Magi, both are

poor productions of a later date. 2

Of another picture at Berlin, ascribed to Van der

"Weyden and signed “Sumus Eugerii manus,” it is well

to note the following:^

Zanetti, in Ms “Pittura Yeneziana,”-^ mentions a

panel suspended, at the time he wrote, in a passage

leading from San Gregorio, at Venice, to a neighbour-

ing convent. He thought, at first, that it must be by

Roger, yet doubted when he found that the panel was

of Venetian fir, and not of the oak in use amongst the

Flemings. At a later period Lanzi saw this piece in

the Nani Palace at Venice, and repeated Zanetti’s

statement. 5 Some persons who think that Van der

W'eyden visited Venice when he came to Italy, might

suggest that he would then paint with the materials of

the country; and they might think tMs the more

natural as the Anonimo (ed. Morelli) describes a por-

trait of Van der Weyden in the house of Marco
Zuanne Earn at Venice, in 1531, finished in oils by

Roger himself, and dated 1462. This, however, would

not prove that Roger was in Venice. ^ The Anonimo

1 Vienna, Belvedere. Second floor, Boom II, No 7. Wood,
1 f. b. Uy O.81/2.

2 Belvedere. Second floor. Boom 1, No. 105.knee piece. Wood,
2 f. 2 b. by 1 f. 8.

3 No. 1163, Berlin Oat. Centre, 4 f. z. bigb by 1 f. 5V4 z,

broad, wood; wings, each 4 f. 8^4 z. bigb by 1 f. 4% 2. broad,
Erom tbe Solly collection.

4 Zanetti, Pittura Veneziana, 1771, lib. I. p. 31.
5 Lanzi, Vol III. Scuola Venez

,
Epoca prima, p. 37.

6 There is a curious coincidence of date between tbe por-
trait mentioned by the Anonimo and that of the late Mr. Bogers’
Collection, said to be a portrait of Memliug. This portrait was
in tbe Aders Collection. “In casa de M. Zuanne Bam a. S. Stefano
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merely says that the portrait 'was “from the hand of

Engerio da Bixrselles;’’^ and it is certain that the

family of Earn was one of wealthy merchants estab-

hshed at Venice for purposes of trade, 2 and Kkely to

have had this portrait from Elanders. But all such

speculations fall to the ground as we look at the

picture. The subject is Saint Jerom on a thi'one, to the

right, Mary Magdalen, and to the left, St. Catherine;

the style, Itahan of the sixteenth century, and the

wood on which it is executed peculiar to the Venetians.

From the attitude and motion of the saints, and the

character of the heads, which not only differ from

those of Van der Weyden, but of the Flemish schools

in general, it is certain that the picture was done by

a painter of the school of Padua. The figures have the

slenderness, the features the aquiline contoui* uncommon

in Flemish productions,; the outlines and drapery, are

hard
;
the colour has the thinness which marked the

school of Mantegna.

Supposing, therefore, even that Van der Weyden

came to Venice, and that he, and not AntoneHo,

carried thither the secret of oil-painting, it still re-

mains a certainty that this is not a picture produced

by him, but the work of some unkno'wn artist of the

Itahan school.

The Gallery of Munich contains but one picture to

which the name of Van der Weyden is attached:^

(m Yenice) 1531. El ntratto de Eugerio da BurseUes, pittor

antico celebre in un quadretto de tavola a oglio, fin al petto, ffi

de mano del’ istesso Bugeno, fatto al speccWo nel 1462, u. s

,

p. 78.
1 Anonuno, ed. Morelli, n. s., p. 78.

2 Ibid, p 140.

3 Ko. 65, Pinak Cat. Cab lY ‘Wood, 1 f 9 bigh by 1 f. 2^2

broad
,
from Ambras Castle m Tyrol
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•‘Olirist crowned witli thorns;” it is notunlike the weak

production of a pupil of Quintin Massys,

The type of the school is more visible in the “An-

nunciation” of the j^ntwerp Gallery, i— a diminutive

panel, painted with great care and finish, and not dis-

similar in execution from one in the Louvre, attributed

to Lucas Yan Leyden, and of old supposed to be the

work of Memling.^

It is not quite certam that the portrait said to be

that of Philip the Good, in the same collection, ^ is a

likeness of that prince, though Louys engraved it for

the Collection of the Dukes and Princes of the House

of Bui’gundy, by Jonas Suyderhof. It was purchased

atBesangon, in 1827, and once belonged to the minister

Colbert. In style it is hard and dry, like a neighbouring

bust of a monk, attribjated to Memling. In the Academy
of Bruges there are also two pieces falsely assigned to

Yan der Weyden. The first is the Adoration of the

Magi, the second the Adoration of the Shepherds, a

night scene; both executed half a century after Yan
der Weyden’s death. ^

Three panels from the abbey of Flemalle are cata-

logued as by Roger in the Stsedel collection at Frank-

fort. They represent the Trinity, St. Yeronica, and the

Yirgin and child, and are painted in the style of Yan
der Weyden’s school. ^

^ No. 396, Antw. Gal. Cat. Wood, 0,20 m. high by 0,12 m.
broad

2 No. 595, Louvre Cat. Now classed in the school of Memling.
3 No. 397, Antw. Cat. 0.38 m. high, 0.22 m. broad. Wood.
4 Bruges Acad Nos. 35, 36, forming pait of one altar-piece

and now classed “unknown ” On the outer side of those panels
(37 and 38) are scenes from some obscure legend.

5 Erankfort; Stsedel. Nos. 72, 73, 74. Wood, arched, each panel
4f. 63/4 h. by 1 f. 773 * See Messager des Sciences hist. 1846.

p. 149.
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A iianel m the late Wallerstein collection (Ken-

sington Palace) represents Joseph of Arimathea sup-

porting the body of Christ, which is embraced by the

Virgin with deep affliction. This is the work of an

imitator of Van der Weyden’s compositions. i

A Descent jtom the Cross in the gallery of the

Hague assigned by Waagen to Van der Weyden, but

catalogued as Memling, has much of the master’s

character but less finish, and a darker flush of tone

than IS usual when he works in person. It may be a

school piece.2

The Deposition in the Tomb ascribed to Van der

Weyden, at the National Gallery, is a dry grey tempera

which betrays the hand of a German imitator.

Unsatisfactory in other ways, and surely but a

school piece, is the small crucified Saviour between

the Virgin and Evangelist with the Magdalen at the

foot of the Cross in the Galleiy of Dresden.^

School pictures likewise, and of a very inferior

class, are the eleven panels under Van der Weyden’s

name in the Museum of Brussels. ^

The Virgin and Child in half length with a damask

hanging for a background, and the same subject full

*

1 Wallerstein Collection. Wood, 2 f. 6 V2 by 1 f 8 .

2 Hague Museum. Ho. 55. Wood. See Waagen’s Handbook.
1860. p. 89.

3 London Hational Gallery, Ho. 664, tempera on linen. 2 f.

10 h. by 2 f. 4, bought in Milan.
4 Diesden Mus. Ho. 1718. Wood, 1 f. b. by 6 inches.
5 Biussels Museum, Ho. 33, head of a woman in teais, Wood,

m. 0.48 h by 0.32. Ho. 38. Wood, m 1.44 h. by 0.57. Christ car-

rying his cioss, Ho. 39. Christ crucified, both parts of one altar-

piece. Ho. 34 The Ajinunciation and the Infant Virgin received

by an Angel, 37, Christ and the Doctois; 35, Nativity and Epi-
phany; 36, Cncumcision, 40, Chiist at the Tomb

, 41, the Disciples

and Maries at the Sepulchre. Two panels of this series, the

Adoration of the Shepheids and the Piesentation in the Temple
are missing. All the panels aie of the size of Ho. 38.

15
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length in a landscape, are ascribed to Van der Weyden

in the collection of Prince von Hohenzollern-Sigma-

ringen, without having any claim to be accepted as

genuine. i

A head of Christ seen to the shoulders, bought by

hlr. J. M. Parsons from the Abel Collection at Stutt-

gardt, is amongst the works assigned to Roger Van der

Weyden. 2

The Brussels Royal Library contains a manuscript

of the CbiDnicles of Hainaut in which there is a

miniature falsely assigned to Roger Van der Weyden.

Mr. Wauters ascribes to Roger Van der Weyden a

series of tajiestries called the “Seven Sins,’’ of which

many are m Spain.

He also speaks of a newly discovered picture in

two compartments, one ofwhich represents the Marriage

of the Virgin, the other an unknown subject in which

an old man is led before a bishop, wliilst in the fore-

ground two figures lie in prostrate supiihcation. -The

costumes are of the 15th century, and the style of the

pictures similar to that of the “Seven Sacraments” at

Antwerp.

In 1613, after the death of the Duke of Aerschot,

an inventory was made of his property amongst which

was the following: “Six paintings, of a round form on

wood, with painted mouldings, and having in golden

letters a history of the life of Joseph;—the whole

pamtedin oil properly and artificially, and as was judged

1 Prince von HohenzoUern-Sigmanngen. No. 50 in the
Munich. Exhibition of 1869. Wood, in. 0.29 h. by 0 21. No. 54.

Wood, m, 0.28 h. by 0.20,
2 London, Mr. Parsons. Wood, 0,39 h. by 0.28. Not seen by

the authors.
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by the painter NovilKers, by the hand of Master
Roger.’’

1

The catalogue which has now been given of the

works, real or fictitious, hy Van der Weyden, shows

that many of his celebrated pictui'es are no longer

extant. The canYasses of the town-hall at Brussels

perished in the bombardment of 1695. Almost all the

pictures in Italy are missing:—the Women Bathing,

at Genoa; the Adam and Eve and donor, at EeiTara;

and the pictures of Alphonzo of Naples. The portrait

in the Gallery of Zuanne Ram, at Venice, may, as has

been remarked, be that which goes under the name of

Memling in the late Mr. Rogers’s Gallery; if it be so,

it is not a genuine Van der Weyden. A Virgin and

Child, full length, in a temple, the properly of Gabriel

Vendramin, at Venice,^ has also perished. The pictures

of the Gallery of Margaret of Austria—^the Trimty, a

small piece; the portrait of Charles the Rash; and a

diptych of the Crucifixion and the mass of St. Gregory

—are no longer to be found. ^ The altar-piece of the

Carmelites of Brussels has disappeared, together with

numerous canvasses which adorned the convent of

Groenendael in the forest of Soigne, ^ and the picture

in the collection of Archduke Ernest, in 1593.5

1 Pinchart, note to Wanters’ Eevue Univ. des Arts. Ho. 8.

Nov. 1855. p. 89, extracted from the Archives judiciaires de
Mons.

2 Anonimo ed. Morelli, u. s., p. 81.

3 “IJng autre double tableau En Pung est Hostre Seigneur

pendant en croix et Hostre Dame embrassant le pied de la cioix,

et en I’autre I’histoire de la Messe M. S. Saint G-r6goiie.” The
inventory of 1516 adds, “fait de la main de Bogier.”

—

Inventaire

de Mmg. d'Autriche, Be Laborde, u s
,
p. 27.

4 Sanderus, Elandiia lUust. Yol II p. 39
5 “Mane embrassant son fils de Eo’gier de Bruxelles,”

—

ln~

ventai'ie; a;p. Be Lab.^ Les Bugs de Bourg. u s
,
Yol. I. Introd

p. 113

15 *
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The name of “Roger Van der Weyden the younger”

has been freely given in our time to pictures in which

we trace little more than the style ofVan der Weyden’s

school as handed down by pupils and assistants in his

workshop. It would be tedious to notice the numerous

works Tvhich fall into this class; but it may be said of

the majority of them that they are unworthy of any

serious attention. There is some trace of a painter

called Roger Van der Weyden in the register of the

Antwerp guild for 1528, i but we know nothing of

pictures that he may have executed; and it is on mere

presumption that school pieces are assigned to him

because they are remimscent of the shop of old Roger

Van der Weyden.

Goswyn Van der Weyden, horn at Brussels in 1465,

and free of the guild of St. Luke at Antwerp in 1503,

is described as the master of numerous apprentices

between 1604 and 1513. In 1504 and 1530, he was

“elder” of the corporation. This painter is known to

have composed a triptych, historically traced to an

altar in the Church of Tongerloo, representing the

Death, Assumption and Coronation of the Virgin.

Groswyn represented himself on the wings with his

grandfather, and above these two figures was a tablet

with the following inscription —
“Opera R. P. D.

“Arnoldi Streyterii hujus ecclesiie abbatis haiic

depinxit posteritatis monumentum tabulam Goswmus
Van der Weyden, septuagenarius sua canitie, qiiam

infra ad vivum exprimit imaginem, artem sui avi

Rogerii, nomen Apellis suo mvo sortiti, imitatus re-

dempti orbis, anno 1535.”

Or, in English:—

1 Antweip Catalogue, u. s. p. S8.
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“ForArnold Streyter, abl)ot of this church, Gos'wyn

Van der Weyden, a septuagenarian, painted this

picture—a monument for posterity, in his old age,

which expresses within it, to the life, his image, imitat-

ing the art of his grandfather, Roger, called the

Apelles of his age, in the year of the Redemj)tion of

the World, 1535.” i

It has been usual to accept a diptych of the

Assumption, in the Brussels Museum, as a part of the

altar-piece of Tongerloo, but the error upon which

this assumption was founded has been completely ex-

posed of late years, and we have no records to prove

that Roger Van der Weyden had a grandson of the

name of Goswyn.2

1 See A, Heylen in Wanters, Eevue TTniverseUe des Arts,

n. 330.
2 See Buelens in Notes et additions, n. s., CXXXYI. The pic-

ture IS No. 63 1 in the Brussels Mus, catalogue.



CHAPTER IX.

ANTOOTLLO DA MESSINA.

Traditions current in Vasari’s time attributed to

Antonello da Messina, a Sicilian painter of the 15th

century, an imjiortant if not an absolutely decisive part

in transmittmg the secrets of oil medium from the

Netherlands to Italy. It is the duty of a historian of

Flemish art to inquire whether tliese traditions are

true, and then to determine to what portion of Italy

they apply. It is obvious that Vasari on the whole

inclined to believe that the technical treatment of the

Van Eycks was first taken to Venice, and thence to

central Italy; his statement being positive to this effect

that the art of “colouring in oil” was invented l)y the

Van Eycks, communicated by John Van Eyck to

Antonello da Messina, taken by Antonello to Venice,

imparted by him to Domenico Veneziano, and through

Domenico to all the painters of Tuscany. Wc shall

find it expedient to modify this statement in many im-

portant particulars, firstly because oil painting was
practised in Tuscany sooner than at Venice, secondly

because serious doubts may be entertained as to

whether John Van Eyck ever lived to see the counte-

nance of Antonello, and thmdly because the systems of

painting in oil practised in Venice and Flor(‘nce

differed as much techmcally as they did in respect of

the time in which they were introduced.

There seems to be little doubt that the first serious

attempts made in Tuscany to substitute a new process
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for tliat of tempera dates -from a period more tlian

thirty years later tlian that alleged for Van Eyck’s

discoveries, but it is peculiarly characteristic of Tuscan

efforts that they were not confined to effectmg changes

in panel painting alone; they also embodied modifi-

cations ill veldcles adapted to wall painting; and it is

not unlikely that the antipathy of the Florentines for oil

medium on its first introduction was due to the con-

spicuous failure of those who tried it on mural surfaces.

About the time usually assigned to the finding of

oil medium in the Netherlands Cennino Cennini, at

Padua, wrote a celebrated treatise in which the re-

ceipts for mixing boiled linseed oil with pigments were

transcribed from those famihar to painters of the time

of Giotto. Fifty years later (1460—64), Filarete still

spoke of oil painting as a ‘‘pretty method when you

know it,” affirming that it was practised by Van Eyck
and Van der Weyden, but not by himself, and as far

as one can judge from the tone of his remarks, repulsive

to many Italians. Yet if we believe Vasari most of the

decisive steps which led to the introduction of the new

method into Italy had already been taken, and Anto-

nello had visited Venice on his return from the

Netherlands and commumcated to Domenico Vene-

ziano the secret which he imparted to tlie Florentines.

The truth is that about the first half of the 15tli

century the Italians were cognizant by report of the

improvements of the Van Eycks, and made experi-

ments of their own to discover what those improvements

were, Francesco Peselli,Baldovinetti, and the Pollaiuoh

made the first trials at Florence, and they were

followed in Umbna by Domenico’s pupil Piero della

Francesca. Historical records have disposed of the

legend in which Andrea del Castagno is described as
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having murdered Domenico Veneziano in order to

monopolize the secrets wormed out of Antonello. Ac-

curate research has proved that if Domenico or

Castagno painted in oil, they did so without possessing

the technical methods of the Van Eycks or Antonello.

Erancesco Peselli, who died young iii 1457, is one of

the few Florentine craftsmen in whom we trace the

striving to substitute anewmediumfor that of tempera.

He was a reahst partial to the reproduction of natural

minutiae, who felt that Ins object would better be

compassed with slow dryers than with the quick sicca-

tives of tempera. There is evidence in the pictures

which he left to us, that Ms oil and vaniish mediums

were of that glossy transparence and yielding tough-

ness which pieclude accuracy and crispness of touch;

and there is proof that they were neither easy to work

nor easy to blend. Baldovinetti, who was bom in 1427,

and who lived till 1499, was also a realist whose habits

as a panel pamter were those of Francesco Pesolli,

wMlst as a designer of wall pictures he made innova-

tions by moistening pigments with the pernicious

mixture of liquid varnish and yolk of egg, Antonio

and Piero Pollaiuolo, whose birthdays are registered

m 1429 and 1441, also used oils and improved u])on

their predecessors by introducing the practice of co-

loured glazing, but at the outset of their career tliey

also had to suffer from the viscous nature of the

velncles in use. Piero della Francesca—a more suc-

cessful practitioner amongst the moderns—exlul)itod

skill as an oil painter and came nearer to the clearness

and purity of the Flemings than any oi‘ his predecessors

or contemporaries in Central Italy, but we cannot

trace Ms use of oils further back than 1460—66, and
jt must remain a moot question, as we have seen,
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whether he did not learn some of the Flemish teclmica

from those who frequented Roger Van der Weyden’s

company in Ferrara.

Antonello da Messinas’ career has been recently

shoAMi to possess more importance in connection with the

history of Venetian art than in connection with Fle-

mish painting; but a sketch of his life will be required

here, in order to show ho’w deeply Venice was indebted

to him, and through him to the Netherlands, for the

creation of its school of colourists.

We saw that Flemish pictures had become an

important article of commerce at Naples in the first

half of the 15th century. As the panels of Van Eyck
and his followers found their -way out of the hands of

dealers into the palaces of princes, the curiosity of

artists was aroused, and Antonello da Messina was

induced to wander to the Netherlands to study at the

fountain head. Whether Antonello visited Bruges or

Ghent or Brussels, whether he personally knew John

Van Eyck, improbable as that circumstance appears

to be, or whether he only made acquaintance with

disciples of Van Eyck, is immaterial, if we accept as

a fact, which there is no doubt we may, that the visit

took ifiace. In favour of his journey to the Nether-

lands we have not only the authority of Vasari and

Van Mander but the evidence of pictures which prove

a close acquaintance with the technical processes of

the older Flemings, and it is not without interest to

students of art in England to know that the earliest

production of Antonello, after Ms return to Naples, is

the bust of Christ in benediction at the National

Gallery, a panel executed in 1465, with all the care of a

man Avorking in a new method, but without the mastery

of one who has acquired all its subtleties. Antonello, it
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is clear,preserved the character of ao Italian craftsman

unimpaired, whilst he took home the technical system

of the Belgians
,
yet his Chi'ist of 1465, though origmal

in mask and contour, is not without solemn gravity

and stillness, and so not unmarked by characteristics

common to Memish creations. In later productions

such as an Ecce Homo in the Zir collection at Naples,

(1470) or the Annunciation and Madonna between St.

Benedict and St. Gregory (1473), at San Gregorio of

Messina, we see the influence of Flemish example in

distortion and moutlung, m certain casts of face, and

in the angular character of hiocades and drapeiy;

whilst teclmically the system of execution is that of

the school of Bruges.

At tins penod of his artistic development Antonello

wandered to Venice, where he entered into active com-

petition with men who had never heard any tlnng of

oil painting except the name, and iirodnced with his

works such a sensation that the coOTse of Venetian art

was changed, the Vivarmi and Bellini giving up not

merely the habits of tempera painters but the spirit of

classic design inherited from the Florentines and

Paduans. Up to 1473, all the works of Bartolommeo

and Luigi Vivarini, Gentile and Giovanni Bellini, and

their numerous disciples had been executed in tempera;

within less than ten years it was impossible to And a

single Venetian willmg to paint otherwise than in oil.

Time necessarily elapsed before the change was

thoroughly worked out. Antonello himself in numerous

portraits and solitary figures, progressed to mediums
pellucid in clearness, and to a technical treatment

perfect in its blending and finish.

The Venetians, Giovanni Bellini in particular, made
untiring efforts to acquire subtleties which Antonello
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was not willing to teach, and went through all the

phases which are distinguishable on pictures of the

time between viscous and highly coloured mediums,

and the clear free-running ones of the moderns. Then

occurred that memorable and cmuous change of parts

winch has been noticed in the lives of these painters,

when the genius of Bellini carried him beyond the

rival whom at one time he might have despaired of

reaclnng, and then imposed on him his own more genial

and coloured manner.

Amongst the works which gave Antonello fame on

his airival in the North, the most important was that

which attracted the attention of several generations at

San Cassiano ofVenice and subsequently disappeared.

We possess perfect specimens of portrait in his best

manner, a bust of a youth (1474), in the collection of

the Duke of Hamilton, a portrait of a man with a

scarred upper lip called in recent times “the con-

dottiere’^ (1475), at the Louvre; a male in a black cap

and red dress, under Bellim’s name, in the Borghese

palace at Rome, a bust said to represent Antonello

Iiimself in possession of Signor Molfino at Genoa; a

man of 60 in the Trivulzi Palace at Milan (1476), and

a Venetian patrician in the house of the Giovanelli at

Venice. We may take as the pearl of creations of

this class the clear and beautifully modelled likeness

of a young man (1478) at Berlin, Of pictures with

sacred subjects those chiefly to be noticed are the

crucified Saviour between the crucified thieves, a small

panel executed in 1475, ^ not without reminiscences of

the Flemings, Christ at the pillar in the Vemce Aca-

demy, where pain and suffermg are expressed after the

fashion of the Belgians and Paduans; the same sub-

1 Antweip !MLus. Ho. 4. Wood, m. 0.58 h by 0 42
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ject, once in possession of Mr. Robinson m London,

and Cbrist in bis tomb with three angels in the Belve-

dere of Vienna. Illustrative of the change which oc-

curred when Antonello found it expedient to follow

the more genial manner of Bellini the most noticeable

works are the Vmgin and Child in half length in the

Museum of Berlin, and a series of busts and half lengths

of St. Sebastian, which may have been executed during

the painter’s stay at Milan, of which the chroniclers

have left us a vague and imsatisfactory tradition.

When Antonello died about 1493, the grateful

public of his tune honoured liis memory with the

following epitaph, in which the fulsome flattery of the

age described him as a benefactor to art, not only at

Venice but throughout Italy:

«D. O.M.
“Antonius pictor, praecipuum Messanai suso et Sici-

hse totius omamentum, hac hiimo contegitur. Non
solum siiis picturis, in quibus singulare artificium et

venustas fuit, sed et quod coloribus oleo miscendis

splendorem et perpetuitatem primus Itahca^ picturse

contuht, summo semper artificum studio celebratus.^i

1 Yas. lY 81. Eor a lull catalogue of Autoncllo’s woiks this
IS no longer the place, and the readei must he referred to histones
of Italian painting.



CHAPTER X.

CONTEMPOBAEIES OE THE VAN EYCKS.

When John Van Eyck was appointed “varlet de

chambre” to Philip of Burgundy, a change was made
in the functions of the ducal painters; the arts were

honoured in his person by increased respect and pay,,

and the common labour of the ducal court,—such as

painting standards, pennons, and banners,—^was en-

trusted to a lower class of men. When Jehan Malouel

died, in 1415, his place was filled, as we have seen, by

Bellechose of Brabant.

In Flanders, Jehan le Voleur, the colleague of

JehanMalouel was “paintre” and “varlet de chambre,”

and filled a post of honour m the castle of Hesdin.

Jehan le Voleur’s skill consisted only m manufacturing

standards, banners, and pennons. At his death, in 141 7,

he was succeeded as governor of Hesdin by Hue de

Boulogne.

The castle, or cliastel d’Hesdm, was a favourite

resort of Philip of Burgundy, and a place of rest to

which he retired for amusement. It contrasted strangely

with the pleasure palace of Louis the Eleventh near

Tours, where the grounds were known to bristle with

deadly instruments intended to maim trespassers.

Hesdin was as full of pitfalls and trap-doors as a mo-

dern tlieatie, but they only served to perpetrate the

coarse though harmless jokes in wliich the fun of the
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Middle Ages consisted, and seem to have suited the

robust and healthy constitutions of the people of those

days. A stranger issuing, for instance, from a gallery

into a neighbouring passage, was liable to be startled

by the sudden apparition of a wooden figure spouting

water. A wetting and a fright were the necessary con-

sequences
;
but when the joke was carried furthest, a

set of brushes was put in motion, and the patient

emerged with a white or a black face, as the case

nught be. Another still more powerful engine was

one which seized a man and thrashed Inm soundly.

In the centre of the great gallery there was a trap,

and near it the figure of a fortune-teller
;
ladies were his

most frequent victims. They no sooner felt an interest

in the telling of their fortune than the ceiling opened

and poured forth ram; thunder-claps followed in quick

succession, preceded by appropriate lightning; and, as

the air grew colder, snow fell
;
taldng refuge from the

storm, the patient entered a dangerous shelter above

a pitfall leading into a sack of feathers, from which a

ludicrous escape was at last permitted.

• The castle of Hesdin was full of tricks of this

description. Besides the pitfalls just described, there

was a bridge in the great gallery which dropped

saunterers mto'the water. In various places there

were engines which spouted water when they were

touched; six figures stood in the hall spouting water,

and wetting people in various ways
;
at the entrance

of a gallery there were eight water -jets to drench

people as they passed, and three small pipes were so

fixed close by as to cover them with Hour. If the panic-

stricken victims rushed to a window and opened it,

up came a figure wetting them, and closing the frame

;

a splendid missal on a desk caught a curious eye, but
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the peison who went up to it was either covered with

soot or dirt. A mirror close at hand betrayed the trick;

but whilst the victim wondered at the blackness of his

face, a flour-dredger made him white.

The most elaborate of all these tricks was ne com-

bining almost every species of deception. A figure of

a man was made to start in the great gallery, frighten-

ing people by talking or crying; at the noise, the

loungers in other rooms rushed in, upon which a

number of figures, armed with sticks, came forth, driv-

ing every one pellmell to a bridge, where they fell, of

course, into the water.

Oolart le Voleur was the author of all these mecha-

nical tricks, for which the Duke requited him with a

sum of a thojisand livres. Oolart and Hue de Boulogne,

however, were generally employed in painting banners

and pennons. The name of the former disappears from

the ducal records in 1443. Hue died in 1449; when

his son, Jehande Boulogne, succeeded him as “pamtre”

and “varlet de chambre.” But the post of governor of

Hesdin was given to Pierre Coustain, who took the

title of “paintre des princes,’^ and is knovm to have

lived till 1471. ^

Pierre Coustain and Jacques Hennecart were “pain-

tres de M.D. S.,” and managers of the “entremetz” at

Bruges, when Charles the Rash was married, in 1468.2

Olivier de la Marche has given a glowing account of

these “entremetz.” Bbs enthusiastic pen describes the

famous lions which roared so well and harmlessly at

the company, and the beauteous shepherdess who

1 See antea in Cnsfcus, and see also le Beffroi, n. s., I. 205,

and Journal des Beaux Arts 1860, p. 192.

2 See, for all these couxt painters, DeLahoide, Les Dues de

Bourgogne, u. s., Vols. L and 11.
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turned her compliment so elegantly to the new prin-

cess; but he forgets the arts. He recollected upwards

of ten “histories” in the streets that led to Charles’s

palace; but only described two of them representing

Eve and Adam in Paradise, and the Mamage of (!)

Alexandgr and Cleopatra. He teUs of St. Andrew and

St. George painted as supporters to the arms of Bur-

gundy, but mentions no pictorial work produced by

any of the painters present at that time as being worthy

of record or admiration, t Van der Goes, whose well-

known talents might have elicited praise or blame is

not knoivn to de la Marche. It seems that Toumai,

Gaud, Ypres, Cambrai, Aixas, Doiiai, Valenciennes,

Louvain, Antwerp, Brussels, Bois le Due, Dordrecht,

Gorcum, each furmshed painters, sculptors, or work-

men for the occasion. Amand Eegnault was paid 10

sols per diem for running to Ghent, to Audenarde, and

other “good towns,” m search of the best workmen in

the countrj'
— “painters as well as others.” Jacques

Daret master-painter of Toumai, was engaged with

others for sixteen days, at 27 sols per diem. The pay

of others varied from 6 to 24 sols, and more; tlie wag('s

being paid aocordmg to a tariff made out for the oc-

casion by tlie elders of the corporation of painters in

Bruges. 2 Out of a list of upwards of three hundred
thus employed and paid, but a few arc remenibered at

this day except Van der Goes.

What contemiiorary writers forgot lias fortunately

not escaped modern research. The painters of the

entremetz are men who remained in comparative ohscii-

nty, but whose existence is still worthy of attention

1 Olivier de la Marolie, Meinoires, 8", Gand. mufi, p. .i24.
2 Eeiffenberg, u. s., Appendix. De Laboido, Lus Duos do

Bourgogne, u. s.
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men who were ready at any moment to do an odd

piece of work in the way of their trade, who would

contract ^to paint and varnish a culverin,” emblazon

a coat of arms, colour a dogvane, or compose a last

judgment, men who entered into time bargains, who

were bound by rigid stipulations, and who, not being

known for extraordinary genius, were made to promise

that their work should be no better and no worse than

that in any church or town hall known to both the con-

tracting parties. It would be uninteresting to register

the names of many of these second rates whose memory
has been preserved in the records of the municipa-

lities, and whose pictures have either perished or

become confounded in the mass of productions cata-

logued in galleries as “unknown,” but a few sentences

devoted to Jan and Nabor Martin, may be sufficient

to illustrate the class. Ghent never employed an artist

ex offido, like Van der Weyden at Brussels or Dierick

Bouts at Louvam. It had a town architect (stedemets),

a town smith (stede smet), but no town painter (stede

sdldere). The guild of St. Luke was about the smallest

of the 59 corporations of the city. To this guild be-

longed, early in the 15th century, Willem Axpoele, John

Martin and Nabor (Nabuchodonosor) Martin. Willem

Axpoele was the son of Daniel Axpoele, who, as early

as 1379, matriculated in the guild of St. Luke. Willem

took the freedom in 1387, and became dean or elder

in 1399. Jan Martin and Willem Axpoele painted in

partnership for several years of the 15th century.

Martm took the freedom of the guild in 1420, was

appointed sworn arbitrator {geswoorne) in 1430, and

dean or elder in 1448—9. In 1419—20 Martin and

Axpoele entered into a contract to repaint the en-

trance hall of the 8ce;penhuus at Ghent, then disfigured

16
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by faded temperas representing the Counts of Flan-

ders from Baldwin of the Iron arm to Jean Sans Peur.

It was stipulated in tliis document that the portraits

(full length, size of nature, and about 30 ui number)

should be repainted in oil
;
each of the counts being

distinguished by a coat of arms, the date of his birth,

and the number of years he had reigned “exactly as

had been done for the portraits of the same Counts at

Courtrai.” The whole of the work was to be completed

in four months for the sum of six Im-es and six sols do

gros (about 72 Im-es pansis).

It is 'only from the tenor of this contract that wo

know of the existence of these paintings. They have long

since disappeared, but the coarse nature of the work

may be inferred from the shortness of the time allowed

for its completion and the smallness of the remunera-

tion. Willem Axpoele now ceased to be Martin’s

coadjutor, and the latter followed his vocation alone

or in partnersliip with one WiUem de Bitsere. In 1422

Martin cleaned and varnished, for 20 oscalins (12 1/2

livres pansis), 16 iron culveiins delivered to the city of

Ghent by Colard Guyse of Maulieugo. In 1431—

2

he was again employed in the entrance hall of the

Sc^enhmis at Ghent, later still as a painter of stand-

ards, pennons, and escutcheons. Ho seems after this

to have assigned commissions to his son Nabor Martin

(b. 1404), who became free of the guild of St. Luke
in 1437. Nabor’s name is registered in the communal
accounts of Ghent for 1440—43, 45, 46, 48 and 49, in

connection with payments for decorative wall painting,

and an altar-piece ui the chapel of the Hcajj&nlmm.

He received 15 liv. 3 escal. and 4 den. do gros (183
liv. par.) for decorative work in the chaixsl of the

Parchons, 21 livr. de gros (262 liv. pansis) for a cruci-
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fixion and other artistic labour in the chapel of the

Keure (1433—39). In 1448 he furnished designs for

the carved work and balustrades of the Ghent leffroi.

He also painted on various occasions banners and

shields, and amongst others 12 escutcheons fur-

nished to Ghent envoys sent to Paris on a mission

—

^‘the said escutcheons to hang before the doors and

mark the rank of the envoys.” Nabor did not disdain

even to charge for painting the dogvane on the top of

the gate leading into the Hospital of St. Bavon, and
for colouring the trelliswork enclosure of the Scepe^i-

Jiuus
;
he was in fact for years the painter m office of

the communal authorities without the title of stede

saldere. As he advanced in years he undertook more
important works. In January 1442(—43) he contracted

to paint for the Church of St. Walburge atAudenarde

a foldmg altar-piece to be delivered on the 24th of

June, and failing in the performance of this part of his

agreement he was summoned before the sheriff of

Ghent, who ordered him to proceed to Audenarde and

finish the picture on the spot, under a penalty of 1 1.

de gr. (12 1. par.), for every absence he ’might make.

In 1443 (—44) he again contracted for an altar-piece

for the church of Lede, a village between Ghent and

Alost the subject being the Assumption of the Virgin,

the price 20 livr. de gros, and a penalty for non-

completion of the contract of six 1. de gr., and the

suspension of the freedom of his guild. It was further

stipxdated that the work, whenfimshed, should be sub-

mitted to the sworn arbitrators {geswoorne wercUeden)

of the gmld, who were to decide whether the picture

was equal to the sum named in the contract, or worth

more or less
;
in the one case, the authorities of the

church of Lede to pay the surplus, in the other, Nabor
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to be content mtb a less sum. In 1443 Martin made a

third contract with Lievin Sneevout a master baker

at Grbent, for a picture of the Last Judgment at the

price of 24 esc. de gr., to be completed within a gwen

time under penalty of a fine not exceedmg four fiths

of the sum named in the contract The most curious

feature iu these contracts is the stipulation in the case

of the picture of the Assumption at Lede, “that the

altar-piece sball be equal to that which stands in the

Church of our Lady of St. Pierre,” and in the case

of the picture of the Last Judgment that it “shall be as

well executed, and of as many and as good figures as

the picture of the Last Judgment which hangs in the

meeting hall of the Bakers’ House.”

It is supposed, and not -without reason, that Nabor

Martin is likewise the painter of a Hati-vity discovered

in 1856, in the Butchery (vleescJihmis) at Ghent, and

inscribed, .... “heeffc doen maken Jacob de Ketelbo ....

en schreef MOCCC ende XLYUI,” or as restored by

Mr. de Busscher: “Dit heeffc doen maken Jacob de

Ketelboetere int yaer ons Heeren alsmen schreef

MOCOO ende XLVHI,” which being literally trans-

lated means, “This (picture) has been ordered by (has

caused to be done) Jacob de Ketelboetere in the year

of our Lord when mankind counted 1448.” Of the

painter not a word is mentioned in the inscription. In
1843 Mr. Theodore Schellynk, employed to classify the

records of St. Martin d’Eckerghem near Ghent, found

a document dated 1445, containing accounts of the

church expenses for that year. Most of these accounts

were illegible, and the record was accordingly destroyed.

Mr. Schellynk, however, had been able to decipher a
few of the notes of payments made, one of which he
has since transcribed from memory. It runs as follows:
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“To the painter Nahor Martin for a painting which he

executed in the Chapel of our Lady, after the fashion

of the work which he made in the Chapel of the great

Yleeschhuus.” It is particularly unfortunate that this

quotation should only he made from memory; as it

stands it bears a close resemblance to the tenor of

the contracts into which Nabor Martin is known to

have entered. There is corroborative evidence as to

Nabor’s authorship in this, that Jacob de Ketelbo is

identical with Jacob -de Ketelboetere, a butcher, who,

in 1443, was elected honorary member of the guild

of St. Luke, at the prayer of Nabor Martins to whom
he had been surety in a matter of debt some years

before.

It would be more important to have clear proof of

Nabor’s authorship as regards the frescos ofthe Grande

Boucherie at Ghent, if these were preserved, than it is

now that they have lost their original character under

the hands of restorers.—The subject represented is the

Adoration of the Infant Christ; the babe lying on a

bed of rays in the midst of a circle of figures, including

the Virgin, Jacob de Ketelboetere, two angels, and, as

the story goes, the patron’s father and mother ;—God
the Bather looking down from heaven, the Dove sending

its light to the Saviour, and a shepherd tending his

flock in a landscape. In gala dress on the foreground

are portraits of Philip of Burgundy and his son, and

the Duchess of Burgundy vdth Adolf de Bavenstein her

page ;—aU of them distinguished by their coats of arms.

The individuality and style of the artist is lost under

the skilful retouches of a modem.
If from Ghent we turn to other cities for reminis-

cences of old artists, we shall find it hard to do more

than repeat wliat we find in the pages of the annalists.
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Frara Mostsert, who lived in Haarlem in 1560, was

ignorant of the names of any painters who had practised

there in early times, * and the search made by Mr.

Van derWnhgen with such success as regards the 16th

and 17th centm-ies was fruitless as regards the 15th.2

We are indebted to Van Mander alone for notices

of Albert van Ouwater and Geertgen van St. Jans. He
ascribes to the fornaer an altar-piece in the Cathedral

of Haarlem representing St. Peter and St. Paul of life

size, and (on a predella) pilgrims on the way to Home,

pilgnms going, resting, eating, and drinking—^in a land-

scape of the admirable kind distinguishing aU the pic-

tures of the older craftsmen of the city. He teUs us that

one of Ouwater’s greatest admirers was Hcemskerk, and

adds that he himself had been struck with the clever-

ness of certain nudes, and the slalful rendering of ex-

tremities and drapery in Ouwater’s “Raising of Laza-

rus.” 3 In confirmation of Ouwater’s existence we might

quote the Anonimo, edited by Morelli, who speaks of

landscapes executed by “Alberto d’Olanda” m the col-

lection of Cardinal Gnmam at Venice.* The pictures

of Van Ouwater have disappeared, and Van Mander
neglects or is unable to give the dates of his birth or

death
;
on this account it is impossible to speak of any of

his productions. Attempts have been made to attribute

1 Yan Mander, n. s., 206
2 A. Yan der Willigen. Les artistes de Haarlem. 8^. Haarlem

and Ija Haye, 1870.
3 Yan Mander, u. s., 206. “Lazai'us, in tlie piccuro descnbocl,

is near a temple -witli colonnades
,
tbe Jews and tlie people on

one side, and the apostles on the other. Yan Mander had seen
hut a copy, Heemskerk saw the oiiginal.

4 Anon, ed Motelli, pp 75 220-1. The only record in which
the name of Ouwater occurs at Haarlem is given as follows by
Yan der Willigen from the registers of Samt Bavon of Baarlem.
(p. 49) “1467 Item, ouvert un tomheau pour la dlle d’Ouwater

•

Sonn6 la cloche Salvator.”
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l^anels to him; but, in mast instances, without sufficient

grounds. The “Descent from the Cross” of the Co-

logne Museum, bearing a mutilated inscription, is

assigned to him, and has some faint analogy of style

with the works of the mixed schools of Brussels, Co-

logne, and Nuremberg. The “Dead Christ,” by its

meagre forms, and long attenuated frame, painfully

exliibits in a magnified form the more disagreeable pe-

culiarities of Van der "Weyden, whilst the figure of the

man who holds the Saviom^’s shoulders is remarkable

for the ill-shapen leg and foot of the followers of

Stephen of Cologne
;
other parts of the picture remind

us of Wohlgemuth. This panel bears the date of 1480; ^

and if it were by Van Ouwater, would stamp that

painter as one of the numerous imitators who thronged

the Netherlands and the Rliine country at the begin-

ning of the sixteenth century. But it is hard to

conceive how Van Mander could call such a man
clever in landscape and anatomy. Another point to be

noticed is, that had Van Ou^vater hved as late as the

year 1480, he could scarcely have been forgotten so

soon as he was at Haarlem. Van Ouwater must have

been an earher painter than the author of the “Descent

from the Cross” of Cologne; and, assuming this, he

can no longer be admitted as the author of otlier

pictui‘es which various writers have assigned to him.

It IS remarkable, indeed, that none of the compositions

ascribed to Van Ouwater are like each other in style

and manner. The “Crucifixion” of Berhn, once given to-

him by Hotho, is unlike the “Christ” of Cologne, and

superior to it, and may be classed amongst the creations

1 Cologne. Wanraff-Bicliart2 Museum, Nos. 127—31 Tlie

wings of this picture hear the dates 1^99. 1508. See postea,, “Iiir*

fluence of Eleniish Art ahroad.”
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of an artist who imitated Memhng, i whilst the Descent

from the Cross of the Belvedere Gallery, at Vienna, is

of the school founded by Lucas of Leyden.2

“Geerrit Van Haarlem or of St. Jans” is stated by

Van Mander to have been placed as a youth under the

tuition of Ouwater, and to have died at the age of 28

;

he lived according to the same authority with the

knights of St. John at Haarlem, and was known by

their name, though he was not of their order. For the

high altar of the knights’ church he executed a large

piece representing the “crucifix,” with wings of a

similar size painted on both sides, two thirds of which

perished during the storming of Haarlem. A wing

that was saved remained in possession of the com-

mander of the knights in two handsome pieces, got by

sawing the panel into two parts. One of the sides

represented a miracle, the other a Descent from the

Cross, in which Christ was represented outstretched in

a very natural attitude, mourned by the Marys and

apostles. There were likewise once in the “Regulars”

of Haarlem some works which perished in the siege,

and there still existed (in Van Mander’s time), in

the Cathedral of Haarlem, a view of the church itself

which was very cleverly handled. That Albert Diirer,

on visiting Haarlem, should have declared, as Van
Mander says he did, that Geerrit must have been

a painter in his mother’s womb, is in so far a fable

as Diirer never was at Haarlem.’*

In the Gallery of the Belvedere we shall observe

two pictures described in Christian von Mechel’s cata-

• No. 573, Berlin Cat. See infra, “Imitators of Meniling
and Van Eyck.”

* No 12. Second floor, room second, Belvedere Gal. See
antea in Van Eyck.

s VanMander,u.s.,p.206, but compare Durer inOampe’s B.el.
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logue of 1781, as works of “Greertge or Gerhard van

Haarlem.’^ * They are of one size, as if they were parts of

a panel sawn in half. One of them represents Christ

lying in the lap of the Virgin, and mourned hy seven

saints, the other, three scenes from the legend of John

the Baptist;—his burial in the presence of Christ,

the burning of his remains by order of Julian the

Apostate, and the transfer of his ashes to St. John

d’Acre.

The mere description of these pieces reminds us of

the story told by Van Mander
;
and the subjects from

the legend of St. John are such as would suit the

Templars, whose convent Geerrit is said to have in-

habited, but the small size of the panels is in contra-

diction to the account of Van Mander, and the burial

of St. John can scarcely be described as “a miracle.”

If these pieces were really assignable to the painter

under whose name they are catalogued, we should take

them to be by an artist of the 16th century under the

influence of QuintinMassys; whose dusky tones, vulgar

masks, and prominent noses are distinctly imitated. An
inscription on the back of the ^‘burial” proves that

it once belonged to Charles the 1st, and was returned

to Charles the Ild by the States of Holland at the

Eestoration

:

“This is the second piece, being one of the five pic-

tures which were presented to the king at St. Jameses

by the State their ambassadors.” ^

Three pictures, forming one tnptyoh, are exhibited

in the Munich Pinakothek under Gerard’s name. They

1 See Yeizeichniss der G-emalde der Bildergallerie in Wien
von Oliristian von Mechel. 8°. Wien 1781 p. 153.

2 Vienna Belvedere, Second flooi, room second. Nos. 58 and
60. Wood, 5 f 6 li. hy 4 f. 5.
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are of the same late date as tlie foregoing, but feeble

in execution. i

A Crucifixion of the Saviour between the two thieves,

with the usual numerous episodes that accompany that

episode, may be seen m the Q-alleiy of Modena under

the name of Gerard of Haarlem. The figure of the

Saviour is common enough, but better than the long

wooden and stiff ones of the thieves
;
the composition

is ill distributed and confused
;
atmosphere is totally

absent, the figures are geneially lean and thin, the

draperies straight, angular, and broken;—the whole

executed in a hard, mechanical, yet highly careful,

manner. The draperies are touched up with gold and

profusely omamented with embroidery
;
the flesh tints

are remarkable for a sad yellowish general tone. 2

There are no references to paintings ])y any of the

Gerards except in the Anonimo, edited by Morelli,

where “works of Gerardo do Olaiida*'’ are described as

forming part of the collection of Cardinal Grimani at

Venice in 1521.^

1 NTos 84, 85, 86, Mimich Pin. Saal "Wood — “Cliiisi leaving
liis Mother,” the “Descent from the Cross,” and “Tho Resurrec-
tion.” In this collection too we find under the namo of Gerard,
Kos. 87 and 90 Saal. Chiist on the Mount and Mary with tho
dead “body of Chiist on her knees.

2 Modena gall. No. 33. “Wood, 8 f, 91/2 h. hy 5 f. 4y2, pui-
chased at the Mirandola.

3 Anonimo, u. s., p, 77



CHAPTEE XI.

HANS MEMLING-.

Close by Notre Dame of Bruges is a lane paved

with pebbles. Along this lane the wandering stranger

strolls without hearing any footsteps but his own; he

treads on moss and sickly grasses growing round the

smooth worn stones
;
he stops at a wide arched door^

raises the latch of a wicket and enters a court yard*

Opening on this yard is a small enclosure planted

with linden trees, under whose shade a feeble invalid

IS lounging
;
his grey jacket enwraps a form wasted by

sickness; and a cotton nightcap all but covers his

sunken eyes. Turning out of the yard into a doorway

the stranger enters a wide stone edifice—a church it

might be cabled—with nave and aisles, and quaint old

pillars supporting arches
;
under these arches—on the

floors of nave and aisle—are rows of beds, most of

them occupied; between the rows, with noiseless step,

glide tlie nuns who nurse the sick; a grate of mediaeval

size at either end glows with a genial fire. This is

the Hospital of St. John, for centuries a refuge for

the sick.

In one of the rooms attached to this charitable

asylum, there hangs, amongst a host of valuable pic-

tures, one which from time immemorial exercised an

extraordinary power of attraction; it displays with

serene but melancholy grace the mystic marriage of

St. Catherine. The Virgin sits on a throne in a rich
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clmroli-porcli; angels hold a crown above her; the

infant on her lap hends to give a ring to the bride

Imeeling in regal raiment at his feet
;
to the right and

left, the Baptist, Evangelist, and St. Barbara stand

gravely in attendance; an angel plays on an organ;

another holds a missal. Close behind St. Catherine, a

monk of the order of St. Augustin contemplates the

scene ;
further back, outside the pillars of the porch,

another monk handles a gauge for wine and spirits;

and in a landscape watered by a river, the Baptist

prays to God, preaches to a crowd, wends his way to

the place of execution, and bums—a headless trunk

—

at the stake
;
elsewhere, St. John Evangelist seethes

in boiling oil, and rows in a boat to Patmos. On the

right wing of the triptych the daughter of Herodias

receives the Baptist’s head, and dances before Herod.

On the left wing St. John Evangelist is seated and

looks towards heaven, preparing to note the vision be-

fore him. He sees the king of kings, the elders, the

lamps of the Apocalypse, the lamb, the symbols of the

Evangelist, and Death on fhe pale horse, bursting with

his three companions on the men who flee; on the

placid surface of the sea, the vision is reflected and

forms a grand and imposing picture. On the outer face

of the wings, Jacques de Keuninck, treasurer, Antoine

Seghers, director, Agnes Oazembrood, superior, and

Claire van Hultem, a nun of the hospital, are depicted

under the protection of their patron saints. On the

capitals of the pillars of the central porch are episodes

of charity
;
a senseless man lies prostrate in a street

attended by busy people
;

his body is carried on a

stretcher to the hospital.

The painter of this surprising picture is Hans
Memling, whose life, in course of years, became ex-
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clusively identified mth the monastery of St. John. ^

It was related that he had led a wandering life, that

he had followed Charles the Eash, and received a

wound in 1477 at Nancy; that he spent a weary time

in returning to his native city, and finally fell senseless

near the hospital gate. To repay the kindness of the

nuns and hospitallei's who received him, Memling spent

some days of convalescence, and more of recovered

health, to paint the Marriage of St. Catherine; he com-

pleted a shrine celebrated as containing the relics of

St. Ursula, and he finished many a picture besides for

which he took no pay.

2

Tears may pass before this legend ceases to find

believers. The statements upon which it is based are

fictions; yet there is something so dramatic and

touching in the tale that most persons are willing to

believe it; and no one likes to hear that it is apo-

cryphal.

There are reasons why Mending’s sudden appear-

ance at Bruges, and the story of his sickness and

recovery shoidd have beenthought credible by a certain

class of enquirers. He was, we should think, the pupd

of Eoger Van der Weyden, whose habitual place of

residence was Brussels
;

he came late in the century

to Bruges, where he settled and painted the most

beautiful of his works
;

his name had been probably

overshadowed by that of his master; it came into

startling light in anew place, where it dazzled the public

1 The controversy as to the true name of Memling is set at

rest hy original records to which we shaH refer. The name is

speUed variously, “Memelyncx, Memelinc, Memhno, Memmehnc,
Memlijnc and Menelinc.” See postea.

2 See the story in Bescamps’ “Yoyage pitto^esque.” 8”, Paris

1753, and an amplification of it in the “Notice des tableaux qui

composent le Mus6e de PHdpital S. Jean d Bruges.” 3d ed.

Bruges, 1850, pp. 1—12.
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of the time; it was forgotten for centuries like that of

Hubert and John Van Eyck, and reviyed in legend at

last, at the suggestion perhaps of persons who thought

that the sick man depicted in the carved capitals of

the Marriage of St. Catherine must necessarily \)e the

painter himself. There was the more reason for giving

currency to legends in respect of Memling’s career,

because historians had almost entirely forgotten to re-

cord his existence. Though second only to the Van
Eycks, he was almost unkpovm to Van Mander,i and

a stranger to Lampsonius, who praised all other artists

of the Netherlands in Latin rhymes. Vasari tuimed his

Christian name of Hans into Hausse, and Descamps
that of Memling into Hemlmg.2 No one knows even

now when or where he was bom; and it is only pre-

sumed that he was of Bruges because Van Mander
says S0.3 Grerman historians are inclined to think that

he was one of their countrymen,^ a theory in wliich

they are supported by some Belgian writers ;5 ,whilst

one Frenchman at least conceives that he was the son

of an architect of Liege, who wandered early in the

15th century to the court of the Dukes of Savoy

J

1 “Concerning some of our Netherlanders whose works and
lives are better known to me through their pictures than by
reason of my acquaintance with their lives, I should say that
there was first of Bruges a celebiated master in early times
named Hans Memmelmck.”—Van Mander, u. s

, p. 205.
2 Desoamps, Voyage, u. s. Vasau. I. 163. IV. 76. XIII 148.
3 Van Mander. 205. Jean Lemaire, in his Oouronne Mar-

garitique, says “11 y survint de Bruges maistre Hans.” See
postea, Chap, Xm.

4 Passavant. Kunsthlatt, for 1843. No. 62, who cites the
following passage from Marc Van Vsernewyk^s Histone van
Belgie, Oh. 60, p. 138 “Item die Stadt Brugghe as verciert in des
Beutschen Hans Sohilderien.” We might also cite Schnaase’s
Niederlandische Briefe, Boisser6e (S ) and Fortoul.

5 Bor instance, Mr. W, H. Weale in Le Beffroi. 11. 213.
6 Mr. Theodore Bivel, the architect of Chamhery, has found

numerous documents in the archives of the House of Savoy
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Witliout pretending to decide winch of these theories

is correct, we may observe that a strong ground for

believing that Hans Memling is a native of Flanders

lies in the fact that his x^ictoiial education, and the

form of art wliich he cultivated, are purely Flemish.

It IS stated in the Zen manuscript, edited by Morelli,

that there was a portrait of Memlmg by himself, aged

65, in the collection of Cardinal Grimani in 1521. ^

If this statement is con*ect, we have to remember that

Memling died in 1496 ;
and we might calculate that he

was born before 1430. Wherever bom, Memling was

educated in Flanders; and it is consistent with fact as

well as circumstantially probable that he learnt the

first mdiments of his art at Bnissels Vasari asserts

that liis master was Eoger Van der Weyden, ^ and

pictures were extant in the 16th century wliicli could

only have been executed by the joint labour of both;^

and though we have no evidence but that which

style and handling afford, we should say that there

•winch prove the existence of a painter named Johannes, son of
Jehan cle Liege, appointed architect of the “ 0ont6” of Savoy hy
Bonne cle Boiuhon in 138S. This Johannes is reooidod to have
painted for the court of the counts of Savoy from 1429 till 1431,

and to have held the office of “pictor domini ” Mr. Fivel bob eves
that this Johannes is identical with Hans Memlmg; hut he has
the chronology of Momlmg’s life against him, and Johannes of

Ohamhery is not proved by the documents to have painted any-
thing hut banners and the like. "We are bound to express to

Mr Sivol our thanks for kindly communicating the documents
in question

1 Morclli’s Anoniino, u. s., 75.

2 Yasari, Xlll. 148.
3 liem “XJag Dieu de piti6 estant es bras do nostre Dame

ayant 2 feulletz dans chascuns desquels il y a ung ange, et des-

sus les dits foulletz il y a unc Aimunciado cle blanc et de noir.

—

Bait le tableau do la main de Bogier et les dits feulletz do cellc

do maitro Hans.” Hxtraofc from the inventory of pictures of
Margaret of Austria (1524) in do Labordi', Bevuo aich^ologiquo.

1850 p. 5(i. Soo also Lo Olay. Maximilieii 1. et Maiguerito
d’Autriche. 11 480.
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are pictures now in existence wliich prove tliis

cooperation. i

At what time Memling may have entered Van der

Weyden’s ateher; how long he may have remained

there as an apprentice or a journeyman, are questions

to which we can find no satisfactory reply. It has been

handed down to us on authority still requiring con-

firmation that Memling, in 1450, painted a hkeness of

Isabel Duchess of Burgundy.^ A portrait with the

date of 1462 is still preserved in which critics have

declared that they detected the hand of Memling;^ but

there is quite as much reason to doubt the correctness

of the first statement as there is to reject the opinions

of the critics; and it is unfortunately true to say that

no picture earlier than 1470 can, at present, be con-

nected with the name of Memling.

No Flemish painter of note produced pictures more

attractive to the Italians than Memling. Cardinal

1 See antea in Van der Weyden.
2 Anommo. ed. Morelli, n. s., p. 75.

3 This IS probably the portrait in the coUection of Znanne
Earn described by the Anonimo as Van der Weyden's portrait
by himself. (Anon. 78.) It was lately in Mr. Soger's Gallery, and
once the property of Mr. Aders, and is neither by Van der Wey-
den nor Memling. Yet Mr. Passavant said of it, “It should be
the portiait of Memling himself as he appeared in the hospital.

No one in Bruges knew of it; nor does Bescamps mention it. It

is painted quite in the style of Memling, and I doubt not from his
hand. If it be admitted that it represents himself, the wounded
arm (®) and the date, 1462, determine when Memling was in the
hospital.”— p, 94. It is necessary to observe that all

authorities, from Bescamps upwards, have fixed the date of
Memling's illness as 1477. The dress of the portrait is not so
much a costume peculiar to the Hospital of St. John as one com-
mon to the period. In the Adoration of the Magi, by Memling,
a spectator is depicted with a long beard and an orange cap.
This IS said to be the portrait ofMe^ng in the hospital dress—

a

different one from that of the portrait of 1462. Vide notice des
tableaux de I’hCpital de Bruges, u. s

, p. 37. See also postea in
Bienck Bouts.
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Grimani at Venice collected no less than four of liis

portraits, and a larger number still of his triptychs.^

Cardinal Bemho possessed one of his diptychs dated

1470, representing the Madonna and St. John the

Baptist; 2 and it is curious that a fragment of it in the

Munich Gallery should he the earhest extant specimen

of the master. It would be difficult to find a panel

more delicately wrought or one more carefully finished

in Memling’s manner. The Baptist in a red mantle

and camel’s hair jerkin is seated on a rock, pointing to

the lamb on the grass, and on the skirts of a distant

wood, a deer has stopped to drink. This is the work

of a man with settled habits of execution, familiar with

all the tricks of his art and capable of holding a high

rank amongst the craftsmen of his age it prepares

us for the mastery which we discern in one of the

greatest productions of that time—the Last Judgment

of Dantzig.

The Last Judgment of Daiitzig is one of the

numerous creations of Flemish art commissioned in

Belgium on Italian account. It was painted before

1473, and shipped at Bruges with other goods con-

-signed to houses for which tlio Portinari were agents.

The causes which led to its transfer to Dantzig are as

curious as tliey arc interesting to Englislimen. For
reasons which it is needless to explain, Edward the

1 Anonimo, u. s. This wntei quotes lu addition to the two
portraits above named, “Two portraits of a man and his wife,’*

and many pictures of Saints “with wings” all by “Memehno.”
(p. 76.)

•

2 Anoniino, u, s., p. 17,

3 Munich Piiiakothek. Onbinets, No. 106. Wood, m. 0.00 h.

by 0.24. A forged inscription in gold letters runs “H. V, I).

Goes, 1472.” There is no better ground for assuming that this

picture is identical with that in tlie Bembo collection (Ano-
nimo. 17) than the descri])tiou of the Anomrno, which hero
exactly fits, and the obvious authorshij) of Hemling.

17
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rVth, in 1468, imprisoned all the German merchants

of the Stahlhof in London, and confiscated their pro-

perty. i The people of Lilbeck replied to this affront m
1469, hy prohibiting the import of English broad-cloth

;

the people of Dantzig accepted it as a declaration of

war and issued letters of marque against all British

traders. Elects of privateers and men of war were

equipped on both sides, and several engagements were

fought in which the fortune of war alternately favoured

both parties. A French derelict used by the Dantzigers

as a war galley in the first period of hostilities was

sold in the winter of 1472 to a company of merchants,

who fitted her as a privateer and hoisted the Dantzig

flag under the command of a noted captain named
Benecke.2 On the 10th of April 1473, Paul Bcnocke

received mtelhgence which induced him to weigh for a

beat off the Swin. There lay at the time in the harbour

of Sluys an armed galley of considerable tonnage,

the St. Thomas, a British built ship, purchased, it was

said, by English merchants as a French iirizc, and

chartered by Thomas Portinari and other Florentines

of Bruges for a voyage to London. She was laden with

cloths, hnen, alum, peltry, spices, and arras to the value

of 60,000Flemish pounds, 3 partly consigned to London,

partly to Florence and Pisa;^ and amongst the pack-

ages on board was a triptych of considerable value.®

To insure the freight against capture, the ship was

1 Caspar "Weirtreich’s Danziger Olironik, lierauflf^egGben tind
erlkutert yon Theodor Hirsch uad IT. A. Vossborg. 4'^. Berlin,
1855. p. 5.

2 Ibid. Beilage I. pp. 93-5.

^ Wemreich’s Ohronik, p. 13.

* Declaration of Portinan’s agent Spinelli, dated 1473, m
Beilage I to Weinreich’s Ohronik, p. 101.

^ Weinreioh’s Ohronik^ pp. 13, 14, and extracts in notos to the
same from Melmann’s Ohronik and the small Mehnann’s Chromk.
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registered in the name of Thomas Portinari, com-

missioned by a Prench caj)tain, and navigated under

the Burgundian flag. ^ A consort of smaller tonnage

hut likewise laden with rich produce accompanied the

St. Thomas. As the two vessels left the port of Sluys

they were sighted and followed by Paul Beiiecke who
attacked the St. Thomas near Southampton, forcing

her to stiike after kilHng and wounding a hundred and

fifteen of the crew.2 There is every reason to believe

that doubts arose in the minds of the captors whether

they would not be charged with piracy on the high

seas. They were careful not to take their prize into

Dantzig
;
they were refused a berth in the waters of

Hamburg; and it was almost a mere chance that they

were enabled to bear up for Stade, wliich belonged to

the Archbishop of Bremen.* There the cargo of the

St. Thomas was unloaded and disposed of to the great

anger of Charles the Kash, and to the great discom-

fiture of the Florentines. The Duke ofBurgundy made
sti’enuous efforts to obtain redress

;
Jidian and Lorenzo

de Medici, for whose benefit some of the goods and

possibly the altar-piece had been shipped, moved

Sixtus the IVth, to issue a bull threatening his “be-

loved son the pirate Benecke” with all the penalties

of excommunication;^ coiTespondence was exchanged

for years between the Hanse Towns and Bruges, but

1 Letter of ilie Bwutios of tlie 4 Leden of !Flanders, dated
Utroclat, March 5, 1414, in Notes to Bexlage X, of Wemreich’s
Olironik, p. 96. \

2 Ib. lb., and bull Jf Sixtus IV, notes to p, 102.
3 The councillors of Bautzig to the council of Dantzig, dated

Hamburg, June 22, 1471, in Beilage II. to Weinrcich’s Ohronik.

p. 118.
I

4 The bull is in extfcct, in notes to Beilage I. of ‘Wcinreicli’N

(Ihronik, p. 102, Sixtus Uhe JVth calls Benecko “Dilectus iilius

Bolus Behenk perrata nii,ritimus.**

17 *
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without avail. The three merchants who fitted the

caravel under Benecke’s command were patricians of

Dantzig and members of the brotherhood of St. George,

whose chapel was in the principal church of then*

native city. No doubt through their agency the triptych

of the Last Judgment came to adorn the altar of St.

George in the Cathedral of Dantzig. i

On the outer face of this tnptych tliere are two

portraits of a sui’prising realism, one, a bareheaded

man whose fonn is completely shrouded in a black

pelisse with sable lining, the other, a female in a red

gown with white silk slashes and ermine trimming. It

is difficult to judge of the character of the man’s head,

which is in part concealed by repaints. The lady is

handsome and youthfal, with a high forehead, a small

but regular nose, light eyebrows, and eyeballs like

sloes. A delicate white head-dress fringed with gold

and sprinkled -with pearls falls on the bosom and

shoulders
;
a pearl necklace adorns her sno^wy throat.

Both male and female kneel in prayer, in dross of

angular and scanty fold,—^thefirst, at the foot of a plinth

supporting a statue ofthe Vii’ginand Child,—tho second,

in front of a statue of St. Michael contending with tho

dragon. A shield affixed to the phnth near tho shoulders

of the man is emblazoned with a lion sable on a field

or, with a bar sinister azure
;
a similar shield on the

plinth near the lady bears a lion or, on a field gules,

with a bar sinister azure so’wn with three pincers, and
a scroll round a compass in the upper left hand corner

inscribed with the words: “Pour non falir.” It lias

been suggested that the arms' of the man are those of

the Counts of Flanders, whilst those of the lady point

* Wemreich.’s Chronik, pp. 13, 14, aud Beilage L to the same.
p. 100.
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to the families of the Counts van Voerne in Holland,

or Branda-Castighone in Italy; hut these are mere

conjectures. The name of the master -srho painted the

likenesses is undoubtedly Memhng, and the date of

his work is necessarily antecedent to April 1473.1-

The subject wliich Memhng has depicted is that

•winch Van der Weyden used in the altar-piece of

Beaune; it is also composed on Van der Weyden’s lines.

In a golden sky spanned by a rainbow the Saviour sits

in judgment, resting his feet on a brazen orb
;
long

fair locks and a thin pointed beard inclose a face of

oblong shape, heavy bone, and moody glance; the

two-edged sword and the lily on the gold ground

symbolize the word and the punty of faith. Four

angels with the emblems of the Passion tell of Chnst’s

sufferings and agony on earth; clouds of sable hue

and silver edge circling round the rainbow, support the

heavenly Judgment-seat. As Christ with one hand

blesses the happy, and with the other curses the wicked,

he bares the livid flesh of a lean and haggard frame

scantily draped in a cnmson cloak, the cornered

1 ’Weinreicli’s Chronik, pp 13—14, contains the following
passage “Anff dieser galeide ist die taffel gewesen, welche auff

S. jorgens junkern altar gesetzet ist, ein schon, aides, Kunst-
reiches Molwerk vom jungsten tage. I)o solnndenbei des engels

reohtem flugel geschrieben sein des meister’s namen
.
jacob und

.

ANNO DONI OOCLXYIT ” Theie are traces now of the five last

ciphers of this inscription. But the picture is too clearly of the

15th century and too cletarly MeniUng’s to allow us to give

weight to the hear-say of Weinieich. Pity that tliough he began
his Chronicle in 1489 he should not have examined the picture

liimself. We may observe that in the course of the pieseiit cen-

tuiy the altar-piece of Dantzig has been ascribed to John Van
Eyck, Van der (xoes, and Albert van Ouwater. Hinz (Das jungste
Oericht in der St. Marienkucho zu Danzig 8®. Danzig, 1863)

quotes amongst the authorities against the authorship of Meni-
hng one of the writers of these pages (p. 42,), but he labours
under a complete misapprehension, both, when they saw the
piotuie, having assigned it to Memling.
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breaks of wMcli are banging in simple reaHsm on tbe

rigid arc of the rainbow. To the left the Yirgin, aged

and pale, gazes into space, her forehead and neck

concealed in the numerous puckers of a white veil

covering her neck and hair; in varied attitudes and

shades of melancholy thought, sis apostles headed by

St. Peter kneel serenely on the clouds. To the right in

like array, St. John the Baptist heads the rest of

Christ’s disciples, gazing or communing with each

other, as the Seraphs beneath the mist summon the

dead to Judgment. At the sound of the last trump,

the happy and the wicked rise from their graves
;
and

as St. Michael with peacock wings and bright gilt

armour weighs the souls on the foreground, the con-

demned are divided from the blest. The disks of St.

Michael’s balance are loaded with two human beings

symbohzing the poles of good and evil; and as the

blissful one crouches in prayer, and tilts the plate on
which the sinner writhes, the dart of the Archangel
pricks the evil one, who struggles witli downcast head
to join his companions as they flee pursued by imps
into eternal fire. To the left the souls awaiting judg-
ment express their doubts and fears in changing ex-

pression; others have past the ordeal, and transfigured

joj) they move with prayerful thankfulness towards
the abode of bliss to which a sinner has only wandered
that he may be repelled by the staff of an angel and
grasped by the claws of a demon. The gates of Para-
dise on the left wing are figured by a splendid Gothic
portal, to which there is a noble ascent by stops, in the
pinnacles of which Cherubs sing their paeans. 8t. Peter
guards the steps up which the crowd ascends attended
by angels who distribute celestial raiment. The depths
of Satan’s kingdom are mouths of furnaces opening
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out of rocky precipices into -whicli the evil ones are

hurled, or drawn hy imps. Despair is in the faces,

agony in the frames of the smners, and the varied

forms of suffering are as cleverly suggested hy action

and expression, as those of bliss and joy by a winning

calmness of contentment in the faces and movements

of the happy.

In this grand altar-piece, which has suffered to a
painful extent from the effects of time and injudicious

restoring, Memling shows liimself a true disciple of the

school of Brussels, and a pure follower of Flemish

tradition. The stem melancholy which characterized

Van der Weyden falls like a bequest, of the past on

the gentler soul of his pupil, and becomes tempered by

a milder serenity. Without altering much in the grand

lines of a composition modelled for subsequent genera-

tions by the great master of Toumai, Memling displays

a novel skill in grouping and drawing. He is unequal;

he stumbles over some difficulties of proportion; but

he often displays an advanced acquaintance with the

anatomy of form. Like many Flemings he confounds

moodiness with gravity; his figures of Christ and

apostles are never transfigured to superhuman beauty;

liis Virgins and saints are no more ideals of form than

ideals of expressiveness; there is overweight of head

and undersize of shoulders and torso; but some

faces,—a Baptist or Evangelist,—attract by pleasing

gentleness, and a dignified air; and the melancholy

quiet or passionless regularity of feature in St. Michael

is imsurpassed in any Belgian picture of the time.

Amongst the nudes of siimers there are many which

repel us by their violent contortions. Amidst the

nudes of the elect there are a few which tell of close

adherence to the faulty reality of the model; but tliere
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are many of the first that are well foreshortened and

designed, and many of the second distinguished by

elegance of shape and grace of contour. Peculiarly

characteristic of the master’s idiosyncracy is the wide

and open forehead, scanty eyebrow, and broad droop-

ing eyelid in women.—More than any other artist of

his age Memling in the altar-piece of Dantzig produces

effect by atmosphere and vivid contrasts in large (h\i-

sions of light and shade. Chiaroscuro as applied to the

relief of solitary figures is more developed than we find

it in the works of Van der Weyden
;
but the habit of

Belgian artists was to veil the sun, and so in Memling

there are no projections ofshadow, and no concentrated

floods of rays on any part of any one personage. In a

pictoe with so little drapery as this -it may be difficult

to find Memling’s true conception of cast and fold in

dress, yet there is enough to show that he loved a

scanty simplicity of stuff', and the absence of innume-

rable breaks and angles in mantles and tunics is an

advantage not to be lightly undervalued. The colours

in the upper part of the triptych are laid on so spa-

ringly that they never conceal entirely tlie run of the

contours nor the lines of the inner forms
;
the result

is a little hardness and want of air. This tliinness of

surface tone is tempered in tlie foreground figures by

greater delicacy of touch; and there is a charming

though somewhat pallid transparency in flesh wliicli

tells not merely of a veiy fine feeling but of very con-

siderable technical skill. No doubt there was a time

when the whole piece was more attractive than it is

now. There was a time when probably no tra(*,G was to

be found of the ruthless hand which first rubbed off

the surfaces, and then covered them with retouches;

but that is a distant time; and it is apparent that on
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several occasions it was thouglit advisable by tbe

patrons of St. George’s altar to proceed to measures

of restoration. ^

A curious proof of the level to wlucli the taste for

pictures was developed at Dantzig m the 16th centuiy

is afforded by the general assumption that the altar-

piece of the Last Judgment was executed in a pre-

vious age. 2 Such an assumption might and probably did

prevent iiiquiiies from being made as to the author of

so fine a wmrk. The protracted effort made by Porti-

nari to wTing indemnity from the Dantzigers would

tend to show that he and liis Florentine colleagues

were better cognizant of the value of the treasures

they had lost; and if this effort was due in any

way to the desire for recovering the price of an

1 Dantzig Cathedral Wood, centre m. 1.74 h. hy 1 24, wings,
1.74 h. by 0.62. This picture has fiequently been an object of
desire to wealthy lovers of art The Emperor Eudolph, says IMCr.

Hinz, offered 40,000 gulden for it, the elector of Saxony 20,000

Thaler, and Petei the Great of Eussia endeavouied in vain to

purchii.se it of the city of Dantzig, Lenoir, Napoleon’s diiector

of art affairs, caused it to he removed to Pans in 1807, It was
given again at the peace, and since then efforts wcie made hy
the Prussian government to place it in the Museum at Bexiin. It

was proposed that in addition to a sum of 20,000 Thalers a copy
of Baphael’s Sistine Madonna should be given in exchange for it,

but this offer was rejected. The picture was first restored at

Dantzig 111 1718 by the painter Julius Christoph Kroy, and 111 1815
by Professor Book at Berlin. In 1851 it was again restoied by
Pi of* Xeller, whose pnnoipal object was to remove what his

predecessors had added to the painting. The head of the elect

in the balance was found to have been completely removed and
lepainted, and under it was a silver-plate let into the wood.
It will be recollected that the guilds carefully provided that no
knots should be left in panels. It seems as if the .silver-plate in

question had been let m to oovei the place of a knot. Moie
l)articulaily injured are the following paits : The face of the
Ai ohangel Michael, by removal of glaze.s and retracing of lines

to deepen the shadows. St. Peter on the left wmg, whose red
mantle is almost rubbed down to the preparation. The angels

blowing trumps by repaints. The rest of the picture is all more
or les.s affected by Haying and retouching.

2 See note, antoa, p. 261.
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altar-piece of great attractiyeness, we should have

evidence of a considerable nimbus encircling the name

and talents of Memling. That Memling, in 1470—3,

was a man of acknowledged fame at Bruges might be

inferred with as much plausibility as that he was a

favourite with Italian patrons. To argue on the other

hand from the despatch of some pictures to Italy or

the presence of others in Italian galleries that the

pamter was personally acquainted with Italy is ha-

zardous
,
and if we bear in mind that certain pictures

adorned with so-called reminiscences of Rome and

Vemce are erroneously attributed to Memling, i we

shall find the argument more illogical still. It might

have happened that when Van der Weyden wandered

to Ferrara and Rome, he took Memling with liim as

varlet or apprentice, but there are many reasons to be

adduced against the probability of such a thing. An
old master might spend a year, as Van der Weyden
did, in Italy without altering his style. It would be

natural to find a trace of Italian influence in the works

of a younger man; and the absence of any influence

of this kind in Memlmg’s works is conclusive against

his visit to Italy. 2

Aniongst original documents of various dates

which illustrate Memling’s life, some, as old as 1480^

prove that he was possessed of land and houses in the

city of Bruges; others show that he was a married man,
and father of several children. ^ It is not beyond the

1 See postea as to Memling’s views of Home in the Shrme
of St. TJrsula, and compare lilichiels (u. s. II, 263) as to the
“Venetian horses” in the Martyrdom of St. Hippolytus, which is

hy Bouts. See also postea m Bouts.
2 Compare Notice des tableaux de PhOpital do St. Jean ^

Bruges, u.s., p. 9. Michiels (A.) Histoire de la peinture JFlamande
et HoUandaise. 8®. Brux. II, 293, and others,

3 See postea.
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range of probability that an artist impovenshed by

sickness in 1477, should have married and risen

within tliree years to a position of comparative opu-

lence, but the earnings of a painter would scarcely

have helped him to this position; and we know enough

of the prices paid to artists to enable us to affirm that

such a piece of fortune could hardly have befallen

MemHng. There are, however, more positive grounds

than these, even if we exclude the evidence afforded

by the history of the Dantzig altar - piece, for

supposmg that our artist lived at Bruges before

1477.

In 1477, Willem Vrelandt or Wyelandt, a neighbour

of Mending at Bruges, and an artist not unknown as a

miniaturist, I held a position of trust in the booksellers^

guild at Bruges, and contributed his share to a fund

for the purchase of an altar-piece ordered of Memling

for the booksellers’ chapel. There are records extant

telling of specific charges made for the fi’aming and

woodwork of the picture, and a final payment for the

whole of it in 1478.2 We have a description of this

work in an inventory of 1499, which speaks of the

“altar-table with four wings by Master Hans, including

1 A. Pinohart, Annotations, n. s., p. OCXIiHI, and Weale in
Journal des Beaux Arts. 1861. p. 53.

2 1477. “Item, gegeue den scnnewerke te wet n s. voor tcas-

syn van onse taefle, en HI s. g. vande duerkins dien ic Meest.
Hans hetbe gheleed vande ghilde weghe. T. s,

“Ite va ij letzins daer de duere mede gliehange zyn bet.’’

“It., verleet tot Wille Vrelat als de duerkins van ose taefle

ware Meest Hans besteit te makene. Xllg.”
“Ite, nooh. bet. de scnnewerke van 2 and. duerkin.<*.nils.g.”

“Ite, bet. Meest Hans op de 2 duerkins dxe by beft va ons te

makene 1 1. gr.”

1478. “Ite. gegheven Meestre Hans al samen in een III hb. H
scb.”

—

C, Carton, Annales de la Soc. d’Emulat. de Bruges. Tom.
V, 2® Sor. p. 331, and Weale, u. s., 1861. p. 53.
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the portraits of Willein Vreland and Ins vnfe;”* and

though it has been thought that this masterpiece was

lostjwemay find a clue to its existence in an inventoryof

the booksellers’ guild, which registers a picture of “the

seven gnefs of Mary” in 1619, and notes its sale in

1624.2 There is no statement here, it is true, as to the

pamter of “the seven griefs of Mary;” but the fact

that Memhng produced a panel with porti-aits of a

male and female donor, for a chapel in wliich we sub-

sequently find the “seven griefs,” and the fact in

addition, that there is a picture of the “Seven Griefs”

by Memhng in the Gallery of Turin, on tho foreground

of which a donor and his wife are kneeling, all lead

to the conclusion that the panel of Turin is that which
Memhng painted for Willem Vrelandt. Wliat became
of the wings is a mystery, but not quite an imponeteible

one. There are numerous altar-pieces by Memhng in

existence of which the centres alone are proseiwed;

and some of the most beautiful of his panels are

wings of altar-pieces the centres of which have dis-

appeared.

Independentiy of aU such considerations tho “Seven
griefs” of Turin is one of Memhng’s productions which
has prominent interest for the historian of Flomisli

art ;» it is one of the cuiious examples of tho way in

1 1499 Nooh tovendien huerliedev autaer tafle meUen viov
dueren daer aen zynde daer Wiliam Vreland endu zyn wyf za-
ligher gedaohte in gheooutrofeit zyn, gheniaeot by der band van
^len Meestre Hans.”—0. Carton, Annales de la Soc. d’Emulat
de Bruges, Tom. V. 2® Ser. Nos. 3, 4, p. d.'ll.

2 A. Pinebart, Annotations, u. s., p. COXLIV.
3 Turin Mus. Wood, 0.55 b. by 0.90. This panel was saved

from tbe plunder of tbe Dominican oonvunt of Bosco near Alles-
sandna m Piedmont at tbe time of tbe Preneb revolution, and
rabsequently presented to tbe king. (See J. M. Gallery’s “La
elalerie Eoyale de peinture de Turn.” 8®. Havre, 1854. p. 146).
It has been considered by Dr. Waagen to be tbe picture of tbe
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wliicli the system of compressing numerous gospel in-

cidents into one landscape was transmitted to the 15th

century; and no more curious instance can be cited

of the preservation of a tradition traceable through

Van der Weyden to the carver guildsmen of Tournai.

The story of the Passion begins in the furthest dis-

tance of the landscape with the entrance of Clndst into

Jerusalem
;
we then see the Saviour in the house of

the Phai'isee, and partaking of the last supper with

his disciples. Outside the walls of Jerusalem, and

nearer the spectator, Jesus is tracked by Judas and

Ins band, betrayed and brought before Pilate; then

comes the flagellation, the march to Golgotha, the

crucifixion, the descent from the cross, the resurrec-

tion, the descent into limbus, the appearance to the

Magdalen, and the supper at Emmaus.—There are

hundreds of figures in this wonderful miniature—all of

them delicately finished and firilhantly coloured; and

our surprise increases in a natural proportion as we
take in successively the beauties of detail in each

episode. But as a whole, and though the portraits are

miracles of realism, we cannot fail to discover that

art in this path is falling away from great principles,

sacrificing unity, composition, and massive effect to

the comparatively small aim of telling a consecutive

story.—We shall presently see that the Flemings

showed a decided prepossession for this form of art,

and so learn to attnlmte to the public the taste which

might othenvise be supposed to be Mcmling’s.

It was about the time of the completion of the

altar-piece of the booksellers that Mending produced

Passion belonging to the Portinari and Duke Oosimo, noted by
Yasaii (1, 16^5, ftnd XIII. 148.), by Passavant (Kunstblatt. No 62

1840) to be Meiiiling’s pictni’e once at Careggi. (Vasaii, I. 16 :i.)
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the wonderful marriage of St. Catherine, which is

described in the opening of the present chapter. It

was doubtless commissioned by the hospitallers, when

Mending was a prosperous craftsman at Bruges, and

there are some though not quite conclusive, grounds

for thinking that it was finished in 1479. As a work of

art it may be considered quite as characteristic as the

Last Judgment of Dantzig, and being more thoroughly

authenticated we should take it as a representative

piece from which to judge of the peculiarities of the

master’s style. Here agam the main incident of Cathe-

rine’s espousals is but one of a series of episodes form-

ing the whole context of the picture.—The landscape

is fiUed with small scenes illustrating the lives of the

Baptist and Evangelist; some of which— like the dance

of the daughter of Herodias— are finished composi-

tions of the most elaborate kind. Placed whore they

are they divert the eye, and throw the principal sub-

ject out of focus; and yet there is no subject more
worthy in itself of concentrated examination than that

of the Espousals. Symmetry, which marks eveiy form
of arrangement in Memlmg’s pictures, verges so com-
pletely on constraint, as to suggest a partial paralysis

of will and motion in the attitudes or movements of

the dramatis ;personce, but some of the groups, and
essentially the group of Mary holding the Cliild with

charming grace towards the kneeling Catherine, are

admirable. The same constraint in the ejiisodc of the

decollation inevitably results in affectation and stiff-

ness; and were it not that a great number of the

figures in the Vision of Patmos are reduced by per-

spective to the smallest size, we might have to notice

a similar defect in that portion of the jiicture also.

Be this as it may, there is no doubt much more free-
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dom and movement in horse and man in the right wing,

than there is in any other part of the altar-piece. The

Virgin, St. Gathering, and St. Barbara are models of

that slender form of womanhood which Memling in-

herited from Van der Weyden; the faces are long^ the

necks swan-like, the shapes divested of redundant

flesh; but chaste and maidenly elegance of carnage,

and serene modesty in features chiselled to a beauty of

simple openness, reveal a fund of delicacy in Memling

which is not to be found in any other painter of the

time in Flanders. To charms of tliis character the

master sometimes superadds a winning expression

and select cast of features; and this is peculiarly

visible in the head of an angel playing the harp near

the Virgin’s shoulders. When we turn to such im-

personations as those of the Baptist and Evangelist,

we observe how much less suited Memling’s genius

was to embodiments of masculine force than it was to

embodiments of feminine grace. The kindly melancholy

and resigned air of the Baptist and Evangelist almost

strike us as exaggerated in men; and scanty flesh in

shapes of bony make gives but too much prominence

to rigidity and unelastic motion.

In male delineation, Memling, requiring to exert

the most solid qualities of the draughtsman, shows

lack of the highest skill in the representation of play

in muscles and articulations or action in arms and

legs. His drawing of hands and feet is not quite equal

to his drawing of heads. At a distance we are struck

with the absence of broad masses of light and shade;

there is more colour but little more concentration of

light than in Van der Weyden’s masterpieces. It would

almost seem as if Memling purposely shrank from

reproducing nature in sunlight. His shadows are not
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nearly so dusky, his lights not nearly so narrow as

those of John Van Eyck.—^Nor does he work the two

into one by breaking gray or blue or red into the

transitions
;
he gets roundness by sheer polish and

untiring labour. On close inspection we admire an

almost superhuman power of detail
;
there are wrinkles,

folds of flesh, and hairs picked out and realized, with

astounding patience; but tins realism unaccompanied

by strong contrast of chiaroscuro contributes but little

to effect, and is almost labour lost. It is iivobably

\vitliin the truth to say that Memlmg’s conception of

the Infant Christ in the marriage of St. Catherine was

the most successful that he ever carried out. The

type of Christ’s face to which he usually clings is finer

than that of Van der Weyden,— gravely expressive,

cheerful, and frequently ennobled by sweet intolligenco,

a broad and open forehead, and a good eye, but the

mask often exceeds the natural length, and this defect

transferred to the frame and limbs and feet, and l)eing

accompanied by protruding articulations, or curved

bones, produces a most unfavourable imi)ression. A
fan' average of jiroportion, and a most intelligent ex-

pression, impart to the Infant in the picture before us

its most important charm.—^We may study and admire

the skill with which the softest and tniest chords ol*

harmony are produced by juxtapositions of tints
;

it is

to Memhng’s natural gift as a chromatic painter that

we look to counterbalance his deficiencies in relief and

atmosphere; his landscapes of autumnal tone are clear

and always bright. i

1 Bruges, Hospital. No. 1, centre. Wood, in. 1.74 li. by 1.74.
Wings 0.74 b. by 0.80. On the lower framing wo road the newly
painted inscription which follows ‘‘OPVS lOHANlS HKM-
LING’. ANNO MCCCCLXXIX“, and it is a question whether tJie

picture was not finished earlier than 1479, as the Hpiphany of
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There are two altar-pieces in the spirit of this

great work which claim distinct attention
;
one is the

Madonna in the collection of Count Duchatel in Pans,

the other is the Madonna of Sir John Donne in the

Duke of Devonshire’s residence at Chiswick. The first

to some extent recalls “the Marnage” of Bruges in

the figure of the Virgin, and is characterized by the

peculiar fitness and mastery of its arclntectural ac-

cessones, as well as by a truthful impress of nature in

numerous portraits. To the left St. James, with his

head bared in honour of the Virgin, commends to

her a donor with six sons, whilst St. Dominick on

the right attends a kneeling dame and her tlurteen

daughters. ^

The Chiswick Madonna is better preserved, and, if

possible, more refined in feeling. It represents tlie

Virgin enthroned in a porch receiving homage from

the kneeling Sfr John Donne, his lady (in a peaked

cap), and their numerous children protected by St.

Agnes and St. Barbara. In the landscape outside the

porch are a water null, a miller, a cow, and swans,

the favourite distance which adorns Madonnas at the

Uffizi and Worlitz, and a portrait in the G-allery of

Antwerp catalogued under the name of Antonello.

With his usual grace in depicting slender and highborn

womanhood Memling excels in this picture as a painter

of dress and accessories ; and none of his creations are

more conspicuous than this for the finish and trans-

that year shows a gi eater advance in technical execution than
the Marriage. The hgure of the angel playing the harp has been
seriously disfigured by retouches. The vision of Patmos is still

more damaged by abrasion of the foreground, watei, and part of
the sky. The outci figures of the doiiois aie extensively cleaned
off and retouched.

1 Pans, Count Duchatel. Wood. The figures are about one
thiid of the life size.

18
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parencT of cloths, veils, and ornament. On the side

panels of the altar-piece ai'e full lengths of an austere

and grave St, John the Baptist and a young and se-

renely kind St. John Evangehst.^

Ot more finished execution than the Marriage of

St. Cathenne. yet apparently of the same date, the

Epiphany in the Hospital of Bruges is technically the

most perfect production of Memhng's early period. It

represents the adoration of the Magi, and the presenta-

tion in the temple on the same lines as the adoration

and presentation ofYau der Weyden at Munich, but

substitutes the Nativity for Van der Weyden's An-

nunciation. We may commend this beautiful triptych

for its comparative freedom from constraint, for in-

creased Auvidness of tints and stronger chiaroscuro

than is to be found in any of its forerunners. It ivas

composed at the special request of JanEloreins Van
der EijstjV'ho held the office ofgauger in the monasteiy

of St. John, and vffiom we may still see kiieelmg in a

corner of the Epipliany.2

Memhng^s position in the annals of pictorial Instory

has been hitherto that of a man whose personal cha-

racter and daily life were concealed in the haze of

time. In 1480, we strike the very track of his footsteps,

and see him in flesh and blood, a resident at Bruges.

1 Chiswick. Altai-piece in three parts with figures thiee
qnarteis the size of life on wood The arms of the Donnes, not
the Cliffords, as once supposed, hang on the capitals of the
pillars of the porch. An angel on the left offers a fruit to the in-
fant

;
another on the right plays the pipes. Near the Baptist a

servant looks from behind a door. Some portions of the surface
are scaled.

2 Bruges Hospital. No. 3. Wood, centre 0.58 by 0.47. Wings,
0.25 by 0.47 Signed, **Opus. Johannis.Hemling. Bit w^erok. dede.
maken . breeder . Jan . Dloreins . alias Van . der Bust . breeder

.

profes . van . de . hospitale .van . Sint Jans . m . Brugghe . anno

.

MGCCCLXXIX.”
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Dimng tlie war waged in 1479—82, between Loins the

Xltli of France and Maximilian of Austria, tlie cities

of Flanders were taxed to the amount of 500,000 liM'es

for the purpose of prosecuting hostihties. Bruges

raised her share of the contribution partly by taxation,

and partly by loans. Of the ten or twenty score of

persons who subscribed to the loan, one is registered

as Hans Memlmg the painter. Almost simultaneously

we find Memling paying ground rents to the Church of

St. Donatian, for two large tenements which he owned

in the Vlamincdam, or, as it is now called, the rue St.

Georges at Bruges. An ingenious topogi'apher has had

no difficulty m findmg the site of the painter's house

now built over with modem d'welhngs. ^

Of further significance as illustratmg Memling's

life in 1480, is the statement that he was engaged by

the Hospitallers of St. John of Bruges to furnish the

plan for a new shrine into which therehcs of St. Ursula

in charge of the hospital were to be translated. 2 1480

is also the date of the completion of an altar-piece

which Memlmg executed for the curriers of Bruges, a

beautiful panel in the feeling of that of Turin, which is

preserved at Munich; it is also the date of several

pictures, prominent amongst which are the portraits of

the Brussels Museum, the so-called Sibyl, and the

Entombment in the Hospital of Bruges.

Though not without characteristic features sug-

gestive of Mending’s authorship, the Entombment is so

much below the master’s usual level that we presume

to think it may have been executed in a great measure

1 See Mr. Weale’s contributions to the Journal des Beaux
Arts for 1861, pp 22. 35. 36. See also an interesting sketch of
the life of Memlmg in La Plume, a journal published at Bruges.
No. 54, of the year 1871,

2 jpassavant (Kunstblatt No 62 of the year 1843.)
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by assistants; but it contains tbe likeness of Adrian

Eeims, a young hospitaller at whose request, it is said

,

Memling afterwards undertook a journey to the Rhine. ^

The Sibyl Zainbetha—a pallid bust of a Flemish

damsel, in the high peaked cap of the close of the 15tli

century, has no personal charms to recommend her;

nor has the painter striven to give interest to her

plainness by special beauties of colour and relief. A
counterpart in size, of the portraits at Brussels, which

are known to represent a patrician of Bruges and his

wife, a counterpart of these likewise in technical treat-

ment, it bears the date of 1480, and was originally

painted for the Hospital of Saint Juhen of Bruges.

For this hospital it was that the Brussels portraits

representing Willem Moreel and Barbara Van Vlaen-

derberch were executed; and these are reasons of

weight, especially if we accept the ciphers on the fram-

ing as genuine, for assuming that Memling portrayed

three members of the same family at the same period;

and yet when we look at each of the three panels in

turn, we are struck by a sense of their comparative

feebleness, and long to assign them to an earher

period of Memling^s practice. The sibyl especially,

though handled with extreme delicacy of pencil, and in

1 Bruges Hospital Ho 6. Wood, centre 0.441i. by 0.36, wings,
3.44b. by 0.14. Tbe Virgin, Magdalen, and Joseph of Anmatbea
ire wailing at tbe Saviour’s feet, on tbe right wing is Adrian
Reims kneeling

;
on tbe left, St. Barbara. On tbe outer sides

ire tbe discovery of tbe cross and St. Mary of Eygpt crossing
Iordan. It may be doubted whether tbe ciphers 1480 on tbe
[raming are genuine. Tbe letters A. B. on tbe edge of tbe central
aanel are initials of Adrian Beims’ name. This is a theatrical
lomposition with little of tbe feeling usual in Memling’s prodno-
lions—tbe Magdalen exhibiting her grief in tbe contorsive ges-
iUres peculiar to Vander Weyden’s representations. A red tone
Drevaiis throughout

,
and tbe landscape is and, and devoid of

he fine qualities of tbe master. Still, it must be borne in mind
hat tbe whole is much damaged by cleaning and restoring.
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tlie thinnest of clear tones, is drawn with such timid

accuracy as to suggest a still youthful hand.^

Willem Moreel, a patrician of Bruges, descended

from a Savoyard family whose letters of citizenship

dated from the 14th century, was elebted echevin of

his native city in 1472, and held the ofB.ce of Burgo-

master at Bruges m 1478 and 1483. He subsequently

rose to still lugher civic dignities, in spite of the

marked enmity of Maximilian of Austria, ffis wife

Barbara bore him five sons and thirteen daughters,

one of whom is supposed to he the Sibyl of the Bruges

Hospital. 2 The portraits of tins pair are models of

plain burgess simphcity, that of Moreel in a close

black dress with copious hair, cut straight along the

forehead, that of his spouse in a conical cap, and a

dark gown with a collar of pearls. ^

It is the more necessary to hesitate in assigning

the date of 1480 to the Moreel portraits because a

larger and more important picture of that year,—‘‘the

seven Joys of Mary” at Munich,^—exhibits Memlmg’s art

in a later and better form, and shows him to have been at

that time more spirited and lively, as well as more careful

and minute, and more fully conscious of the pleasure

to be derived from vivid colour and crispness of touch.

1 Bruges Hospital Ho. 5. Wood, 0.37 h. 1)7 0.27, from the
Hospital of St Julien. On a cartellmo in the upper corner of
the picture “SibyUa Sambetha quse et persica an ante Christ

:

nat* 2040, below on a scroll “Ecce bestia conculcaheris. Q-igne-

tur Dns in oibem tenarum, et gremiu viigims erit salus gentium
invisibilis verbu palpabitur.’^ Compare Mr. Weale’s genealogy of
the Moreel family in Le Beffroi, u s. II. 190. 191.

2 Beffroi u. s n, 182—5.

3 Brussels Museum. No. 21 and 22 Wood, m. 0.37 h by
0 27, originally in Samt Julien of Bruges, subsequently in the
Van der Schrieck collection at Louvain at the sale of which they
were bought in 1861 for SI 200. Both are seen at an opening
through which landscapes are seenj both are in prayer. Their
anus are on the backs of the panels See Le Beffioi, u. s. II. 189.
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Here, as in tlie ‘‘Seyen Griefs,” the donors—a man

•with his son and ynfe in the dress of burgesses of

Bruges— kneel in the foreground of a landscape re-

presenting the country round Jerusalem. On various

planes the bloodless incidents of the history of Christ,

are depicted; foremost, the Nativity, Epiphany, and

Kesurrection; further back; the angel appearing to the

shepherds, the procession of the kings of tlie East, the

visit to Herod, the massacre of the Innocenis, and tlu‘,

flight into Egypt; the Maries at tlio Sepulchr(', Clirist

appearing to the Maries, and parting from his mother,

the Ascension, and the Assumption. We feel at once on

looking at this picture, the absence oi* linear ])or-

spective and atmosphere; yet tlic episodes are so

complete in themselves, and so cleverly arranged and

executed that they produce a deep imjiression; and

the colours are so bright, so clear, and so admiralily

contrasted that wo necessarily yield to a gi‘aleiid sense

of rest. The donors of this beautiful alia,r- piece a,r(‘

Catherine Van Eyebecke, her son Adrian Bultynck,

and her husband Pierrre Bultynck, the latiin’ knoAMi

as a substantial citizen and currier, w'ho s(n‘ved as

echevin of Bruges in 1477, 1478 and 1480.^ It was

observed by a local clironicler of the last century, wlio

saw the altar-piece in a chapcd of tlu^. (Jhurcdi of Notre

Dame at Bruges, that an inscription on tlie framing

told how the picture was presented by Pierre Bultynck

in 1480, to the guild of curriers with the proviso that

a miserere and deprofnndis should he recit(‘d Ixdbre it

after each mass. 2

1 XiQ Boffroi, 11 . s. II. 267.
2 Muixicli Pinakothek. OabinelH, ISTt). 6(1. 'Wood, 0 70 h. by

1.82. Thus picture ih not quite correc.tly called the “Kcv(‘n Joys.*^

It was given to the corpoi*ation “U79 btdorc Buster” (1480, n. s.)

by Pierre Bultynck. (See the inventory <>£ tluj pniperty of the
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In 1482 Memling fimsliecl llie Annunciation in the

collection of Prince Padzivil at Berlin, a picture de-

scribed by Dr. Waagen, as of very original conception

and marvellous delicacy; i but he also designed the

beautiful portrait of the same date at the Uffizi
;
and it

IS not improbable that the two years subsequent to

1480 were spent on works commissioned for Italian

patrons.

TJie portrait of the Utfizi is a very solemn and

dignified representation of a man in prayer with his

hands joined on a desk, the head full of life, the hands

of select shape and colour. It once belonged to the

Hospital of Santa Maria Nuova, and was perhaps part

of a diptych or triptych, m which the half length of St.

Benedict at the Uffizi was framed.^ But the best of

Memhng’s pieces at Florence is the Madonna of the

cumers of Biu^^es in Le Hellroi, u. s. II 268 In 1780 it was sold
for 20 livves to an Antweip dealer named Van Cock (II) ib 265),

and by Inni sold “without the wings’* to Mr A L van den
Bogan do, tieasuiei and burgoinastei of the Franc de Bruges.
It was sold again to M"]. Goddyii of Bruges in 1799, then to

Mr Imbert, in 1804, on commission for the Bmpiess Josephine, at

whoso death it caiuo into the Boaiihaniais collection. Bought
by Mr Nieiu\enhuys, ^vlio sold it to the Boisserees, the picture
came into the gallery of Munich (See the authorities in Lo
Bettioi, n, s. 265-6). in Jj'odoulx’s Hives of Binges Painters, MS.
of 1796, in the Academy of Bruges (cit. by Weale in Journal des
Beaux Alts. 1860. j) 154) is a desenption of tbo altai-piece as

it stood in Notro Hame. On the fiame, sa3\s Lo Houlx, was the
following insciiption : “Int jaei mcccclxxx zo 'v\as dit wore
gliegluwen do ambochte van do Imcidevetters van clheer fieter

Unitync P Joos huoidevetter (‘ntlo coopman endo jonevrouwe
Ivatolyne synwy f (lodevaert van Kiebekes docktore dies moest de
})ii(‘sl,er(‘ van desen ambochte achtei olcko mib.so losen ecnon
miseier(‘ (mkIo pioTundis vooi allei zielon ”

• Waagen’s Kiigler’s Handbook. Loudon, I860, p. 100.
2 No. 769. Wood, bust, life size. No. 778. Wood, iile

siz(‘ . . both fiom S. Maria Nuova of Florence. Otto Mundler,
(Ibut.ijtge zu J. Ilurckh.il di’s Cicerone) u. s. p 28, assigns these

two pictures l.o Hugo Van der (Joes; but he giviss no reasons for

<loing so.
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UfSzi, in whicli the Virgin is represented sitting on a

throne with the crown poised over her head hy Wo
seraphs. A beautiful angel with a yiol presents a

quinc6 to the infant, whilst his comrade on the other

side kneels -with a harp in his hand. i In a clear land-

scape like that of the Marriage of St. Catherine at

Bruges, or the votive Madonna at Chiswick, tlie roads

and holloTvs are enhvened by figures of a man and liis

ass
;
a mill and bridge span a stream; Und swans iloat

on a lake. Chastened an-angement, tasteful shape,

jewel -like finish and glow of tone are qualities in tliis

picture which Memling acknowledged to himself by

frequent replication. A charming repetition on a small

scale of the XJffizi Madonna is in the Duke of Anhalt’s

country seat of Worlitz near Dessau. 2

Of less skill as regards arrangement, but of more

expressive force, the dead Saviour in the arms of

Mary—a small panel in the Doria Palace at Rome—
shows with what exuberance of feeling nature had
graced the talent of Memhng. It is the passion of Van
der Weyden tempered with a current of move sensitive

anguish, that we see in the fondness with which the

Virgin clams her cheek to that of the Redei'iner,

Avhose corpse she strives with the help of the Evan-

gelist to raise from the gi’ound. To the right the

Magdalen dnes her tears, and a grave personage in

prayer kneels—a noble porti’ait—on the foreground.

To great strength and enamel of tone a very delicate

> 0fazi. No. 70 ;!. "Wood, figures f/jd of hfo size.
2 'Wbrlitz, Wood, 0.56 h. by 0.49. Hoie tUer(‘ jiro two nuni

in a boat on a lake, and a nder on a bndfi^o. ^riio lioiuls are
relieved by halos of rays. An angel and ii saint ar<^ in the
spandrels of the arch through which the landscape is seen. Ihty
that the surface should he injured by extensive inbbiug.^
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touch is united, and all the parts are blended to a

nicety. 1

The registers of the guild of St. Luke at Bruges

•were searched in vain for the name of HansMemhng;^
and it is no doubt curious that a man of his importance

should not have been numbered amongst the craftsmen

of the city; hut the slightest connection with the court

of the Duke of Burgundy would have made him in-

dependent of the guilds, and it may he that such a

connection existed, though it was not handed down to

us even by tradition. But the registers of the guild are

not absolutely silent as to Memhng
;
they do not tell

of his matriculation, hut they tell of that of his pupils;

and this in itself is a welcome addition to our know-

ledge ofMemling’s life and practice. ^

In 1484 Willem Moreel, whose portrait had been

painted by Memhng some years before, engaged the

painter to produce an altar-piece for a chapel in Saint

Jacques of Bruges. Bor nearly a century after its

completion the triptych, which Memling then com-

pleted, was preseiwed on its original altar; but when the

])lundering iconoclasts of 1575 began their devasta-

tions in the churches of the city, the pictimes were

t Horde. Palazzo Doria. This little masterpiece is in the

same room as Behastian del Piombo’s Doria. It is on Wood, m.
0.67 h. by 0.52. In the distance Golgotha and tlie thieves on
their crosses. The figure of Christ is excessively lean and stiff.

The picture is well preserved.
2 This IS correct, unless we accept as beyond cavil the

notice of Mr. J. Gaillard in his book, “De ambachten en Neiingen
van Brugge,” in which he cites as member of the coiporation of

St. Luke : “Joannes Memlmc inkom ” 1479 See the passage
quoted in Weale, Journal des Beaux Arts 1861. p. 54.

3 Memling’s pupils Annekin Verhunnemann and Paschier
Van der Meersch matriculated in the guild of Bruges in 1480

and 148:J respectively. Oompaie Wauters (A.) Hevue des Aits,

u. s. II. 251, andD. van de Custoole, livre d’adniissioa de la glide

do Saint Luc do Bruges.
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TJffizi, in winch the Virgin is represented sitting on a

throne with the crown poised over her head by two

seraphs. A beautiful angel with a viol presents a

quince to the infant, whilst his comrade on the other

side kneels with a harp in his hand. ^ In a clear land-

scape like that of the Marriage of St. Catherine at

Bruges, or the votive Madonna at Chiswick, the roads

and hollows are enlivened by figures of a man and his

ass
;
a mill and bridge span a stream; 'and swans float

on a lake. Chastened arrangement, tasteful shape,

jewel -hke finish and glow of tone are qualities in this

picture which Memling acknowledged to himself by

frequent rephcation. A charming repetition on a small

scale of the Uffizi Madonna is in the Duke of Anhalt’s

country seat of Worlitz near Dessau. ^

Of less skill as regards arrangement, but of more

expressive force, the dead Saviour ni the arms of

Mary—a small panel in the Doria Palace at Koine—
shows with what exuberance of fooling nature liad

graced the talent of Memhiig. It is the passion of Van
der Weyden tempered wdth a current of more sensitive

anguish, that we see in the fondness with which the

Virgin clams her cheek to that of tlio Rcdocuner,

whose corpse she strives with the help of the Evan-

gelist to raise from the ground. To the right the

Magdalen dries her tears, and a grave personag(^. in

prayer kneels—a noble portrait-—on the foreground.

To great strength and enamel of tone a very delicate

1 Uffizi. No 70t} Woocl, figures
2 Wbrlitz. Wood, 0 56 la. by 0 49. Hero tbor(i aiT Iavo

in a boat on a lake, and a ridei on a bridge. The heads are
relieved by halos of rays. An angel and a saint arc in (.lie

spandrels of the arch through which ilio landscape is seen. Pity
that the surface should bo injured by extensive rubbing..
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touch IS united, and all the i)arts are blended to a

nicety. 1

The registers of the guild of St. Luke at Bruges

were searched in vain for the name of HansMemling;^

and it is no doubt curious that a man of his importance

should not have been numbered amongst the craftsmen

of the city; but the slightest connection with the court

of the Duke of Burgundy would have made him in-

dependent of the guilds, and it may be that such a

connection existed, though it was not handed down to

us oven by tradition. But the registers of the guild are

not absolutely silent as to Memhng
;
they do not tell

of Ins matriculation, but they tell of that of his pupils;

and this in itself is a welcome addition to our know-

ledge of Memling’s life and practice.’^

In 1484 "Willem Moreel, whose portrait had been

painted by Memlmg some years before, engaged the

])ainter to produce an altar-piece for a chapel in Saint

Jacques of Bruges. For nearly a century after its

completion the triptych, which Memliiig then com-

pleted, was ])reservecl on its original altar; but when the

idundering iconoclasts of 1575 began their devasta-

tions in the churches of the city, the pictures were

^ Bonie. Palazzo Horia. This little masterpiece is in the
same room as Sebastian del Piomho’s Dona. It is on Wood, m.
0.67 li. by 0.62. In the distance Golgotha and the thieves on
their crosses The tignre of Christ is excessively lean and stiff.

The picture is well preserved
^ This is correct, unless we accept as beyond cavil the

notice of Mr. J. Gaillard in his book, “De ambachten en Neringen
van Brugge,” in which he cites as member of the corporation of

St. Luke • “Joannes Memlinc inkom." 1479, See the passage
quoted in Weale, Journal des Beaux Arts 1861 p. 54.

3 Memhng’s pupils Annekin Verhunnemann and Pascliier

Van dev Meorsch matriculated m the guild of Bruges in 1480

and 1488 icspectively. Compare Wauters (A.) Bevue des Arts,

u. s. n. 251, andD. van do CasLoele, livre d’liclmission do la gilde

de Saint Luc de Bruges.
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remoYed; and in tliis way came at last to hang in the

civic Museum of the Academy. In the course ol their

numerous wanderings the panels suffered more injury

than others of the same period, but they aie »still im-

poi'tant creations of the master. In the centre i)iece,

St. Cliristopher carries the Infant Christ across the

stream; St. Maur and St Giles are at his sides; on

the wings, Moreel kneels in a landscape with his tive

sons under the protection of St. AVilham, whilst his

wife prays with eleven daughters im(l(‘r the guardian-

ship of St. Barbara. Memhng never painted a picture

with figures of life - size in wdiich there'- is less con-

straint or a cleverer rendering of natural movement

;

he lavished upon every part the most delicate Hik'sscs

of his pencil, and the purest enamels of lus palled.; and

we regret, though m vain that so many of tlu'sc (‘.hainis

should he concealed under massive repaints. i

The triptych of the Academy is the nearest that

we possess in the order of chronology to the di])tych

of the Hospital of Bruges, painted for hlartin van

Newenhoven in 1487.

Martin van Neweiihoven was a young palrician

whose foitune it was, late in life, to hold high ollicic m
the municipality of Bruges. His marriage and first

election to a shrievalty are historically recorded. Hc'

gave the diptych~-a masterpiece— to tlu' Hospital of

Saint Juhen of Bruges; where it rcmninc'd till th(‘

close of the last century. There is no more intei’(‘.sting

1 Brugev? Academy Non 4. 5. G. 7 and 8. 0(‘nU'e. "Wood, in.

1 21 n. by 1.54
,
wmgH, 1.21 li. by 0.69. On tho back of tlni wiai^s

are inonoclii omos ot‘ St, George and St. »Jobii the BaptiNt. On
the lower edge of tlie framing arc the modern words: “ANNO
DNI 1484.” Much injured by repainting are the heads of th*‘

female children on the left wing. The oiitlinos of the liguro of
St. John are run over and one of the hands altoied altogether.

2 Notice des tableaux de I’hdpital de St, Jean, ix. s. p. lU).
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specimen of portrait by Memling extant tliiin tliis, none

more characteristic lor the large fair oval of the Ma-
donna’s face, or for* that peculiar clearness which is so

surely produced by scant shadow and spacious, even

light. In Sopteml)er of the year m Avhich this beautiful

piece was tinished, Memling lost his wife Anna, who left

him a widower with three young children. We should

rejoice to know with e(|ual exactness when he com-

pleted Ins most captivating masterpiece, the lovely

shrine of St, Ursula, which for three centuries has

been the pride of the Hospitallers of St. John of

Bruges. ^

The shrine of St Ursula is said to have been

ordered at the suggestion of the Hospitaller Van der

Ryst during the peiiod of Memling’s stay in the sick

wards of the monastery. 2 The truth may be thatMem-
ling leceivcd a commission for it when practising as a

painter at Bruges, and had allowances made to him to

visit Cologne and other cities on the Rhine. It is said

that the sixteen panels of which the shrine is composed

were finished in 148(i,^* but there is no record of any

other fact than that the relics of St. Ursula were trans-

lated to their new receptacle in 1489 and strange to

say not once in the numerous records preserved in the

1 Hospit.i], No. 4. ‘Wood. 33acli <»1‘ thu two sidos in.

0.45 li. by 0.S4. Tlio Virji^in presents the apple to (Uirist. Thr<juf>h

the windows a landscai)e is seen, iii which a man is riding,

anuthci walking, l^ctwceri the two windows a luirror rottects

the Virgin and Martin van Newenhoveii who, on the s(*cond

jianel, is seen kneeling with .1 hook beloio limi. On the glass(‘s

of a window is St. Martin, sharing lus cloak nolo^^, wo iea<l

“Hoc opus hen Icoit Martinus H. Newciiho\en. Anno B. IVl. 14H7
anno vero ictatis 2:;.”

2 Uassavaut, Kunstblatt, No. 02 of lH4;b

3 lb. lb lb.

4 Beo tlio proofs of this as w(‘ll as of tbe disapi)(‘aran<'(» ol* all

the accounts of the hospital m Jja Pliiin(‘, u. s. N<t. 5‘d oi 1H71.
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monastery is tliei*e a single allusion to Memling. We
should haye thought that a fact of such importance

as the adornment of a reliquary, most precious in the

eyes of a religious community, would have been chro-

mcled in the journals of the monks; ive should have

expected to find some allusions in the private papers

of the Hospital to the journey which the painter made
to the Rhine. In want of these we turn to the panels

of the shi’ine itself, and there we observe that, unless

Memling was furnished -with views of Cologne by local

German draughtsmen, he must have been allowed to

make sketches in person. We perceive too that the

types of some of his women, and especially the type of

a Virgm on one of the shiine gables, or St. Ursula in

the shrine cover, are reminiscent of tlic simple but

lovely impersonations which were embodied a century

before in the pictures of Meister Wilhelm. JSor is

there anything in the state of the Rhenish provinces,

between 1480 and 1489, to suggest a cause or impedi-

ment why Memling should not have ])erfoniu'(l witli

ease the journey which was undertaken about the same
time by Hugo Van der Goes.

The legend which MemUng now dejheted is con-

nected with the revolt of Maximus in Britain,- (A.

D. 383)—and the subsequent migration of a part of

the British nation to Gaul; yet we must d(!spair to

reconcile even this much of chronology with the ver-

sion of the legend which is usually describcul as

embodied in the shrine of St. Ursula. In some of its

broadest featui’es the legend as told by Memling is

that which Carpaccio consulted for the series of can-
vases with which he adorned the school of kSt. Ursula
at Yenice; and it may be cousidored a remarkable
comcidence that both painters should have illustrated
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the same tale almost at the same time. Carpaccio

draws upon his imagination for Views of Cologne and

the Ehine
;
he is more accui-ate in representing Rome.

Memling is more true to nature at Cologne and Bale.

His ideal of Rome is a Northern city. The same con-

trastmay hefound inthe treatment ofthe two masters

—

Memhng is elegant and tender, Carpaccio forcible and

rugged; but Carpaccio composes and paints on a largo

and imposing scale, wliilst Memling reduces the sub-

jects to the smallest compass.

The shrine of St. Ursula is a Grothic chapel in

miniature, its long sides being draded into arcliings

containing six episodes, its cover adorned with six

medalhons
;
one incident fiUs each of the gables. In

the medallions are the coronation of the Virgin, the

glory of St. Ursula, and four angels, on the gables, St.

Ursula shelters the band of maidens under her cloak,

and the Virgin in a porch is worsliipped by two

hospital nuns. Of the six designs on the long sides, one

represents the fleet arriving at Cologne, where Ursula

prepares to land with her companions. We recognize

the shape of the old cathedral, the steeples of several

churches, and one of the city towers, most of them

true to nature but not in their proper places
;
in one

of the distant houses Ursula sees the vision of the

Pope bidding her to visit Rome. Another scene is laid

on the quays of Bale, where St. Ursula has taken to

the shore, whilst a part of her* suite awaits its timi to

disembark. A third shows the Pope surrounded by his

court in the porch of a church awaiting St. Ursula who

kneels on the sto])s leading up to the portal. In a

gallery close by, the British neophytes arc baptised

and confessed, or partake of the Holy communion.

The pope, in the fourth lucture, accompanies the
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maidens on their return to Btile; he sits witli his

cardinals in the vessel which carries St. Ursiiliu wliilst

the suite of both still winds tlmough the passes lea,ding

from the Alps. On the fifth panel, the back ground is

a camp on tlie Rhine shore, where boats have landed

some of their living freight, and otlicrs approach witli

crowded loads
;
the knights and virgins are set upon

by soldiers and are vainly defended by their steclcdad

champions. The sixth picture is that in wliicli St.

Ursula IS seen in passive attitude of pra,y(‘r, awaiting

the aiTOw of an executioner, the men about her armed

in proof, or slmouded in mantles, are sp(‘clators or

actors ill the massacre of the saint’s c(>mi)ainons; and

the distance is filled with tents beliind winch tlie K<>lner

Dom rears its sohd walls.

The freedom and grace with which tlu‘S(' sc(‘n(‘s

are composed are partly du(‘ to tlie facility vitli wliicdi

Memhng treated groujis and figures of small ]»ro-

portions, but they tell of progress in the art of distriliu-

tion and aiTangement. It would be diffi(uilt io s(d(H‘,t

any picture of the Flemish school in whicdi IIk^ dra-

matis personal are more naturally ])ut tog(‘iher than

they are in the shrine of Ht. Ursula, nor is theiH* a

single panel in the reliquary that has not tln^ charm of

rich and well contrasted colour. Oreat delicacy of

feeling is sliovm in suggesting the martyrdom of Ht.

Ursula by its pcnultimato phase. Excess (d‘ noj*th(‘rn

phlegma or sobriety of action may strike us as a fault;

but the absence of exaggerated viohuic(i in mov(nmmt
or incident must be ackuowlodg(‘(l as an imporbint

quality. We miglit almost fancy that M(Mnling studn^d

the vaiying tyjies of dwellers on the Jihine, so cha-

racteristically diverse are the masks, or so (d(^v(‘r and
ever changing the features and expression; yet we
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remenil)er tluit Bruges, at tlie close of tlielStli century

was still a mart wliicli i^eople of every clime were

wont to visit, and a clever student of physical peculi-

arities might find variety enough in its quays and

streets without leaving the circuit of its walls. A rich

fund of Jife and grace is revealed in shapes of sym-

metrical proportions or slender make and attitudes of

becoming elegance. Nothing is more striking than the

minuteness of the painter’s touch, or the perfect

mastery of Ins finish, except the patience and accuracy

with winch he renders reflections or iirojections of

shadow in burnished armoui\ The tone is bright and

for a Fleming even luscious. The sweet harmony and

pleasing serenity of female faces are as grateful to the

eye as the dignified character of their carriage and

mien. ‘‘More precious than a shrine of silver, says Van
Mander, is Memling’s shrine of St. Ursula;’" ^ and the

taste of our day impels us to say yea to the old histo-

rian’s sentence. 2

Before the coinj)letion of the shrine, and previous

to his death, Memling no doubt executed a consider-

al)le number of miportant works. Numerous collec-

tions are graced vith masterpieces to which no dates

are assigned, yet of such interest and beauty as to

1 Vaix Mander, u. s ,
205.

2 lUii^es Hospital No. 2. Slmiio of St. Uisula. Lung face.

Wood, m 0.51 h by o.91. Gable encl.s in. (I 51 b. by 0.33 Van
Maudor tells of Pietor PoibiiR that ho was a passionate admirei
of this little 3 ewel (u. s. 205) In 1794 a Pieacli commission
appeared at the gate of the liosjntal and ordered the shrine to be
given up. The nuns ingeniously pretending not to know the
meaning of the Piench word “La (Jhasse,” declared that they
(lid not know what tluiy were asked to produce and possessed

no sucli tiling as a cliasso. The French commission n])on this

wjthdi(‘\v, and the shrine of Ht. Ursula is one of the few works
of Flemish aitists that weic not taken a^^ay io Pans. Btill it

has lieen iiijuicd by cleaning and I'esioriug.
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repay tlie most studious attention. The most con-

spicuous amongst these are the Marriage of St. Cathe-

rine of Mr. Gratteau, and the Fhght into Egypt of Mr.

Eothschild, in Paris, the Virgin and Child with Saints

in the Belvedere of Vienna; the Virgin and Child with

a kneeling patrician and patron Saint in the National

Gallery, the Christ of Pity, and donors with saints in

the Vernon Smith and Heath collections, and single

figures of Saints in the Gallenes of Paris and the

Hague.

Mr. Gatteau’s altar-piece is a reminiscence, on a

small scale, of that in the Hospital of Bruges. It is

very cha.Tnn'ng in the expression of the heads, and

executed with great cleamess and minute precision.

St. Agnes, St. Cecilia, St. Margaret, St. Barbara and

St. Lucy—all models of slender shape and graceful

carriage—are prettily grouped round the throne find

enlivened by a most delicious landscajic. i Tho Flight

into Egypt is a smaller but not less fittractive siiecinieii

of the master's skill, though made up of but three

figures.2 Dismembered and scattered in the rooms of

the Belvedere, the Madonna of Vienna iKS still cfita-

logued under the name of Van der Goes. The Virgin

in the centre piece sits on a magnificent throne, the

counterpart of that in the Madonna of tho Xltlizi. An
angel with fi, viol presents the apple to the' Infant

Christ, whilst the donor, m black and violt't, kneels to

the right. Inside the wings St. John the Btiptist and

St. John Evangelist arc set in attitudes like those of

1 Pans. Collection of Mi\ Gattcau. "Wood, O.IT) li. liy 0.20.

A small replica of this pictuie by Mosifert is in tho Acadoiny of
St. Luke at Borne under the name of Hemlxng.

2 Pans. Bothschild collection. The Virgin vests with the
Infant Christ, whilst St. Joseph picks nuts from a distant bush.
Wood, in. 0,47 h. by 0.25, from the Aders collection.
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similar saints in the “Marriage” at Bruges; outside

the wings are monochromes of Adam and Eve. Though
injured by abrasion and repainting tliis is one of

Memlmg’s capital productions. i Almost equally injured

by rubbing is the Virgin and Child of the National

Grallery, though time and ill treatment have not as yet

obliterated the fine shade of character wliich dwells

in the portrait of the donor and his patron saint St.

George. 2

A very touching expression of grief is realized in

the worn frame of the Saviour bewailed by the Virgin,

St. John, and the Magdalen, belonging to the Reverend

Mr. Heath at Enfield; and there is much power in

the figures in the wings representing St. James the

elder and St. Christopher;*^ but this altar-piece has

less of Memhng^s delicate charm than the fragment m
the same collection, in which a nobleman is seen praying

under the protection of St. John the Baptist, wlio

kneels behind liim in a meadow, with the lamb,

symbolizing the mission of the saint near him.^ The
donor’s hands are joined in iirayer, his head bare; liis

1 Tienna, Belvedere, second Bloor. Boom U. No. 6. Virgin
and child 0.66 h. by 0.45. No 10. Wings, 0 66. li, by 0.27. No. 61
outside of wings. Wood 0.66 by 0 20. The head of the donor is

injured by old retouching. The same triptych with one exception
(St. Barbara being substituted for one of the St. Johns) was once
in the gallery of Margaret of Austria (1524). De Baborde, Inven-
taire, u. s., in Bevue Arch^ologique, 1850, p 81.

2 National Q-allery. No. 686. Wood, 0.54 h. by 0.37, from the
Weyer collection at Cologne. In rear of the throne is a view of
the sea with shipping, and on the middleground to the left an
angel kneeling and playing a guitar.

3 Enfield, Bevd Mr. Heath. Small altar-piece.

4 Enfield, Bevd. Mr. Heath. Wood, m. 0.25 h. by 0.15, once
in possession of Mr. Herz in London. The arms of the donor
are at the base of the picture. The surface of the panel is

somewhat fiayed, but there is no sign of over-painting. The
most injured parts are the sky and landscape, and the head and
hands of the patron.

19
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dress is a purple brown mantle, lined with fur. St.

John appeal’s in the never-failmg sldn which leaves

his legs bare, and a violet tunic tied in a knot to liis

shoulder; his left hand rests on the kneeling figure,

whilst his right points to the lamb. The meadow in

which the group stands is covered with vegetation of

the most vaned kind; in the midst of which the cha-

racteristic leaves of the daiidehon and daisy are easily

distinguished. The breadth of bi’ush, and boldness of

touch, remai’kable in tins foreground, contrast ivith the

thin and transparent tones of the draperies and fiesh-

tints
;

the masterly execution of the whole reveals

the painter’s best time—^the period in which the panels

of the Louvre were completed. A broad screen of

trees, in front of winch a small stream rans, sojiarates

the foreground from the usual episodic scenes of the

middle and extreme distance; in the depths of the

grove are a hare and a couple of deer. At the foot of

a rock, siuTounded by trees of thin foliage, St. George

is killmg the dragon, whilst a female figure looks on

from a sheltered spot; in the distance, a lake surrounds

an island, on which St. John Evangelist sits con-

templating the vision; in the heavens, the Virgin,

holding the Infant, is comforted by an angel, a dragon

with many heads lying at her feed. The tliin colour

which marks the fiesh-tints as well as the drapericH of

the principal figures is observable also m the exe-

cution of the episodes; the head of the Baptist is

noble and austere,—a quality in which Mending shows

his superiority over his master. Van dor Weyden.
The figure of St. George on horseback displays cer-

tain evidence of a perfect study of nature—the leg

being well down in the stimip, and the action ener-

getic. The episode is so full of life that it has been
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frequently copied
;
it may be found in a miniature once

in possession of Mr. Earrer, in London, and it may,

doubtless, be discovered elsewhere.

Mr. Yemon Smith’s panels belonged at one time

to the Rogers collection. They represent an old lady

kneeling under the guard of a female saint, and a man
protected by St. George ;—the portraits are admirable

for dignity and expression, the female saint of mild

and slender aspect, the armed saint a little less pleas-

ing. The landscapes in both pieces are minute and

clear. i

Two panels at the Louvre—St. John the Baptist

and the Magdalen, are jewels of delicate finish. There

is a purity unsurpassed in any work of Memling in the

face and shape of the Magdalen
;
and St. John is less

austere than usual. The Baptism of and decapitation

are episodes in the landscape of one panel, the meeting

at EmmauH is an incident in the distance of-the other.

St. Stephen and St. Christopher, once in the Royal col-

lection at the Hague, were parts of the same dismem-

bered altar-piece. 2

Hot one of these small and characteristic pieces

but shows superior attractions to the larger but less

purely original altar-piece of 1491, which adorns a

chapel in the Cathedi-al of Liibeck.

Ill size the most important of all Flemish produc-

tions of the close of the 15th century, this double-

1 London Mr Vernon Smith. Wood, each panel 0.81 h. hy
by 0.30. The skies and some parts ol* the fignies arc spoiled by
restoring.

2 Nos. 288, 289, liouvre. Wood, 0.48 h. by 0.12. The first of

those panels foimed pait of Lucien Boiiapaite’.s Oallery, and was
(*ngraved as Van Eyck. It subsequently belonged to William the

Second of Holland, having been purchased, with its companion,
by Baron do Eagel for 11,728 fr, m 1815.

19*
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Winged triptych, suggests more reminiscences of Van

der Weyden than any other that Memling ever com-

posed; and it has this marked peculiarity that whereas

some parts are executed on the thin surface principle

common to the best of his works, the centre is painted

in with a sohdity of impast foreign to his general habits.

On the outer face of the wings there are two slender

figures of the Angel and Yiigin Annuntiate in mono-

chrome
;
opening these, we observe four samts, large as

life, St. Blaise in episcopals, the Baptist, St. Jerom in

cardinal’s dress drawing the thorn from the lion’s paw,

and St. Egidius -with the deer, all bright of tint, of

energetic mien and grave aspect, but disfigured by

bad drawing in limb and extremities. Opening these

agam we come upon the central composition of the

crucifixion, flanked to the left by the procession of

Christ on the road to Golgotha, to the right by the

Entombment andResmTection. It is here that wo miss

many of the usual attractions of Memliiig’s pencil
;
and

the workmanship is of such markcal iiifevionty that we
wonder whether a touch of Memling’s was added to

those of his assistants. Oui’ surprise at the solidity

and want of transparency of the colouring is only equal

to our surprise at the harshness of contrasts in ih’oss

tones, the changing hues hi folds of stufi’, and the

broken character of drapery. There is an uncoimuoii

fund of vulgarity in the dicers at the right hand corner

of the picture, an unpleasant awkwardness in the strain

with which two soldiers on foot and horseback guide

the lance that pricks the Saviour’s side
;
untrue are

the cuts on the legs of the crucified thieves. A curious

reahsm for which we are unprepared strikes us in the

figure of a monkey eying a nut, as he sits on the back
of a horse and avoids the teasing hand of a grinning
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boy. Strange above all is the partial if not complete

disappearance of the master’s grace and distinguished

womanhood m the group of the fainting Virgin.^

For four years after the completion of tins vast

altar-piece Mending’s practice was earned on. What
he produced in this last penod of his existence is hard

to tell
,
but we may say of him at the conclusion of his

life that he was the last painter of the Netherlands

who preserved the pure traditions of the 14th century.

He was the only great artist who really withstood the

pernicious influence of those who wandered to Italy

to ape but not to assimilate the styles of the masters

of the Italian revival
;
and though he was followed by

numerous craftsmen such as David, Bouts, and Massys,

who clung to some extent to the principles which they

had learnt by his examide to respect, he alone pre-

served what there was of poetry in the quiet and

grammatic rather than sublime schools of Flanders.

Without the stern power of Hubert, without the grave

and measured force of John Van Eyck; with less

depth of passionate expression than Van der Weyden;
lie won applause by creations embodying sensitive

grace and purity of feeling, at a time when public

morality had sunk to a point of degradation whicli it

had not Icnown in more barbarous and remote periods

of history.

On the 10th of December 1495, the trustees oi'

Memling’s children appeared 1)efore the court for ad-

ministering the property of wards at Bruges to register

1 Liibeck Oatliedral. Orevoraden chapel. The altai’-pieco is

about 8 feet high and jiroportaonat.eiy bioad. Sketches or suiaU
(*opi(\s oi‘ the pioces.sion to Golgotlia, and the Resuuootion ainl

Entombment by pupils ol‘ MeinUng, aro nunihorod 82 in tJio

second iloor, room 1. ol’ the Uolvcderi' at Vienna, and thoics

iisf?ign<Ml to Memhng.
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the money and lands left to them “at the death’’ of

Hans Memling.i

To complete the history of the works of Memling a short

statement may be given of the works unnoticed in the fore-

going pages
,
and this may he followed by lists of pieces either

not seen by the authors, oi falsely assigned to Memling, or

missing. "We naturally exclude all pictures of a later date than

1495
;
even though they should be attiibuted to painters known

in countries distant from Flanders such as Jan or Johannes;

and in this way we eliminate fiom the catalogue of Memlingfs

works If*. Scenes from the Life of John the Baptist once in

the Spanish convent
^

of Mirafioies, described by Ponz as having

been executed in 1496—9 by “Juan Flamenco.’’^ 2'*. Bleven

paintings by “Juan de Flandes'* once in the cathedral of Pa-

lenoia m Spain ,3 3*'. a diptych with the <lato of 1499 m the

Antwerp Museum.^ 40. A “poitiait of Agnes Adoincs” dated

1499.5

Among the genuine works of Memling hitheito unnoticed

the following deserve to be cited

:

Lojtdon. NATiONATi OALLEuy. No. 747. St. Jolin the Baptist

and St. Lawrence (Wood 0.57 h. hy 0.17) very minute and deli-

cately worked, but not fiee from injuiy by rubbing.

Berlin museum. No. 528**. The Viigin and (Jlnld, at an

opening with a landscape distance, a pictui’o of soft execution

With an Infant Christ of wooden shape and stiff action, a bust

in half length about one third of the life size,

Hague. Late Boyal collection. Portrait of a hady in black

with a yellow waistband and a linen cap, inscribed: OBYT
AN° DM. 1479; sold at the sale of the King of Holland’s collec-

tion, in 1850, for 450 florins to Mr. Brondgeest.

Frankfort, stasdel collection. No. 68, from the Adcis and
Hague collections. Bust oJ* a man in a })urplo peaked cap, whost'

1 See the lecord in full in Weale, Journal des Beaux Arts,
u. s. 1861. p. 23.

2 Ponz, Viage do Espana. Yol. XII. p. 5i).

3 Passavant, Kunstblatt 1848. No. 61,
» Antweip Museum. Nes. 255. 256,
5 E. de la Ooste’s life of Ansclnio. S'*. Brux. JH55. p 812.

cit. in Mr. A, Pinchart’s Archives dcs Arts, scienct's (it lettres,
u. s., I. 266,
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hands are crossed on a parapet, dressed in a black pelisse

lined with fur
,
distance a landscape. (Wood, 0.40 h. by 0.30 )

This picture is softly coloured in Memling’s manner.

Madeid museum Triptych (Wood, about 4-V2 f* hy 4.), re-

piesenting the Adoration of the Magi, between the Presentation

in the Temple and the Nativity. The compositions are those of

Yan der Weyden’s altar-piece at Munich. This altar-piece be-

longed to Charles the Fifth, and is almost a copy of Memling’s

in the hospital of Bruges. In the central panel some figures

are introduced as followers of the Magi,—the donor of the

Bruges altar-piece being thus displaced, there is also some

variety in the architectuie. The greater part exhibits Mem-
ling’s style and colour, but the figures intioduced behind the

Magi are treated in a different taste as regards drapery and

tone. The angels in the Nativity are much inferior to those of

Memling
;
and it would seem as if the panels were commenced

by him, and finished by a pupil. Amongst other things is the

head of a spectator at a window—the counterpart of that in

the Adoration of the Magi at Bruges, said to be the portrait of

the painter. Much of the picture is injured by cleaning.

Yiekcta academy. In this collection is a series of subjects

much in Memling’s manner. The pictures were bequeathed by

the late Count de Bamberg Sprmgenstem, m 1835. One of them

'(Wood, 2 f. 9 h. square) is the Coionation of the Yirgiii in cor-

rect drawing and of cleai coloui.—The following are to be

-classed as doubtful or as woiks that aie not genuine:

Hampton court. No. 299, long catalogued as by Sir Anthony

More, now classed, in the school of Memling a portrait of a

man seen to the throat, pallid, careful, and veiy highly finished

London national galleht. No. 709. Wood, 0.40 h by 0,28.

—The subject is the Yirgin and Child, and the picture was
assigned when in the Wallerstein collection at Kensington to

Yan Eyck. The painting is much damaged, especially m the

figure of the Saviour, which has lost much of its freshness, and

is in part retouched, but the manner is that of Memling’s

school.

Same gallery. No. 710. Now assigned to Yan dci Goes,

but when in the Wallerstein collection attributed to Memling.

(Wood, 0.34 li. by 0,27), This is a vmd and truthful portrait,

not, however, m the delicate manner so often noticed m other
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pictures of Memling* The character of the hands is coarse

which is also strange for Memling. The poi trait has suifere(

a little from cleaning, and the face is less coloured, in con

sequence, than the landscape and vestments.

Hague akd baucousin collections. Altai -piece of St. Bei

tin. This altai -piece, once divided between the two above men
tioned collections, was composed of a numbei of panels foimmg

two wings of a gilt shrine. These wings were of irrcgulai

shapes, the upper pait being of less dimensions tlian the lower

The former once belonging to Mr. Baucousin (Wood, 0.52 li

by 1.32) represent figures of singing angels and angels canymg
St. Bertin to heaven. The lattei represent ten subjects fioin

the life of St. Bertin, in arched framings, ex. gr : in the fiist

two ecclesiastics in prayer
,
in the second the birth of St. Ber-

tin, in the third, the saint taking the vows inside a chuichj

in the fourth, on a pilgrimage
,
in the fifth, on Ins knees wuth

companions in a mountainous countiy befoie a nobleman and

his suite. In the sixth, St. Beitin woiLs the miracle of the con-

version of water into wine
,
in the seventh, he preaches

,
in the

eighth, he conveises with a bishop, in the ninth and tenth,

he dies and receives the last succours of religion.

The portions in the .possession of Mr. Baucousin wore

pamted on both sides, but they weie so much injiued that of

the subjects on one face there was hut a trace loft, am I that

had been entirely lemoved; the remainder having also lost a

part of its freshness and finish.

These pictures are inferior to the authentic works of the

master—particularly in colour and aocuiacy of design. M('in-

Img may have been assisted by liis pupils, or even have com-
mitted to them the entire execution of the work, which exhibits

tlie variety so easily tiaced between paintings done by the

hand of the master and those of a pupil. M. de haborde says

tliat, about the year 1500, a certain Byrick painted for the

abbey of St. Omer; and Byiick may have had a share in the

panels under consideration.

^

i En 1528, on allouait encore X s. i\ Byrick le pointri', qui
avait recoll6 et repainot de noire une rondo tablette, ostant on
la sallette hault pr6s de la chambre de M. S. Eu 1530 co niomo
artiste faisait payer Y livres ung grant tahleau, en platto pahi-
ture A ung Bieu de piti6, Notre Bame, Saiuct Jelian, et deman*
dait IV s. pour les deux feuillets faicts (l(»puis audit tableau^
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Heesden museum. No. 1719. "Wood, 0.49 h, by 0.39. This

portrait of the bastard Anthoine de Bourgogne is a replica of

that in Stafford house (see antea in John Van Eyck), including

the motto “Nul nesi frote.” The outline is too haid, the impast

too heavy for a genuine Memling. The pallid lights aie fused

into faint shadows by transitions of a greyish red, and the

execution geneially reveals the same hand as the portrait at

Hampton Court, i. e. the hand of a student of the manner of

Van Eyck and Memling.

Berlin museum. No. 549A. The Virgin bares her breast

to the Infant Christ. This half length, about one thud of the

size of hfe, is very much in the style of Memling, but exe-

cuted with much less of skill and fusion than we expect from

him
;

it must therefore be classed amongst school-pieces.

London. Baring collection. St. Jerom at his desk, ascribed

by the Anonimo (p. 74) dubiously to Memling, is not by that

master (see antea in John Van Eyck).

London. Dudley House. Half length of a man in a black

cap. This IS a panel of Meniliiig’s school falsely assigned to

Holbein, remarkable for stiff motion, pallid flesh and ill drawn
hands. The hair hangs heavily to the shoulders.

London. Ex Rogers collection. Virgin and Child (see

postea).

Munich. Piofessor Sepp. No. 14 of the Munich International

Exhibition of 1869. Mairiage of the Virgin (Wood, m 0.79 h.

by 0.41) by a painter of the school of Louvain after the time

of Dierick Bouts.

Eeankfoet. Mr. Gontard. No. 53 of the Munich Inter-

national Exhibition. Half length of the Virgin giving the

breast to the Infant, from the Pourtales collection (Wood, m,

0.31 h. by 0.22) by the same hand as Professor Sepp’s Mariiage

of the Virgin.

Munich. Mr. Banter. No. 23 of the Munich International

Exhibition. Philip the 1st of Spam (Wood, m. 0.44 h. by 0.33).

auquel a painct en toille los armes de Peglise et de M. S .—Dc
Labo^ dCf u, s., Introd. p. 45. This is doubtless the same painter

of whom we learn (private communication from Mi.Weale) that

lie was called Dynck de Berle and painted (1525) the ( ’Oionatiou

of the Virgin above the portal of the abbey church of St.

Beitin.
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This panel is retouched and modernized by a painter of the 16th

tcentury.

Stuttgaet museum Ko. 398. Bathsheba in the Bath. This

picture was assigned by Dr. Waagen to Memling (Handbook,

I. 99), but IS apparently by a later hand and perhaps of the

school of Massys.

Antwekp liiusEUM. No. 253. Wood, 0 39 h. by 0.23. Portrait

.of a canon of St. Norbert. This portiait, acknowledged by

Waagen (Handbook, p. 100) as a Memling, cannot be accepted

•as anything more than a work of one of Van der Weyden^s

pupils.

Antwerp museum. No. 254. Poi trait of a inomber of the

family of Oroy Wood, 0.49 h. by 0.33. Heie again we have

according to Waagen (Handbook, p, 101) a Memling. The panel

is by a later hand and by a follower of the school of Van der

Weyden.

Paris. Palais de Justice. The crucifixion. Por this piece

acknowledged by Waagen (Handbook, p. 96) as a Momhng,
see antea in Van der G-oes.

Bruges academy. Nos. 27—31. The Ba})tism of Christ. (See

postea in Gheeraidt David).

Grbenhithe. The Reverend J, Puller Rus.sell. Diptych with

the crucifixion on one side, and on the other a kneeling figure

of Jeanne de Prance in piayer, under the piotoction of John
the Baptist. In the sky is a vision of the Virgin and Child,

and on the meadow in front of Jeanne an angol holding her

scutcheon. This picture is assigned to Mimiling; and there

are many heads in the ciucifixion which might confinu the

correctness of this view
j
but the treatniont generally is more

like that of a pupil of Memhng than that of Mtnuling hinisolf.

The diptych is small, and the figures are highly finished.

Munich, Pinakothek, Cabinets No. 51. A head of (dirist.

This copy of Van Eyck’s Christ of 1438, at Berlin, is now pro-

peily catalogued as such. Same collection Cabin ots No. 52.

Ecce Homo, once catalogued as Memling, is now suii.ably do-

:soribed as a picture of the school of Massys.

London. Mr. J.W. Brett. At the sale of this colleoiion iii

1864, the Adoration of the Magi from tlio Northwick galloiy

was sold for £ 447. It is called a Memhng by Waagen (M’roasures

HI 206), but IS a picture of the 16th century.
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Wiesbaden museum, No. 9. The Salutation, has no claim

whatever to the naiiie of hlemling.

St. peteesbueg. Hermitage. No. 445. Wood, 0.92 h by 0 56.

St, Luke painting the likeness of the Virgin, from the Hague

collection, is an old copy of Van der Weyden’s picture in the

JPmakothek of Munich.,

Amongst the pictures not seen by the authors are the fol-

lowing.

Paeis. louveb (not catalogued). Virgin giving the breast

to the Infant Christ, bought at the sale of the G-ermeau collec-

tion in 1868 for 12,100 francs. (See Chronique des Arts for 1871.

Nos. 3 and 10),

Paeis. louvee. The Eesurrection, Mary, the apostles, and St.

Sebastian
;
bought at the Vallardi sale in 1860 for 13,500 fcs.

as a Memling, now classed in the Flemish school of the 15th

century, and “in petto” assigned to Bouts. (See 0. Mundler m
Zeitschrift fur bild. Kunst. 11. 223, and Journal des Beaux Arts

for 1861. p. 11

)

Floeence, San Donato coll. In this collection there was

a St, Veronica ascribed to Memling. It was sold in 1870 for

7,100 francs.

Hodkee hall Lancashire St, Ohristoiiher, assigned by

Waagen (Handbook, p. 100) to Memling, but catalogued under

the name of Durer.

Amongst lost and missing works we note the following .

Steasbueo museum The Marriage of St. Catheime, half

the size of life and very like the same subject in the Hospital

at Bruges. This picture peiished during the siege of Strasburg

in 1870. It was catalogued amongst the works of Lucas of

Leyden

Beurselh. At a sale in 1785 the following pictures ascribed

to Memling woie sold A holy family by Memling (3 f. 7 h.

by . .
.

«

f. 2), and a Madonna suirounded by saints with iiamted

wings (3 f. 8 h. by 6 f. 7) See Journal des Beaux Arts 1860.

p, 162.

SciiEUT (near Brussels). Mr. A. Pinohart (in Archives des

Arts, u. s. I. p. 288) notes the existence in 1607 of a Holy Family

in the church of the Carthusians of Schout, who had settled at

Brussels after the destruction of thou monastery in 1580.
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GHEEEAEDT DATED AND OTHER IMITATOES OE VAN EYCK

AND MEMDING.

It is a coincidence worthy of being studied that

whilst we look in vain for traces of Geerrit van S,

Jans, at Haarlem, an artist of similar name is to be

found in the guild of Bruges. Geerrit of S. Jans, the

pupil of Albert van Ouwater, is surprismgly like

“Gheerardt Jans fs [filius] Davidt” of Oudewater^ who

came in 1483, to Bruges and paid the dues of his

guild as a stranger, on the 14th of January 1484.2

But whereas nothing is known of the works of Geerrit

of Haarlem, we have a perfect acquaintance with those

of Gheerardt ofBmges, whose pictures indeed wore

classified and arranged long before the name of David

was rescued from oblivion.*

Gheerardt David was not unknown to Sauderus,

who calls him Gerardus Davidis Veteraqueusis, master

of Adrian Isebrand of Bragos. ‘ Nor was he quite a

stranger to Van Mander, who had heard of liim in a

1 See tho entry of tins name in tlie rep^istoi* of admisHions to
tlie guild of Bruges, and the register of the master’s death in
Weale’s BeftVoi, 11, p. 288, and I. 225. Oudewater is a town ou
the Issel between Utrecht and liotterdnm.

2 Beifroi, u. s. II, 288.
3 Mr. Weale discovered David which alone would bo an im-

portant service to the history of ITlemish Art. (See BollVoi, u. s,

I. 224). The pictures were already classified in tho first edition
of this work fifteen years ago.

^ Sanderus. Blandria Dlust., u. s., II. 154.
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vague and spectral way, yet of whom he could only tell

that his works were highly prized by Pieter Pocrbus. >

His style is exactly that which Van Mander ascribes

to Geerrit of St. Jan, Ids pictm-es being clean, sbaiTi,

finished, and regular in aiTangement and expression.

It would be difficult to find a painter of the Flemish

school whoso panels are more remarkable for gloss

and polish, or one who spends more time in blending

colours to a gi'ainless and spotless srufaco. Wliat

characterizes his compositions is symmetrical distribu-

tion, realism, and bruiiishod flesh tint; forms of a staid

uiiimpassioiicd tyjie, of curt proportion and impei'fect

contoiu'. In the sheen of vestments, or in gaudy juxta-

positions which jar upon the eye, we miss the dehcato

fibre of the true colourist; and still there is brilliance

and lustre to attract and please us. Landscape of van(‘-

gated tints is often in singular contrast with marble

pallor of flesh
;
but we may perhaps assign the re-

cuiToiice of this ])hcnomenon to the abrasion of tlie

coloured glazing, which gives a sombre glo\v to some

panels. Ofgroat promiuonce mGlioerardt is the feature

which Van Mander prizes in Albert V^aii Oiiwater and

Goenit of bt. Jans, the skill with which landscape is

treated and tinted.

Who taught Glieerardt David is still a ([iicstiou;

but it is easy to trace iii liis works an imitation of Van

Dyck and Memling. At the time when Ghoerardt took

the freedom of his guild at Bingos, Memling was pro-

bably the best artist in the Detherlaiids; and there

was much to learn from his soft and delicate manner;

but there were pictures by John Van Dyck to be

' Van Mand(*r, u. liO.').

3 lb. 200.
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studied in diurches and private houses
,
and they too,

no doubt had attractions for a stranger bred at a dis-

tance from Bruges.

In a very short time David rose to honours in his

trade
; he was fourth “vinder'^ of the guild in 1488, first

vinder in 1495 and 98. ^ He came a bachelor. In 1496

he married Cornelia Onoop, the daughter of a gold-

smith. 2 It was Gheerhardt’s fortune, in 1488, to wit-

ness the striking scenes connected ivith the rising

against Maximilian of Austria; he might have seen the

sentence of death executed on the magistrates accused

of treason after the submission of Bruges. It was

from the followers of these magistrates thathe received

a commission for a Last Judgment completed in 1498,

and we may still read the valuation of tlus ])icture

made by arbitrators appointed by the to-wii and ooi-])0-

ration.2

Amongst the persons named in the accounts of the

city of Bruges, as having been concerned hi valuing

and paying for this pictm’e, we notice Jac(inoM Spronc

a high official in the painter’s guild, Joes do Smot, an

artist, Jan de Corte, and Jan des Trompos, the latter

at that time bailey of Ostond and treasurer of Binges,

and a man of mark in the municipality.^ It is not im-

probable that des Trompes was struck with the talents

which Gheerardt displayed, and ordered of him the

1 Beffroi, u. s., 1. 224. Vinder was tlio name of an ofUcial
who ranked above the masters, and below the t^ovta-nor of the
guild.

2 It has been supposed that the picture ht'ro alluded to is that
which now hangs in separate parts m the Academy of Bruges
and represents the arrest and flaying of Sxsanincs by order of
Camhyses. (See Woale in Le Beffroi, u. s. 1. 259-01 and 276-HO).
But this is not proved, and we require to see these pictures an(‘W
before resolving whether they are by CJhoorardt or not.

2 Le Beffroi, u. s I. 259-61 and 276-86.
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large altar-piece wlucli still adorns tlie Gallery of

Bruges, and is known as the “Baptism of Christ.” i

On the open face of this triptych, we see the naked

Chiist in a hip cloth standing up to his knees in

Jordan, St. John to the left pouring water out of the

hollow of his hand on the head of the Redeemer, and

an angel to the right in a cope of gold brocade, oaiTy-

iiig the robe, whilst God the Father in the sky gives

the benediction. On the right wing Jean des Trouipos

laieels with his son Philip under the protection of St.

John Evangelist; and on the left, his wife Elizabetli

Van der Meersch, is attended by her four daughters,

and St. Elizabeth of Hungary. In the landscape dis-

tances, John the Baptist preaches and foretels the

coming of the Messiah. The closed wings of the tiip-

tyoh, of a later date than the inner face, exhibit a

pictiu'o of ±he Virgin with Olirist on her knee, holding

a bunch of grapes, and bending towards des Tronii)es’

second wife Madeleine Oordiers, and her daughter

accom])anicd by St. Mary Magdalen. The records of

the house of Trompes tell us that Jisan des Trompes

lost his first wife in 150a, and his second wife in 1510;

and tliis, coupled with tlic fact that Madeleine

Cordiers’s daughter appears to be 5 years old, gives

us 1507 as the date of the completion of tlie altar-

piece. ^ The striking feature here i.s a splendid and

highly-tinted landscape, to which the ligure.s giv(‘ r('lief

and life. Th(\ background is so bright that the coldness

of the figures, and faults of coiupositum and design, do

not at once strike, the eye. It iiiay lack atmosi)h<u’e,

which is owing to tlus cleaner; but nothing can bo

1 There sire as yot no reoortls to provii that (h>(>rlisirdt is

tin' painter, laU.tho t.reatim'ni. is his.

1 Uuiiioi, u. s. ursa-oi. i!7((-se.
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more perfect than the execution in every other parti-

cular. The portions more immediately in the fore-

ground are complete in every respect. The trees are

highly and vigorously coloured, and finished with per-

fect minuteness, without detriment to the effect of

the genei'al mass. They preseive, individually and

severally, the character of their foliage and form, and

the water reflects surrounding objects mth perfect

harmony and perspective truth. In contrast with this,

the group of Christ baptized is not only inharmonious

in colour, and feeble in composition, but tasteless and

faulty in design
;

it is out of keeping with suirouuding

obj’ects, and surcharges the foreground plane. The

more distant personages being small, are less obtrusive

;

the figures, taken sepai'ately, are stout, short, and in-

elegant. In no picture of Memling, to whom this piece

was long assigned, is there such impast investments, or

such a mode of colouring as here—yellowisJi ttesh tints

cuttmg sharply on gi-ey half shade, and the lattc'r sharp

by the side of dark shadows
;
the Kndd(!n contrasts of

brilliant colours in dresses are similar to those adopbal

by the school of Leyden.

If we turn from the Central picture to tluv wings

where the Madonna and Infant Christ are ri>i)ros('ut('(l,

we find the stiff and affected bend of head peculiar to

Van der "Weyden; whilst the Child, iustmid of being

naked, as in all the panels of Memling, is clothed like

those of Van der G-oes. The picture of tlie Baptism
shows the germ of that small scliool of ]andsca))o which

afterwards arose at Diuant,—the luaid of winch, in-

dubitably, is the painter of this work, and his ))U])ils

such men as Patemer and De Bles.

Shortly after the death of Joau des Troiniies the

altar-piece of the Baptism was transferred by a deed
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of gift to tlie church of Saint Basile at Bruges, where

it remained till it was taken to Pans in 1794; on

being restored to the inumcipahty of Bimges, it found

a place in the town collection where it now remains, ^

Saint Basile still contains a panel by Geerhardt

David, an arched triptych representing Christ taken

down from the cross, reminiscent of Van der Weydens
composition of tlie same subject.2

That Ghoorardt was elected dean of his guild in

1501—2, is a ])ro()f that he then stood at the head of

Ins profession in Bruges; his alhliation to the brother-

hood “do PArbre Sec” in the Minorites of Bruges is

registered in 1508. In 1509, he presented to the

Carmelites of Sion at Bruges tlie well known altar-

piece of the Virgin and Child with saints and angels

which now ibnns part of the municipal collection at

Rouen, There is much symmetry in the distribution oi*

this pretty picture. The Virgin sitting in state on a

chair shrouded in drapery, woai’S the regal crown, and

holds oil her lap the infant who carries a bunch of

grapes, at her back stand two beautilul angels jdaying

the viol and mandoline, the music of which is devoutly

listened tobyStPausta and St. Apollonia whoso heads

appear on a level with the Virgin’s shoulders. To the

right a pleasant company of saints is seated,—St.

Agnes with herlamb turning to St. Catherine, who reads

1 IJruges Acadtiiny. Hos. 27. 28. 2S). 80. SI
,
the centre, m. 1.82

h. hy 0.08
;
the wingH in 1.82 h. by 0 43. All the panels are in-

.)ure<l by flayin^i; and repaints. Beo the Heffroi, I, 066-8H, and II.

204.
2 Bi’iigcH, Band. Basile. Ohapollc du Banit Bang, aiched;

ei‘<ntre, ni, 1.04 h. by 0.70, Not seen by the authors. In a rec(‘ipt

lor paynu^iitM made to restore this piece in July 30 1075, it is

described as by “JVlaitre Uerard de Bruges,” A cgpy oi: tin* Cijntrsil

panel is in the convent des Maricoles at Bruges, Bee Belfroi, u, h.

I. 231.

20
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from a missal, St. Dorothy with a casket full of roses,

and a fourth saint without emblems; to the left a

similar band comprising St. Grodelive reading, St.

Barbara pondering over the contents of a missal, St.

Cecilia and St. Lucy ;
m the background to the right,

Gheerardt himself, facing his wife who stands on the

left. With all the regularity of arrangement peculiar

to Memhng, this altar-piece is characteristically like

the Baptism in treatment. The figures are placed side

by side with little attention to aerial perspective, and

with but slight variety in the shape and expression of

the heads. The danger of falhng into extremes, usually

incurred by imitators, is illustrated here by curious in-

congruities of proportion and of tone. The Virgin’s

frame is long and slender, her face of an agrooa])h^

oval, other figures of short stature Iiave round and over-

weighted heads
;
some flesh tints arc cold, others warn;

there is not much study or natural trutli apparent in

the drawing of extremities; the outliiuis are dry and

hard, the drapery broken and crude; sharply contrasted

vestment tints and stiff iinpast of thick surface remind

us of the Baptism of Bruges. i

By the same hand, and of polished coldm^.ss in

finish, are two panels in the collection of tlu^ Prince

of HohenzoUem-Sigmaringen, representing the Virgin

and the Angel Aniiuutiato;^ by the -same again a

beautiful little landscape picture bedonging to Count

1 Bouen Museum, Ko, 301. Wood, ni. 0.1.20 lx. by 2.13.
the records which prove the date of 1500 and the authorship of
David in the Beffroi, u. s 1. 234. 289-93, and Jl. 289. further
in the same place an account of the sale of the picfcuie by Ui(‘

Carmelites for 57 florins to one BertheLs in 1785.
* OoUection of Prince Hohenzollern-Sigmaringon. Wot)d,

each piece, m. 0.78 h. hy 0.65. Exhibited at the International
picture show of 1869 in Munich as Van Eycks under Noh. 10
and 17.
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Arco Valley at Munich, representing the Virgin in a

meadow holding the Infant on her lap, who sits be-

trothed to St. Catherine, in presence of numerous

female saints. ^ In the burnish of surface, as in the deli-

cacy of outline, which marks the thin and slender hands

of the pair m the Annunciation, we trace the pencil of

Grheerardt as surely as we trace it in the cold deep

greens of the Dutch landscape in the Marriage of St.

Catherine.

Much in the feeling of David and his school is

the clear, gay tinted, and polished pictui'e at the Berlin

Museum, representing Christ crucified and bewailed by

the Marys, the Magdalen, and Jolm Evangebst. In the

ashen tinge of a sky upon which small fleecy clouds

are rolling, in the pearl blue of distant hills, and a

grey middle distance merging into cold green towards

the foreground, we are strongly impressed with the

individuality of Grheerardt. The cold and porcelain

enamel of changing hues in flesh, the juxtaposition of

madder purples with yellows and green or pink and

violet in dresses, are as characteristic as the curt stature

of the personages, and their overweight and breadth

of head
;
there is more air, more harmony, and more

softness of handling than m the Baptism of Bruges;

but the figure of Clnist is a facsimile of that in the

altar -pioco of Jean dcs Trompos, and remarkahle

for its exaggerated leanness and mild expression of

facc.*-^

Ju natural connexion with those pieces, numerous

others in various gallorics deserve to ho mentioned.

1 Municli, dount Arco VjiUcy. Ho 21 of Municn Inter-

mitional J^jxhiUition Wood, m. 0 78 h Uy 0 5fl.

Htiihn MuHOmn. No. r>7a. Wood, arcliod, 4 f. 7 li. by 0 f. M,

from tlu‘ Solly colkotjon.
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A nativity in the Santa Trinita Museum at Madrid,

is a panel to which a theatrical appearance is given by

two figures of all but life size, holding back a hanging

through which the piincipal scene is viewed. In the

centre, the Infant Saviour is stretched upon straw,

with a flower in his hand; he lies in all the naked-

ness of nature adored by the kneeling Virgin, numerous

angels, and two shepherds. Outside the door of the

hut a crowd of people advances
;
to the right in front

of the ox and the ass is St. .Joseph.—There is little

elevation or feehng in the male heads; tlio two large

figures holding back the hanging are coarse, and the

lean shape of the Infant is curiously lifeless. Peculiarly

reminiscent of David are the distant figures in a land-

scape almost copied from that of the Baptism, and a

thick impast of colours generally; but we miss the

gaudy juxtapositions of tints peculiar to the Bnigcs
altar-piece, and notice in their stead a certain flatness

produced by paUor of shadow and excess of neiifral

reds and greys. i

An Epiphany in the Pmakothek at Munich natu-

rally falls into the same class. It is richly furnished

with figures, representing the Virgin in front of the

pent house—a ruin embowered in trees and gi-asses,

at one of the windows of which a red faced man looks

in grinning. St. Joseph stands on the right, with one
of the offerings in his hand; to the left kneel the
kings, and their suite of black and white slaves. We
are again struck by softness of outline and sliortness

of proportion in the figiu'es, by gaudiuess in drosses
and thick impast of colour; the flesh tints vary bo-

1 Madrid. Santa Trinita Museum. Classed as by Lucas of
Jjeyden, and mnoli damaged by cleaning.
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tween pallid wdiite and ruddy red, according to age

and sex
;
tlie relative positions of the Virgin and Ohnst

are the same as in the Madiid nativity; the land-

scape of houses and gables, the cattle, and sheaves,

are similar; and we trace beneath the reddish prevail-

ing tone a general grey preparation. ‘ Of this pictui’e,

which was once assigned to Van Eyck, and is no\v

catalogued under the name of Gerard Horenbaut there

is a copy in the Gallery of Beiim.^ A semi replica

assigned to Van Eyck is m the Brussels Museum
where the Virgin, in a corner of the picture, receives

tlie offering of one of the Magi, whilst a second em-

braces the Saviour’s hand. St. Joseph, behind the

Virgin, sits in front of an arch, near which the oxen,

ass, and sheaves, are placed
,
the suite of the Magi

occupies the I'lght hand of the picture, and is com-

posed of liorsemen as well as of men on foot; the usual

distant episodes crowd the landscape, which is a counter-

part of that in the “Crucifixion’’ at Berlin
;
the Virgin

and tlie kneeling king arc the same as in the Munich

picture. Wo thus discover in the Brussels’ work com-

])onent jiartw of divers panels scattered through the

galleries of Prussia and Bavaria; yet its execution is,

in most respects, superior to that of all the others. The

figures though straight and stiff arc natoal
;
the colour,

grey in parts and rod in others, challenges comparison

with that of Momling and Van Eyck; the draperies are

not too much hrokon, and the colours are of stiff and

substiiiitial un])ast,<‘^

1 Munich PiiiiikoUiclc. Haul Ho. 45, piirolmscd ml816 fi'om

Oouni Wood, Vt f. in li. bv r> f. 11
/4 .

2 Ihu’liu Mum. No. r>4(>. Wood, f. h. by 11, from iho Solly

coiloctiou.

3 Jiniss(‘ls Mumunu. No. 0;J4, Wood, m. 0.S4 h. by O.bH.
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Leaving contanental for English collections we

shall notice in this class the tree of Jesse which passed

from the Culling Eardley collection at Erith into the

hands of Mr. J. D. Gardner m LondonJ in which the

genealogy of Christ is ti-eated much m the style of all

genealogies, by the symbolic representation of a tree in

an arabesque style, the boughs of which are ingeniously

interlaced and balanced, and made to eicpand into co-

loured roses, out of which numerous semi-figures of

saints rise. This tree grows in the centre of the picture

from behind a stone chair, on which St. Anne is seated,

reading a book, and resting her right hand on the figure

of the Virgm reposing on a nchly-coloiired cai’pet. The

Infant Saviour lies on a white cloth in her two hands

;

two patrons kneel in prayer on each side of the group,

both dressed in black, vrith joined hands
,
the one on

the nght having dark hair and aquiline features, the

other, fair hair and a light complexion. The latter is

supported by a standing figure of a piiost in front, mi-

tred, and clothed in a dark dress, trimmed with ermine

covering an embroidered vest, and white drapei7 ,— a

white wand in the nght hand seeming to symbolize

Aaron. The former is supported by David, also in a

long mantle of a Hght shot green colour, playing the

harp; the remainder of the dress is of many colours, and

embroidered, and the legs are encased in yellow hoots.

It may be said of this, as of aU the personages depicted,

that their dresses are more tlian usually variegated,

and that the painter was partial to the changing hiK's

of shot textures. Amongst the saints, whoso bodies issue

in various attitudes from the roses, it is possible to re-

1 We gather from Mr. Wealc’s Notes on “(Jerarcl David” lu
the G-azette des Beaux Aits, Vol. XX., p. 500, that the tree of
Jesse passed into the hands of Mr. Gardner.
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cognise a few by tlieir symbols
;
but the greater part

are difiBcult to name, as time has obliterated the in-

scriptions on the gold ground by which each one was

distinguished. i Some of these figures point downwards

towards the Virgin, whilst others look up with eagerness

or veneration at another group which crowns the upper

portion of the picture, and represents the Virgin hold-

ing the Infant, affectionately receiving a book from

the hands of an aged man ;—the Eternal with orb in

hand and the papal crown, looking on with great

solemnity. »

An interesting feature of this panel is the patience

and care with wliich it is executed, recalling to mind

the habits of a miniaturist accustomed to lavish his

efforts on the representation of arabesques and orna-

ments. We might point to several miniatures in this

feeling, such, for instance, as that of the “Baptism of

Christ,” once in Mr. Farrer’s collection, and the nii-

morpus pages of Mr. Weld Blundell’s missal at luce.

The pictures which it most resembles are the “Baptism*

of Christ” at Bruges, and the “Virgin and Child” with

patrons and saints, in the town-hall of Rouen. Of these,

we have remarked that they were occasionally tasteless,

and faulty in design—the figures being frequently short

and inelegant, defective in limb and hand, and hard

or feeble of outline; we noticed, too, that the 'draperies

wore crude and angular, and that the colour was laid

on with much iiupasto. We find the same defects here.

The Virgin, seated near St. Anne, has the tjqie com-

mon to Van der Weyden— this small dun and neck, and

sloping shoulders of that master; the naked Infant is

i TrsicoH of oiu‘. of thc-se iiiBcripiions ar(‘ vi.siblt* iieai tin'*

«{iint in one of the io«eH on Uio left of the clnur of Ht. Anne.
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more like one by Memling. The Saviour in the lower

group is marked by a squareness of shape not un-

frequent in Van Eyck’s creations. The figure of tho

Eternal, the finest in the pane], recalls to mind that of

Grod the Father by Memling, in the shrine of St Ur-

sula
;
and one of the saints in the roses, wlio is recog-

nised by the chalice to be St. John tlie Evangelist,

resembles the Saviour in the “Baptism of Bruges.” In

all its peculiarities, however, the picture a])proac]ies

most to the “Eouen votive altar-piece;” it has the

feebleness of design of which we have spoken,—yisi1)1o

particularly in the short stature and poverty of* form

of Aaron, and in the faulty attitude of tho l)ody and

legs of David, in the patient elaboration of the' exe-

cution, and the want of vigour in the outlines—tho knot-

ted and large development of the digital joints, and

the angularity of the draperies, and tln^ profusion ol‘

their folds, without reference to the form tliey cover

—

the profusion of vehicle employed in imlours, and

their vitrous aspect.

It must be admitted, however, tlia.i th(‘ genm*a.l as-

pect of the lecture, unfavourable as it is by its distri-

bution to any development of composition, oilers a. fa-ir

arrangement in the disposal of the attiliuU'S, so as to

avoid monotony, and a good balance of harinoni(‘.s,

chiefly in the secondary and tertiary k(‘ys, * (‘a,c]i figuri*

being properly detached by the flowers forming th(‘

complement of the colours in the vi'.stimMiis. Th(‘

flesh-tints are somewhat flat and unrtdi(‘ve(l of a pah',

cold tint, falling as in miniatures to a rosy hue in tlu'

shadows.

That Gheerardt should have liad a shari' in som<‘,

if not in all of these pieces, wo may considm* tlu^ inori'

probable as he lived for forty years in Brngi's; !ns<h*a4li
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ou the 1 3th ofAugust 1 523, and his burial inNotre Dame
of Bruges, being registered in the most authentic form. i

The catalogue of pictures in which Van Eyck, Van
der Weyden, and Memling are imitated by disciples of

the Flemish school is not exhausted when the works of

Grheerardt David and his school are considered, there

are others still to be noticed in numerous collections.

Somewliat akin to the Madonna of Eouen in body

of colour and in defects of di’awing and composition, is

a maniage of Cana, at the Louvre, which once hung in

the chapel “du Saint Sang” at Saint Basile of Bruges.^

At a table laid out under a colonnade, the bride sits

with her mother in the midst of guests and, attended

by tlie Vii’gin, Christ presides at the upper end of the

board
;
to the right, in the foreground, is a donor with

his son, to the left the donatiix; and, looking in from

the outside, a Dominican monk. On the closed shutters

tlie Virgin and Child are depicted; the gaudiness of

tints in dresses here exceeds any thing of the kind in

the altar-piece of the Baptism.

Some panels on which Flemish writers have founded

ail opinion that Memling hved till 1499, ai-e in tlie

1 BeftVoi, T, 225 Not seen or not noticed by the aixthors, but
assigned to Olieerardt, are the following . London, Mr. White,
fioni the colloc.tion of Mr TUomiis BaiTett of Lee Priory

;
wmg

of an altar-piece once in St.Boiiatiau of Bruges, representing the

donor Beimrdino de Salviatis, oanonof St.Doniitian, attended by
the patron Saint of the cathedral, St Bernardino, and a bishop

—

all in a landsoaix*. On the opposite wing, which is missing, there*,

%va8 a likoDOHS of Christine Vanltossem the donor’s mother, at-

tond(‘d by Ht. Ohrisi.ina and two other saints (Weale lu Gazette
dea Beaux Arts. Yol. XX. p. 494-6). Cologne, Oppenheiiu Col-

l(*ction.—Virgin andCUiild in a landscape. Wood,m. 1.02h. by 0.84,

I'lOm the collection of Mr. du Sybel at Brussels (BollVoi, u. s., 1.

28H-9).— MadridlVluHiuim. No. J49L Yirgin and Clnld ( Waagon
111 Jahr))iiebor fui Kunst and Wis.senschaft Leipzig, 18GB.

Heft L p. 49).
^ Bouvre.No. 59(1. Wo >d, lu.O.OGh.by 1.2H. (Comjmre Weale

m Oaz<‘Ue des Beaux Arts, u. s. XX. 499).
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Antwerp Gallery, signed “C. H.,” and dated 1499.*

These panels form a diptych, and represent the Virgin

standing in a Gothic edifice, and holding the Infant

Christ
;
behind her are two angels with a hook

;
laieel-

ing on the wing is an abbot in prayer. On the obverse

is the Saviour standing on a globe, and near him a kneel-

ing Benedictine. The stiff, exaggerated posture of the

Saviour, the chough of hair upon his forehead, the hard

manner in which the garments are depicted, the dull

unmeaning colour, which neither equals the softness

and the clearness of Memling, nor the firmness and

severity of Van Eyck; all these suffice to show that the

diptych is the work of a painter unlike Memling in

style and handhng and afflicted with the painful defects

of a mechanical and monotonous execution.

A picture in this country, which deserves the same

remarks as these, is the pretended Memling fomerly

in Mr. Rogers’ Collection, representing the Virgin and

Child—a highly-finished and mmuto work, apparently

from the same hand as this Antwerp diptych, but deli-

cately painted, with much body of wcll-bleiKlod light

colour. 2

Two other panels, the “St. Catherine” of the Ihd-

vedere Gallery, attributed to Hubert Van Ryc.k, and

the “Virgin and Child,” assigned to John Van Eyck,

noticed in the works of those artists, strike us as (s.xliib-

iting characteristics similar to those which mark the

Madonnas of the Antwerp Gallery and the Rogers’

Collection.

* Antwei-p Museum. Nos. S17 and 518; four panels, (lacli

0.31 m. high by 0.15 m. broad. Wood. Taken from tlio Alibey of
the Dunes lez Bruges

;
having been sold by the lust abbot, Mr.

Nicolas de Boovere, to Mr. Van Brtbom.
4 VTood, about 6 in. by 4. Ascribed by Passavant (Kuns(,-

reise, Erankfurt, 1833. p, 8) to Memling, by others to Van Hyok.
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In the same Gallery, .but different in manner, are

two small heads on one panel, of a male and female

—

certainly powerful in colour and of much nature, firm

m design, and profuse in vehicle, but exlubiting the

peculiar features of a more modem craftsman thanVan
Eyck or Memling,‘^and rather in the manner of the

former than in that of the latter.

There was sold at Christie’s in 1854, at the sale of

pictures belonging to J. D. Gardner, a triptych origi-

nally taken from a Spamsh monastery, representing the

nativity, with the Visitation and Epiphany at the sides.

On the hack of these panels were the expulsion ofAdam
and Eve, and beneath them, figures of St. John and St.

Catherine. This tnptych under Memhng’s name is by

the same hand as a Nativity in the Museum of Dijon,

in which the habits of an artist of Memling’s time may
he traced. The colour of the fiesh-tints at Dijon is

grey and dark in shadow and ruddy red in light
;
there

is lack of chiaro-’scuro
;

the attitude and features of

the figures are unnatural, the type of the Infant’s face

is repulsive, and the forms are defective. 2

In the Lahouchere collection at Stoke Park a picture

ascribed to Van Eyck represents a vision appearing to

a man on the right hand foreground, who kneels asleep

with his head on a desk. This personage is dressed in

full pontificals, and reposes under the protection of a

guardian saint, who carries a crozier and mitre. The

types, character, attitude, and drapery of the figures in

this panel are proper to the school ofVan der Weyden,

and not to that of Van Eyck; the colour, so far from

rivalling or approaching that of the chief of the Ele-

' 'Wooil, 7V4 in. hiKli l>y in- iuoad.
2 Ko. 239, jbijon 0 m. H7 <*. liy o til 70 c., French nieas.

Wood.
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misli school, is like that of the early artists of Belgium,

from -which Van der Weyden did not entirely eman-

cipate himself; the treatment is very unequal, and

similar to that in numerous works hy scholars and

imitators ofVan der Weyden, whoso pictures arc classi-

fied in various galleries under the^iiames of Van Eyck

and Mending, and are really executed by men of a very

second-rate talent.

A portable altar-piece from tho Gallery of the King

of Holland, supposed to have belonged to Cliaiies the

Fifth, is a mixed copy of Van dorWoyden and Mending

by one of their followers—^the centre comprising tho

“Adoration of the Magi the right wing, female saints

;

the left, male saints, all praying. The closed triptych

IS adorned with monochromes of St. Autliony and St.

Christopher.

'

A series of pictui'cs in tho Palace of the I’rmce at

Madrid^ may be noticed hero. Jt consists of liftcen

small panels embodying scenes from tho Passion of

our Saviour; one of them an (ixact copy ol’ a sup-

plementary episode in Mending’s incturo of “St. dolm

the Baptist” in tho Louvre, representing th(' IJaptism

of Christ, and resembling a conqiosition ol' tlie same

subiect on the outer wing of Mending’s “Sposalisio” in

the Hospital at Bruges. Another ofthese panels contains

figures like those upon tho shrine of Mending, such, I'or

instance, as the soldiers, clad in polished armour, re-

flecting surrounding objects. Qhieso iiictures, small as

they are in size, and minute in finish, iinita<.e, in many
points of costume and detail, the works of Mending; but

the colour is not Ids; it is thickly and evenly laid on.

high in tone, and hard to the touch. Tho character (d‘

1 Pupchasod for 6,450 fl. Wood, 6H in, by 4;j broad.
2 See Quovedo, Hist. del Esooiual,p.ab4. Asciibed td>A. Diiror.
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certain heads exhibits the study ofJ ohnVanEyck, whoso

firmness of hand is almost attained by this successful

artist. But this appears in parts only, whilst in otheis

both colour and design are weak and flaccid. Streamers

float amongst the figures, emblazoned with the lion and

the tower, which are the royal cognisance of Castile.

Inscriptions are also visible here and there, but so

defaced as to be illegible. The border of the garment

of the Magdalen, in one of the fifteen panels, is covered

with the letter H., and that of the Magdalen, m anoth(‘r

panel, is likewise covered with the letter M. But though

those letters are the initials of Memling’s name, the

handling of the pictures is not his
;
they seem, indeed,

to belong more properly to a painter of the sixteentli

(ientiiry, who studied not merely Memling, but Van
Eyck.

The names of Juan Flamenco and Jan de Flandes

suggest themselves at once in connexion with these

panels
;
but as nothing certain is known respecting them,

the matter remains in doubt. Still, we may hazard a

conjecture here
;
and it may not be unlikely that these

are the productions of Jan do Flandes, who finished

eleven pictures, in 1509, for the cathedral of Paloncia.

As regards other imitators of Memling and Van Eyck,

some men of that time, like Mabuse, diverged into such

different styles—being at one time Flemish and minute,

at the next, Italian, and merely imitative that we

scarcely believe the (ividenco which i)rovcs that thc^

artist is the same in both; but when Mabuse painted in

tlio first of these manners, he followed the method

Momling’s imitators, whicli we think far ])reforable to

that in which he imitated Michael Ang(‘.]o.

Another painter, superior to Mabuse Ktdkar* - is

an instance of similar imitation. His pictures in the
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Church of Kalkar, his native town, show how skilfully

he sought the early Flemish manner
;
but when he w’'as

in Italy, he imitated Titian and Giorgione 'vvitli such

effect, that, Vasari tells us, his pictures passed for the

originals of those masters. In truth, the Flemings

possessed, more than any others, the art of imitation

;

and we see them, after Memling, acting on an uniform

principle, and merely vaiying in slight particulars of

finish and detail. Who these imitators were it is now
impossible to say.

In the Breviary of Cardinal Grimani, now at Venic(‘,

several hundi’ed miniatui*es arc preserved, which the

Anonimo ascribes to Memlmg, Lievin of Antwcr]), and
Gerard of Ghent. ^ The miniatures in this manuscript.

1 The person here meant is, doubtless, Geiard lloronbiinli

whose birth has been hxtheito placed too late in the lifteentU
century

;
namely, in 1498, (vide “Mossager des S(iic.nco.s et des

Arts de Belgique,’^ Vol, 1. Ghent, 18153, j). 10). Albert. Huror’s
Eeliquien (Campe) correct this error; that paintcu' stating in
his diary that Gerard, who lived at Antwiuj) in 3521, had Unni
a daughter named Susanna, agod eig]it(»cn, whoso precocious
talent he admired. Gerard Horenbaut must liavi^ be(*n in his
manhood in 1498. This is an additional fact in suppoit, ol’ be-
lieving that Horenbaut, and not Van der Moire*, jiainte^d imnia-
tures m the Breviary of St. Mark It may not bo amiss, also, to
correct an error, somewhat coimuon at the present time, re^spoct-
lug the name of the person who iire-sonted this Bre^viaiy to Car-
dinal Gnmani. The “Anonimo ed. byMoroJIi” .s'tal.<*s (p.77), that
the Breviary was sold to Cardinal *Grimani foi 500 ducat.s, by
Messer Antonio Sicihano. It has becjn inlbrrod from this, tlial

the person alluded to by the Anonimo was Antonollo <la Mossinu,—the painter whose life and works are treated of in th<i prose ni.

volume. Morelh, in one of lus notes to the Anonimo (note lOo,

p. 189), speaking of Antonello da Messina with roforenco to iln^
portraits of Alvise Pasqualino, and Miclnd Yianollo, says, t.hat
the presence of Antonello da Messina in Venice, in '3475, is

proved by a letter written from Mattoo Oolaccio Kiciliano t.o

Antonio Siciliano, “Bector of the aitists’* in Padua, and puhlislK'd
in his work, “De Pine Oratons,” in 1486. In tins letter, Colaccio
mentions Antonello da Messina as follows .—“llabot vtu-o lure
aetas Antonellum Sxoulum, ctgus pictura Vimetlis in Divi Cas-
siani aed§ magnae est admiratiom.’» Antonio Hiciliano, to whom
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wMcli appi'oach nearest to Memling, m the style pe-

culiar to his followers, are numerous, but the most

remarkable one, representing the “Offerings of the

Magi,” is a reduced fac-simile of the Munich “Ad-

oration.”

Another Adoration of the Kings, formerly in posses-

sion of Mr. Aders, and later still in the collection of

Mr. Green at Hadley* is inscribed with the initials

A. W., yet assigned to Lievin de Witte. Who ever

the painter may have been, he shows himself a careful

and minute executant, an imitator of Memling, jiartial

to the light rosy tints of miniatures, and from the cha-

racter of his painting, a contemporary ofLievin de Witte

and Horenbaut. This Adoration is more finished, more

pleasing in colour and types than the root of Jesse of

the late Culling Eardley collection; the composition

is not an exact reproduction of that of Munich, above

mentioned, but is reminiscent of it as it is of the minia-

ture at Venice.

At Xanten on the JRhme there is a picture in the

Flemish style, ropresouting the tcmiitation of St. An-

thony, marked on tho bonnet of one. of the figures with

the initials “A. W. but the treatment, tliough Flemish,

is not that of the Mimich “Adoration.” Thus tho ques-

tion as to who these imitators of Memling arc, remains

involved in darkness. It is true that Lievin de Witte

or d’Anversa—for, doubtless, they are one person—mu.st

have painted at tliis time. Van Mander describes him

this letter is adressed, was one of tho family of tlit^ Adiuolfi, and
a native of Catania, and is, tlieroforo, a difToront jforson from
Autonello da Messina. It is ctmous to note that the Anoniino
(p. fil) speaks of the porti ait of Antonio Wieiliano painted by a
Flemish artist,.

1 ]yianohest(‘,r Exhibition. Ko. 482,
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as a man of talent in painting, but especially of clever-

ness m architecture. There is great architectural pro-

ficiency in these imitators, and Lievin may l)o tlie

author of some of the panels wliich wo have mentioned;

but the question, it need scarce be repeated, is too

obscure to be solved at present.



CHAPTER Xin.

DIElilCK BOUTS.

It is probably by accident that the name of Dierick

Bouts or Stuorboudt was brought into connection with

a school of early art at Haarlem, On a visit to that

city Van Mander was shown the painter’s dwelling

witli its old fashioned front and carved adornments;

and as he journeyed further through the Netherlands,

ho saw his picture of Christ between St. Peter and

St. Paul in the collection of a private gentleman at

Leyden. ‘ The truth appears to be that Dierick’s

parents lived at Haarlem, but that the school in which

lie was educated had its seat in Plauders. On the

framing of the panel which Van Mander saw at Leyden,

the gilder fashioned this inscription, “Dirck a native

of Haarlem produced tliis work in 1462, at Louvain;”

and modern annalists subsequently traced allDierick’s

})roductions to that jdace.s

As far back in the 15th century as A. 1). 14119,

there was settled at Louvain a guildsman called

Hubert, noted in numerous items of account as “do

schildei’o” (the painter) but known to his friends as

Hubert StiKirboudt. He was at the head of amuucrous

family of artists of wliich his sons Hubei-t the younger,

Oiolys, and Friss(m, wore the most consjiiciious nuun-

1 Van MauOm*, a, h., eo7.
2 lb. lb.

iil
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bers; but the practice wbicb be enjoyed was modest

and unassuming, and usually confined to the humblest

functions. 1 That he coloured four bas-reliefs in 1489^

for the choir of St. Pierre at Louvain, is not more

important than that he carved a picture frame for

Dierick Bouts in 1481.2 In 1449—52, he furnished

drawings for bas-reliefs in the new townhall.’* In 1452,

he was master of decorative art in the service of the

authorities; and as such alternately worked at the

“refectien” (entremets) for the procession of Our Lady,

or images of the Virgin, tabernacles and dogvanes. ^

At one period he was honoured with the more im-

portant commission of a “Last Judgment” for the

portal of a cemetery—but this was an exceptional

and rare event. In the quaint text of the immicilial

accounts we learn to judge at once ol‘ the (juality of

work to which he was put, and the pric(‘ at which it

was valued. “The paradise” for tlie pr()(a‘ssion of Oui-

Lady (1462) was charged eight stivers;"’ ihe tinting

“of Our Lady, and the tabernacle of St, Peter at th(^

Porte de Tirlemont” (1402) five gulden;^’ tiu* lab(‘r-

nacle at the gate St. Esprit (1464) thirty six ‘‘phikon’V

the “Last Judgment” above the eutraiua', to tlu', (unne-

tery of St. Pierre (1467) two and a. half guhhm.^^

Hubert was perhaps a relative; lui (un*la,inly was a

friend of Dierick Bouts, for whom hv rotuavaul tlu^

1 Of HiiUert tlio youn^i^or, Gioly-s, and Kri‘^s(‘n, iluM'o Jir<‘ no-
tices from 1462 to 1481, Compare Louvain Minumumtal, ii, s.,

185, and Hchayes (A. C. H.) DocmmmtH inoditH in Tom* XIII.
No. 11 of the Jhilletins tie FAcad. Jloyale d(j

2 Louv. Mon. 135. 185.

3 Ib. ib. 136. 4 lb. lb. lb.

5 Bchayes. Doc, Fned. ]>. o.
^ Louvain Mon. (>u.

7 lb. ib. 35. TJic plecko was the iU)U» pari, of a {/nldtm.
Ib. jb. 108.
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payment of liis salary in 1468. i We know nothing as

to the relationship of the two men
;
hut it is clear that

Dierick was looked up to as a master in Louvain, and

when we take a retrospective glance at the senes of

pictures which ho left behind him, we can tell under

whose tuition he rose to local fame. At some period,

which IS still uncertain, Roger Van der Weyden was

made a citizen and painted pictures at Louvain. The

sight of those pictures might induce Dierick to study

in Van der Weyden’s school; he may have been

Roger’s “help” and journeyman at Louvain itself.

When this occurred is immatenal; Dierick, we saw,

was in active practice two years before Van der

Weyden’s death.

According to the unsuiiported evidence ofMolanus,

an annalist of the t7th century, Dierick is the son of

Thcodoric Bouts, a landscape painter who died aged

75 m 1400. There were portiaits of Thcodoric, and

his two sons, Dierick and Albert, in a panel at the

Minorites (recollots), and pictures by Albert Bouts,

in the convent of the Augustiiies, at Louvain;^ but of

those no trace has been prcseiwed, and there is grave

cause for douliting the correctness of the dates of

Molanus, when wo consider that Uierick’s productions

betray the education of the schools of Bruges and

Brussels, and date after 1460. No means at present

exist to solve these doubts; th(‘ life size tigure of the

Redeemer liotween St. Peter and St. Pa,iil, which Van

1 W Viin Ev(‘U, TliKMi'v Bouts. Brux. IHtil. pp 20-i31.

2 MohimiH, Ui.siu Lov. MSH. in, in Viia Wv(‘u’h ThuTiy Bouts,

u. s., p. JJ, and Ijouv. Mon. p, Tlu3 piotnr<*H Uoro nuuitionod

jirenussui^^ Mr. Watitoi's, nniu'cujclor 1407, at BxMissids, iouud
the iianio oi' “T1ui4 ly d«i jlaiUun” vof^istortul as wiiuoss, a^t^il

70, and siip(»OH(*s this Thu‘ir> to bo Dierick Bimt-s, but the
uhiutity is uut proved, nor ih it ixrohaiih*. Wauters, Uovuc Uni-
V<U’N(‘1I(‘ <1(‘S Arts, u. H., IHoti, p.
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Mander studied, is missing, and no earlier picture of

proved genuineness is known except the Last Supper in

Saint Pierre of Louvain, the payments for wlncli were

made in 1466—8.

Looking at the complex of Dienck’s works, it

is not an improbable conjecture that he painted a

small bust likeness which, early in the present centuiy,

attracted attention in the collections of Mr. Aders and

Samuel Rogers. In the high cap and wig, and close

vest encasing the form, in the meek expression of a

face not without sickly regularity, or the stiff action of

hands resting awkwardly on each other, many persons

supposed that we ought to recognize the self-made

portrait of the convalescent Meinling when still feeble

from his wounds, and musing over the kind troatmont

of the nuns of St. John of Bruges. The date of 1462,

carved on the stone wall foming the liackgronnd of

the picture, was only considered fatal to the theory

that MemHng’s wounds wore received at Naney; but

it is telling as against the authorship of Meinling that

the treatment is unlike that of his genuine piece's, whilst

it is hke that of Bouts
;
and wo shall he struck at the

vei7 outset by Dierick's copiousness of glassy iinpasl,

unifonn ruddiness of flesh tint, and curious want of

feelmg for relief by shadow.

'

Judging further of Dierick’s ])ow'er Iroin the Tiast

Supper at Louvain, w'e might assign to him the cojiios

of Van der Weyden’s Deposition from the Cross in the

Escorial, and tlio Virgin sitting to Ht. Luke in the

Santa Trinidad Museum at Madrid. That Dicrick was
not unacquainted with Bruges, and not ipute a stranger

I Ex Aders’ and Rogers’ colleistions. 'Wood, under life sistn,

dated “1462”. Through an opening to the 1. there is a view of a
landscape, See Passarant, Eunstreise, p. 94.
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to men of inHiience at tlie Burgimdian court, might bo

gathered from a document piiblisLcd l)y Oount I)e

Laborde, in which (A. D. 14()2) one Tineny de Harlem

is dcscril)ed as churning and rc'cciving from PieiTe

Eladelin a acaimlar saved from the wreck of the pro-

perty found in tJie house of Johan Ooustaiu after his

execution p—but wx are unalde to determine wdiether

Dierick Bouts is identical with Thierry do Harlem or

not, and if he were it miglit still bo probable that Van
der Weyden was Dicriclv s teacher, more especially as

tliei’o IS evidence in Diorick’s works tliat ho w^as

acquainted with the style of Roger’s cleverest pupil.

The earliest records as yet discovered prove that

Dieriek hvcul as a married mau at Louvain m 1460,2

Ijong after his name had been forgotten it was habitual

to assign his Last Hupp(ir in St. Pierre of Louvain to

Mending, and until records were found establishing 11

authorship few people holioved that it was not the

w^ork of a much xnovo gifted craftsman. Y(‘.t to thos(‘,

who had (hwoted some hnsure. to tlu^ study of Flenush

painting there were many features in ilu‘- Last SuppiT

which ])ointe(l to one partaking of the styles of Van
JEyck, Mending, ami Van der W(7(l(m, It is also

characteristi<‘/ of tlu*. want of aouimm which till (juit<‘,

lat(dy mark(Hl iiictorial criticism that th(‘. wings of this

triiitych W(Te (‘xlubited in the (Jalh'iies of Berlin and

Munich under the name of Mending.

1 “lie Thii'vry do llarl«‘in (‘(hiIVsho avoir recou do JUovro
lUadolin couHoill(*r do MS. lo Due d(‘ Hourf?o;j;no un<^ pu-tonontn*,

loHqiudloK patonoKt^ro out. pai <ntl« (‘hI.o trouvo (oiti’o Io.m Uuuih
d/‘eluii*i(‘ii? par f(‘U dolum CoHiaiu, ot, .sout. icollos j),0.<‘UONtroH tV

uu>y appaHoiiiud. doNpi^ca lo IX*' jour d’Ooiobni run nillcctu*.

Hoixaut(^ doux.” I>(* Lnbimlv^ Lvh Dhvh <h //,, n, x,, V<d. U.
p. 222.

VVauiorH in A, PincharVH Annot.., u. n,, p. CdXXXI.
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One of the features of Dienck’s practice is that lie

suggests distinctions in his impersonations hy varieti(‘s

of texture in skin and comidexion. The coarse grain

in the face of the apostles seated round the table of

the Last Supper is distinguished from the finer one of

that of Christ by accidents of surface and by swai‘tli,

but the contrasts created by this means are brought

out with unnatui'al strength, and the smooth coldness

of the one is as much overdone as the wrinkled detail

of the other. What, there is of relief by shadow, is

often grey and crude; swarth is too unifonn in red-

ness, and there is something metallic in tlie gloss and

projection of colours tempered in viscous vehicles.

Much of melancholy stillness pervades the eyes which

show the greater portion of thepu])i]s; and Hoxibility

seems domed to heads of bony form and overweighted

size. We miss the true ideal of selection in long nocked

and Shoulderless specimens of moi’tality—and yet with

all these failings Dierick’s picture is strihing J'or

earnestness of feeling and conscientious solemnity oi’

treatment, and a certain freshness iiilandscaixss wlii(di

has its charm. If we look closely at the niashs w('

observe an impress of Momling in the fac(‘ of Ohi’ist,

whilst the two servants in rear of the table*, remind us

of the models of Jolm Van Eyck; both faces being

clearly portraits, one indeed sii])posod to repre^sont the

painter himself. ^ Of the four panels onc(‘ forming the

1 Louvain Si. J^ierio, Cliapol of tho Trinity. LaHt Huppor.
Wood, 2 f. 9 h. by 4 f. 5, originally on tln‘ ali.ar of Uu* Sami,
Sacreiuent. The Saviour is between four apostleH. Tlm*(uipOHil(‘K
arc at each end, and two on stools at the front .sld(‘ of the table.
The hall has two windows and a ceiling of beanis, fx'oiu oiiti of
which a chandelier depends. Through a door to the left a land-
scape and colonnade are seen. Tho payments for this picture in
1466-8 are m Van Even’s Thierry Bouts, u. s., pp. It was
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wings of this triptych Elijah in the Desert wakened hy

the Angel, and thoEoast of the Passover, in the Rerlm

Museum, are less delicate in finish than the Last

Supper; and tlicre is something unpleasant in the cold

grey transitions of llesh, and the careless modelling of

pasty lliiid tones, hut the landscapes contiibiitc greatly

to diminish the iirst unfavourable impressions thus

created, and there is mu(di agreeable brilHance in the

full juicy tones. The meeting of Abraham and Melclii-

sodek and the gathering of the Manna in the Pina-

kothok at Munich are suggestive of similar remark;

all the ])anels show that the master was at fault when

delmea-ting instant action; and it is clear from the

strain and ajigular stiffness of his pcrsonage.s that

Dierick was not as skilful in the selection of propor-

tions or in the outline of extremities and articulations

as ho onglit to have l)een. We note also a wide

divergence from tlie habits of Van der Weyden, in

the tasteless sjdendour and (werladen orna-nieiits of

<lr(‘.ss,i

It is (hfliimlt to imagims a greatm* e.outrast than

that which distinguisln's the courl. painter of this time

from tin*, painter in the sm’vice of muuunpalities. Van
Eyck and bis succ(^ssors are jmivih'ged as meinlx'rs of

the Ducal lious(^ho]d; they draw tJuur sal<‘i,ries and

ri^ceivi) bounties for extraordinary stu'viia^s; they liav<»

their sejwants and livery lHn*s(»s. Di(u*i(‘Jv Bouts and

his lik<‘, live, iii a much humbler splujre. Tli<‘y leccive

their small but widl (earned paynu'uts for piu’formanco

ni 1H40 by Mr. L. M<>rO‘nmrd juuI (b (In and i(.

wan Ui<*n Uial< tli(nv(»nl.s : fldliaiiui.w lI<‘iuliii|^’Nv(‘rt» pniiUnd
on Uin franu^

* Ibudiu Musnitm No,s. fiUll and .'iSb, bol.h; \V<)(kI, li f. 0 h. by e-

ii V2*“^lmiicb Piiinlu>Ui(‘lv, NnH.d4 nnd b.% CabiinM...* Wood, naua*

.Mizn as Uni pauids at Borlin. All purchas(‘d at IlnissrH
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of theii- duties
,
they have no fixed salary, bxit they go

annually to the town hall and carry home their vest-

ment money (voedergeld); they are clothed at the

public expense, but that is their only piivilogo, and

they have the charges of their giuld at recurring

intervals. The court craftsmen take some reflex from

the splendoui- of their mastei-s, the city painters are

plain and humble seiwants of a municipality not without

its pride of wealth but dealing economically and care-

fully with the pence of the tax payers. So in 1 4G8, we
find Dierick Bouts entered in the accounts of Louvain

as “portratuerdere,” or municipal painter ox officio,

but excepting the honour and the title, liis dues are

but 90 plack for a coat. ^

Tears after Van der Weyden painted the legmids

of Trajan and Herkenbald for the town hall ofBrussels,

Dierick was commissioned to design two jiictures

for the council room in the townhouse of Jjouvain. He
found the subject, or some one chos(! it for him, in the

well known legend of the Chronicle of Codfrey of

Viterbo which tolls of the execution of an innocent

man, and the tardy retaliation which followed it. In

one of the panels King Otho is seated in the. court of

his castle attended by his Queen, on whose perjured

evidence an earl is charged with offending her

honour. The body of the decapitated earl lies on the

ground, his head being held by the exocsutiouer and
delivered to his countess in the presence of nunuirous

spectators. In the second picture, the countess knotds

before Otho enthroned, holding the head of lun* Inis-

band in one hand, and a glowing bar of iron in tin*

other. The courtiers wonder at the trium])liaut issue

1 Van Even. Thierry Bouts, u. s,, p, 8.
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of tliG ordeal, wliicb. loads to tlie dcatli of the Queen

at the stake, as shown in tlu'. distance. We may
ascribe some portion of the stiHhess and slenderness,

which marks the majority of the figures lu these two

pieces to the tightness of close fitting dress jxHUiliar to

Dierick’s time. The. hose and jackets and jen’kins of

the period, arc as unpicturesque, the folds of brocaded

coats ar<‘. as stifi‘ and brittle, as may b(^, and yet

Di crick makes small effort ap])arcntly to correct or

conceal tlu'.se natural inipedinumts to pictorial effect.

Thert^ is a man in an embroidered pelisses in th(‘.

“execution,” who turns bis back to the spectator, and

still shows three quarters of his face by a forced dis-

location of th(^ muscles of his neck. A courtier in

profile in the ordeal stands before us with little more

of leg than a stork; and the gesture of the king as he

sits ill wonder is curiously trivial and affected
;
au in-

correct, and very high centre of vision throws legs

and feet into (piaiut and imploasant obli(iuitios; there

is au obvious lack of shoulders and calv(‘s in most

instances; 1 nit such defects as these are countcnhalancAnl

l)y occasional forcu^ and nature m attitude, as in tlui

case of th(^ executioner, or a wondering friar; by

grace and sim])licity of drapery cast, as in the kneeling

countess; and above all by the soft cdoarness of land-

scapes, rendering with hajipy fidelity the hilly rang(is

that form the attracjtion of the valley of the Mms.

How clearly 'Bouts was iiulelited to Van dor Weyden
and Mcmdiiig for types and faces, w(j ohsciwe in tln^

d<ilicatt^ features and graceful inovcmuuit of femah^.s;

but the feeling for tone which distingnislu^s Meinling

is hardly to be. fonnd in the ruddy uniformity of

flesh dulled by hiadcu undin-tones and unnheviHl hy

shadow, or in th<^ richly ornaiuential hut de<q) dyed
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shades of vestments. Nor is Dierick tcclinically np to

the mark of his contemporary of Bruges, when he

strives to conceal his worlonansliip under coloured

glazes of a viscous half transparency. In this respect,

indeed, there is one painter to whom he nearly ap-

proximates, and that is Cristus, with wlioin he has

in common the habit of cold grey flesh transitions.^

The municipality showed a proper ap])reciation of

Dierick’s skill after the completion of these pictures

by ordering others of equal importance. They signed

a contract, in May 1468, for a trii)tych of tlie Juast

Judgment, which was flnislied for the hall of the

Echevms of Louvain, in 1472. They ordered at the

same time a picture of colossal dimensions Jbr which

the subjects were given (3471), by flean Van H audit,

an Augustinian monk and doctor of divinity, and this

work the magistrates visited in state at the paint(n’’s

shop; but before it could be (iiiislied, Dierick died, and

liis heirs were paid for what he did after tlu^ ])aneLs

had been valued by Van dor Go(^s.‘-^

1 These two piotureh were sold m Uio iJiMssout ooutury to a
dealer, and then passed into tho collection of ICin^* William of
Holland, from winch they w'cro bought at the prici* of 9000 ilorms.
They w-eie finaUy sold to the BruKsels Muhouiu for 00,0()0 fiancs.
Wood, m. :j.2a li. hy 1.82- imuiberod .‘10 and 01. Thtj iiguros
are of life size. The followinfj^ ivcords hav(i rcdbnoico to those
pieces. “Anno 1468 wovddon 11 Ktucken schildovi^ymi gomaockt
by Mr. Dierick Stuoibout, die in do Uaotoanu'n^ {iiiim, d’(*(‘n<‘

daer de Keysere JUStitle doet doonovev oouen grave von hove,
voert betichten van de Keyseriuno, van dat hy haur ornuu’-
barheyt te voren gelecht liacUhi

,
ende d’audere dtuu' d<‘ Ki'ysm’e

over zyne Keysennno juHtitio doet, nmtten braiidi', <laort\'oir-
seyde hotioliten, valsoh bovonden w’irt; (li(\ goex.stuiuM-rt waeren
op n^XXX(230)croonenljXXlIphH (PbilippeiOV stuck.” Mxtract
from an unedited MS. lately lielonging to Mr. H. van lloondxdce
at Gand, and printed by Mr. de Ba.st in tlm Messagor den Arts et
des Sciences de la Belgiq.ue. Tom. T. pp. 1 7-22.

2 The following documeiitH illnstrato the tt‘Xt. “Van emuh^r
tafelen te maken van soryn houie dio Meestor Dierick verdinokt
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Dierick Bouts Avas on his deatlibed in 1475; and

on the 17tli April, fc'oling that his end Avas near,

he made a Avill in Avhich he divided all Ins property

betAA^een Albert and Dierick his sons l)y liis first Avife,

Catherine and Gertrude, his daughters, nuns in the

convent of Domnialo, and Elimbcth Vtxii Vossein his

second AVile. Ho ordered his liody to be ])urie(l in the

Minorites of Louvain. The Avill is dated from a liouse

in the Rue des Breres Minonrs at Louvain, and its

lieoft to makoiK* van portci'atueren eiido van moei aiulero cloiuo

lefection, &o. 14HS—9.

‘‘Anno U79-S0('<') Item Mecstcr Dierick Boudis, «oildero,tegen

dor Stad vordiu^^ht haddo t.e scliildero vierci stuckon van render
gi outer taiolou dio non ecu dicnon souden op eon sad ul’t ca inerts

1o ssettene van portcratiunen ende noch van (‘onen clemon i»n.l’el-

ndkon mot zynon duoieuvandcn orddo, tmdo daor d’orded in-

iiugljestdt (% liaiigondo in do raet camen*.

“DaoiMir, do v()irscr<‘V(‘ mcostoi Dierick ao(‘ v(‘rre liy dis \ol-

auaoct lui(ld(‘ gohad, soiido lioblam van do Stadd(» soimne, van Vc,

<‘.r<nuin, d’wdc alsoc* ntot gUebuert <‘u os, want l)y binnim mid-
(l(3Jen tyd(‘ ^estoi \en os, alsoe <lai do solve binnen symm iyde ni(d

m(‘or vol ina(‘Ct eu luud’t van dun grooton taleliMi don eon .Mtuclv,

mule twecssti' byna vuluuuHd, (3udo dat cioin stuck van dim ur-

(lolo baug(md in di‘ Uaetcauuu'o, vulma(‘ct, Daor veer liom luido

syuon kiudoron vorgouwon eiid(‘ bokiidt hd'l, tm* oslumacion
<Mido scattmgon van eeiuni den noiabdsten srildiue die luon
biniiou don biudi' Iiut omtrent wisto t(‘ viudono, dio ghobonm
os van don Stad van Oheiidt, endo nu womaditig indo JluutbMi

doesUu* in i^uoiuen, do somiuo van gublons vursciv'vo 111’ VJ gul.

XXX V"!. pi. (Hchayos, n. s., p. 8.) “Keiam Monde van don Itodiui-

Cloosiero glu‘scmcikt,, als bovon, du^ <lo Tai’di*, van portraturon
visiteordo, boveu ’t Uegistor, on in do Uaet (tanKU* d’ojnloid to

Cannes in ilmi Ingel, 1 Stoop ryns wyns, 1480.” (A^an Wven,
Thim-ry Bouts, lu s

, p, 20.) Item iim tyde doon nuHjstor Dionck
voirsoroven dit wore niaocte eu do stad visontoiuvlo tot syuon
liuyH(‘, word hem gliescinckt, ton bevido van dou Imigiuoostiinm
<*udo den boer<*u van dmi rade, in wyno, lopondo xc ])l«ck<‘U, End<»

desgolycx gliesejiickt nH*(*si,ei Jauno Vanhai^gbt, ilootoir in der
(Sodhoit, dn‘ dor st«idt (1(‘ matiTio gait iiut oud(>iizoesten dio men
seddou sonde, was lunugestunckt totsyufoi buys(‘ in wyms X(UX
plecUon, vah't i(‘ sanum in guldens v'orscreven III guL XXV 11

()!, (Hoba><‘s, u. s., p. H.) Otluji records are in van Kvauis’ 'Ph.

Bouts, u. s.
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signature doubtless preceded Dierick’s death by a few

days only.i

For a century or more the pictures of Diorick’s

later time remained in their places at Louvain, then

disappeared for ever; 2 but in want of them we luivo

other works from the same hand to fall back upon,

and these perhaps not the least interesting amongst

the compositions originated by the master. About the

time when the brotherhood of the Holy Sacrament

founded the altar at Saint Pierre on which Bout's last

supper was placed, they also erected another alinr

which they dedicated to St. Erasmus; and here a trij)-

tych was placed, winch, from evidence of style and the

testimony of Molanus, wo accept as the work of Die-

rick. 3 There is nothing to distinguish this triptyidi in

manner from the legendary pictures of MflH or the

Last Supper; it is only more repulsive from the hideous

natui'e of the subject. ^ Equally disagreeable and (luito

as characteristic of the master as regards treatnumt is

the Martyrdom of St. Hijipolytus in Saint Sa-uvenr at

Bruges dejneting the saint stretched niion tlu‘ ground,

and about to be torn to jiicces by four veiy largo

1 See the -will in Jouinal des Beaux Arts for 1867, pp. ill-
112 . An act of August 26, 1475, is nieniumcd in Pinrhart’HAnnot.,
u. s., p. GCXX-XIII, as alluding to Uierick’s widow,

2 Two parts of Dicrick’s unliniahed piece with HulijectH ‘‘of
the olden time”, wore in their places at the town hall in 1628.—
Louv. Mon,, u. s., 141.

3 Molanus. Hist, Tjuvan. MB. iiiLouv. Mon., u. h*, IRii and
V. Evens, Tluerry Bouts, p 38, where the piobability lliat this
piece was finished before 1466 is suggested.

^Louvain. St. Pierre. This picture, on wood, is n\
chapel of the Virgin des Bopt Bouleurs, having been nunovtwl
from its original place* It represents the saint in a landsi^apc* on
a stretcher beneath a windlass, on which i.lut bowels are wound
by two men in the presence of a judge and s|>ectai.ors. (in l.h(‘

wings are figures of St, Jerom and St. Bernard, On the framing
is a modem inscription: “Opus Johannes Heinhng.”
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horses, led hy servants. This hideous scene, treated in

the style ofMeinliiig, has furnished one of the argu-

ments in favour of that i)amtcr’s stay at Venice. The

horses, it is said, are copies of those in tlio front of

San Marco; hut there is no resemblance to warrant

sucli an inference; and these arc neither as natural

nor as well drawn as those m the Apocalypse of the

S])Osalizio. The painting as a whole has boon much
restored and touched, and the tone and colours are

alter(id
,
hut the composition is poor, the character of

the heads and ligures is defective, the dresses arc in

l)ad taste, and the attitudes are exaggerated according

to Bouts’ custom. The ligiiro of the saint is thin and

slender, and its muscular development faulty. The
wings arc in better preservation; one, containing an

incident from the life of St. Hippolytus, a group of men,

being like tlie ccmtral panel, the other, representing a

kneeling man and woman in a landscape, lioing cold in

tone, whilst it is soft in outline, and more in Momliiig’s

style than the vest of tlu^ altar-piece. The ill-rostored

obverse of lliis triptych represents in chiaro ’scuro

St. Charles, St. IIip])()lytus, St. Mlizabelli, and Si.

Margaret. 1

Numerous panels in conliiuuital gallmies are as-

signahle to Dierick, and we should ])romiuontly men-

tion amongst tlK‘S(‘, i,he triptych in tlie Piiuikoth(d< of

Munich, still catalogued as Memliug, vhich was painted

for the altar ot the Snoij family at Mailings. The
centre repres(uits the K])ij)hany,th(^ wings St. dolni the

Jiapiist and St, Chrisloiiher carrying the lnfa.nt Christ.

1 Tlui (lonorH on lln' ofibo piclnro acconlin^if

io Mr. “Woalo, Ilippolyl^^ <!<» IJarUin/, juul Iiih wilV <b‘

K(‘varwyck. Tin* onca bolon^iul to tlH‘ ‘jfnild of liini*-

Inininr.s. H»M' nriiji>os ot h<*s PlnviroUN by W. 11. r). \\

1HIJ2. pp. f;7-S
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Noteworthy here is the thick and glossy impast, the

inky flesh tint, and the slender length of the figures.

“Judas kissing the Saviour, and tho Capture,” is

a picture in the Munich Gallery similar in style to

those of Dierick, and apparently painted hy Inin at the

time when he completed the legondaiy pictures of

Louvain, now at the Hague, 2 where they arc' attnhntcd ,

to Mending.

The character of “the Last Supper" at Louvain is

distinguishable ui the picture of tho Leuehtenborg

Collection, also assigned to Menihng, “St. John tho

Baptist showing the Saviour to a repentant sinner.”''’

“The EesuiTection ,” in the Moritz Kapelle at

Nuremberg, seems also, from its size and execution, to

have fonned part of “the Capture” in tln^ Munieh Iflna-

kothek. ‘

Tho chapel of Los Ileyos at Granada, cordains a

picture in tlirec coini)artinont.s, roprosontiiig IIk- ( Irue.i-

tixion, the Doiiositiou, and the Resurrection. It is

noticeahle that this last, luul the Resurroetion at

Niu'eiuberg, are the same comiiosition, lliougli the

figures in the panel of Granada are nior<‘ exaggm-ated

in form and darker in tone, and a])]K'a.r <,o be by an

artist of Cologne. Two pictures in tlio sacristy of (ho

.same church are called Meniling, but are of a.

later date.

Numbers of ])ictur(‘s might now lie classed amongst

the works of artists who made tho art a. traih', and

' No«. 48, 49, TK), OahmutH. Miuiick Oulh^rv. WoGtl; (M’utns
1 f. ll'Mi, by 1 i\ ir'; l L lu liy cn the Imclvs
of the Mido panels an* (Ko.49) Ht. (taUmriins (No. no) Hi-, (iai'haru.

2 No*r)8, Cab.Mujuoh Oaiiil. Wood, ;i T. ;j'' iu by ii i\ r'-j''-'.

2 No. 104, IL, Ha<il. b(nu’.bU*ob(ii**i; Oatalo^iu*. Wotid, i \\

by 1 f. 3" broad. This colifoUou ih now at. HI, Pottn'Mloir;*’.

4 No. 23
,
MoriU Kap. Oatalofijiio, Wtiotl, ;P .V' by 2''

bi’oad, Nuremberg, AHsign<‘cl to Memliiig,
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wlio painted in the mixed and degi’adcd manner of the

amalgamated schools of Louvain and Cologne; but

the enumeration would be tedious. We need only

mention a Oluist taken from the cross, at Brussels,

assigned to Membng,^ and a similar subject at the

Hague, 2 also given, and with no more reason, to

Momling, a Head of Christ at Munich, copied, without

intelligence, from that by Van Eyck at Berlin, ^ and

another Bead of the Saviour, somewhat in the manner

of Massys, in the same Gallery,^ as examples of our

meaning. In the Madrid Museum there is a bad copy

of Mcmlnig’s “Adoration of the Magi”* at Bruges

wliich is called an original.

Q’he Inventory of Margaret of Austria contains a

jiicture Iiy Dierick Stiierbout, of which the traces

are lost.*

Mr. Passavant assigns to Diorick a small picture

once belonging to Mr. Schdff Brontano, of Frankfort.

It is painted like the legendary jianels of the Hague.

Tlio suhjoets are, “The Propliecy of the kSybil ofTibur

iiO the Rmperor Augustus;” and a Madonna iind Child.

The scenes are laid in an apaifrnent of Klemisli archi-

tecture. Several figures, sujijiosed by Mr. Passavant

to 1)0 portraits, surround the Vii'gin. Two poidraits in

the collection of Piince DemidoH', a. male and a female,

were sold in 1H7() as Stuerbout’s. They wm’O provi-

1 No. 4H, liruHsolH Oalialo^miL 0.98 m lu^’U by 1.88 ni. broiiil.

Ascrib(‘<l by to DummcIc Ibmts; an niitt'uablc opininu.
2 No. (H), Mu.S(‘mn of tli<‘ jra^iu*. Wood.
No. M, (Jab. IV. Munich J>iiialc. (3atalo<(ni‘. Wood, V b" 9'''

by V 1" 9'" bioad,
i No, r>2, (Jab. IV. Munich Pinak. (Jatalo^iu*. Wood, V V*

high l)y 9" Id'' hniad.

No. *107, Madi'hl (Jal.aloguc. ii ft, I in, 0 high hy 1 fU 1 1 lu.

0 . broad; wood.
h juU.ito NoH<d<‘ I)anu‘ fait d<» la uuuu d(‘ DhuicJc.*’

Iniuiiilairv ar ftWi(lr}r/it\ Ik L((h<>r(l<\ <( m,, p. -i»
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ously assigned to another master. At a sale of Mr.

Abel's Collection at Stuttgart, the Berhn Museum is

said to hare bought two rounds, ^ representing scones

from the life of Joseph. Two panels in the Ursulincs

of Bruges represent scenes from the legend of St.

Ursula, and are assigned to Dierick.

Of Albert Bouts we have note in tl)e inaniiscri])t

of Molanus, who assigns to him an “Assuin])iion of the

Yirgin” in the lesser choir of St. Pierre tit Louvain,

but the picture is no longer to be found.

^

1 M. 1 40 m diametei—1 Joseph sold, iinil the hiother with
the dress before Jacob.— 2. Joseph and Potiphar.

2 Molanus, u s
,
and Van Jilveii’s Thiony Boni-s. }>. ‘2,>.
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I>UO(JKKN8 THE AliT JN mANBlSRS.—ITW INELTONCE
AliUOAB.

It is clear, from the foregoing iiarrntive, that the

arts in Jielgium l)ogan to flourish immediately after

the accession of the house of Prance to the throne of

Ihirguudy. Elomeiits of strength which existed liefore

their time, ro(iuired but their vigour to «ac(iuiro deve-

lopnumt. What Flandoivs wanted up to that time was

i.lie iii'ace and oi'der which the stronghanded policy of

the Dukes produced. Under Louis de Male and his

immediate predecessors, Flanders and its cities rose

to grtuit commercial and manufacturing importance;

but th(‘> (Jounts of Flanders had lunther power nor

})rostig(^ to kec]) within due liouuds the unruly spirit of

tlicir cities. I^hey ))rovoked it, on tlu^ contrary, l)y

iittem})ts to wrest from them tlun’r faiix^st iiriviloges,

and tiinied the energies of the ])eo})l(‘ from tlio imi'suit

of riches to that of redressing wrongs. Th(*y had all

to lose in such a struggle, throatoiimg as it did tluur

only sour0(5 of wealth—tlie trade of tlnur dominions.

The Khunish commnno^ werii as ri(di as tlujy -wore

powerful
;
to have (conciliated, instead of (‘xciting their

jiostility, should have bcum the aim of skilful nil<u*s.

Hut tlu^ ])rnicj])l<\s wlii(‘/lii gov<‘nH‘d th(‘ (sommumss

w(n’(^. not rpiit(‘ nujoncileablo with thos(‘ of ih(‘ vo-

Wes.s'c; and on one gnuit (|U(‘.stion tlu‘y W(U‘<‘ (^sp(‘cially

at variance*. On th(‘ Rhiu<‘, where (^ach p(‘Uy primn*
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swelled liis revenue by erecting toll-bars and impeding

trade, commerce flourished in spite of these liin-

drances. In Flanders, trade was in the hands of the

municipalities, which manufactured the raw material,

and governed the ports. The duties levied on foreign

produce enriched their coffers, and not the exchequer

of the princes. To wrest these ways and means from

the communes was the ceaseless effort of the Counts

of Flanders
;

they quaiTelled with their people, and

then sought foreign aid for their subjection. BVaiice,

ever jealous of possessing tliesc rich and iin))ortant

provinces, at all times afforded them assistance. Eng-

land, on the otlier hand, too anxious for their welfare

to leave them without aid, encouraged them in their

struggles against the Counts and France. The Flemish
nobles, consisting not alone of those who lived “on

chasteaux forts,” as Guicciardini says, but of the

patricians, who also boasted of descent, took part in

general against the communes, and formed the adverse

factions of the “Loliai’ts,” or partisans of the Lily, and
the “Clauworts,” or wiclders of (d(>avors. For years

the Clauwerts asserted jilieir superiority in arms against

the Leliarts
;

they tniimphed at the battle of the

Spurs, where the flower of B’rencii chivafry was rouh'd

and destroyed; and theykciit up their aseendaney cwcu

against Louis do Male, their last (Jouut.

Nothing at tins time exceodc'd the weallli and

power of the <5ities. Bruges, which at first was hut a
churcli upon an island, had grown at the (hnisudi's into

a fortress witli battlement and drawbridge. The tdiurch

of St.Douatian occuiiied the centre of a fortified sijuare,

and there the Counts, like Baldwin of the Iron Arm,
and Guy de Dampierro, were wont to hear mass.* The

1 “Histoire de Bruges,” BrugeM, 1850. j). iio.
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waters wliicli^iuTOimdecl the old citadel, or Bom’g, were

formed into canals, the chief of which was broad and

deep, and communicated with the port of Sluys. Tliat

port was also fortihed, and the channel was deep enough

to admit the largest vessels.

Philip Atigustus, after liis return from the crusades,

sent a powerful fleet to Sluys^ and forced the euti'ance,

The booty was so groat as to astonish him
;
it comprised

tons of manufactured goods, and raw material. Un-
fortunately for him an English squadron hove in sight,

and Philip burnt his ficot and plunder
;
but the riches

which ho found aro a proof of the wealth collected by

the merchants of the time.

England always took a special interest in Bruges;

and every effort of tho Counts of Flanders to coerce

tlio communes brought the British kings to her support.

The trade of Bruges and Ghent was thus increased by

rivalry b(‘twc(m tho communes and tlio princes. TIuj

first ol* these advantages was the importation, fre(j, of

woollens from England, the more hint of stoiiping

wliicli was a signal for tumult throughout the (uitivo

hreadth oftlu^ country. Then came, in 1127, tho iirivi-

lego of a Hansoh This, which was called tho English

Iians(‘, because its counter was in Loudon, was granted

to the pe()[)le of Jh’ugos when William of Normandy
attempted to d(qn‘iv(‘ the Khnnish cities of their fiiuda-

numtal rights.

Th{^ imn'cliauts ol'th(‘, Hans(‘- wen* privileged to try

their (‘-ivil actions h(*for<i arliitrators chosen aiuougst

merchants of tlnn-.ity. The pn*si(lent in Loudon was

a_citi/.en of Brug<‘s, who to(dv the fith* of Count of the

Hanse, and nil tin*, towns luul nuunhers. Tlios(^ which

I Kervyn dtj noU(‘nh<»v<‘, Hist. <l(* H‘'. Unix, 1K47.

M\l Jl. p. iiiU.
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joined the company at first were Ypres, Baiiime, Lille,

Bergues, Fumes, Orchies, Bailleul and Fopermgbo; it

was afterwards reinforced by St Omcr, Arras, Louai,

Cambrai, Valenciennes, Perouiie, St. Quentin, Beauvais,

Abbeville, Amiens, jMTontreuil, Rlieiins, and Olialon.

This English Haiise, the Hanse Towns, tlu^ mer-

chants ofLombardy and Venice, and those ofNovgorod,

kept up the prosperity of Bruges by their trade, and

the erection of spacious counters there. Tli<^ fair of

Bruges was i.isiially croivcled 'vnth traders from c‘vcry

country in the world. ^

Tom by civil dissensions, Bruges, and the other

Flemish cities had neither choice nor leisure to i()st(‘r

art and bring it to the high perfection wdiich it aft(‘r-

wards attained under the Dukes of Valois. Philip ihe

Hardy, John the Fearless, audPbilip tlK‘J Jood, ^'{(‘Iding

more powerful resources tlianthc Counts of Flaudi'rs,

and backed by the agricultural dislricds ol' Burgundy,

were enabled to quell, in a gi‘oat dogr(‘(‘, tlu^ tui hultnuu'-

of tbeir cities. The wealth which tli(‘y Inid junass(»d

was partly cxpend('d in the ])oac(‘ful rivalry whi(di arost'

botweeu the noblesse and citizens, who (^.ontmuhnl for

the palm of taste in art. Thus th(‘ school of Urugi^s

lirogi’essed. It is true that pr(‘vious to tliis tini(‘ th(‘

civic aiitJiontios of Helgitiu.cities svm^ alri^ady known
for their partiahty to i)ul)lio oxlubilions of their i)ow(‘r

and taste; hut those wcr(‘, far less coinpridionsivi* Hum
later efforts of the same descrijition. The c(W(Mnoni(‘s

incident to the anuval in Brng(‘.s of IMiiiU’ry (rAlsacp,

with the relic of tlie Holy Blood, \v(U‘e nuirkinl by a

display of tapcsti’ies and baniim*H, crinlitabh^ to llu^ age

in which they were produced;*^ hut public! taste! tlum

1 ]bid. p. 209.
2 Hist, de Bruges, u, )>. ;a.
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showed itself move frequently in sumptuous ap])arel and

gorgeous stufts than in works of art. Under Louis de

Male, the ])ul)lic appreciation of what required a more

refined attention and cultivation was increased. That

prince perceiving the progress of this fooling, founded,

as has boon seen, the (Corporation of- Ht Luke, at

Bruges. >

The school which then arose so rapidly to perfection

under the Dukes of Burgundy, thus oived a portion of

its progr(‘ss to the wealth and independent spirit of the

conmmnes. The taste, iiower, and cultivation of a court

gave it an additional sjuir, and the clei'gy, threw in

their weight to favour the niovenuuit.

The momistic orders, as wo have shown, had followed

art with far loss fervour than their neighbours. tJcarce

a monk in Ulaii(l<‘rs wielded lirush or pencil, wheuBoato

Angelico llllod tlu^ cities of his native country with

examples of his skill. They had (wen thou surrendered

to the laybrotherhoods, or fn^emasoniM’os ol’architec^turo,

tlu‘ l)iiil(ling of their churches and cathedrals, and they

sought the aid of the sister art to decorate iutonially thes

couniless structures which had been produced bytlioso

talented bodies. The twe]fthan(lthirt(‘enth centuries had

seen the rise of numerous abhe.ys throughout liurgundy

and Flanders. In those of Burgundy the rigid system of

Oitoaux ])revailed; but in Flanders, the monks enjoy(ul

an easiemY//p/c. Tluiwoaltli of these (mortnous ahheys

consisted chielly lu tluur wool, with whieJi they seivcd,

in partiKirship with Kiigland, iluUooms of the Flemish

cities. Tluiir power gn^w with ricluis, and many of these

Flemish convents W(‘ro more arrogant in the oxlnhition

of it than even tln‘< nolihssse. The alibots of Hitliiu, the

^ Dclopien’i* (().), (lal<n*i<urAHiHU*.s Itnigools, 1840^

p, 0. Haiahn’iis, Klaiul. lllusl.. ii. tom. II. p. t4S.
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abbey of St. Bertin at St. Omer, owned large tracts

in Flanders; they beld the town of Poperinglie, a

large and wealthy manufacturing community; their

priories were to be found in many other places, and

they claimed the right of consecration from no less a

dignitary than a bishop. Their richly ornamented

dresses, sleek mules, and obesity of aspect, proclaimed

at once their riches and their power of enjoying the good

and tasteful things of this world to them the arts

were much indebted for support and countenance. In

the cities, the same desire to enrich their churches

and cathedrals invariably procured for painters com-

missions from the chapters
;
and the guilds of art, in-

variably possessed a chapel, where the mass was sung

at festivals by grateful priests. One need but point

to the numerous productions ordered by the abbeys and

the chapters, from the ablest painters of the period, to

show how much the arts were then indebted to them

for support
^

The three great powers in the state,—the court, the

clergy, and the commune,—^were thus enlisted in sup-

port of art in Flanders, during the rule of the house of

France in Belgium.

Not alone in painting was this result obtained. The
greatest monuments of civil architecture, the great town-

halls, the bourses, markets, and corporation palaces of

Belgium, are the produce of this period.

The civil structures of the thirteenth and preceding

centuries are the ^^leffroisP at the ringing of whose bells

the trades assembled in the market-place. The
was the emblem of municipal freedom. It w’^as part of

1 A. Wauters, Les Helices de la Belgique, 8°. Brux. 1846.
A-ltmeyer, Notice sur Poperinglie. Messagei des Sciences et des
Arts, u. s., 1839, pp. 22—53.
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the charter of incorporation of a commune that it should

have a hell, and, consequently, a belfry; hut later, when
the powers of the corporations became admmistrative

and more complicated, the town-halls arose, sometimes

by the belfry’s side, sometimes on its site.i The Bruges

town-hall is the earliest and most perfect specimen of

this early style of building, having been raised in the

fourteenth century, on the model of those mansions

called “Steene,” which existed at that time throughout

the country. 2 The latter end of the fourteenth, and

beginning of the fifteenth, mark the erection of the town-

halls of Brussels, Louvain, and Grand
;
the end of the

fifteenth, and beginning of the sixteenth, that of the

town-halls of Audenarde. Mons, Oourtrai, and Lean.

The building of many palaces in Bruges is due to

the exertions of foreign merchants. There were sixteen

counters in Bruges, belonging to trading companies,

which possessed palaces for the transaction of business.

The finest of these was the counter of the Grerman

Hanseatic League, destroyed a little less than a century

ago. Those of the Castilians, Florentines, and Genoese,

were remarkable for the beauty of their fronts. They

were castellated and flanked with towers. The hotel of

the Genoese was especially remarkable for its internal

splendour. 3 Portinari, of the Florentines, patronised

Van der Goes. The Genoese seem to have respected

the talent of Van der Weyden. The Flemish pictures

in Spain show that the Oastdians appreciated Flemish

art; and the pictures of the School of Bruges are

1 Schayes, Hist, de PArcliitectTire en Belgigue, 8“. Brux.

1850, p. 12.

2 Ibid, pp. 10—33. Wauters (A.) Les Helices de la Belgique.
3 Schayes, u. s., pp 41—56. Many mimatuies of tins period

in the Butish Museum, contain drawings of these castellated

towers.
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numerous in Bremen, Liibeck, Dantzig, and other cities

of the Hanseatic League.

Of the social status of the artists in the 14th and

15th centuries, little need be added. It can scarcely be

called independent, but it was happy. The early forma-

tion of guilds in all the towns shows that they had a

position of importance in the country. The existence

and organisations of guilds of art have been mentioned.

Each city was jealous of the other, and kept up a

species of opposition and protection. The guild of

Brussels was once well-nigh ruined by litigation with

the guild of Antwerp, whose “masters” insisted on

sending pictures for exhibition to the Brussels fair.

The same thing happened later, between G-hent and

Antwerp. The painters of the latter city, and others

in the Netherlands, sent pictures to the market at

Ghent, and the sheriffs of the town ordered that no in-

vasion of the kmd should be permitted; and that, within

four years from 1653, foreign painters should be pro-

hibited from sending pictures to any but the annual fairs.

Evelyn describes a fair atEotterdam, “so furnished

with pictures, that he was amazed.” “The reason,” he

adds, “for this store of them, and their cheapness, pro-

ceeded from the want of land to employ stock; so that

it was an ordinary thing to find a common farmer lay

out two or three thousand pounds in this commodity.

Their houses were full of them, and they vended them
at their fairs to very great gains.” i

Guicciardini states that the most ancient brother-

hood ofAntwerp was that ofLaViohere, whose members
were mostly painters, esteemed there as at Malines^

amongst the most notable of all the trades.2 “The Pand^

1 Evelyn’s Diary.
2 Guicciardinij Desonp. de Tons les Pays Has., u.s., p. 123.
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or market for lectures at Antwerp,” according to Guic-

ciardini and Boussmganlt, “was a splendid edifice.” i

It was, probably, not till tbe sixteenth century, that

the trade in pictures became so large; but it is evident

that painters were considered most respectable mem-
bers of trades. The attention paid them by princes

and merchants is a proof of this
;
and the account which

has been given of their privileges at Brussels, in the

life of Van der Weyden, shows that they obtained even

superior rights to the architects of that city.

The influence whichFlemish art indubitably wielded,

has been shown in many portions of Italy, on the Ehine,

in Westphalia, on the Danube, in Swabia, Prai^ice,

Portugal, and Spain.

It soon supplanted the school fostered at Cologne.

The pictui'es of the early time, at Cologne, have a

certain charm
;
some of them, in St. Severus, have all the

faults peculiar to an infant art. The long, stark figures

want the semblance of motion; yet angles and straight

lines, clumsy joints, and hands and feet, may be par-

doned in consideration of the simple elegance and grace

which mark the attitudes. In the “Crucified Saviour”

there is a force of truth, which the later masters of the

school were unsuccessful in approaching.

But, perhaps, the noblest form in which the talent

of an early painter shows itself, is in the “Virgin” of

the “Seminary;” and no artist of the 14th century, in

Germany or Plunders, gave so much benignity or grace

to the Virgin; such simple elegance to the spare and

lightly hanging folds which cover her; or to the hair,

which falls in wreaths about a forehead full of majesty;

no painter of the age was more happy in the creation

of a light, clear and lucid transparence.

1 Boussingault, Voyage des Pays Bas, 12^, Pans, 1677,
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Tlie evidence vliicli connects tliis and other early

pictures -with the name of Wilhelm of Cologne is by

no means conclusive; but there is no reason to doubt

thatWilhelm lived at the periodwhen they were painted,

and still less reason to doubt that Wilhelm Avas the

most skilM Rhenish artist of his time. For a consider-

able period our kuowledge of this ancient craftsman

was confined to a notice in the Limburg chronicle,

which described him ‘‘as the very best painter in all

the German lands;” but the industry and patience of

an indefatigable literary pioneer, Mr. Merlo of Co-

logne, was rewarded twenty years ago by the discovery

of his actual existence. ^ Between 1358, the date of his

first appearance, and 1378, the date of his death, the

name of Wilhelm de Herle was discovered in scabinal

records treating of possessions in land and houses.

The title of “Magister Pictor” was found in some cases

appended to the name
;
but there were no traces of

commissions for pictorial work. The further discovery

made in 1859 by Dr. Ennen of Cologne, that between

1370 and 1380 “Magister Wilhelmus” was painter to

the city, and numerous entries of payments for the

dehvery of banners and wimples as well as for mui*al

designs in numerous edifices, cleverly completed the

chain of evidence, which had iireviously remained so

hopelessly imperfect. Amongst the entries alluded

to we should particularly notice those which refer to

monumental compositions, such as “the painting of a

librumjuramentorum,” “an image of the Holy Virgin

by St. Cunibert,” and a “St. Christopher near the but-

cheries;” but the most important is that which refers

to the painting of the town hall or “domus civium,” an

1 Merlo. DieMeister derALltkblnischen Malerscliule. 8^ Kolu,
1852, pp. 31. 32, 33.
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edifice recently restored to some of its old splendour,

and still decorated with fragments of 14tla century

frescos. 1 It is m the Hanseatic Hall of the Cologne

Rathhaus that antiquaries beheve, and we think with

reason, that they have found remnants of Wilhelm’s

works. There we find the southern wall still adorned

with statues of Hector, Julius Osesar, Alexander the

Great, Joshua, David, Simon Maccabseus, Godfrey of

Houillon, king Ai-thui’, and Charlemagne
;
opposite to

these, fragments of nine figui*es of life size, of which

three heads only have been rescued from destruction.

It is impossible to form a perfect idea of the talents of

the master from these remains, but they lead us to

think that the artist who painted them was a man
who, considering the time in which he lived, was pos-

sessed of great powers. We cannot aflSrm that the

same hand executed these frescos and the Virgin of

the Seminary, but there is no ground for utterly reject-

ing such a presumption. Passing to other examples

related to that of the Virgin just mentioned, we should

notice the Virgin and Child with saints, in the Museum
of Cologne, in which gentleness marks the face and

expression of the Madonna, and a quaint slendemess

characterises the forms of saints, draped in vestments

of comparatively simple fold. 2 We may admit that the

Virgin of the Seminary is nobler and more serenely

dignified than its counterpart in the Museum, but the

Virgin of the Museum, on the other hand, is to be

admired for a feeling of elegance not to be found in

the rival figure of the Seminary.

1 See Dr. Ennen^s “Meisfcer Wilhelm” in Annalen des Histo-

risohenVerems fur denHieder-Ehein. SiebeutesHeft. Kolnl859.
2 Cologne Museum. No. 12. Tiiptych. Wood, centre 1

hy 1 f. 1 Wings 1 f. h by 0 f. 51
/2 * Wirgm and Child between

St. Cathaiiue and St Barbara on gold ground.
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In the spirit of these early works, and doubtless

one of the best creations of the older masters of the

school of which we are treating, is the fragment of a

triptych representing saints under canopies, in pos-

session of Mr. Beresford Hope in London. There is

a remmiscence here of old miniature art in composition

and shape, but a great improyement in the same art

in Yigour of colours, or energy of expression, qualities

conspicuous m the Van Eycks and in Martin Schon.

The pictui'e of Mr. Hope has the form common to

that school, the painted architecture in the midst of

which the figures stand, the character, the features

and the attitudes of the persons represented, and the

warm reddish tone of the colour. The latter defect

is distinctly attributable here to the coloured oleo-

resinoiis varnish with which the tempera is covered.

The small dimensions of the triptych diminish the

effect of exaggeration and disproportion produced by

larger pictures in the same manner, and which exist

here to a certain extent. The representation of the

Vu'gm is graceful, that of the male saints faulty and

approachmg to caricature, chiefly in the lines wliicli

make out the forms, in the beards which adorn the

chins, in the large and aquiline noses, and tlie stare

of the open eyes. The same faults are visible like-

wise in other figures, such as that of the king on the

closed panel and that of the Saviour. The picture is,

on the whole, creditable to the school of Cologne, and

would alone prove that the Van Eycks and Memling
took some of their peculiarities of manner from it.

One figure indeed of a bng m the Adoration has

some distant resemblance to that of Hubert Van
Eyck, not only in attitude but in dress and energetic

expression.
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The followers of the first great artist of Cologne

strove in vain to imitate his manner. They used the

old materials—panels primed and stretched with canvas.

On these they painted with a pale and unsubstantial

water-colour, which they fixed at last with a varmsh,

preserving and giving vigoar to the picture. But they

lost the grace and elegance of the founders of the

school, and exaggerated their defects; and, whilst the

eyes and other features became defined by unnatural

lines, the work exhibited but feeble knowledge of ana-

tomy. An instance of this may be seen in the “Crucified

Saviour” of the Cologne Museum, in which the cross

stands in the middle, and on each side are the Virgin

and apostles, whilst numerous little angels, whose

wings have been shorn by the restorers, flutter about

the gold ground. This pictiue, also, may be mentioned

as an instance of the practice then so common, of com-

bining painting with the more material art of sculpture. ^

A picture of the “Passion,” now in the cathedral, may
be cited amongst the feeblest efforts of the pamters of

this early period; but it has a claim to some attention,

from the state to w'hich it is reduced by time, exposing

the mode in which these men prepared their panels and

worked upon them.

Albert Durer, in his diary, says:—“Item. I paid

two silver pennies to have the picture opened, winch

master Stephen painted at Cologne.” 2 Until recently

Stephen of Cologne was only knowm by this slight entry

in the diaiy of Diirer. It is said tliat he painted the

great altar-piece of the “Adoration of the Magi,” now
in the catliedfal of Cologne, and once the oniament of

the cliapel of the B/athhaus.

1 Cologne IMus No. 13. Wood, 5 f. 3 h. by 7 £ 9.

2 Alb. Durer, Beliquien, u. s
,

j). 102.
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Favoured mtli the clue afforded by Diirer, Mr.Meiio

again proceeded some years since to search the records

of Ins native city, and discovered that, in 1442, a native

of Constance, a painter, called Stej)hen Loethener, was

settled in Cologne with Ins wife Lysbeth.i He had

bought a house called Eoggendorp, in which he re-

sided till 1444. His means ajDparently increasing, he

sold the Eoggendorp and bought a larger tenement

called “zum Carbunckel,” and established Ins studio

in it. This pui'chase exceeded his means, and he was

obliged to borrow money
;
he secured its repayment by

consenting to a rent charge of ten Ehenish florins per

annum. His position gradually improved until 1448,

when the guild of St. Luke chose him to represent

them corporation in the senate. Tins new dignity

probably caused Stephen to incur inci eased expenses.

His means certainly became straightened. A new loan

became necessary in 1448, and Loethener mortgaged

his house and iiromised to pay yearly ten Ehenish

florins as a perpetual charge. In 1451 the guild again

chose him to represent their body in the senate, but

this was the painter’s ruin apparently; for he retired

before the expiration of his legal tenure of office, and

the mortgagee seized his house. Quad in the “Teutscher

Nation Herrligkeit”2—says, “that Albert Diirer on

his way down (to Flanders) came to a powerful city

(Cologne), and was invited by the authorities to look at

a noble picture (Stephen’s).” He admired it greatly

whereupon he was tauntingly informed that the artist

had died in a hospital. Was it not strange, ho was
told, that men should be found willing to follow so poor

1 JMerlo (J. J.) Die Meister der Alt-kolinsolieii Malerschule.
p. 110 to 121.

2 Quad ap. Merlo.—Nacliricliteu von dem Dobon und den
Werken Kolnischer Kunstler. 8”. Koln 1850. p. 4:J8.
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a iirofession and one leading to snch a pitiful encL

Diirer made a quaint reply, and there the matter

ended.

The subject of Stephen’s picture, or rather of

Loethener’s picture, supposmg the two men to be iden-

tical, is the “Adoration of the Magi” in tlie centre,

and the patron saints of the city on the wings. That

on the right hand contains St. G-ereon and his atten-

dants
;
the left, St. Ursula and eleven virgins

;
the closed

shutters disiilay an Annunciation.

No styles were more divergent than those ofWilhelm

and Stephen, and it is impossible to tell whether the

latter followed the discipline of the former. But, whilst

in Wilhelm one discovers length and meagreness as

specially characteristic, a small, stout class of person-

ages figures in the panels of Stephen. As the lofty

pointed style of architecture, exhibited in the cathedral,

contrasts with the low and Saxon build of St. Gereon’s,

so the pictures of the two great painters of
^
Cologne

contrast with one another. The parallel maintains

itself in every detail. ^ Whilst Willielm’s heads are long

and grave, those of Stephen are round and happy.

Where the eyes of the first appear exaggerated in their

obliqueness, those of the second seem exaggerated in

roundness. In every point the later painter shows a

less noble spirit
;
he paints lips pouting and rosy—eye-

brows arched and thick—^figures obese and bandy,

pointing their feet downwards, as if they trod on tiptoe.

The fingers of the hands are thick and coarse. In one

1 Ce maitre (Wilhelm) subissait avec naivete la domina-
tion de Tai’chitectuie, Stephan .... me parait maiqnei line

6poqiie difi’erente et indiqtie d’antres traditions. II suhstitiie aux
propoi lions de I'ogive adoptees par Wilhelm celles du plem
cintre .... II racoiircit les corps tout en leui laissant la hnesse,

il aiTondifc les tetes. Fortoul. Art en Alleniagne, 8‘\ Pans 1844.

vol. 1. p. 137.
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great feature one sees tlie same result in the two painters.

They both excelled m female portraiture
;
they both

gave elegance to the female head; and Stephen was

successful in twisting round the hair, and setting off

female heads with its assistance. The draperies of

Stephen are more studied and more finished, but not

gracefully modelled. As to colour, Stephen painted

softly, with much body, and with considerable smooth-

ness and roundmg of tints
,
but his work was clear, like

Wilhelm’s, and not vigorous in chiaro-’scuro. The finest

group in the altar-piece is that of the loieeling King,

and the ^‘Virgin and Child.” Indeed, the naked form

of the latter is especially deserving of attention and ad-

mmation. The Virgin of the ‘‘Annunciation” is remark-

able for natural movement and graceful action; but,

like all the rest, the dehneation wants vigour and

chiaro-’scuro. Certain marks which are found upon

this altar-piece have been supposed to represent the

date of 1410
;
the style of the picture is that of the first

half of the fifteenth century.

There were numerous imitators of the manner of

Stephen, as there were of that ofWilhelm; but all infe-

rior to him. The only production of the master, besides

the altar-inece of the Cathedi-al, is a small Madonna
and Child, surrounded by numerous angels, in the

Museum of Cologne, of wliich the draperies are pe-

culiarly soft and pleasing. ^ Of liis imitators, a fair

example is to be found in the “Last Judgment” of the

same collection. 2

Hitherto, art on the Rhine was original. Rlemish

influence was distinguishable later, and Van der Woy-

i Cologne Mus. No. 87. Wood, 1 by 1 f, 2, gold ground.
^ Cologne Mus. No. 90 fr, St. Laurentius of Cologne. W. 31’.

IOV2 b. by 6 f. 51
/2 .
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den was the man whose style most tended to disturb

old traditions. We find no trace of a dmect sub-

stantial contact between the two schools; but a close

observer will not fail to discover how strongly Van
der Weyden’s compositions became impressed upon

the artists of Cologne; amongst the rest, 'the great

“Descent from the Cross” will be found to have been

copied, altered, and recopied in various ways. The men
of the Rhine did not imitate with servility; but they

varied, or modified their style in course of time, until

they reverted to imitations of those great features which

a man like Wilhelm indelibly impresses on his puxnls

and followers
;

they gradually returned to the long,

thin forms of their first founder, without regaining his

elegance and nobleness. The school was thus reduced

to lifeless mediocrity when the “Deposition from the

Cross,” which may yet be seen at the Wallraffische

Museum was executed. This picture bears the date

of 1499, and has been given to Israel Meckenen and

Albert Van Ouwater;^ it has been shown how difficult

it would be to maintain the name of Albert, Israel

Meckenen whose claims have also been urged was

born at Meckenen between Zutphen and Cleves,

and is known solely by his engravings. There is

nothing in common between him and the pictures,

except the period of production. The date of his

birth is 1440, and that of his death 1603, and,

therefore, had he been a painter, he might have

produced the “Deposition”; but there is no proof

whatever, either that he painted at all, or that this

particular work is his; and, in so far as the panels

attributed to him can be examined and compared,

1 Vide antea, p. 198 and 247.

23
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there is not one of them which is not distinctly dif-

ferent in age and handling; though they are all of the

same defective style. The tune in which they were

produced appears to have been the middle or the

latter portion of the fifteenth century—at the period

of transition, when the school of Bruges and that of

Louvain were mingled in Cologne, and formed a vul-

gar cento. That the craftsmen of Louvain and those

of the Ehine were wont to fraternize is evident from

their works, but the names of all these painters remain

unknown. It is tme that a master ofCologne is noticed

in 1478, as having done considerable honour to the

school at the time in which the writer lived
,
this notice

is discovered in the “Memorials of Zwolle,” to the fol-

lowing effect: “Eodem tempore aderat quidam devotis-

simus juvenis, dictus Johannes de Colonia, qui dum
esset in seculo pictor fuit optimus et aurifaber.” i But
the artist’s name is found upon no panels or pictures

of that time. Numerous pieces, however, illustrate the

school up to 1499, when it seems to disappear. Of
these, a few have been brought together at Linz, Mu-
nich, Mmden, Nbrdlingen, and Cologne. The pictures

of Linz are, perhaps, the best of the transition period,

and appear to have been painted in the days of Van
der "Weyden; those of Munich, where the schools have

beau classified without much care, and where the works

of "Wnhelm were long confused with those ‘Of Stephen,

axe also curious. In the triptych ofthe “Mamage ofthe

Virgin” there, which of old bore the name of Mecke-
nen, the mixture of the Ehenish and Flomisli may be

1 Arcliiv voor kerkelyke gesohieclenis inzonAevheid den TJx-
derlandte, Leyden, 1835, tom. u. p. 295. apud De Lakordo, Les
Duos de Bourgogne, u s., Introd. yol. u. p. 11.
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seen wMst the painter displays forms of composition

as eminently Flemish as his landscape distances, he

colours them in the manner of Cologne. The landscape

distance is a repetition of that in the “Martyrdom of

St. Erasmus” at Louvain. The “Crucified Saviour,”

in the same collection, may be cited as another example

of Van der Weyden’s style of composition.^ The
designer of these subjects is the same whose panels

were christened in the Gallery of Lyversberg, at Co-

logne by the name of the “Master of the Passion,” and

at Minden, by that of the “Master of Werden.” The
pictures of the “Master of the Passion,” formerly in

the Baumeister and Von Lyversberg collections, were

called, till very lately, by the name of Meckenen; but

have since been christened after the subject which they

represent. 3 Those formerly at Minden, in the collection

of Councillor Krtiger, representing St. Hubert, St.

Augustin, St, Hubert, and St. Maurice;—^the Con-

version of St. Hubert, St. Jerome, St. Augustin, St.

^gidius, and a Carmelite, are named from the mo-

nastery in wliich they were discovered. ^ The same

hand appears to have produced the mural temperas in

Santa Maria Capitohna at Cologne, which are also

called Meckenen. As for the Crucifixion of 1499,

although it also was christened by the name of the

ubiquitous engraver, it exhibits a manner imitated from

that of Van der Weyden, with a colour in the cold and

far from pleasant tones of the latest artists of Cologne.

It was, in fact, by far the weakest, and, apparently, the

last effort of the school.

1 Nos. 20, 21. 22, Cab. II. Pinakotbek Catalogue.
2 No. 30. Cab. II. Pinakothek Catalogue
3 Catalogue of the ex-Lyversherg Collection.

^ Catalogue of CouncillorKruger’s Gallery at Minden. Nos. 26,

27, 28, 29. Till 1860 in the National Galleiy, Nos. 250 to 253.

23*
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The influence ofFlemish art, which thus, apparently,

put an end to that particular branchwhich flourished at

Cologne, was extended farther into Geimany towards

the sixteenth century, and produced a style no longer

similar to that which picture-fanciers called Meckenen,

but which, for want of any name, was classed as that

of Lucas of Leyden. Pictures of this kind, of wliich it

is needless to define the manner, were very numerous.

Many are to be found in continental gallenes, such, for

instance, as the panels at Cologne, once the property

of Mr. Lyversberg, and now belonging to Mr. Hamm.
They represent the Incredulity of St. Thomas in the

centre, Mary and St. John on one wing, St. Alfred and

St. Hippolytus on the other. Outside, are St. Sim-

phorosa and her seven sons, and St. Felicity and her

seven sons.i It is hardly necessary to say that this trip-

tych is not by Lucas of Leyden, than whom no one

produced,’ or left a fewer number of pictures. Lucas,

in truth, was scarcely more a painter than Meckenen.

His time was spent m the handling of the graver—^not

the brush. The composer of these pictm*es, wlio exhibits

many of the special characteristics of a Fleming, witli

a mixture of the dry, clear German manner, was, in

every hkehhood, an artist of the early portion of the

sixteenth century. His composition is rich, though his

figures are not marshalled m good order; he is also

marked by heaviness and profusion of ozmamentation;

jewellery and precious stones abound; and could one

trace in any way a record of its author, it might appear
that, like Johannes of Cologne, he was a goldsmith

‘^aurifaber,’^ dragging into pictures the material fancies

of another branch of art. Pollaiuolo was an “orafo,'’

and abounded in similar particularities. The painter
i Nos. 35, 36, 37, ex-Lyversberg OoU. Oat.
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now considered is remarkable, besides, for a manner

of reducing figures in tbeir stature, by increasing,

beyond measure, the length and girth of the head
;
he

also drew large hands and feet, and lacked chiaro-’scuro

;

in colour he was cold and abrupt. There are other

pictures from the painter’s hand in the same collection. ^

The Louvi‘e contains one, where Van der Weyden’s

“Descent from the Cross” is repeated, and slightly

altered
;

the comparatively warm tone of its colour

has induced the attribution of the panel to Qumtin

Massys, but there are no real grounds for this. 2

Wliilst the Flemish influence thus spread over Ger-

many, the painters of Cologne, at second hand, pursued

a similar direction, and sensibly effected the artists of

Westphalia and of Augsburg. In the latter city they

left their impress on the Holbeins, whose works are too

well known to need discription here.

In Westphalia, the masters of most practice re-

mained obscure
;
yet the oldest convents still preserve

tlieir traces in halls and refectories. Amongst these,

the monastery of Liesborn was the most remarkable

for coiitaming numerous early pictures, which Mr.

Kruger purchased for his gallery at Minden. The

painter’s name, by general consent, is now the Master

of Liesborn, He was a limpid, feeble, and unenergetic

painter, behind the Flemings in finish, and behind the

Kolners in firmness and vigour. ^

The Swabian was another school, contemporary

with those of Wilhelm and Van Eyck, which left one

painter only—Zeitblom—to express its genius. Zeit-

1 Nos. 40, 41, 42, ex-Lyversbeig Coll. Cat. They represent

St. John tlie Baptist, and St. Cecilia, and St. Alexis, and St. Agnes.
2 No. 601, Louvre Cat,
3 See the pictures of this master in our National Gallery,

Nos 254 to 261.
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blom’s pictures may be seen at Augsburg and j^urem-

berg. In Pnissia bis “St. Peter” and “St. Anne,” at

Berlin, may be cited as examples, ' and will show that

be kept tbe common level below Cologne and Belgium.

The pamtings of this master, in tbe Moritz Kapelle at

Nuremberg, prove bun to have bad, perhaps, a nobler

feeling, and broader hand, than bis brethi’en of West-

phalia; but his paintings, like tbe rest, are unrelieved

by light and shade. The influence of Flemish art,

slight in the School of Swabia, is impressed more

strongly on that of Kalkar. In the sixteenth centuiy,

there arose a painter there whose name is that of his

native city, and who finished for his pai-ish church an

altar-piece of large dimensions. Kalkar’s life was

curious
;
his early style, exemplified by the altar-piece

just mentioned, was founded on that of tlie school of

Leyden, as expressed by Engelbrechtsen, but improved

in some respects, and ennobled by a broader flow of

lines—^by a riper, and more generous colour’.

Kalkar went, somewhat later, into Italy, and proved

himself a colourist. Yasari tells us that he painted

subjects in the manner of Giorgione and Titian, and so

like the style and handling of those masters,'that their

pictures were fi-equently confounded. On this account,

no doubt, the later efforts of this painter fail us
;
but

his early style was imitated in the neighbouring town
of Xanten, where curious traces of the study of tlie

Flemings, and chiefly that of Mending, are foiuid. “St.

Anthony’s Temptation,” in the cathedral, may bo
mentioned as a proof how closely these pseudo-Flemish

painters followed both the school of Bruges and that

<of Leyden. It is a curious point connected with tliis

^ 161 A, Berlin Cat., Ko, 161 B, ibid.
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picture, that we find upon it the initials ^‘A. W.,”

similar to those discovered on a panel once belonging

to the Aders Collection, and not unlike, in style,

the “Adoration of the Magi” at the Pmakothek of

Munich. ^

The Flemish mode of painting and composition, as

impressed upon these lesser German schools at second-

hand—and as much by the teaching of the later

masters of Cologne as by that of the Flemings them-

selves—was directly stamped on Martin Schon, the

pupil of Van der Weyden. The manner of Martin

Schon may be judged from a panelnowm the National

Gallery the “Burial of the Vii’gin”, which serves to show

what a different impress is made on men of talent and

mediocrities. 2 Van der Weyden’s compositions were

used by many of his followers with indiscriminate eager-

ness. Martin Schon improved upon Van der Wey-
den’s style, and, with characteristic vigour, laid the

fomidation of the later school of Nuremberg. A small

Nativity assignable to him in the collection of the Duke
of Tarsia, at Palermo, reveals a large amount of

power. Nothing can be finer than the figure of St.

Joseph in this diminutive panel
,
his energetic expression

is strongly in contrast with that of figures of the same

class in Flemish inctures; yet Flemish peculiarities

are here united to those of Schon, which are chiefly

vigour of expression and body of colour. The composi-

tion is not unusual
;
the Infant hes on the ground, and

is adored by his kneeling mother; St. Joseph stands

pensive on the le*ft, while on the right the shepherds

enter the penthouse. Another picture by Schon, in the

Doria Gallery at Kome, is assigned to Dtirer, and re-

1 No. 46, Boom 1, IVCumcli Catalogue, vide antea.

2 lioudou National G-allery No. 658.
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markable for its beautiful warm tone. It represents

the death of the Virgin. A marvellous embroidered

stole formerly belonging to Pope Marcellus the lid,

and now in the treasury of the cathedral of Guhbio, is

filled with figures quite in the style of Schdn
;
a grand

composition of the Last Supper is embroidered on one

of the shoulders of the vestment, and seven stories of

the Saviour’s passion in high relief cover the rest of it.

The character of the heads, the nude, the draperies, the

firm outhnes, are in the finest character of the Flemish

works of the time of Martin Schon. The art of the

Van Eycks leads up through Van der Weyden, and

through Martin Schon, to Albert Diirer
;

it affected,

though the School of Augsburg, the Noric painter

Wohlgemuth.

The Belgian manner, which crept so slowly, yet so

surely, mto every part of Germany, invaded Spain

—

where legions of its painters, sculptors, architects,

migrated to supplant or mingle with Italians. Jolm

Van Eyck had, doubtless, spread the desire of pos-

sessing pictures by his countrymen; but before his

time, the early school of Florence had cast its roots

and shed its flowers. There Gherardo di Jacopo

Stamina, pupil of Antonio di Vinezia, and born at

Florence in 1354, was the first to seek employment

from the kings of Spam. He enriched himself, and

gained the favour of the Spanish court, and returned

to Florence full of honours; but his pictures have

since perished; and though the author of the boob,

entitled ‘‘Les Arts Italiens en Espagne,”^ describes an

altar-piece of his as still in the Escorial, no such work
to be is now found there. The subject was the “Adora-
tion of the Magi.” Dello followed Stamina into Spain.

1 “Les Arts Italiens en Espagne”, Rome, 1825.
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He was a painter and a sculptor, and lived as late

as 1455
;
but Ms pictures m Spain have been lost. He

enriched Mmself at court, and returned to Florence

with a knighthood; but his stay in Italy was short;

he quarrelled with the seignory of his native city,

returned to Spain, and died there. A single work of

Dello is recorded in the book above referred to
;

it

was signed “Dello Eques Florentinus,” but cannot now
be found. Another piece has perished also

;
it was a

painted cloth, depicting the encounter of the Spaniards

with the Moors at the battle of Higueruela. Having

been found in PMlip the Second’s time, in the Tower

of Segovia, it was copied by Ms order, and a fresco of

it was produced by the Spanish painters, Fabricio and

Granelio.i It may still be seen in the Hall of Battles

at the Escurial; but it scarcely strikes us as a copy

after Dello being rather a work of the later and&arog'we

period of the seventeenth century.

Had we not Mstoric proofs that Stamina and Dello

were in Spain, theii* stay would be scarcely credible, so

faint was its impression on the artists there
;
for Stamina

was a glory of the school of Florence, and DeUo no

mean artist. But the only traces of Italian art now
visible, are to be found in the old cathedral of Sala-

manca, and in the chapel of St. Bias, in the cathedral

of Toledo. The walls of the latter are covered inter-

nally with the frescoes of an old painter of the end of

the fourteenth century
;

the chapel itself is one of the

finest in the kingdom; and the subject wMch adorns

it IS the “Passion of our Saviour.”

If Italian painters failed to leave distinct a distinct

impress, not so the Flemings; for they soon invaded

and monopolized the country. Their influence, at first

1 Quevedo, u. s., p. 341.
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commingled, formed a tasteless cento of Italian and of

Belgian art.

WMst in Germany, the I'lemings impressed the

pupils of the native schools vrith the desire to imitate

and rival them; m Spain they came in person and

painted for the Spaniards, who, in themselves, remained

almost incapable ofrecemng an impression. The strugg-

les of the Moors, and the constant state ofwar in which

the country remained for years, are grounds sufficient

for this baclnvardness of Spain, since the selfsame

causes are the sole excuse for the cruelties of Alva,

and the horrors of the inquisition.

We see the pictures of a Van Eyck, a Cristus, Jan
de Elandes, Juan Elamenco, and Juan de Borgogna,

sought for and admired; hut the Spaniards only fol-

lowed art themselves a little later with effect; and oven

when they did their efforts were hut feeble.

Lodovico Dalmau is the fiist who left a name which

figures on a picture in St. Michael of Barcelona. The
Virgin is depicted sitting on a throne, holdmg in her

arms the Infant Christ, and adored by civic magistrates

in their robes of state. “Sub anno MOCOOXLV. per

Ludovicum Dalmau fui depiotum,” is the signature on

this panel. Who was Dalmau? At present we have

nothing but this picture to inform us of the Life and
existence of a painter who appears to have studied in

the workshop of Van Eyck. The “Madonna” and the

“Infant” prove it by their Elemish type; and the por-

traits of the magistrates by their likeness to the same
class of persons in the Flemish panels of the period.

The paintings, further, are in oil.

Gallegos was a Spaniard, who followed Van der
Weyden and Memling’s manner rather than Van
Eyck’s. BKs Madonna in the chapel of St. Clement of
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Salamanca is completely in the Flemish manner; and
so are other pictures of the same type and class.

Dalmau and Gallegos are the best painters of tin's

time in the country; but there are others of less note,

on whom the Flemings left their mark. There are

fourteen panels in St. lago of Toledo, painted in 1498,

by Juan de Segovia, Pedro Gumiel, and Sancho de

Zamora,. in which the faces are inanimate, the eyes

black, and the colour dead, as in the worst specimens

of Belgium. 1

Pedro da Cordova painted an altar-piece in the

cathedral of Cordova, which bears the date of 1475

;

the donor was the canon Diego Sanchez de Castro, as

appears from the picture’s signature; the subject is

the “ Annunciation and various Samts;” the style, an

inspiration from that of Petrus Cristus. Pedro Nunez

painted a Deposition from the Cross, in the chapel of

Santa Anna, of the cathedral of Seville, in which

we note a similar exaggeration of the Flemish manner.

There are numerous pictures besides these in which

the mingling of Italian and Flemish characteristics is

.discovered; as, for instance, scenes from the New
Testament in the chapel of St. Eugenio at Toledo,

erroneously attributed to Juan de Borgogna. Juan de

Borgogna, who is not to be confounded with Juan

Flamenco, painted pictures in the Sala Capitularia of

Toledo, the stalls of which are by Cupin d’Olanda.

His works are in fresco, and represent the history of

1 “Hizose este retablo, per mandate de Dona Maria di Luna,

hija de Don Alvaro y Dona Juana; y trabajaron en 61 los artistas

Juan de Segovia, Pedro Gumiel y Sauolio de Zamoia, segun consta

de la escritura otorgada en Manganares en 1498
;
reoibiendo por

su trabajo la oantidad de ciento cinco mi maiavedis,”

—

Don Jose

Amador de Los Rios, Toledo pintoresca, 4® Madrid, 1846, p. 58*
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the Virgin Mary. He is known to have received for

fhft-rn, in 1511, 165,000 maravedis. In him we merely

see the effort to produce an imitation of the style of

the great Itahan masters
;
sometimes his memory is

with Ghirlandaio, sometimes with Perugino; but he

does not much recall to mind the manner of the

Flemings.

Spanish art in the fifteenth century, thus appears

to have had no character of its own, but to have fol-

lowed the bent of whatever school was nearest to it.

Spain could boast, in the sixteenth century, of only two

men, both exaggerated in their way—Bosch, who made

the Flemish manner ridiculous, and Berruguete, who

is an artist of mannerism. The glory of Spain is its

modem school.

The Flemish art -invasion seems to have spread,

not only into Spain, but into Portugal. We find the

following Flemish artists there in the fifteenth century:

—^Master Huet, in 1430; Guillaume Belles, m 1448;

Jean Anne, in 1454; Gil Eannes, in 1465
;
Jean, in

1485; Christopher of Utrecht, in 1492; Antony of

Holland, in 1496; and OKver of Ghent, m 1496.

A petition, addressed to the king of Portugal, by

Garcia Henriquez, a painter, states, that in 1518, his

father-in-law, Francis Henriquez, was commissioned

by king Emmanuel to decorate the court of Justice;

but that he died of the plague, as well as seven or eight

painters whom he sent for from Flanders. *

Jean Lemaire, a French poet of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and laureate of Margaret of Austria, thus writes

of the painters of the Netherlands. (Margaret’s crown
is being carved):

—

* See Baozynski, Les Arts en Portugal, S'*. Paris, 1846.
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“L’orfAvre allant vers son ouvroii tres riche,

Plusieurs amis le vindrent assi^ger,

Qui tons ont bruit oultie Espagne et Austncbe,
Si vont priant priant M4iite n’estie chiohe
Ee leifr center, dont il vient si leger.

Alors M^nte estant en leur danger
Ne peut fuyr, que tout ne leur desploye,

Car Fun d’lceux estoit maitre Rogier,

L’aultre Eouquet, en ce qui tout loz s’employe.

Hugues de Gand qui tant eut les tretz netz,

y fut aussi, et Dieric de Louvain
Avec le roi des peintres Johannes,
Duquel les faits parfaits et mignonnetz
Ne tomberont jamais en oubh vain,

Ni SI je fusse un peu bon escripvain,

Ee Marmion, prince d’enluminure,
Eont le nom cioist comme paste enlevain,
Par les effects de sa noble tournnie.

II y suivint de Biuges Maistre Hans,
Et de Erankfort, Maistre Hugues Martin,
Tons deux ouvriers tres cliers et triomphans
Puis de peintre autres nobles enfans,

E’Amyens Nicole, ayant bruit argentin,

Et de Tournay, plein d’engin celestin

Maistre Loys dont tout disciet fut I’ceil,

Et oil, qu’on prise ou soir, et ou matin,

Eaisans patrons, Baudouyn de Bailleul.

Encore y fut Jaques Loinbaid de Mons
Acoompagn6 de bon Lievin d’Anvers,
Trestons lesquels, autant nous estimons,

Que les anciens, jadis pai longs sermons,
Eirent Parrhase et mamts autres divers,

Honneur les loge en ses palais couvers.”

All these painters are brought together by the poet

whilst the goldsmith, in whose place they congregate,

is forging the Mai-gantic crown. He proceeds :

—

“Lois un Valencennois
Gilles Bteclin, ouvrier fort autentique,

Luy dit ainsi: Maistre, tu me congnois.”

Merit here passes an eulogium on Steclin, and gives

him the crown to work. The poem then proceeds:

—

“Mais il convient, pour entente plus meure,
Prier ton pere aussi quhl y besongne.

Car chacun sait la mam fort propre et seure

Ee Hans St6clin, qui fut n6 a Coulongne.’’
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The work is finished, and then exhibited to the spec-

tators, who are asked their opinion:

—

“Que t’en semble t’ll AdiienMangot de^ToTirs

Et toi Homain, Christofle Hieremie,

Porta one roy tel richesse aux estours

Sur son arme^ Je ne le croirais mie.

Qu’en diras tu Donatel de Florence

Et toy, petit Antoine de Bordeaux,
Jean de NTimeglie, ouvner plein d’apparance,

Begarde nn peu la noble tiansparanoe.

De ces dix corps tant lumineux et beaux.
Et toy, le bruits des orfevres nouveaux,
Bobert le noble, illustre Bourguignon
Yiens en juger

,
D n’y gist nulz appeaux

Avec le bon Margeric d’Avignon.

Approebe toy, orf^vre du due Charles,

Gentil Gantois, Corneille tres habile,

Jean de Bouen, je te pris que tu paries:

Tu as eu bruit de Pans jusques a Arles

En Tart fusoire, sculptoire et fabnle

,

Malleatoire aussi tu fu utile,

D’architecture et de peinture ensemble
Ou te m61as par tel usage et style

Que ton engin haut qu’humain ressemble.”

The Margaritic Crown is a strange confusion of

names, dates, and places; but the rhymes are curious,

as they show the interest still felt in the sixteenth

century for the artists of the fifteenth, and because

they are the work of a Frenchman. Nor are these the

only examples of Flemish painters being made the

theme of poetry
;
in another place, Lemaire mentions

them as follows in the legend of the Venetians, which

he wrote in 1509.

“J’ay pinceaux mille, et brosses et ostilz

Et si je n’ay Parrhase ou Apelles
Dout le nom bruit par memoires ancxennes
J’ay des espntz lAcentz et nouvelletz •

Plus ennobliz pai leur beaux piuceletz
Que Marmxon, jadis de Yallenciennes
Ou que Poucquet qui taut en gloire siennes
Ne que Poyer, Bogier, Hugues de Gaud
Ou Johannes qui tant fut 616gant.”
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Foucquet, wliom Lemaire thus notices, is one of

the first French painters who formed his manner in

Flanders. Charles the Sixth and Charles the Seventh

were fond of art, and patronized its professors, found-

ing for them the Paris Academy of Painting. The
Duke of Beiry and the Duke of Orleans were equally

remarkable for their love of painting. The latter is

known to have had in his service Colart of Laon, who
laboured for him in the capacity of “peintre et varlet

de chamhre” in 1395 and 1396
;
but Colart de Laon

appears to have been of that class of painters who
adorned wooden carved work with colour. Jean Fouc-

quet came later; and a picture is still left us fi:om

which his manner may be judged. It is the portrait

of Agnes Sorel, mistress of Charles VII., in the garb

of the Virgin Mary, and surrounded by angels with red

wings. This, after all, is a repulsive picture, hung up

high in the Gallery of Antwerp, where the name of the

master is not known, but is unmistakeably Flemish in

tone and execution. It is a panel which gives us an

imitation of Van der Weyden, and a foretaste of Mem-
ling; but is far below the works of these masters. The

figure of the Virgin has some of the softness and^Zawce

manner of Memling, and the Infant Saviour the heavi-

ness of Van Eyck’s representations. ^

Foucquet was bom in 1415, and must have painted

this picture before 1450, when Agnes Sorel died.

Louis the Eleventh employed him to paint his like-

ness, inwHch Foucquet was unsuccessful; and Margaret

of Austria seems to have prized a picture of his in her

possession, which represented the “Virgm and Child.”

His stylo may be judged by the mmiatui’es of the

illuminated Josephus in the Pans National Library,

1 No. 132, Antwerp Q-al. m. 0.91 h by 0.81.
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the earliest mimatures of which we saw are by Pol van

Limburg and his brethren.

Later still in Prance was Jehan Oloet, whom we

find employed at first in the household of the Duke of

Burgundy, in 1475.

The descendants of Cloet flomdshed m Paris for

thi’ee generations. His son became painter to Francis

the First; and the name of Jean having been lengthened

into Jehanet, he gradually became the Jannette of our

galleries. The portraits of Francis the First and Ms
Queen, at Hampton Court, will show the style of Je-

hanet, and the influence exercised upon the early

paioters of Prance by the Flemish school. But the

love of Francis the First for art was not satisfied by

having a painter whose manner had been founded on

the teaching of a Fleming. He occasionally sent to

Belgium for pictures, dealing, usually, with Jean Du-
bois, of Antwerp, to whom we find Mm paying, on more
than one occasion, large sums for pictures.

Slight as was the influence of art in France during

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, it was still more
so m England, where the traces of painting are so

feeble that the patient research of Vortue almost failed

to discover anything worthy of remembrance. It was
not till the sixteenth century that numerous Flemish
artists migrated from Flanders to England, and gave

themselves, up cMefly to the production of portraits.

The earhest painters of Belgium did not, therefore,

exercise any influence in England; and the manner
wMch Cometis, and Lucas de Heere imported, and
made fasMonable, was no longer the old and original

one inhented from the Van Eycks—but a feeble style,

adulterated by commingling with the various schools

of Italy and Germany.
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Belles (Guillaume). 364.

Bellini (Gentile) 234.

Bellini (Gio.) 234.

Bellini (Jac.) 117.

Bellono (A ) of Asti. 9

'PwKLm.Library, Earlypictures

.

29.— Museum Antonello. 205. 236.

Bouts. 326-7. 336. Coxie. 66.

Cristus. 137 141. 142. 143
145 G David 307 Memling
294. 297. Ouwater^ 247. Ru-
gien. 222. Van der Goes
167 168. Van der Meire.
148-9. Van der Weyden.

1

190-3. 197 214-15. 222. 223.

24
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(The younger «) 197. Yan
Eyck(J.) 46-72 110. Zeit-

blom. 358.

Beblut. Boyal Falace* Yan dei

Weyden. 219.

Beene. Town Hall. Yan der

Weyden. 189

Berruguete. Kotices. 364.

Besaen (0.) of Iiille. 9.

Blondel(L )restoresYanEyck’s
altar-piece at St. Bavon of

Ghent. 65.

Bologna GalL Yan der Goes.
166. 167

— Zambeccari Coll. Memling.

210. Van der Goes. 168. 169.

Yan der Weyden. 209-10.

Boistneret (C.) 9,

Bono of Eerrara. 207.

Bosch (J.) 364.

Bosco (near Alessandria) Mem-
ling. 269.

Boulogne. See Hue and Jean.

Bouts (Albert). 323. 336.

—
.
(AlWt the younger) 331.

— (Dienck). Inquiry as to

the place of his birth, and
the connection of his family
with the city of Haarlem.
321; his residence at Lou-
vain. lb.

,
his relations to the

Stuerbout family, ib., and
322-3. Bouts’ birth and ar-

tistic education. 323. Por-
trait with the date of 1462,

324; probable cooperation of
Bouts in pictures byYan der
Weyden, ib. Bouts identical

with Thierry de Haarlem of

Bruges, lb., and 325. His pic-

tures are frequently ascribed
to Mending. 325. Bouts’
style, as displayed in the
Last Supper at Louvain.
326-7. Social status, ib., and
328. Pictures ordered for the
Justice Hall at Louvain, and
now at Brussels. 328-330.
Other works of the same
kind. 156. 330. Bouts’ death.

331 Martyrdom of St Eras-
mus and Hippolytus. 332-3.

Panels m Bouts’ style, pa-
nels missing or spurious.
119. 150 299 332-6.

Bouts (Dienck) the younger.
330

— (Theodoric). 323.

Brea (L.) 176. 177.

Broeueblam (Melchior). His
life, his works, as painter
to the Duke of Burgundy.
13. 17. 19. 20-3. 23. 25.

Bruges.— Abhaye des Dunes (lez)

Memling’ 313.— Academy, David (G.) 298.

302-4. 305. Memling. 282.

298. Van der Weyden. 224.

Yan Eyck (J ) 108. 110. 111.

123-4.

— BooJcsellers' guild. Memling.
267.

— Carmelites of Sion. G.David
305-6.— Curriers^ guild. Memling.
275 278-9.— Hospital of St. John. Mem-
ling. 251-2. 270-2. 274, 275
276. 277. 282 283-7.

— Hospital of St. Julien. Mem-
ling. 276. 277. 282-3.— KaisershaHiS, Yan der Wey-
den. 205.

•— Maricoles. (Convent) G. Da-
vid. 305.

— Memling. 278-9,
— St Basils. G. David. 304.

305. 313.— St. Donatian. Early picture.

28. G. David. 313. Yan Eyck
(J.) 120.— St Jacques. Memling. 281.

282. Yan der Goes. 159. Yan
der Weyden. 205.

— St. Sauveur. G. Yan der
Meire 151.— Town Hall. Tinted carvings.
7.

Ursuhnes. Bouts (D.) 336.
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Brussels. Carmelites. Yau der
Weyden. 203 227.

— Library. Yan der Weyden.
226.

— Musefmi. Bouts (D.) 330.
Cristus 139. 146. David. 309
Memling. 275. 276. 277. 336.
Yan der Weyden. 225. 229
Yan Eyck (H.) 62. 65.(J.)52
65 125.

— Painters' Chapel. Yan der
Weyden. 217.

— Palace of Nassau. Yan der
Goes. 170,— Recollets. Y^n der Weyden
193.

— Tan Rotterdam (Mr.) See
Collections.

Bujdingen. Abbey of* Oristus.

146.

Buonarroti. See Michael An-
gelo,

Burgos. See Spam
Burleigh House. Yan Eyck (J.)

101-4.

C.

Oambrai Cathedral. Oristus. 137.
— Monastery of St, Aubert.

Yan der Weyden. 214. 215-6.

Campin (R.) of Toumai. 183-4.

Carlo di Mantegna. 177.

Carpaccio
,

contrasted with
Memling. 282-3.

Careggi (Elorence). Memling.
269.

Cennino Cennini, 231.

Chatsworth.YanEyck(J.)8 9. 90.

Chiswick. Buko of Devonshire.
Memling, 273.

Clite. See Yan den Clite.

Cloet (J.) Notices. 368.

CoLANTONio delEiore. 73. 74. 76.

CoLARU de Baon. 17. 367.

CoLART le Yoleur 239,

Collections (dispersed.)

— Abel. Bouts (B.) 336. Yan
der Weyden. 226.

— Aders. B. Bouts. 324. Bievin
de Witte. 319. Memling, 222.

256. 288. 294. Yan Eyck (H.
and J.) 66.

Collections. Aeischot. Yan der
Weyden. 226-7.

— Ambras. Yan der Weyden.
223.

— Archduke Ernest (Brussels).

Yan der Weyden. 227.

— Arundel. Yan Eyck (J.) 95.
— Bammeville. Yan Eyck (J.)

120.

— Baucousin. Memling. 296.
— Beauharnais. Memling. 279.

— Beckford YandeiMeire.150.
— Bembo. Memling. 257.
— Brentano. Bouts (B.) 335.
— Charles I. Gerard of Haar-

lem. 249.

— Colbert. Yan der Weyden.
224.

— Culling Eardley. G. David.
309.

— Czemin. Yan der Weyden.
219.

— Demidoff. See S Donato.
— Dumortier. Yan Eyck (J.)

116.
— jE7asf?aA:e.iJ7dn der Goes. 169.

Yan der Meire. 150.
— Engels (Cologne). Yan Eyck

(J) 95.

— Farrer (London). Memling.
291. Miniatures. 311.

— Germeau (Pans). Memling.
299.

— Goddyn (Bruges). Memling.
279.— Gnmani (Yenice). Albert of

Holland. 247. Gerard of Hol-
land. 318-19. 250. Lievin.

338. Memling. 255. 318. Ou-
water. 247.

— Hague. See King William.
— Herz (London). Memling.

289.— Imbert (Bruges). Memling.
279,

— King William n. of Holland
(Hague). Bouts (D.). 330.

Memling. 191. 291. 294. 296.

24*
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298.316 Van der Meire 151.

Van der Weyden. 191. 193.

218. Van Eyck (J.) 113-4.

Collections. Kruger. Master of

the Passion or of Werden
355. Meckenen. 355. G*. van
der Metre. 151.

— Lamjpognano. VanEyck(J

)

123.

— Leomco Tomeo. Van Eyck
(J ). 123

— ZfMctewBonaparte. Memling.
291.

— Lyversherg. Cnstus. 145.

Lucas of Leyden® 356-7.

Master of the Passion. 198.

Van Eyck (J.) 125.
— Margaret of Austria. Fou-

cquet. 367 Memling 255.

289. Van der Weyden. 225.

227. Van Eyck (J.) 88. 93.

100 . 122 .

— Middleton Van Eyck (J

)

95.

— (Venice). Rugien. Van
der Weyden® 222,

— Nembs (Ploen in Holstein).

Van Eyck (J.) 77.— Nieuwenhiys. Van Eyck (S.

and J ). 66. 120. Memling.
279.

— Northwick. Memling. 298.
— Porhnari. Memling. 269.
— Fourtales. Memling. 297.

Porbus. 170. Van der Goes.

170.
^— Puccini. Van der Goes 165.

— Baw (Venice). Van derWey-
den. 222. 227. 256.— Robinson. Antonello. 236

— Rogers. Bouts (D.) 323. Imi-
tators ofVanEyckandMem-
ling 314. Memling. 222. 256
297. 314. Van der Weyden,
227.

— San Donato. Bouts. 119.336.

Memling. 299. Van Eyck (J )

119.— Solly. Cnstus. 145. G. David.
307. 309

Collections S7}otj Bouts (D.)

333.
— Strasburg. Memling. 299
— Sghel (du) G. David. 313.— Tahstcheff. Cnstus. 143.— VaUa'> di. Memling 299.
— Van Cock. Memling. 279.

— Va9iden Bogaerde.Memlmg.
279

— Van der Sch ieck. Memling
• 277. Van Eyck (J.) 116. 133.
— Van Ertborn. Van Eyck

(H.) 77
— VanMal. Van Eyck(J.) 114.
—

* Van Rotterdam. Van Eyck
(J.) 125

— Vendramin. Van der Wey-
den. 227.

— Verhelst. Van Eyck (J.) 120.— Wallerstein. Moinlmg. 225.

295. Van Eyck® (H.) 78.

(J)p 128. 129. (M.) 132.— Weber (Antwerp). Van Eyck
(J.) 119. 120

— Weger. Cnstus. 139. 146.

Memling. 289.

CoLOONE Cathedral 14th cen-
tury picture. 349. Stephen.
349.

— Engels. See Collection.
— Hamm (Mr ) Lucas of Ley-

den® 356-7.

— Lyversherg. See Collection.— Museum. Meckenen. 198.

353. Ouwater. 198. Stephen.
352. Unknown. 349. Wil-
helm. 347.— Oppenheim Coll. Cnstus, 137,

141. G David 313.
— St. Columha Van der Wey-

den. 218.

— St. Cumbert. Wilhelm 345.— St. M. im Capitol. Old pic-

tures. 355.

I

— St. Severus. Early frescos,

j

345.
I — Semina'^y/. Wilhelm of Co-

logne. 345.

!
— Townhall. Stephen. 349. Wil-

j

helm. 346.
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CoLOG^NE. Weyer See Collec-
tion.

— W'll'hdm of See Wilhelm.
Copenhagen Museum. Cristus

143. Yan Eyck (J.) 42.

Corneille de Gand 366.

CoRRADO d’Alemama, 176.

CossA (E ) 207. 210.

CosTE (Jean). Painter at Yau-
dreiul. 7.

CouRTRAi Notre Bame. J y. d.

Asselt. 13. 14.

CousTAiN (J.) His execution.
324

CousTAiN (Piene) Painter to

the Dukes of Burgundy; is

tried for evading the guild
laws 138. 239 ,

his work val-

ued by Yau der Weyden
220 .

Coxie(M.), His copies from Yan
Eyck and Yan der Weyden.

i

66 196

Cristople Hi6r6mie. 366.

Ceistopher of Utrecht. 364.

Cristophorxjs of Cologne In-

quiry as to his identity with
Cristus of Bruges 136. 137.

Cristus (Petrus). The onlypaint-
er whose works reveal the

teaching of the Yan Eycks,
135-6. His biith and settle-

ment at Bruges ,136. Alleg-

ed visit to Cologne; 136-7

His affiliation to the guild

ofBruges; chronological list

of his works
,
iccoi ds of his

stay at Bruges and his prac-

tice theie; trial of Pierre

Coustain for evading pay-
ment of guild dues, and 0ns-
tus^ share in that trial. 137

138. Cristus’ style, influence

upon him of the school of

Cologne. 139 Portrait of

Edward Cxiiniston and other

works. 139— 146. Pictures by
Cristus assigned to Yan
Eyck. 125.

D.

Dalmau See Lodovico.
Dantzig. CathedraL Memling.

257. Ouwater® Yan der
Goes® Yan Eyck? 257.

Daret (J.) 240.

David (G.) Recent discoveries
respecting him. Question
whether he is not identical
with Geernt or Gerard of
Haarlem, 300. As to his edu-
cation, 301. He settles at
Biuges, and paints for the
magistrates and forJean des
Trompes, 302-3 Question as
to ^vhether the Judgment gf
Cambyses at Bruges is by
him, 302. The Baptism of
Chi is t in the Biuges Acad.
298 303-5. Pictures at St
Basile, the Madonna of the
Carmelites of Sion at Rouen

;

305. 306. David’s works in
continental galleries

;
308-9

,

and pieces of similar cha-
racter in England; 309-12.

Gheerardt’s death ,312; pic-

tures in the manner ofDavid
and his followers, 313-320.

Dello. Notices 360-1.

De Rycke (Daniel). 161. 162

Dierick See Bouts.
Diest. 14th century art, 2.

Dijon Chartreuse, Baerse (J.

de). 18. 21-4. Bellechose. 19.

Bioederlam. 21. 24. Malwel.
18. Sluter. 23.

— Museum. Baerse (J. de la).

23-4. Broederlam. 18. 21.

23-5. Memling® 316. Yan
Eyck (H.)® 78

Domenico Yeniziano 231. 232.

Donatello 366.

1

Dresden Museum, Memling ®

128. 297. Yan der Weyden®
225 Yan Eyck (J.). 104. 107.

110 125. 128

Dubois (J ) of Antweip. 368.

Durer(A.) Picture erroneously
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assigned to liim at Borne.

119 369. His admiration of

the pictures ofVan der G-oes.

160.170 ofVan der Weyden.
205. of Van Eyck. 65. Sup-

posed visit to Haarlem. 248.

Dyeick. See Bouts,

Dyeick of St. Omer. 296

E.

Eckeeghem. StMartin* H. Mar-
tin. 244.

Enfield. Bevd. Mr. Heath.
Memling. 288 289. 290.

England Earl of Verulam.
Cristus 137. 139. 140.

Escurial. See Spain.

Eyck See Van Eyck.

E.

Eabricio. notices. 361.

Ferrara. Van der Weyden. 207.

227.

Filarete. 231.

Florepfe (Oh. 0^. Frescos. 3.

Florence. San Donato* See
Collections.

— 8. M* Nuova, Cristus. 143.

Memling. 279. Van der Goes.
143. 157-8,

— TJffizi* Cristas. 143. Mem-
ling 273. 279. 280. Van der
Goes. 143. 165. 279. Van der
Weyden. 208-9.

Foucqtiet (J.). Mmiatuies. 31,

365. 366. 367.

Francis Henriquez. 364.

Frankfort. Brentano. See Col-

lection.

— Mr, Gonfard, Memling. 297.
— StcedeL Ciistus, 136. 137. 140.

Memling. 294 Van der Wey-
den. 193. 211. 224. (The
younger). 224. Van Eyck.
112. 113.

Frescos (early) See Bathmen.
Diest. Floreffe. Ghent.
Gorcum. Haarlem. Huy.
Li^ge. Msestricht. Hieu-
port. Tpres.

G.

Galasso Galassi. 207. 208.

210 .

Gallegos, notices. 363.

Garcia Henriquez. 364.

Geerrit. See Gerard.
Gerard of Harlem, notices of

his life and works. 248-9.

Gerard Hoienhaut. See Horen-
baut.

Genoa. Santa M. di Gastello.

Justus d’Allamagna. 171-5.

— Signor Molfino. Antonello.
235.

Gentile da Fabriano. 212.

Gerard David See David.
Ghent. Butchery, N. Martin

244-5.

— Byloque, Eaily frescos. 3.

— Carmelites, Van der Goes.
170.

— Cordeliers, Van der Asselt.

14.

— Mall of the Echevms. Ax-
poele. 14. 241. 242. n. Mar-
tin. 14. 242.

— Motel de le Walle. (14th cen-
tury). Van der Asselt 14.

— Muyvetter (Mr.) Justus of

Ghent. 181.

— jDet^meefe. Early frescos. 3.

— St Aubert, Early frescos. 3.

— St Bavon. Van der Meire
(J.) 146. 147. 153. Van Eyck
(H.) and (J.) 46-72.

— St Cnstojphe, Early frescos.

3.

— St Jacques. Early frescos. 3.

Justus of Ghent. 181. Van
der Goes. 161.

— St. Jean, Early frescos. 3

— Verhelst (Mr.) See Collec-

tions.

Gil Eannes. notice. 364.

Glasgow (nr.) Hamilton Palace.
Antonello 236.

Goes. See Van der Goes.
Gorcum. Early frescos. 2.

Granada (Ch. of). Bouts (D.)

334. Memling. 334.
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Granelio. Notices. 361,
Greenhithe, Mr. Fuller Russell.

Meinliug. 298.

Grobnen-daele. Van der Wey-
den. 204 227.

Gubbio. Duomo. Sclion. 360.
Guilds. Antweip ll.Bruges.il.

Ghent 11. Pans. 12.

H.

IiAACHT‘(J. de) 23.

Haarlem. Cathedral, Ouwater.
246,

— Kmghfs of St. John. Gerard
of St. John. 248.— Regulars (Oh. of the). Ge-
rard of Haarlem. 248.

— St. Bavon Early frescos, 3.— See Gerard of
Hadley. Mr. LemmL Van Eyck

(copies) 66
— Mr Green.h de Witte 319.

Hague Museum. Bouts (B.)

335. Memling 225 288. 291.

294. 335. (See Coll, of Wil-
liam n

)

Hampton Court. Gloet, Janette.
368. Memlmgs 295

Hans. See Memling
Hasselt See Asselt

Heemskerk (M. van). 246
Hennecart (J.) 239

Henri de Brabant 206.

Herle. Wilhelm de. See Wil-
helm.

Hesdin. Castle. 237, M.Bioeder-
1am, 21.

Holbeins (the). 357.

Holioer Hall. Memling.. 299.

Hoogstraaten (Oh. of). Van der

Meire (G.) 152.

Horenbaut (Ger.) Notices of

his life and works. 152-3.

309. 318.

Hubert. See Stuerboudt and
Van Eyck.

Hue de Boulogne. 237 239.

Huet (Maitre) Notice. 364.

Huy. Convent des Oroisiers.

Early shrine. 2.

L
Imbert. See Collections.

Imitators ofVanEyckandMem-
ling. 313-20.

Imperiato (J.) of Asti. 9.

Ince Mr. Blundell. Missal 311.
Van Eyck (J ) 88. 90-2.

IsEBRAND (Adrian). 300.

J.

Jacques See Baerse, Lombard.
Jan de Flandes. Notices of him.

294. 317.

Jean 364 and see Asselt. Beau-
mez. Coste. Pouquet. Mau-
vm.

Jean de Nimeghe. 366.

Jean de Rouen 366.

Jean d’Orl^ans. 17.

Jeb[an de Boulogne. 239.

Jehan de Lifege. Inquiry as to

the identity of this painter
and Hans Memling. 255.

Jehan le Voleur. 237.

Jehanbt. See Oloet.

JoDOOUS. See Justus.

Johannes Alamannus. 175.

— de Colonia. 354.

JossE de Halle. 23.

Juan Flamenco. Notices of him.
294. 317.

Juan de Borgogna. 363.

Juan de Segovia 363.

Justus d^Allamagna 171-5.

— of Ghent. Inquiry as to his

identity with Justus d’AUa-
zuagna. 172-5. His “Com-
munion of the apostles” at

Urbino 177. 180. Question

as to whether he is the paint-

er of the library at Urbino.
180-1. Notices. 181

K.

Kalkar (Oh. of). Kalkar. 318.

Kalkar (John of) 317. 358.

L.

Lancelot. See Blondel.

Lede (Ch. of). N Martin. 243.
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Dee Priory. Mr, Barrett. G-. Da-
vid. 312.

Leonaedo da Vinci. 20,

Le Voleur. (See Colart and
Jean),

Lbyeen. Priv. Collection. D
Bouts.

Lete (J. van der). 7.

Liege Early ait. 2. 3.

Liesboen (Master of). 357
Lievie de "Witte. Notices. 152.

153. 318. 319. 365.

Linz. Early pictures. 354
Lippi. Fia Filippo. 212.

Liverpool Institution. Van
der Weyden. 197. (The
younger). 197.

Locheer. See Stephen.
Lonovico Dalman. Notices. 362.

Lobthener. See Stephen.
Lombaed (J.) de Mons. 365.

Loistdon. Banng Coll. Memling.
297. Van Eyck (J.) 126. 127— Beresford Hope. Van Eyck
(J.) 114. Wilhelm 348,— Brett (Mr.) Memling. 298.

— British Museum. Van der
Weyden. 203. Van Eyck.
203.— Dudley House. Memling
297. Van Eyck (J.) 126 127.

— JEcistldke. See Collection— Bmerson Collection. Van
Eyck (J ) 127.— Farrer. See Collection.— Gardner (M.V, J D) David

«

310-12, 315. Memling? 315.— Grosvenor Coll. Van der
Weyden 200-2.— Middleton. See Collection— National Gallery. Antonello.
233. 234. Bouts (D.) 150.
Cnstus 144. Mastei ofLies-
hom.357. Master of Werden.
356. Memling. 288. 294 295
Schdn (Martin). 359. Van der
Goes. 169. Van dei Meire.
144. 150. 151. Tan der Wey-
den 225. Van Eyck (J.) 94,
100. 101. (Margaret). 132,

LoimoE. Farsons (Mr.) Van dei
Weyden. 226.

— Bdbinson (Mr ) See Collec-
tion.

— Boyers, See Collection.
— Stafford House. Van Eyck

(J.) 127. 128.

— Yeinon Smith. Memling.
288. 291

— ^¥Il^te (Ml ) David (G.) 312.

Louis de Touinai. 365
Louvain. Augustins (B4collets)

A. Bouts. 323
— Diench de See Bouts.
— Franciscans, Early pictures,

29.

— Minorites, Bouts. 323.— Notre Dame hors les Murs.
Van der Weyden. 196.— Forte de Tirlemont. Stuer-
houdt. 322.

— 8t, Fierre, A, Bouts. 336. D.
Bouts. 324 325-7.332. Stuei-
houdt. 322. Van derWeyden.
190. 193. 194-7.

— Schollaert (Mi ) Van Eyck
(J.) 116. 133— Toionhall Bouts. 328-30
Stuerboudt. 322— Van der ScJmeck, See Col-
lections.

Lucas of Leyden. Notices of
pictures assigned to him.
224 308. 356.

LiJBECK. Cathedral Memlino.
291-3.

LtiiscHENA Baron Speck von
Sternhurg G.vandei Meiro.
149.

Lyversbeeg (Master of the Pas-
sion of). 198. 355.

M.

Maccaei (D ) 176. 177.

Maueii). Museum, Bouts? (D.)
335. Cnstus. 140. 141 146.
David. 313 Memling. 295
335. Van der Meire. 152. Van
der Weyden 196 210. Van
Eyck (J.) 96. 99, 125. 146,
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Madbip. Monastery of Los An-
gelos. Van der Weyden. 216.

— Falace of the Pnnce. Mem-
ling? 316.

— Santa Trinidad. Mus. Bouts
(D.). 323. David. 307. 308. Lu-
cas of Leyden 308. Van der
Weyden. 218. (school) 197.

Maestricht. Early frescos. 2.

Malines. Snoij Coll. See Col-
lections.

Malwel (Hermann). 18.

— (Jacques). 18.

— (Jean). Painter to the Duke
of Burgundy, 17

;
executes

an altar-piece for the Duke’s
private oratory, paints al-

tar chests for the Carthu-
sians ofDiion, and a likeness

of Jean Sans Peur. 18 19.

Values an altarchest hy
Broederlam. 23. 237.

Mangot (A.) de Tours. 366.

Mannin. See Mauvin.
Mabgebio d’Avignon. 366.

Mabmion de Valenciennes. 366.

Martin (H.) 365.

— (J.) 14 241. 242.

— (N.) 241. 242-5.

— See Heeinskerk.
Massys (Quintin). Casual no-

tices of pictures. 298.

Matjvxn (or Mannin [Jean]). 9.

MeokeneN (I.) 198 353. 354.

Meersch. See Van dei Meersch.
Mbibb See Van der Meire.
Melchior. See Broederlam.
Memling (Hans). His pictures

in the Hospital of St. John
of Bruges, description of his

Maiiiage of St. Catherine
250-2 Legend of Memling’s
stay in the Hospital and its

cause. 253. Inquiry into

Memling’s early life and his

education,—perhaps under
Van der Weyden. 210. 253-4.

What early historians tell

of him. 254, earliest 'works

of which notices are preserv-

ed, examples in Italy. 256-6,

“The Baptist” at Munich.
257. The Last Judgment of
Dantzig. 257-266. Inquiry as
to whether Memling visited

Venice. 266, proofs that
Memling was at Bruges be-
fore 1477, altar-piece of the
booksellers’ chapel-probably
the same that is now in the
Turin Museum. 267-9. Again
the “Marriage” of the Hos-
pital at Bruges, Memling’s
style 270-2 Altar-pieces of
Count Duchatel inPans and
the Duke of Devonshire at

Chiswick 273. Epiphany m
the Hospital at Bruges. 274
Memling at Bruges in 1480.

275. “The Entombment”,
“The Sybil Zambetha”, and
the Moreel portraits at Bru-
ges and Brussels 275-7. Al-
tar-piece of the curriers of
Bruges, now at Munich 278.

Annunciation in the Eadzi-
vill Collection, portrait and
other pieces at the TJffizi of

Eloience. 279. 280. Other pic-
tures atWoihtz,andatEome.
280. Question whetherMem-
ling was free of the painters’

gudd at Bruges. 281. Altar-
pieces at Bruges Academy.
281-3. Shrine of St. Ursula.

275, 283-7. Oenuine pictures

in divers collections. 288-93,

Memling’s death. 293. Lists

of pictures. 128. 169 170.

Genuine, spurious, and miss-

ing. 191. 203. 222. 224. 294-

99. 313.314.315 316.318. In-

quiry as toMemling’s sharein
the Breviary of St.Mark 152.

330 334 335. Notices. 365,

Messina (A. da). See Antonello
— 8. G^eyorio. Antonello 234.

Michael Angelo. His opinion of

Elemish art 210.

— of Hungaiy. 206
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MiDDELBmwj (Oh. of). Van der

Weyden. 213—16.

Milan. Trivulzi Collection. An-
tonello. 235

— VaUardi. See Collections.

Minden Kruger. See Collec-

tions.

Miniatuebs. See Pans. Oxford.

Pol van Limburg.
]\IiEAFLOEES (Convent). Juan

Elamenco. 294. Memling.
294, Van der Weyden. 190-1.

Modena Mus. Gei*ard of Haar-
lem 250.

Mostaeet (Pr.) Casual notices.

246. 288.

Munich. Ar<?o-Valley (Count)

David. 306-7.

(Professor). Van der

Weyden. 218.

— Pi^of7ie^.Bouts(D.) 326-7.

833. 334 335. Coxie. 66. Da-
vid. 309 Gerard of Haarlem.
249-50, Horenbaut. 309

Master of the Lyversberg
Passion. 355 Meckenen. 354.

355. Memling. 169. 257. 277.

278. 298. 333. Van der Goes.

168. 169. 257. 265. Van der

Weyden. 124. 125, 217 218.

223 Van Eyck (J.) 123-4.

— Rauter (Mr.) Cristus. 146.

Memling, 297.

— Ross (Mr.) Van Eyck (J.) 94.

— (Professor), Memling.
297.

N.

Naples. Lost-pieces. Van Eyck
and Van der Weyden. 120.

121. 212— Museum* Colantonio. 73. 74.

Van Eyck (H.) 73. 74. (J.)

73-5.

— 8 J5ar5amin OastelNuovo.
Van Eyck (J ) 123.— 8* Domenico Maggiore. Van
Eyck. 76.

San Lorenzo Maggiore. Oo-
lantonio. 75. Van Eyck (J.)

74. 75. 76. Zingaro. 75, 76.

Naples. San Pietro Martire.

Zingaro. 75. 76.

— San Sevenno. Zingaro. 76.

— Zir Collection. Antonello.
234.

Nicole d’Amiens. 365.

Nieuport. Early frescos. 2.

Nimeghb (Jean de). See Jean.

Northwich See Collections,

Nuremberg. Moritzkapelle
Bouts 334. liTemling. 334.

Van Eyck. 125 Zeitblom.
358

0 .

Obebto of Genoa 177.

Oil ipainting on statues. 6. 7

Oliver of Ghent. 364.

Oppbnheim. See Cologne,

jOuWater (A.v.) Notices of him
and of pictures erroneously
assigned to him 198, 246-8.

261.

P.

Painters* of Cologne, and
Maestricht. 2.

Painting System of oil paint-

ing previous to the disco-

very of oil medium. 25. 28.

I

Palencia. Cathedral. Jan de
Flandes 294. 317.

Palermo. Duke ofTarsia. Schon.
359,

Paris. Cour d’Appel. Memhng.
298. Van der Goes. 160. 298.

— Duchatel Collection Mem-
ling. 273

— Gattean Collection. Mem-
ling. 288.

— Library, Bedford Missal.
129-31. Eoucquet. 367. Mi-
niatures 5. 31. 33. Pol van
Limburg. 31-33 Van Eyck
(M.) 129-31.

— Lonvrc. Antepondiumof the
14th Century. 10. Antonello.
235. Bouts (D.) 299. David.
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313 Justus of Q-laent. 180-1.

Massys? (Q) 357. Meniling.
288 291. 299 Miniatures. 4.

VanderGoes. 175. VanEyck
(H) 66. (J) 66. 95 96.

Paeis. FourtaUs. See Collec-
tions

— Rothschild Collection Mem-
ling. 288. Van Eyck(J.) 113.

Pedro da Cordova. 363.— Gumiel. 363.— Nunez. 363
Pesellino 231

PiAGGio of Genoa. 177
Picture fairs. 344-5.

Piero de]la Fiancesca 207, 210.

231 232.

PiNEROLO Tinted carvings. 7.

Pisano (Vittor). 206-7.

Pol van Limburg. Notices. 31.

368.

PoLizzi. S.M.del Gesd. Van der
Goes. 166.

POLLAltrOLi 231. 232. 367.

POYER. 366.

Progress of art inElanders. 337.

R
Raphael, 211.

Kxtserb (Willem de). 242.

Rogbre van Bruesele, or van
der Woestme. 182. 184.

Roger of Bruges, of Brussels,

de le Pasture, and dePascuis,

p 188, and see van der Wey-
den.

Rome. Academy. Memlmg. Mo-
staert. 288.— Barberim Palace. Justus of
Ghent. 180. 181.— Borghese Palace. Antonello.
G. Bellmi. 235.

— Dona Palace. Memlmg. 280.

ychbn 359. Van Eyck (J.)

116. 119.

Rotterdam. Pictuie fairs. 344.

Rouen Museum. David. 305.

Memling'-* 305
Rugieri. Notices. 222.

Ryoke. See De Rycke.

S.

Sacchi (P. E ) 177.

Saladin de Scoenere. 192.

Salamanca. Spanish painters
under Italian influence at
Salamanca. 361. GaUegos.
362.

Sancho de Zamoia. 363.

Santi (Gio) in praise of Van
Eyck. 68.

Scheut. Convent of. See Van
der Weyden 219 and Mem-
ling 299

ScHON (Martin) Notices. 220.

359. 360.

ScHOREEL (J ) restores the altar-

piece of St Bavon. 65.

Schrieck (van der). See Collec-

tions.

Scoenere (de). See Saladin.

Segovia. Dello. 361. Pabncio.
361. Granelio 361.

Semino of Genoa 177.

Seville (Cathedral) Pedro
Nunez. 363

SiGMARiNGEN. Hohenzollem Col-

lection David. 129 306. Van
Eyck® 129 Van derWeyden.
226.

Simone della Magna. 206.

Sluter Claus or Nicolas. 23.

Spain. Burgos, Cnstus, 137, 142.

— Escimal, Bouts (D.) 323.

Fabricio. 361. Granelio. 361.

Stamina. 360 Van der Wey-
den. 197.

St, Bertin. Abhey Ch. Dyriok
of St. Omer. Memlmg® 296.

St. Petersburg. Hermitage.
Cnstus. 143. Memlmg. 299.

Van der Weyden. 218. Van
Eyck (J.) 113. 114.

— Leuchtenberg Collection.

Bouts. 334. Memling® 334.

Starnina (G. di Jacopo). His
influence in Spam. 360.

Steclin (Gilles). 365.

— (Hans). 366.
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Stephen of Cologne or Lochner
01 Lcethener. 139. 247, No-
tices of his life and works.

350-2.

Stoke Park. Labouchere Coll.

Van Eyck? 315.

Strasburg- Mns, See Collec-

tions.

Stuebbout (Eiissen). 321.

— (G-ielis). 321.

— (Hubei t). Inquiiy as to his

relations with DieiickBouts

,

Notices of his life and prac-

tice. 321-3.

— (Hubeit the younger) 321.

Stuttgart Ahd, See Coll.

— Museum. Massys'^ 298. Mem-
ling 298.

Swabia, See Zeitbloni.

T

Tatistchefe. See Collections.

Tinted Sculpture. 6

Theodoric. See Bouts,

Thierri cle Haarlem. Inquiry as

to his identity "vVith Dierick
Bouts. 323. 325.

Toledo. Cathedral^ or San Bias.

Cupin d’Olanda. 363. Juan
do Borgogna. 363.

— 8t. Jago. Juan de Segovia.

Pedro Gumiel, Sanclio de
Zamora, 363.

Tomeo. See Collections.

Tongerloo (Church of) Van
derWeyden(Goswyn) 228-9.

Tournai. Painted Sculpture. 7.

Tura (Cosimo). 207-8. 210
Turin Museum. Cristus. 143.

Memlxng. 268-9. Van der
Meire (G.) 150.

TF.

UccELLi (Paolo). Notices. 118.

Urbino. Corpus Ciisti. Justus.
177 180.

— SanfAgata, Justus of Ghent.
177. 180.

V,

Val de Eueil. See Vaudreuil.
Valencia Museum. Elemish

15th century pictures 29.

Vasselaere (Ch. of) Van der
Goes. 170.

Vaudreuil. Jean Coste. 7,

Van den Clite, 45.

Van deb Asselt See Asselt.

Van der Goes (Hugo). Patro-
mzed hy Thomas Poitmaii.
156, His namesake Lievin,
his hirtli and education, 156.

157. Painting on canvas
cloths; 157, cartoons for

I glazieis, ib.
,
altar-piece of

the Poitinaii at Eloience,
157-8. The “David and Abi-
gail”, 159. Crucifixion at St.

Jacques at Bruges
,
ih. and

160. Crucifixion at the Com*
d’Appel in Pans. 160. 298.

Hugo settles at Ghent, wheie
he executes cai toons, can-
vases and altar-pieces 161.

Wedding of Maigaret of
York, partnership wilh Da-
niel de Rycke 162. Itctiie-

inent into a convent. 163-4.

Hugo’s death. 165. Woiks
ascribed to him. 143 144,
165-170. 261. 279. 288. 29.").

He values apicture byBouts.
156. 330. Notices. 365. 366.

— (Lievin). 156.

Van deu Meersch (P.) 28 1

.

Van der Meire {Baldwvif). 154.

(Goard), Unocitainty of
history as to his genuine
works, 147. Paiticulais of
his life, lb., altav-j)iece of
St. Bavon at (Jhent. 147-8.

Pictures at Berlin asci ib(»d

to van derMeire
;
other works

of the same class. H8-151;
unauthentic pieces

,
breviary

of St Mark. 151-3.
~ (Gilhs). 154.

~ (Ecm'y). 154.
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Yan der Weyden {CorneliMS).
188. 204. 219.

— {Gosioyn) 228-9.

— (JELugo), 154.

— {Jan) 153-4

— {Margaret). 204.

— (^Peter). 154 204.

— {Roger), Origin of his art,

Ins birth and education at
Touinai. 182-3. Causes and
statement of the errors, that
have been lianded down re-

specting Yaii der Weyden.

183-

4. He IS made official

paintoi at Brussels 183 188.

His style and the influences
under which it was formed,

184-

7. Influence of Van der
Weyden on other schools,
187-8. His four canvases at

l^russels. 189. 190. Altar-
piece of Miraflores at Berlin.
190-3. Tnptychs at Berlin
and Frankfort, 193. Yan der
Weyden as a tinter of sculp-
ture, lb .

5

Descent from the
(Jioss at Louvain, and va-
rious examples of the same
subject by van der Weyden
and his followeis. 193-8

The Last Judgment of
Beaune. 198-200. Triptych
of Grosvenor House. 200-3.

Altai'-pieceof the Carmelites
of Brussels; and other lost

pieces. 203-4. Yan der Wey-
den’s family and residence at
Brussels. 204

,
inquiry as to

the probability of liis stay
atBrugeH.206. Yisit to Italy,

and pictures executed for

Italian pati ons. 205-12. Be-
turn to Flanders

;
triptychs

of Middelburg (Beilin) and
Cambrai (Madrid). 213-16.

Pictures at Munich. 217-19.

Yan der Weyden as a man
and citizen. 219, his portrait,

lb.
;
last works. 220

,
Van der

Weyden’s death, 221, Pic-
tures of doubtful genuine-
ness. 123. 221-6. Lost pieces.

227. Inquiiy as to whether
he was Memling’s master
253. 255 256, or taught D.
Bouts. 323. Notices 365-6.

Yan der Weyden (the younger)
197. 228.

YanderWoestine. See Boegere
van Bruesele.

Yan Eyck (Hubert and John).
Inquiry as to their birth and
the history of the country
in which they were born,
34. 35. Their coming to

G-hent. 36. Were they in

the ducal service at Ghent,
and flee from the constraint

of their guilds 37. Liberal
education given to John. ib.

The count of Oharolois. 37-8

John of Bavaria, and John
van Eyck’s service with him
in 1423-4 at the Hague. 39
41. Legend of J. v. E’s. visit

to Antwerp in 1420. 41-2.

Hubert’s practice at Ghent.
John’s appointment to the
office of painter to the Duke
of Burgundy. 42. How the
early woi'ks of the Yan
Eycks came to be lost, 43-

46. JodocusYydts orders the
Altar-piece of the Lamb. 46.

Hubert begins and John
finishes it. 47. 48. Is Hubert
the chief of the Yan Eyck
school 48. 49. Altar-piece

of the Lamb. 49-61. What
share had each of the bro-

thers in it® 61-2. Qualities

of the altar-piece. 62. 64.

Technical execution. 65-6.

How Hubert came to be for-

gotten. 66. 68. Theories as

to the invention of the new
oil medium. 69. 70. What
was it, and how did it alter

the practice tillthjen in use?;
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70-2. Death of Hubert. 73.

Works assigned to him in

various collections. 73-8.

314. 315.

VanEyck (J.) His patron Philip

of Burgundy. 79. Philip’s

commission to appoint J. V.

E. his painter andvarlet. 81.

Where did Van Eyck reside

in 1426-8 ;
at Bruges or at

Lille® 81. Bruges. 82. Wan-
derings of the Duke. 83. Se-

cret missions performed by
John Van Eyck 83.84, Jour-

neys to Portugal and Spain;
portrait of Isabel of Portu-
gal. 85-88. “Consecration of

Thomas a Becket” at Ohats-

worth 89. 90. Virgin ofInce
Hall. 90. 91. 92. John Van
Eyck’s style in 1432. 92. 93.

Missing pictures. 93. Por-
traits and their character-

istics. 94. Portraits at theNa-
tional G-allery. 94-96. In the
Suermoudt collection. 95.

The “EoUinAltar-piece”. 95-

96. The “fount of Salvation”

at Madrid. 96-98. Belations
of Duke Philip v^th Van
Eyck. 99. Portraits of the
Arnolfim. 99-100. 101. Ma-
donna of Burleigh House.
101-104. Madonna of Dres-
den. 104-7. Secret missions
of J. V. Eyck m 1436. 107.

Madonna of the Bruges Aca-
demy. 108. Portraits in the
Belvedere ofVienna. 109. St.

Barbara at Antwerp. 110.

Pictures at Bruges, Berlin,

Antwerp, Prankfort, Paris
and St. Petersburg. 111-13.

Pictures of Mr. Hope and
Mr. Suermondt. 114. 116.

Alleged intercoutse of An-
toneUo daMessina with John
van Eyck, 116. 230. 233.

Tnptych of Xpres. ib. Alleg-
ed discoveries of J. V. E, in

glass painting and perspec-
tive, 116. 117. 118. Pictures
ascribed to V. E at Rome,
in Paris, Antwerp, Q-hent,

St Peteisburg, and Wilt-
shire. 119. 120. John Van
Eyck’s death 121. Pictuies
erroneously assigned to J. V.
Eyck or missing. 123-9. 198,

203. 217 261. 309. 314. Van
Eyck’s epitaph. 134. Notices
365. 366.

Van Eyck (Lambeit). 133.

— (Lievine). 132-3.

— (Margaret).Notices. 129-132.

Van Hal. Sec Collections.

Van Orlay (Philip). 190.

Venice. Academy. Antonello,
235.

— Giomnelli Collection. An-
tonello. 235.

— Grimam, See Collections.

— Library, Horenbaut, 152.

Lievin de Witte. 152. Mem-
ling 152. Van dev Mene (G-,)

152-3.

— Manfnni. Onstus. See Lon-
don National Gall,

— Ban Casstano. Antonello.
235.

— Ban Gregorio Rugieii. 222.
— B» M. de Servi. Van Eyck

(J.). 122.

— Vendramn. See Collections.

Verhunnemann (A.). 281.

Vienna. Academy. MeniUng.
295.

—
- Belvedere. Antonello. 236.

Gerard of Haarlem. 248-9,

Memling. 169 170.288,289.
293. Ouwater. 248. Sch5n
(M.) 220. Van der Goes. 169.

288. Van der Weyden. 220.

221-2.VanEyok(H.)®77. 126.

314. (J.) 109. 125. 126. 248.

314.

•— Czemin. See Collections.
— Gasser (Mr. H.) Van der

Weyden® 218,
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Vienna. Lichtetistein Gallery,
Y&n Eyck (H.) 73- 77- (J.)

128.— Treasury. Van Eyck (J ) 120.

ViETE (Jehan) of LiUe 9.

ViVARiNi (B.) 234.

— (L ) 234.

VoLEUK, See Le Voleur.

W.
Wallerstein. See Collections.

Werden (Master of). 357.

Weyden See Van der Weyden.
Wiesbaden Museum. Memling®

299
Wilhelm of Cologne. Notices of

Ins life and works. 346-8.

Wiltshire. Lord Heytesbuiy.
Van Eyck (J.) 120.

Witte. See Lievm de

WoESTiNE. See Van der Woes-
tine.

WoRLiTz Memhng 273. 280,

Wohlgemuth (M.) 247. 360.

X.

Xanten, a. W 319. 358. John
of Kalkar. 358.

Y
Ypres St Mai tin Early tomb

painting. 4. Van Eyck (J )

104. 116. 133.

z.

Zanin de Eranza. 206.

Zeitblom. 357-8,

ZiNGARO OP Naples. 76,
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